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INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE

APPLICATION
INSTITUTING PROCEEDINGS

[to be] Filed in the Registry of the Court

November 2018

Case by 15 sovereign onkwehonweh, indigenous peoples [the original native
peoples of turtle island (North America)] of the rotinoshonni, Iroquois
Confederacy, concerning Injustice and Untruth in the United States through
No Equal Justice Under Law in the United States, No Due Process in the
United States, No Fair Hearing/No Fair Trial in the United States.

(Andrew Jones, sovereign, et al. [Onondaga 15 indigenous peoples of turtle
island {North America} & kaianerekowa {the great law of turtle island}]

v.

United States)

To: Mr. Philippe Couvreur
Registrar,
International Court of Justice
Peace Palace
The Hague
Netherlands.

sehkon, greetings:

This Application Instituting Proceedings is made by the following 15 sovereign
onkwehonweh, indigenous peoples [the original native peoples of turtle island
(North America)] of the rotinoshonni, Iroquois Confederacy [hereinafter
“Onondaga 15”] v. United States:

Andrew Jones (sovereign)
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Robert E. Bucktooth, Jr. (sovereign)
Cheryl Bucktooth (sovereign)
Robert Bucktooth, III (sovereign)
Debby Jones (sovereign)
Karen Jones (sovereign)
Nikki Jones (sovereign)
karoniakata Jones (sovereign)

Robert E. Bucktooth, Jr. (sovereign)
Cheryl Bucktooth (sovereign)
Robert Bucktooth, III (sovereign)
Debby Jones (sovereign)
Karen Jones (sovereign)
Nikki Jones (sovereign)
karoniakata Jones (sovereign)
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Karen Jones (sovereign)
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karoniakata Jones (sovereign)
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Robert E. Bucktooth, Jr. (sovereign)
Cheryl Bucktooth (sovereign)
Robert Bucktooth, III (sovereign)
Debby Jones (sovereign)
Karen Jones (sovereign)
Nikki Jones (sovereign)
karoniakata Jones (sovereign)
Shawn Jones (sovereign)
kahentinetha (sovereign)
dyhyneyyks, aka Alfred Logan, Jr. (sovereign)
tekarontakeh (sovereign)
Ross John (sovereign)
Ronald Jones, Jr. (sovereign)
Nadine O’Field/Ganonhweih, fka Nadine Bucktooth (sovereign)
(hereinafter “Onondaga 15”)

Applicants,

v.

United States,

Respondent.

I. APPLICATION MEMORIAL BY EACH OF THE 15 SOVEREIGN
onkwehonweh APPLICANTS, INDIGENOUS PEOPLES [ORIGINAL
NATIVE PEOPLES OF TURTLE ISLAND (NORTH AMERICA)] OF THE
rotinoshonni, IROQUOIS CONFEDERACY [hereinafter “Onondaga 15”],
PURSUANT TO ARTICLE 45 OF THE RULES OF COURT:

A. INTRODUCTION

The first question that must be answered is:

Has the United States rescinded its longstanding policy to physically and
mentally exterminate the original [indigenous] peoples of turtle island?
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On May 31, 1779, General George Washington, who later was to become the first
President of the United States, wrote the following to his Major General John
Sullivan [Annex 9, Annex 1 for electronic review]:

The expedition you are appointed to command is to be directed against the
hostile tribes of the six nations [Iroquois Confederacy] of Indians, with their
associates and adherents. The immediate objects are the total destruction and
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Sullivan [Annex 9, Annex 1 for electronic review]:
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associates and adherents. The immediate objects are the total destruction and
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On May 31, 1779, General George Washington, who later was to become the first
President of the United States, wrote the following to his Major General John
Sullivan [Annex 9, Annex 1 for electronic review]:

The expedition you are appointed to command is to be directed against the
hostile tribes of the six nations [Iroquois Confederacy] of Indians, with their
associates and adherents. The immediate objects are the total destruction and
devastation of their settlements and the capture of as many prisoners of
every age and sex as possible. It will be essential to ruin their crops in the
ground and prevent their planting more. . . . But you will not by any means
listen to (any) overture of peace before the total ruin of their settlements is
effected. . . .

This command was carried out and continued as United States policy thereafter
and has never been rescinded.

On the other hand, we gave the Europeans permission only to have a plow share of
land for them to grow and harvest crops for survival. We kept our word.

Following up on this order to exterminate our existence, the United States set up
the infamous prison systems called “reservations.” We are killed and separated
from each other throughout turtle island where the United States tries to silence,
control, impoverish, murder and deny our natural existence as intended by
creation.

See the Everett Report that was ignored by New York State [Report of the New
York State Indian Commission - 1922, reprinted 1972, New York State
Assemblyman Edward A. Everett, Chairman.] The Everett Report can be found at
the following link:
http://nvsl.cloudapp.net/awweb/main.isp?flag=browse&smd=l&awdid=l

Our words used in our Application:

iontonnheton- the existence of natural life.

kainerekowa-the great path of peace.

kasastenserakowa- the great natural power.

onkwehonweh-the original people of the land.
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onowarekeh-turtle island [North America].

rotinoshonni- the people who make the long house, Iroquois Confederacy.

sahoieren-creation.
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sahoieren-creation.
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onowarekeh-turtle island [North America].

rotinoshonni- the people who make the long house, Iroquois Confederacy.

sahoieren-creation.

tekeni teiohateh-the two row wampum.

tekentiokwanhoksta - circle of 49 original families that formed the basis of
rotinoshonni.

tewatatawi-we control our life [sovereign].

The United States strikes by any means to stop us from surviving as free natural
people. They bribe “Indians” who become their citizens or agents to help carry out
the policy of genocide. These traitors pledge allegiance to the United States
through the Federal Indian Law. According to the kaianerekowa when our people
serve as a United States citizen or agent implementing the genocide policies, they
are traitors and alienate their birthright as true native people, tehonatonkoton.

The policy of physical and mental extermination of original native peoples
continues. Prisons remain. Traitors remain. Poverty remains.

We sought justice in the United States court system related to violations of our
human rights by the New York State Police. We received no justice, leading to this
Application.

The 21 years of injustice by the United States in our case is a continuation of this
policy of physical and mental extermination of original native peoples in the
United States that has never been rescinded. The United States has tried to force us
into its corporate system. It is naturally impossible. We sought justice in the United
States court system related to violations of our human rights by the New York
State Police. We received no justice and truth, no due process, and no fair
hearing/no fair trial, leading to this Application.

We, the 15 sovereign onkwehonweh, request The International Court of Justice at
The Hague to review and expose to the World the United States failure to respect
us and its failure to provide us with justice in this unconscionable 20 year old case.
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The kaianerekowa, the great law of peace, is the law of this land known as turtle
island since time immemorial. We 15, men, women, children, and elders, were
viciously beaten, injured, arrested, and terrorized by the New York State Police
troopers over 21 years ago at our peaceable gathering. The United States court
system deliberately delayed and deliberately denied justice for each of us for over
two decades in this case. This injustice ensured that these troopers would avoid any
and all responsibility for their criminal actions. The vicious attack and beating by

The kaianerekowa, the great law of peace, is the law of this land known as turtle
island since time immemorial. We 15, men, women, children, and elders, were
viciously beaten, injured, arrested, and terrorized by the New York State Police
troopers over 21 years ago at our peaceable gathering. The United States court
system deliberately delayed and deliberately denied justice for each of us for over
two decades in this case. This injustice ensured that these troopers would avoid any
and all responsibility for their criminal actions. The vicious attack and beating by
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The kaianerekowa, the great law of peace, is the law of this land known as turtle
island since time immemorial. We 15, men, women, children, and elders, were
viciously beaten, injured, arrested, and terrorized by the New York State Police
troopers over 21 years ago at our peaceable gathering. The United States court
system deliberately delayed and deliberately denied justice for each of us for over
two decades in this case. This injustice ensured that these troopers would avoid any
and all responsibility for their criminal actions. The vicious attack and beating by
the racially profiled “1-81 Indian Detail” of the New York State Police was
captured on video at YouTube, Mohawk Nation News, and electronic USB in PDF
format at “tworowjusticevunitedstatesworldcourt.com” at Annex 1, infra, and
proves the obvious and extreme violation of human rights in this case:
https://tworowiusticevunitedstatesworldcourt.com/

http://mohawknationnews.com/blog/2018/09/29/greatlaw-v-unitedstates/

The filed electronic USB in PDF format attached to Annex 1 includes everything
in this Application and Annex Record, Annexes 1 thru 9, for review electronically.
The kaianerekowa, the great law of peace, is set forth in Annex 8 of this
Application, infra, kaianerekowa is orally passed on from the ancestors of the
onkwehonweh in our songs, ceremonies, and wampums, and stories that explain
things about nature. The kaianerekowa has been transcribed from its oral form with
various spellings, for instance, kaianerekowa is also gayanerekowa. See the video
oral presentations [6 hours] that have been linked to Mohawk Nation News at
Annex 8 that explain this very complex translation from Mohawk into English.
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Our case started over 21 years ago, on May 18, 1997. On that date over 100
rotinoshonni [Iroquois] were viciously beaten and terrorized by the New York
State Police, as the USB videos linked at Annex 1 shows. The United States court
system totally ignored and denied justice and truth from being presented.

On May 8, 1997, we started a people’s fire in support of rotinoshonni [Iroquois

Our case started over 21 years ago, on May 18, 1997. On that date over 100
rotinoshonni [Iroquois] were viciously beaten and terrorized by the New York
State Police, as the USB videos linked at Annex 1 shows. The United States court
system totally ignored and denied justice and truth from being presented.

On May 8, 1997, we started a people’s fire in support of rotinoshonni [Iroquois
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Our case started over 21 years ago, on May 18, 1997. On that date over 100
rotinoshonni [Iroquois] were viciously beaten and terrorized by the New York
State Police, as the USB videos linked at Annex 1 shows. The United States court
system totally ignored and denied justice and truth from being presented.

On May 8, 1997, we started a people’s fire in support of rotinoshonni [Iroquois
Confederacy] opposition to New York State’s illegal attempt to collect taxes from
the original peoples of turtle island.

We have exhausted the entire United States court system for justice. Now we are
serving an Application to the International Court of Justice at The Hague, with
Annexes, including the Gayanerekowa great law and video.

Each of us sovereign Onondaga 15 will provide oral presentations personally, and
other witnesses will provide testimony in writing and orally to the International
Court of Justice at The Hague and to the United Nations in New York City in
support of this Application. This happened to us.
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May 18. 1997: hundreds of militarized NYstale troopers in riot gear -operating
specialty formed unit,1-81 INDIAN Detail"- brutally assaulted hundredsor

Haudenosaunee peoplegathered to discuss issues harming their communities. During
opening ceremony prayer baton wielding police -operating under the instructions to"talk

to no one and take anyone you.can"-began heating and clubbing babies, children
women, men, elders, and Gian Mothers.The"brutality included throwing babiesoutof their
carriage'scausing one to require a double legged cast for their injuries, Children assaulted

and arrested included an 11 yearold and 14 year old girl who was manhandled and
slammed to the ground. Thiscontinues to impact the health and and well being of all who

were present; many live with painful lasting injuries and psychological trauma.

asa

B. JURISDICTION

Each of us 15 sovereign onkwehonweh, collectively known as the Onondaga 15, is
naturally sovereign [Article 40, infra, and Black’s Law Dictionary, infra]. This
Application is made because we were denied justice and truth in the United States
of America. Our rights as indigenous [original native] peoples in the Western
Hemisphere are violated.

We are nature and we are naturally sovereign. Our natural sovereignty is
recognized as being true by the United Nations through its Charter and its
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Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. The International Court of Justice
enforces this truth.

Article 92 of the United Nations Charter provides:

The International Court of Justice shall be the principal judicial organ of the
United Nations.

Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. The International Court of Justice
enforces this truth.

Article 92 of the United Nations Charter provides:

The International Court of Justice shall be the principal judicial organ of the
United Nations.
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United Nations.
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enforces this truth.

Article 92 of the United Nations Charter provides:

The International Court of Justice shall be the principal judicial organ of the
United Nations.
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Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. The International Court of Justice
enforces this truth.

Article 92 of the United Nations Charter provides:

The International Court of Justice shall be the principal judicial organ of the
United Nations.

United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, Article 40,
provides:

Indigenous peoples have the right to access to and prompt decision
through just and fair procedures for the resolution of conflicts and disputes
with States or other parties, as well as to effective remedies for all
infringements of their individual and collective rights. Such a decision shall
give due consideration to the customs, traditions, rules and legal systems of
the indigenous peoples concerned and international human rights.

Each of us indigenous [original native] peoples is sovereign as established through
our “customs, traditions, rules, and legal systems” as set forth by Article 40 of this
United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. In its role as the
principle judicial organ of the United Nations, the International Court of Justice is
the tribunal for us to bring this our Application for justice and truth. No other
forum can interpret for the World the Charter and Declarations of the United
Nations involved in this Application, and provide justice and truth pursuant to the
principles set forth. If not here, where? If not now, when?

Each of us was denied every aspect of this article 40 by the United States justice
system. In addition, virtually every Article of the United Nations Declaration on
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples was also violated by the United States justice
system in our 20 year odyssey through its court system.

Article 7.1 of the Declaration confirms:

Indigenous individuals have the rights to life, physical and mental integrity,
liberty and security of person.

The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples is set forth at
Annex 6 to this Application, infra, and found in the USB filed at Annex 1, infra,
for electronic review.
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Article 1 of this United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
must be enforced by this International Court of Justice, the United Nations
principle judicial organ. Article 1 requires:

Indigenous peoples have the right to the full enjoyment, as a collective or as
individuals, of all human rights and fundamental freedoms as recognized in

Article 1 of this United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
must be enforced by this International Court of Justice, the United Nations
principle judicial organ. Article 1 requires:

Indigenous peoples have the right to the full enjoyment, as a collective or as
individuals, of all human rights and fundamental freedoms as recognized in

Article 1 of this United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
must be enforced by this International Court of Justice, the United Nations
principle judicial organ. Article 1 requires:

Indigenous peoples have the right to the full enjoyment, as a collective or as
individuals, of all human rights and fundamental freedoms as recognized in

Article 1 of this United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
must be enforced by this International Court of Justice, the United Nations
principle judicial organ. Article 1 requires:

Indigenous peoples have the right to the full enjoyment, as a collective or as
individuals, of all human rights and fundamental freedoms as recognized in
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Article 1 of this United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
must be enforced by this International Court of Justice, the United Nations
principle judicial organ. Article 1 requires:

Indigenous peoples have the right to the full enjoyment, as a collective or as
individuals, of all human rights and fundamental freedoms as recognized in
the Charter of the United Nations, the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights and international human rights law.

Article 5 of this Declaration bolsters this Court’s jurisdiction in this case,
providing:

Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain and strengthen their distinct
political, legal, economic, social and cultural institutions, while retaining
their right to participate fully, if they so choose, in the political, economic,
social and cultural life of the State.

Article 6 of this Declaration in combination with the other Articles and preamble in
the Declaration recognizes that each of the individual indigenous [original native]
peoples here are sovereign:

Every indigenous individual has the right to a nationality.

Article 9 also complements this section:

Indigenous peoples and individuals have the right to belong to an indigenous
community or nation, in accordance with the traditions and customs of the
community or nation concerned. No discrimination of any kind may arise
from the exercise of such a right.

With Article 11 requiring:

Indigenous peoples have the right to practice and revitalize their cultural
traditions and customs. . . .

Article 2 bolsters all of these principles:

Indigenous peoples and individuals are free and equal to all other peoples
and individuals and have the right to be free from any kind of

10



discrimination, in the exercise of their rights, in particular that based on their
indigenous origin or identity.

Article 3 recognizes that each of the 15 indigenous [original native] peoples here
are sovereign:

Indigenous peoples have the right to self-determination. By virtue of that

discrimination, in the exercise of their rights, in particular that based on their
indigenous origin or identity.
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are sovereign:
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Article 3 recognizes that each of the 15 indigenous [original native] peoples here
are sovereign:

Indigenous peoples have the right to self-determination. By virtue of that
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discrimination, in the exercise of their rights, in particular that based on their
indigenous origin or identity.

Article 3 recognizes that each of the 15 indigenous [original native] peoples here
are sovereign:

Indigenous peoples have the right to self-determination. By virtue of that
right they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their
economic, social and cultural development.

Self-determination is defined as tewatatawi, “the process by which a person
controls their own life.” Each of us 15 indigenous [original] peoples in this case are
sovereign through our culture, traditions, and principles from time immemorial,
and through the kaianerekowa, the great law of peace, and the tekeni teiohateh,
two-row wampum.

The Charter of the United Nations establishes its commitment to uphold human
rights of everyone and a universal respect for and observance of human rights and
fundamental freedoms for all. All members are bound by its Articles that prevail
over all other treaty obligations. The UN Charter:

Reaffirms faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the
human person, in the equal rights of men and women and of nations large
and small, and

to establish conditions under which justice and respect for the obligations
arising from treaties and other sources of international law can be
maintained, and

to promote social progress and better standards of life in larger freedom,

to practice tolerance and live together in peace with one another as good
neighbors.

We 15 sovereign Applicants seek enforcement of these United Nations principles
and declarations here against the United States in the International Court of Justice,
the principle judicial organ for the United Nations.

In the case of Jones, et al, v. Parmley, et al, Supreme Court of the United States
No. 17-928 [Annex 3 and Annex 4 below], we sovereign of the rotinoshonni,

it



Iroquois Confederacy, are instituting proceedings in the International Court of
Justice at The Hague, against the United States and its court system. It is pursuant
to Article 45 of the Rules of Court. It will be filed in the registry of the Court in
October 2018.

For us, jurisdiction and sovereignty are based on the kaianerekowa, the great
peace, the law of turtle island, and the tekeni teiohateh, the two-row wampum.
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to Article 45 of the Rules of Court. It will be filed in the registry of the Court in
October 2018.
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Iroquois Confederacy, are instituting proceedings in the International Court of
Justice at The Hague, against the United States and its court system. It is pursuant
to Article 45 of the Rules of Court. It will be filed in the registry of the Court in
October 2018.

For us, jurisdiction and sovereignty are based on the kaianerekowa, the great
peace, the law of turtle island, and the tekeni teiohateh, the two-row wampum.
[Annex 8, Annex 5, Annex 1], Each one of us is sovereign. Black’s Law
Dictionary defines “sovereign” as “a person, body, or state in which independent
and supreme authority is vested.”

We know when something is wrong. Each of us sovereign onkwehonweh’onwe,
the people of the land forever, make this Application to this Court with a winning
hand, which is nature. We are one with nature. We are nature. We are all free. No
one owns us. All life is free. Nature is.

In this corporate created court, the man-made rules are manipulated so that the
corporate court always wins and the rest lose no matter how just is their case.

The World Court has to be careful on this issue because their man-made rules are
in conflict with the natural law of the land. Natural law provides natural justice.
The World Court purports to provide this. The Charter of the United Nations and
the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples [107th plenary
meeting of The General Assembly, 13 September 2007] applies to each of the
sovereign indigenous peoples appearing in this World Court, “the principle judicial
organ of the United Nations.”

None of us is a part of the corporate Statute of the International Court of Justice.
We do not deliberately or knowingly join anything artificial or unnatural, like a
corporation. We are created as one with all natural life. The rule of law is natural
law which is self-evident. The United Nations purports to expressly support us in
being naturally sovereign through its numerous Annex preamble paragraphs and
pursuant to its Articles 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 18, 33, and 40 thru 46 of the United
Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples [Annex 6, Annex 1].
Self-determination is defined as tewatatawi, “the process by which a person
controls their own life.” The onkwehonweh in this case are sovereign through their
culture, traditions, and principles from time immemorial, and through the
kaianerekowa, the great law of peace, and the tekeni teiohateh, two row wampum.
[Annex 8, Annex 5, Annex 1]. Self-determination for all life comes from nature.
We are all naturally sovereign. The World Court, existing only through artificial
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man-made rules, has been set up as “the principle judicial organ of the United
Nations” and as the last avenue for justice in the corporate judicial system that
permeates the world. The buck stops there. But not in nature. We are nature.

Article 33 of the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples confirms this:

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to determine their own identity or
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man-made rules, has been set up as “the principle judicial organ of the United
Nations” and as the last avenue for justice in the corporate judicial system that
permeates the world. The buck stops there. But not in nature. We are nature.

Article 33 of the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples confirms this:

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to determine their own identity or
membership in accordance with their customs and traditions. This does not
impair the right of indigenous individuals to obtain citizenship of the States
in which they live.

2. Indigenous peoples have the right to determine the structures and to select
the membership of their institutions in accordance with their own
procedures.

The sovereignty of each of the 15 indigenous peoples in this ease is further
confirmed at Article 34 of the UN Declaration related to indigenous [original]
peoples:

Indigenous peoples have the right to promote, develop and maintain their
institutional structures and their distinctive customs, spirituality, traditions,
procedures, practices and, in the cases where they exist, judicial systems or
customs, in accordance with international human rights standards.

Thus, the kaianerekowa and tekeni teohatehi guide us. The United Nations
acknowledges our right.

Add the following Article 35 bolstering sovereignty here:

Indigenous peoples have the right to determine the responsibilities of
individuals to their communities.

Nature has determined for us that each of us is naturally sovereign. The United
Nations acknowledges this through its Articles 34 and 35, and the other Articles
cited above in its Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.

In this case we consent to this Court’s limited jurisdiction to hear this case
pursuant to Article 38, paragraph 5 of the Rules of Court. All natural life is
sovereign. We seek justice by presenting this Application with our clan signs,

pursuant to Article 38, paragraph 3, of the Rules of Court. The United Nations
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Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples allows us to proceed and be heard
in this International Court of Justice, the principle judicial organ of the United
Nations.

We sovereign onkwehonweh act without agents as we are from the natural world.
We are accompanied by and guided by the natural world, our kaianerekowa, the
great law of peace, and the tekeni teiohateh, the two-row wampum. We live in
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Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples allows us to proceed and be heard
in this International Court of Justice, the principle judicial organ of the United
Nations.

We sovereign onkwehonweh act without agents as we are from the natural world.
We are accompanied by and guided by the natural world, our kaianerekowa, the
great law of peace, and the tekeni teiohateh, the two-row wampum. We live in
peace, harmony, and balance with nature with respect for everyone and everything.
The United Nations was created with this in mind.

Instead, States are corporations that exist only through unnatural man-made
fictional rules. They require corporate agents to even exist in this Court to make
final decisions on matters that come before them. In Article 38, paragraph 3, of the
Rules of Court, the agent must be authenticated by this Court to act for states that
do not naturally exist and are not naturally authentic. This Rule defies common
sense. The United States only exists on paper and comes alive only through
“authenticated” agents that are human beings. The United States is not sovereign
because it does not own any land, it speaks a foreign [English] language, and has
no natural ties to turtle island. The United States does not exist naturally. We 15
sovereign onkwehonweh are the first true natural parties to appear in this World
Court, while all members of the Court are fiction. We are naturally authentic and
don’t need an agent. We are sovereign by just being bom. Americans need a
corporate paper for everything they do, drive, travel, etc. We onkwehonweh are the
first to represent ourselves as true natural parties in this World Court.

Similarly, as pointed out in our Certiorari Petition to the Supreme Court, only
members of the Supreme Court of the United States Bar are allowed to appear
before the Supreme Court. Real parties are forbidden to appear by the Supreme
Court’s own Rules. Thus the only people that know the substance of the litigation
cannot present their own case to the Supreme Court, while its member lawyers
drown the case in a procedural swamp. Thus, the United States politicians and the
rich and powerful can use the Supreme Court, leaving the rest of us on the
sidelines.

The United States is comprised of settlers who invaded our land, turtle island,
which cannot be ceded by humanity. The United States makes existence of nature
and natural people difficult and almost impossible. See tekarontakeh’s words that
explain this [Annex 5 at transcript pages 9 thru 21, Annex 2, Annex 1]. [Text of
words of each of the Onondaga 15 Applicants to this Court is set forth in Annex 2
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of this Application, infra, and audio recordings of the words can be heard on the
USB attached to Annex 1 of this Application, infra.]

Our existence is instilled in us through oral history placed on wampums and in our
memory, kaianerekowa, the great peace, is the inherent tewetatawi, how we are to
carry ourselves on turtle island and throughout our existence. The natural world
creates the path by which we are to live. Our songs, ceremonies, stories and
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of this Application, infra, and audio recordings of the words can be heard on the
USB attached to Annex 1 of this Application, infra.]

Our existence is instilled in us through oral history placed on wampums and in our
memory, kaianerekowa, the great peace, is the inherent tewetatawi, how we are to
carry ourselves on turtle island and throughout our existence. The natural world
creates the path by which we are to live. Our songs, ceremonies, stories and
creation tie us to natural life and forces of our mother earth.

The International Court of Justice protects the predatory system that attempts to
rule the World by force. We natural people are imprisoned and controlled by the
current corporate bullying system which has denied us justice and truth for over an
unconscionable 20 years in this particular case.

According to Article 40, paragraph 1, of the Statute of the International Court of
Justice, and Articles 38 and 45 of the Rules of Court, each of the 15 sovereign
Applicants submit this Application Instituting Proceedings. Jurisdiction of the
Court is found in Article 36, paragraph 1, of the Statute of the International Court
of Justice, which provides:

The jurisdiction of the Court comprises all cases which the parties refer to
it and all matters specially provided for in the Charter of the United Nations
or in treaties and conventions in force.

“Justice” and “truth” purports to be the cornerstone of the foundation of the
Charter of the United Nations in protecting human rights for everyone worldwide.
In this case, despite “Equal Justice Under Law” written above the entrance of the
Supreme Court of the United States in Washington, we sovereign onkwehonweh
have suffered “injustice” in the United States court system. This system has been
violently imposed and maintained on us and our land. Having been treated unjustly
throughout the court system, we come to the World Court seeking “justice” and
“truth” through the Charter of the United Nations, and through the United Nations
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples set forth in Annex 6 here, infra,
and pursuant to Articles 33 and 40 thru 46 of its Rules of Court.

Regarding the procedure of the Court, the following comment is instructive from
the treatise entitled “The Statute of the International Court of Justice, A
Commentary [Second Edition], edited by Andreas Zimmermann, Christian
Tomuschat, Karin Oellers-Frahm, Christian J. Tams, Assistant Editor Maral
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Kashgar, and Assistant Editor David Diehl [Oxford University Press] (2012), at
page 1092:

When dealing with Art. 43 [of the Statute of the International Court of
Justice: “The procedure shall consist of two parts: written (memorials
through the Registrar) and oral”], it should not be underestimated that all
procedure before the Court is dominated by the fact that the litigants are
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Kashgar, and Assistant Editor David Diehl [Oxford University Press] (2012), at
page 1092:

When dealing with Art. 43 [of the Statute of the International Court of
Justice: “The procedure shall consist of two parts: written (memorials
through the Registrar) and oral”], it should not be underestimated that all
procedure before the Court is dominated by the fact that the litigants are
sovereign states that do not lightly accept outside interference in their
affairs, especially when that interference touches upon major, if not vital
interests of theirs. Questions of procedure before the Court therefore, by
definition, cannot be approached on the same basis as litigation before even
the highest domestic court.

In the World Court substance controls over procedure. We the natural people are
the substance and have the winning hand - nature - which always beats the house
of procedure. The only way to deactivate our winning hand is to not let us play it in
their man-made oppressor control system. We ask the World Court to fairly
consider our case.

The United States District Court relied on Onondaga sovereignty when it quashed
subpoenas during the trial. The motion and the hearing transcript from the District
Court’s proceedings related to sovereignty are set forth in Annex 5 and Annex 1
[USB] to this Application, infra. Hear and see tekarontakeh’s words regarding
sovereignty and the two-row wampum at Annex 1, Annex 2, and Annex 5 at
transcript pages 9 thru 21.

This Application is endorsed by the clan sign of each of the indigenous [original]
peoples of the Onondaga 15 Applicants, and will be filed with the Registrar, along
with a certified copy of the original pursuant to Article 52, paragraphs 1 and 2, of
the Rules of Court.

Article 18 of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
applies in this International Court of Justice. Article 18 also applied at every level
of the United States court system, and was violated throughout the past 21 years.
Article 18 provides:

Indigenous peoples have the right to participate in decision-making in
matters which would affect their rights, through representatives chosen by
themselves in accordance with their own procedures, as well as to maintain
and develop their own indigenous decision-making institutions.
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The United States court system at every level deliberately ignored our
kaianerekowa and two-row wampum, and constantly denied us justice and truth,
due process, and fair hearing/fair trial throughout the past two decades in violation
of Article 18. Article 18 confirms that we have the right to participate in the
decision-making of this International Court of Justice in this case.
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decision-making of this International Court of Justice in this case.
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The United States court system at every level deliberately ignored our
kaianerekowa and two-row wampum, and constantly denied us justice and truth,
due process, and fair hearing/fair trial throughout the past two decades in violation
of Article 18. Article 18 confirms that we have the right to participate in the
decision-making of this International Court of Justice in this case.

The following preamble paragraphs in the United Nations Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples establish why our case requires a remedy from the
International Court of Justice, the principle judicial organ of the United Nations.
The following words of the United Nations warrants us a hearing and justice and
truth:

Guided by the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations,
and good faith in the fulfillment of the obligations assumed by States in
accordance with the Charter,

Affirming that indigenous peoples are equal to all other peoples, while
recognizing the right of all peoples to be different, to consider themselves
different, and to be respected as such * * *

Affirming further that all doctrines, policies and practices based on or
advocating superiority of peoples or individuals on the basis of national
origin or racial, religious, ethnic, or cultural differences are racist,
scientifically false, legally invalid, morally condemnable and socially unjust,

Reaffirming that indigenous peoples, in the exercise of their rights, should be
free from discrimination of any kind,

Concerned that indigenous peoples have suffered from historic injustices as
a result of, inter alia, their colonization and dispossession of their lands,
territories and resources, thus preventing them from exercising, in particular,
their right to development in accordance with their own needs and interests,

Recognizing also the urgent need to respect and promote the rights of
indigenous peoples affirmed in treaties, agreements and other constructive
arrangements with States,
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Welcoming the fact that indigenous peoples are organizing themselves for
political, economic, social and cultural enhancement and in order to bring to
an end all forms of discrimination and oppression wherever they occur,

Considering that the rights affirmed in treaties, agreements and other
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Welcoming the fact that indigenous peoples are organizing themselves for
political, economic, social and cultural enhancement and in order to bring to
an end all forms of discrimination and oppression wherever they occur,

Considering that the rights affirmed in treaties, agreements and other
constructive arrangements between States and indigenous peoples are, in
some situations, matters of international concern, interest, responsibility and
character,

Considering also that treaties, agreements and other constructive
arrangements, and the relationship they represent, are the basis for a
strengthened partnership between indigenous peoples and States,

Acknowledging that the Charter of the United Nations, the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, as well as the Vienna Declaration
and Programme of Action, affirm the fundamental importance of the right to
self-determination of all peoples, by virtue of which they freely determine
their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural
development.

Bearing in mind that nothing in this Declaration may be used to deny any
peoples their right to self-determination, exercised in conformity with
international law,

Convinced that the recognition of the rights of indigenous peoples in this
Declaration will enhance harmonious and cooperative relations between the
State and indigenous peoples, based on principles of justice, democracy,
respect for human rights, non-discrimination and good faith,

Encouraging States to comply with and effectively implement all their
obligations as they apply to indigenous peoples under international
instruments, in particular those related to human rights, in consultation and
cooperation with the peoples concerned,

Emphasizing that the United Nations has an important and continuing role to
play in promoting and protecting the rights of indigenous peoples,
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Believing that this Declaration is a further important step forward for the
recognition, promotion and protection of the rights and freedoms of
indigenous peoples and in the development of relevant activities of the
United Nations system in this field,

Recognizing and reaffirming that indigenous individuals are entitled without
discrimination to all human rights recognized in international law, and that

Believing that this Declaration is a further important step forward for the
recognition, promotion and protection of the rights and freedoms of
indigenous peoples and in the development of relevant activities of the
United Nations system in this field,

Recognizing and reaffirming that indigenous individuals are entitled without
discrimination to all human rights recognized in international law, and that

Believing that this Declaration is a further important step forward for the
recognition, promotion and protection of the rights and freedoms of
indigenous peoples and in the development of relevant activities of the
United Nations system in this field,

Recognizing and reaffirming that indigenous individuals are entitled without
discrimination to all human rights recognized in international law, and that

Believing that this Declaration is a further important step forward for the
recognition, promotion and protection of the rights and freedoms of
indigenous peoples and in the development of relevant activities of the
United Nations system in this field,

Recognizing and reaffirming that indigenous individuals are entitled without
discrimination to all human rights recognized in international law, and that
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Believing that this Declaration is a further important step forward for the
recognition, promotion and protection of the rights and freedoms of
indigenous peoples and in the development of relevant activities of the
United Nations system in this field,

Recognizing and reaffirming that indigenous individuals are entitled without
discrimination to all human rights recognized in international law, and that
indigenous peoples possess collective rights which are indispensable for
their existence, well-being and integral development as peoples,

Recognizing that the situation of indigenous peoples varies from region to
region and from country to country and that the significance of national and
regional particularities and various historical and cultural backgrounds
should be taken into consideration,

Solemnly proclaims the following United Nations Declaration on the Rights
of Indigenous Peoples as a standard of achievement to be pursued in a spirit
of partnership and mutual respect.

We 15 sovereign Applicants request this World Court to follow these United
Nations’ principles and provide us with justice in this case. We request this World
Court to find the answer to the following question:

Has the United States withdrawn its law to physically and mentally
exterminate indigenous peoples from turtle island?

A certified copy of this Application will be served and filed on the following:

Pursuant to the Rules and practices of this Court, 2 original copies are filed with
the Registrar, along with 30 additional copies and electronic USB in PDF format,
for the International Court of Justice’s consideration and necessary action;

The President of the United States, pursuant to the two-row wampum and the
Canandaigua Treaty 1794, that the United States signed;

The Supreme Court of the United States; and the United Nations.

After an unconscionable 20 years of injustice in the United States court system, the
15 sovereign onkwehonweh seek justice and truth from the World Court in this
case.
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C. SUMMARY

On February 16, 2018, the Supreme Court of the United States denied our Petition
for a Writ of Certiorari [Annex 4] at the Court’s Friday morning conference of the
9 Justices. Our Petition was 1 of 392 other Petitions for Certiorari scheduled that
morning, along with numerous other items to be disposed of during the 3 hour
conference. This 3 hour limitation only allowed just enough time for each case
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C. SUMMARY

On February 16, 2018, the Supreme Court of the United States denied our Petition
for a Writ of Certiorari [Annex 4] at the Court’s Friday morning conference of the
9 Justices. Our Petition was 1 of 392 other Petitions for Certiorari scheduled that
morning, along with numerous other items to be disposed of during the 3 hour
conference. This 3 hour limitation only allowed just enough time for each case
name to be called and for an immediate vote by the Justices to grant or deny the
Petition in one word, without providing any reasons. There were thousands of
pages of argument related to important and complex national issues for the 9
Justices to consider, review, and debate prior to voting on whether or not to
ultimately hear the 392 cases at the morning conference. Instead, 391 of the 392
Petitions were summarily “denied” without review, without debate, and without
reasons. It is impossible to review 392 Petitions in one morning. The process is
shameful and a sham.

A review of our 6 page Petition for Rehearing [found at Annex 3 below] of the
Supreme Court’s denial of our Petition for Certiorari proves in great detail that the
Supreme Court is a sham when our Petition again was denied summarily with
“just” one word, without any reasons, at another closed conference of the 9 Justices
held on April 2, 2018. The Friday conferences of the 9 Justices are secret and
closed to the Public. No record is kept. The United States justice system purports
to be open and transparent. We are exposing every level of the United States
justice system for denying us justice, due process, and a fair hearing/trial. We
proceeded through the entire United States justice system met with this same
injustice for more than an unconscionable 20 years. Has the United States
withdrawn its law to physically and mentally exterminate indigenous peoples of
turtle island? We hope the World Court will provide us with justice. [Article 18 of
the United Nations Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (Annex 6, 1)].

D. OVERVIEW

20 years ago [1998], we, each of the Onondaga 15, commenced a federal Civil
Rights action in the United States District [trial] Court against approximately 125
New York State Police troopers of the racially profiled “1-81 Indian Detail.” The
troopers violated the First Amendment [peaceable assembly] and the Fourth
Amendment [excessive force] rights under the Constitution of the United States.
The attached video exhibit [found in USB at Annex 1 of this Application and on
YouTube and the internet] depicts the actual violations of our basic human rights.

The attached video [USB Annex 1] clearly shows and proves that on May 18,
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1997, the New York State Police troopers viciously attacked us, our friends, and
our allies at a ceremonial gathering of the rotinoshonni. After an unconscionable
20 year delay in the unfair and unjust United States court system, justice was
denied in this case. At the conclusion of our unfair trial in the United States
District Court in October of 2016, the jury returned a verdict in favor of the police.
Our Petition for a Writ of Certiorari filed in the Supreme Court [set forth at Annex
4 below] describes in great detail the unfair trial that is proven from actual District
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1997, the New York State Police troopers viciously attacked us, our friends, and
our allies at a ceremonial gathering of the rotinoshonni. After an unconscionable
20 year delay in the unfair and unjust United States court system, justice was
denied in this case. At the conclusion of our unfair trial in the United States
District Court in October of 2016, the jury returned a verdict in favor of the police.
Our Petition for a Writ of Certiorari filed in the Supreme Court [set forth at Annex
4 below] describes in great detail the unfair trial that is proven from actual District
Court trial transcripts for review by the Judges of The Hague here, including where
we were denied our right to question witnesses, denied our right to present our
cases to the Jury, and where the Second Circuit law of the case by Judge [now
Justice] Sotomayor was totally ignored in the Jury instructions by the District
Court. The District Court also violated the Charter of the United Nations and the
United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. The United States
Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, rubber-stamped this injustice by its
Summary Order dismissing our appeal. [Annex 4, and at Appendix A of Annex 4],
The Supreme Court of the United States confirmed this injustice by its precedent
setting one word “denial” of our Petition for a Writ of Certiorari and “denial” of
our subsequent Petition for Rehearing without any hearing and without any reasons
[Annex 4, Annex 3, 1 (6 pages of detailed injustice by the Supreme Court)].

We are seeking relief from the World Court to remedy the injustice and unfairness
of the United States court system. We were all denied equal justice under law, due
process, and a fair process/fair trial by the United States District Court, the United
States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, and the Supreme Court of the
United States. This is documented in great detail in our Petition for a Writ of
Certiorari [Annex 4] and the Petition for Rehearing [Annex 3] filed in the Supreme
Court. Also in violation of the Canandaigua Treaty of 1794, Article 7, signed by
the United States. All documents and docket entries filed in the District Court, the

Second Circuit, and the Supreme Court throughout the past unconscionable 20
years can be fully reviewed at the links found at Annex 7 of this Application, infra,
including all trial transcripts found electronically in the District Court docket.

Without conducting a hearing, and without notice, and totally ignoring us, the
District Court allowed our lawyers to dump us after 17 years of representation,
discovery, and preparation for trial. We were left pro se to conduct our jury trial
without lawyers. The District Court made sure that we could not get a fair trial.
This is set out in great detail in our Petition for a Writ of Certiorari filed with the

Supreme Court and attached at Annex 4, 1, and at Appendix C of Annex 4 which is
a copy of the District Court Order and alleged reasons allowing the lawyers to
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withdraw from the case after 17 years of representing each of the Onondaga 15
Applicants.

At the conference of the 9 Justices on February 16, 2018, wherein the Court denied
our Petition for a Writ of Certiorari, Justice Sotomayor recused herself from the
decision in the United States Supreme Court. The Court did not give any reasons
for her recusal. The Court did not provide the Onondaga 15 with their statutory
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withdraw from the case after 17 years of representing each of the Onondaga 15
Applicants.

At the conference of the 9 Justices on February 16, 2018, wherein the Court denied
our Petition for a Writ of Certiorari, Justice Sotomayor recused herself from the
decision in the United States Supreme Court. The Court did not give any reasons
for her recusal. The Court did not provide the Onondaga 15 with their statutory
right to waive her recusal, in clear violation of the United States Code. Justice
Sotomayor’s unchallenged interlocutory Opinion in our case issued 12 years earlier
[2006] supported us and was the law of this case that was deliberately withheld
from the Jury by the District Court Judge at our trial. [Annex 4, and at Appendix B
of Annex 4 which is a copy of Judge (now Justice) Sotomayor’s law of this case].
Judge Sotomayor wrote that the New York State Police troopers of the racially
profiled “1-81 Indian Detail” had no defense to their vicious attack on the 15
sovereign onkwehonweh in this case. Yet, without providing any reasons
whatsoever, Judge Sotomayor recused herself at the Supreme Court without giving
any statutorily required opportunity for the 15 sovereign onkwehonweh to “waive”
her recusal. At the subsequent rehearing at the United States Supreme Court on
April 2, 2018, this unlawful process conducted by the Supreme Court was raised
for the Court’s consideration and reversal. Instead, Justice Sotomayor once again
recused herself from hearing our Petition for Rehearing without providing any
reasons. Once again the Court violated the United States Code that gives us the
statutory right to waive her recusal. Our Petition for Rehearing was denied, without
reasons, and our Petition for Certiorari was denied without any further recourse
available in the United States justice system, leading to this Application. This
definition of injustice is set forth in great detail in the 6 pages of our Petition for
Rehearing filed with the Supreme Court. Our Petition for Rehearing, and Order
denying our Petition are at Annex 3, 1. Our Petition for a Writ of Certiorari,
Waivers of Responses, and Order denying our Petition are at Annex 4, 1.

Article 18 of the United Nations Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
was violated by the Supreme Court of the United States. Article 18 provides:

Indigenous peoples have the right to participate in decision-making in
matters which affect their rights ....

Article 34 of the Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples was also violated
by the United States court system. It provides:
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Indigenous peoples have the right to promote, develop and maintain their
institutional structures and their distinctive customs, spirituality, traditions,
procedures, practices and, in the cases where they exist, juridical systems or
customs, in accordance with international human rights standards.

The United States court system violated Article 34 by not allowing us to present
our customs, spirituality, traditions, procedures, practices, our kaianerekowa, the
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The United States court system violated Article 34 by not allowing us to present
our customs, spirituality, traditions, procedures, practices, our kaianerekowa, the
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Indigenous peoples have the right to promote, develop and maintain their
institutional structures and their distinctive customs, spirituality, traditions,
procedures, practices and, in the cases where they exist, juridical systems or
customs, in accordance with international human rights standards.

The United States court system violated Article 34 by not allowing us to present
our customs, spirituality, traditions, procedures, practices, our kaianerekowa, the
great law of peace, and the two-row wampum.

This World Court, the International Court of Justice, the principle judicial organ of
the United Nations is mandated and required to follow Article 41 of the United
Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, providing:

The organs and specialized agencies of the United Nations system and other
intergovernmental organizations shall contribute to the full realization of the
provisions of this Declaration through the mobilization, inter alia, of
financial cooperation and technical assistance. Ways and means of ensuring
participation of indigenous peoples on issues affecting them shall be
established.

Article 42 of the Declaration bolsters this mandate of the International Court of
Justice, the principle judicial organ of the United Nations:

The United Nations, its bodies, including the Permanent Forum on
Indigenous Issues, and specialized agencies, including at the country level,
and States shall promote respect for and full application of the provisions of
this Declaration and follow up the effectiveness of this declaration.

Article 43 provides:

The rights recognized herein constitute the minimum standards for the
survival, dignity and well-being of the indigenous peoples of the world.

And Article 44 emphasizes individuals as follows:

All the rights and freedoms recognized herein are equally guaranteed to male
and female indigenous individuals.

And Article 45 confirms:
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Nothing in this Declaration may be construed as diminishing or
extinguishing the rights indigenous peoples have now or may acquire in the
future.

And finally, the last sentence of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples applies here and sets the serious tone and reason for our case
before this World Court [Annex 6, Annex 1]:

Nothing in this Declaration may be construed as diminishing or
extinguishing the rights indigenous peoples have now or may acquire in the
future.

And finally, the last sentence of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples applies here and sets the serious tone and reason for our case
before this World Court [Annex 6, Annex 1]:
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Nothing in this Declaration may be construed as diminishing or
extinguishing the rights indigenous peoples have now or may acquire in the
future.

And finally, the last sentence of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples applies here and sets the serious tone and reason for our case
before this World Court [Annex 6, Annex 1]:

[Article 46.3] The provisions set forth in this Declaration shall be interpreted
in accordance with the principles of justice, democracy, respect for human
rights, equality, non-discrimination, good governance and good faith.

For the past 21 years we have heard the same thing is available from the United
States court system. We have proven that it does not exist for us. We hope the
World Court will follow its mandate established by the United Nations Charter and
the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.

E. ANNEXES1 THRU 9 ARE THE SUBMISSIONS RECORD IN SUPPORT
OF THIS APPLICATION BY EACH SOVEREIGN OF THE ONONDAGA
15, FOR REVIEW BY THIS INTERNATIONAL COURT. ANNEXES 1
THRU 9 SET FORTH IN GREAT DETAIL THE INJUSTICE AND
UNTRUTH IN THE UNITED STATES COURT SYSTEM IN THIS CASE:

Submissions Record in Support of this Application is set forth below in the
following 9 Annexes. The filed electronic USB in PDF format is attached to Annex
1 below, and includes everything in this Application and Submissions Annex
Record [Annexes 1 thru 9] for review electronically. The attached Record sets
forth in great detail the injustice and untruth suffered by each of us, the 15
sovereign onkwehonweh, by the United States court system in this case.

Annex 1 provides the following:

Electronic USB in PDF format, filed with this International Court
of Justice along with our Application, including the following:

la. Video of May 18, 1997, vicious attack by New York State Police;

lb. Audio recordings of words of each of Onondaga 15 Applicants;

lc. Oral arguments in the United States Court of Appeals for the

Second Circuit;
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Id. Copy of this Application and copy of Annexes 1-9 Submissions
Record for electronic review by this Court and the World.

The linked electronic USB in PDF format, filed herein with the Court,
commences with videos of the May 18, 1997, vicious attack by New York
State Police troopers’ racially profiled “1-81 Indian Detail” on our peaceable
assembly of each of the Onondaga 15 Applicants and their family and
friends. A review of these videos shows and this vicious attack by the

Id. Copy of this Application and copy of Annexes 1-9 Submissions
Record for electronic review by this Court and the World.

The linked electronic USB in PDF format, filed herein with the Court,
commences with videos of the May 18, 1997, vicious attack by New York
State Police troopers’ racially profiled “1-81 Indian Detail” on our peaceable
assembly of each of the Onondaga 15 Applicants and their family and
friends. A review of these videos shows and this vicious attack by the
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Id. Copy of this Application and copy of Annexes 1-9 Submissions
Record for electronic review by this Court and the World.

The linked electronic USB in PDF format, filed herein with the Court,
commences with videos of the May 18, 1997, vicious attack by New York
State Police troopers’ racially profiled “1-81 Indian Detail” on our peaceable
assembly of each of the Onondaga 15 Applicants and their family and
friends. A review of these videos shows and proves this vicious attack by the
troopers on each of the Onondaga 15 and their friends and family that
initiated what would become a 20 year unconscionable journey of injustice
in the United States court system for each of the Onondaga 15 - leading to
this World Court and this Application. The USB also includes the audio
recordings of the words of each of the Onondaga 15 Applicants to this
World Court, the oral arguments in the Second Circuit, and everything else
in this Application and Annex Record [1-9] for review electronically.

Annex 2

2a. Audio recordings of words of each of the Onondaga 15 to The Hague,
found at Annex 1, supra;

2b. Transcripts of audio recordings are found here in Annex 2.

The attached USB in Annex 1 includes the audio recordings of the words of
each of the Onondaga 15 to The International Court of Justice at The Hague.
The audio recordings in Annex 1 have been transcribed and are included
here in Annex 2, summarizing their 20 year journey of injustice in the
United States court system. These transcripts are also included in the
attached USB in Annex 1, for review electronically:

a. Transcript of Words of Andrew Jones, sovereign

b. Transcript of Words of Robert E. Bucktooth, Jr., sovereign

c. Transcript of Words of Cheryl Bucktooth, sovereign

d. Transcript of Words of Robert Bucktooth, III, sovereign

e. Transcript of Words of Debby Jones, sovereign

f. Transcript of Words of Karen Jones, sovereign

g. Transcript of Words of Nikki Jones, sovereign

h. Transcript of Words of karoniakata Jones, sovereign
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i. Transcript of Words of Shawn Jones, sovereign

j. Transcript of Words of kahentinetha, sovereign

k. Transcript of Words of dyhyneyyks, Alfred Logan, Jr., sovereign

1. Transcript of Words of tekarontakeh, sovereign

m. Transcript of Words of Ross John, sovereign

i. Transcript of Words of Shawn Jones, sovereign

j. Transcript of Words of kahentinetha, sovereign

k. Transcript of Words of dyhyneyyks, Alfred Logan, Jr., sovereign

1. Transcript of Words of tekarontakeh, sovereign

m. Transcript of Words of Ross John, sovereign

i. Transcript of Words of Shawn Jones, sovereign

j. Transcript of Words of kahentinetha, sovereign

k. Transcript of Words of dyhyneyyks, Alfred Logan, Jr., sovereign

1. Transcript of Words of tekarontakeh, sovereign

m. Transcript of Words of Ross John, sovereign

i. Transcript of Words of Shawn Jones, sovereign

j. Transcript of Words of kahentinetha, sovereign

k. Transcript of Words of dyhyneyyks, Alfred Logan, Jr., sovereign

1. Transcript of Words of tekarontakeh, sovereign

m. Transcript of Words of Ross John, sovereign
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i. Transcript of Words of Shawn Jones, sovereign

j. Transcript of Words of kahentinetha, sovereign

k. Transcript of Words of dyhyneyyks, Alfred Logan, Jr., sovereign

1. Transcript of Words of tekarontakeh, sovereign

m. Transcript of Words of Ross John, sovereign

n. Transcript of Words of Ronald Jones, Jr., sovereign

o. Transcript of Words of Nadine O’Field/Ganonweih, fka Nadine
Bucktooth, sovereign

Annex 3

3a. Copy of our Petition for Rehearing [6 pages] in Supreme Court of
the United States;

3b. Copy of Order denying our Petition.

The following Annex 3 is a copy of Our Petition for Rehearing by each of
us, the Onondaga 15, filed with the Supreme Court of the United States
proving that there is no justice in the United States, no due process in the
United States, and no fair hearing, no fair trial in the United States. The sign
above the front door of the Supreme Court declaring “Equal Justice Under
Law” has no meaning when the Supreme Court locks the door with “just”
two words: “Petition denied.” The Order denying is also attached after the
Petition below in Annex 3. [Found also on the filed USB at Annex 1, for
review electronically.]

Annex 4

4a. Copy of our Petition for a Writ of Certiorari in the Supreme Court
of the United States;

4b. Copy of New York State Police filed “Waiver”s waiving any
response or opposition to the Petition filed by each of the Onondaga 15;

4c. Copy of Order denying our Petition.

The following Annex 4 is a copy of the Petition for a Writ of Certiorari by
each of the Onondaga 15 filed with the Supreme Court of the United States,
proving in great detail the human rights violations related to denial of
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justice, denial of due process, and denial of fair hearing/denial of fair trial in
the United States court system. Appendix A to the Petition is the judgment
of the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit that was
appealed to the Supreme Court. Appendix B to the Petition is the
interlocutory judgment from the Second Circuit penned by Judge [now
Justice] Sotomayor, the unchallenged law of the case in support of each of
the Onondaga 15 and deliberately ignored by the United States court system.
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Justice] Sotomayor, the unchallenged law of the case in support of each of
the Onondaga 15 and deliberately ignored by the United States court system.
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the United States court system. Appendix A to the Petition is the judgment
of the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit that was
appealed to the Supreme Court. Appendix B to the Petition is the
interlocutory judgment from the Second Circuit penned by Judge [now
Justice] Sotomayor, the unchallenged law of the case in support of each of
the Onondaga 15 and deliberately ignored by the United States court system.
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justice, denial of due process, and denial of fair hearing/denial of fair trial in
the United States court system. Appendix A to the Petition is the judgment
of the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit that was
appealed to the Supreme Court. Appendix B to the Petition is the
interlocutory judgment from the Second Circuit penned by Judge [now
Justice] Sotomayor, the unchallenged law of the case in support of each of
the Onondaga 15 and deliberately ignored by the United States court system.
Appendix C is the Order of the United States District Court that allowed the
attorneys for each of the Onondaga 15 to withdraw, leaving us all alone to
conduct a jury trial without legal representation [pro se] after an
unconscionable 17 years of representation by these lawyers in the United
States court system. Also attached to this Annex is the one word order from
the Supreme Court denying the Petition despite all respondents waiving their
right to oppose and contest the Petition (“Waiver”s attached). [Found also in
the filed USB at Annex 1, for review electronically.]

Annex 5

5a. Copy of motion to Quash Trial Subpoenas granted based on
sovereignty;

5b. Copy of transcript of Motion to Quash in United States District
Court

5c. tekarontakeh’s words found in the transcript regarding sovereignty
and the two-row wampum, and his words supporting jurisdiction in this
Application to the International Court of Justice at The Hague.

Annex 5 is a copy of the Motion and transcript of the United States District
Court hearing quashing subpoenas based upon sovereignty of people of
rotinoshonni, Iroquois Confederacy, tekarontakeh’s words are found in this
transcript [pages 9 thru 21, and Annex 1, Annex 2] regarding sovereignty
and the two-row wampum supporting jurisdiction in this Application to The
Hague. [Found also in tekarontakeh’s words at Annex 2 & Annex 1 USB.]

Annex 6

6a. Copy of United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples.

Annex 6 is a Copy of United Nations Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples that supports this Application. [Also at USB Annex 1.]
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Annex 7

7a. Electronic review of all docket entries and documentation filed in
United States District Court, United States Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit, and the Supreme Court of the United States in this case;

7b. All trial and pretrial transcripts available electronically from
District Court docket;

Annex 7

7a. Electronic review of all docket entries and documentation filed in
United States District Court, United States Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit, and the Supreme Court of the United States in this case;

7b. All trial and pretrial transcripts available electronically from
District Court docket;

Annex 7

7a. Electronic review of all docket entries and documentation filed in
United States District Court, United States Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit, and the Supreme Court of the United States in this case;

7b. All trial and pretrial transcripts available electronically from
District Court docket;

Annex 7

7a. Electronic review of all docket entries and documentation filed in
United States District Court, United States Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit, and the Supreme Court of the United States in this case;

7b. All trial and pretrial transcripts available electronically from
District Court docket;
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Annex 7

7a. Electronic review of all docket entries and documentation filed in
United States District Court, United States Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit, and the Supreme Court of the United States in this case;

7b. All trial and pretrial transcripts available electronically from
District Court docket;

7c. All briefs and oral arguments available electronically from Second
Circuit docket;

7d. All written arguments available electronically from Supreme Court
of the United States docket;

7e. Oral presentations will also be presented personally to the World
Court by each of the Onondaga 15 Applicants;

7f. Other witnesses and supplemental documentation will be presented
to the World Court at the oral hearing.

The International Court of Justice at The Hague and everyone in the World
may review electronically all docket entries and documentation throughout
the Onondaga 15’s unconscionable 20 year journey through the United
States court system. The following docket entries prove that there is no
justice in the United States court system, no due process in the United States
court system, and no fair hearing, no fair trial in the United States court
system for all onkwehonweh, all the true people of turtle island, thus,
requiring intervention by The International Court of Justice at the Hague in
this case. We have our own system. We have been forced into the United
States court system and have not been treated fairly, not even treated like
human beings. For over 20 years the United States court system protected
the criminals and there was no further recourse for us in its system. There is
nothing for us in their system. We have proven that we will never get justice
in their system. The Supreme Court of the United States has guaranteed this
by the precedent it has set in this case that defines injustice and untruth in
the United States. The sign above the front door of the Supreme Court of the
United States declaring “Equal Justice Under Law” has no meaning when
the Supreme Court locks the door with “just” two words: “Petition denied.”
Once you open the door, there is no “Equal Justice Under Law” inside.

The docket entries in support of this Application can be found on the
PACER electronic retrieval system at Jones, et al. v. Parmley, et al., United
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States District Court for the Northern District of New York, Court File No.
5:98-CV-0374; and the Briefs and the Joint Appendices filed by all parties in
the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit [in New York
City] can be reviewed on PACER at Jones, et al. v. Parmley, et al., Second
Circuit File No. 16-3603-cv. Access to District and Second Circuit court
docket entries on PACER can be found at the following link:

https://www.pacer.gov/

States District Court for the Northern District of New York, Court File No.
5:98-CV-0374; and the Briefs and the Joint Appendices filed by all parties in
the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit [in New York
City] can be reviewed on PACER at Jones, et al. v. Parmley, et al., Second
Circuit File No. 16-3603-cv. Access to District and Second Circuit court
docket entries on PACER can be found at the following link:

https://www.pacer.gov/

States District Court for the Northern District of New York, Court File No.
5:98-CV-0374; and the Briefs and the Joint Appendices filed by all parties in
the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit [in New York
City] can be reviewed on PACER at Jones, et al. v. Parmley, et al., Second
Circuit File No. 16-3603-cv. Access to District and Second Circuit court
docket entries on PACER can be found at the following link:

https://www.pacer.gov/

States District Court for the Northern District of New York, Court File No.
5:98-CV-0374; and the Briefs and the Joint Appendices filed by all parties in
the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit [in New York
City] can be reviewed on PACER at Jones, et al. v. Parmley, et al., Second
Circuit File No. 16-3603-cv. Access to District and Second Circuit court
docket entries on PACER can be found at the following link:

https://www.pacer.gov/
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States District Court for the Northern District of New York, Court File No.
5:98-CV-0374; and the Briefs and the Joint Appendices filed by all parties in
the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit [in New York
City] can be reviewed on PACER at Jones, et al. v. Parmley, et al., Second
Circuit File No. 16-3603-cv. Access to District and Second Circuit court
docket entries on PACER can be found at the following link:

https://www.pacer.gov/

The oral arguments at the United States Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit are found on the filed USB at Annex 1, and at the following link:

http://www.ca2.uscourts.gov/decisions/isysquery/6b0039be-bcc9-45e3-99fe-
ea8b14960921/241-250/list/

The Petition for a Writ of Certiorari and Petition for Rehearing and all
docket entries in the Supreme Court of the United States can be found
electronically on the Supreme Court’s website related to Jones, et al. v.
Parmley, et al., Docket No. 17-928 [2017-18], at the following link:

https://www.supremecourt.gov/docket/docket.aspx

The pretrial and trial transcripts establishing the unfair trial can be found for
review on PACER electronic docket in the United States District Court File
No. 5:98-CV-0374, at docket numbers 799 thru 810, and docket 743.

This Application may be supplemented and supported by other documents.
Each of the Onondaga 15 will provide oral presentations personally, and
other witnesses will provide testimony in writing and orally to The
International Court of Justice at The Hague and to the United Nations in
New York City in support of this Application.

Annex 8

8a. Copy of kaianerekowa, the great law of peace. Presented in two
versions, in Mohawk and also translated into English;

8b. 6 hours of video commentary by kahentinetha and others about the
kaianerekowa, the great peace;

8c. The two-row wampum is not written, tekarontakeh’s words in
Annex 2 and Annex 5 discusses the two-row wampum in support of this
Application to The Hague.
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Annex 8 is a copy of kaianerekowa (the great law of peace) to be followed in
this case. It is presented in two versions, in Mohawk and also translated into
English. It can be found at the following link set forth below at Mohawk
Nation News, with 6 hours of video commentary from kahentinetha and
others about the great peace. The two-row wampum also applies and is not
in written form, tekarontakeh’s words in Annex 2 and Annex 5 at transcript
pages 9 thru 21, supra, discusses the two-row wampum in support of this

Annex 8 is a copy of kaianerekowa (the great law of peace) to be followed in
this case. It is presented in two versions, in Mohawk and also translated into
English. It can be found at the following link set forth below at Mohawk
Nation News, with 6 hours of video commentary from kahentinetha and
others about the great peace. The two-row wampum also applies and is not
in written form, tekarontakeh’s words in Annex 2 and Annex 5 at transcript
pages 9 thru 21, supra, discusses the two-row wampum in support of this
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Annex 8 is a copy of kaianerekowa (the great law of peace) to be followed in
this case. It is presented in two versions, in Mohawk and also translated into
English. It can be found at the following link set forth below at Mohawk
Nation News, with 6 hours of video commentary from kahentinetha and
others about the great peace. The two-row wampum also applies and is not
in written form, tekarontakeh’s words in Annex 2 and Annex 5 at transcript
pages 9 thru 21, supra, discusses the two-row wampum in support of this
Application to The Hague. [Found electronically in filed USB at Annex 1.]

http://www.mohawknationnews.com/index htm files/Gayanerekowa The Gr
eat Law of Peace OPT.pdf

Annex 9

9a. Order and instructions for total annihilation of rotinoshonni
[Iroquois Confederacy] from General [and future 1st United States
President] George Washington to his Major General John Sullivan on
May 31, 1779.

F. CONCLUSION

Each of us is sovereign as the natural original indigenous peoples of turtle island.
Black’s Law Dictionary defines “sovereign” as “a person, body, or state in which
independent and supreme authority is vested.” We are guided by the kaianerekowa,
the great law of peace, and the tekeni teiohateh, two-row wampum, that provides
justice and truth. [Annex 8, Annex 5, and Annex 1, Annex 2.]

Our 20 year journey proved that the United States justice system does not exist for
us. We have proven that the United States justice system denied us justice, denied
us due process, and denied us any fair hearing/fair trial in the trial District Court,
the appeal Second Circuit, and especially at the highest Court in the United States
- the Supreme Court. We are asking The International Court of Justice to review
and expose this injustice, untruth, and inherent limits on justice. The courts of the
United States are foreign artificial man-made corporations imposed upon us by
force. The colonial justice system of the United States courts have no jurisdiction
over us, the native people of turtle island. Each of us has traveled through an
unconscionable 20 year journey in the United States court system. Through our
detailed Petition for a Writ of Certiorari [Annex 4] and our Petition for Rehearing

[Annex 3] in the Supreme Court, we have proven that there is no justice in the
United States court system, no due process in the United States court system, and
no fair hearing, no fair trial in the United States court system for all onkwehonweh,
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all the true people of turtle island, thus, requiring intervention by The International
Court of Justice at the Hague in this case. We have our own system, the
kaianerekowa. We have been forced into the United States court system and have
not been treated fairly, not even treated like human beings. For over 20 years in
this case the United States court system protected the criminals and there is no
further recourse for us in its system. We have taken and exhausted all avenues
available to us in the United States system. That system refuses any further filings
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not been treated fairly, not even treated like human beings. For over 20 years in
this case the United States court system protected the criminals and there is no
further recourse for us in its system. We have taken and exhausted all avenues
available to us in the United States system. That system refuses any further filings
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all the true people of turtle island, thus, requiring intervention by The International
Court of Justice at the Hague in this case. We have our own system, the
kaianerekowa. We have been forced into the United States court system and have
not been treated fairly, not even treated like human beings. For over 20 years in
this case the United States court system protected the criminals and there is no
further recourse for us in its system. We have taken and exhausted all avenues
available to us in the United States system. That system refuses any further filings
in our case. There is nothing for us in their system. We have proven that we will
never get justice in their system. The Supreme Court of the United States has
guaranteed this by the precedent it has set in this case that defines injustice and
untruth in the United States. Our experience is that justice is limited and the
onkwehonweh are not included. The corporate justice system is about fighting over
possessions, kaianerekowa is about harmony with creation. The kaianerekowa has
the tools to create balance with nature.
The sign above the front door of the Supreme Court of the United States declaring
“Equal Justice Under Law” has no meaning when the Supreme Court locks the
door with “just” two words: “Petition denied.” Once you open the door, there is no
“Equal Justice Under Law” inside.

G. RELIEF

We request the International Court of Justice at The Hague to review and expose
the injustice of the United States court system in this unconscionable 20 year old
case. We request that the World Court recognize that native people were denied
justice in the United States court system. The kaianerekowa, the great peace, and
the tekeni teiohateh, two-row wampum, supersedes all colonial constitutional and
corporate laws and structures of the United States. These unnatural United States
legal systems were never verified by the original peoples. These unnatural United
States legal systems are based upon a foundation of greed and power that is
contrary to our living in harmony and balance with nature, our kaianerekowa, the
great law of peace, tekeni teiohateh, the two-row wampum, respecting everyone
and everything. We request that the World Court recognize that the United States
has no jurisdiction over native people of turtle island. We request that the World
Court recognize that the United States is subject to kaianerekowa, the great law of
peace, and the tekeni teiohateh, two-row wampum. The remedy for the human
rights violations by the “1-81 Indian Detail” will be determined through the
kaianerekowa, the great peace, and the tekeni teiohateh two-row wampum. We are
seeking justice. We are seeking mutual respect for everyone. We are seeking to
live in balance and harmony with nature with the United States through our
kaianerekowa, the great peace, and the tekeni teiohateh two-row wampum.
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After 20 years of injustice in the United States court system, each of us, the 15
sovereign onkwehonweh [Onondaga 15], requests justice from the World Court in
this case pursuant to the Charter of the United Nations and the United Nations
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. The United States has never
rescinded its order for the total annihilation of indigenous peoples on turtle island.
The deliberate injustice by the United States court system over the past 21 years in
this case continues the United States quest to exterminate indigenous peoples on
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rescinded its order for the total annihilation of indigenous peoples on turtle island.
The deliberate injustice by the United States court system over the past 21 years in
this case continues the United States quest to exterminate indigenous peoples on
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After 20 years of injustice in the United States court system, each of us, the 15
sovereign onkwehonweh [Onondaga 15], requests justice from the World Court in
this case pursuant to the Charter of the United Nations and the United Nations
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. The United States has never
rescinded its order for the total annihilation of indigenous peoples on turtle island.
The deliberate injustice by the United States court system over the past 21 years in
this case continues the United States quest to exterminate indigenous peoples on
turtle island.

If you have any questions, please ask us. Thank you for your time. Onen.

November 2018

rotinoshonni’onwe, people of the past, present, and future,.....- '

Andrew Jones, sovereign

Robert E. Bucktooth, Jr., sovereign

Cheryl Bucktooth, sovereign

Robert Bucktooth, III, sovereign—««MDebby Jones, sovereign

Karen Jones, sovereign

Nikki Jones, sovereign

karoniakata Jones, sovereign HnPiii r ‘

Shawn Jones, sovereign sES

kahentinetha, sovereign

dyhyneyyks, aka Alfred Logan, Jr., sovereign

tekarontakeh, sovereign

Ross John, sovereign

Ronald Jones, Jr., sovereign KBi

Nadine O’Field/Ganonhweih, fka Nadine Bucktooth, sovereign, Applicants.
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Contact information for all Onondaga 15 Applicants:

Andrew Jones
Debby Jones
Karen Jones

Nikki Jones

karoniakata Jones

Shawn Jones

Contact information for all Onondaga 15 Applicants:

Andrew Jones
Debby Jones
Karen Jones

Nikki Jones
karoniakata Jones
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Contact information for all Onondaga 15 Applicants:

Andrew Jones
Debby Jones
Karen Jones

Nikki Jones
karoniakata Jones
Shawn Jones
dyhyneyyks, aka Alfred Logan, Jr.

Ronald Jones, Jr.

Mailing address:
327 Kennedy Road
Nedrow, New York 13120
telephone: 315.876.5698

ORORdaganationofindiarxS@gm.ail.com

Robert E. Bucktooth, Jr.
Cheryl Bucktooth
Robert Bucktooth, III
Nadine O'Field/Ganonhweih, fka Nadine Bucktooth

Mailing address:
839 N- Gary Avenue
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74110

telephone: 918.260.0631

sawvodvndee@yahoo.com

kahentinetha
tekarontake, aka Paul Delaronde

Mailing address:
Post Office Box 991
Kahnawake, Quebec JOL 1B0

telephone: 514.585.2625

kaheRtinetha2@yahoo.com

Ross John

Mailing address:
Seneca Nation

12107 Van Vleck Road
Perrysburg, New York 14129
telephone: 716.880.0772
bigpaw49@gmail.com
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Annex 1

Annex 1

Electronic USB in PDF format, filed with this International Court of
Justice at The Hague, and linked below for review by the Court and the
World:

a. Video of May 18, 1997, vicious attack by New York State Police;

b. Audio recordings of words of each of Onondaga 15 Applicants;

c. Oral arguments in the United States Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit;

d. Copy of this Application and copy of Annexes 1-9 Submissions
Record for electronic review by this Court and the World.

The linked electronic USB in PDF format, filed herein with this
International Court of Justice at The Hague and linked below for the Court
and the people of the World, commences with videos of the May 18, 1997,
vicious attack by New York State Police troopers’ racially profiled “1-81
Indian Detail” on our peaceable assembly of each of the Onondaga 15
Applicants and their family and friends. A review of these videos shows and
proves this vicious attack by the troopers on each of the Onondaga 15 and
their friends and family that initiated what would become a 20 year
unconscionable journey of injustice in the United States court system for
each of the Onondaga 15- leading to this World Court and this Application.
The USB also includes the audio recordings of the words of each of the
Onondaga 15 Applicants to this World Court, the oral arguments presented
in the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit in New York
City, and everything else in this Application and Annex Record [1-9] for
review electronically. This electronic USB in PDF format can be found at
the following links: tworowjusticevunitedstatesworldcourt.com; Mohawk
Nation News: and YouTube, among other internet sites.

The video and audio links proving the injustice in this 21 year old case are
found below and on the next page:

https://tworowiusticevunitedstatesworldcourt.com/

http://www.mohawknationnews.com/
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Annex 2

Annex 2

a. Audio recordings of words of each of the Onondaga 15 to The Hague;

b. Transcripts of audio recordings.

The attached USB in Annex 1 includes the audio recordings of the words of
each of the Onondaga 15 to The International Court of Justice at The Hague.
The audio recordings in Annex 1 have been transcribed and are included
here in Annex 2, summarizing their 20 year journey of injustice in the
United States court system. These transcripts are also included in the
attached USB in Annex 1, for review electronically:

a. Transcript of Words of Andrew Jones, sovereign,

b. Transcript of Words of Robert E. Bucktooth, Jr., sovereign...40-49

c. Transcript of Words of Cheryl Bucktooth, sovereign

d. Transcript of Words of Robert Bucktooth, III, sovereign,

e. Transcript of Words of Debby Jones, sovereign

f. Transcript of Words of Karen Jones, sovereign

g. Transcript of Words of Nikki Jones, sovereign

h. Transcript of Words of karoniakata Jones, sovereign

i. Transcript of Words of Shawn Jones, sovereign

j. Transcript of Words of kahentinetha, sovereign

k. Transcript of Words of dyhyneyyks, Alfred Logan, Jr., sovereign
95-100

.37-39

,50-71

,72-76

,77-80

81-84

,85-86

.87-89

.90-94

1. Transcript of Words of tekarontakeh, sovereign,

m. Transcript of Words of Ross John, sovereign..

101-105

106-111
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n. Transcript of Words of Ronald Jones, Jr., sovereign

o. Transcript of Words of Nadine O’Field/Ganonweih, fka Nadine
Bucktooth, sovereign

112-113

114-119
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Words of Andrew Jones [Budgie], sovereign, to The International Court of Justice

at The Hague:

August 3, 2018

This is Andrew Jones. I’m discussing the matter that went down with Judge Scullin

in his courtroom, and how he denied me my rights to show my evidence. And he

denied all of my Six Nations friends their rights to show their evidence in federal

court. And he even questioned, he had us write questions so that he could decide if
we could ask them or not. And it got to the point where he was asking questions,

he was asking the questions for us. We couldn’t ask a question. He was doing all of

the question asking. And there were a lot of things that I couldn’t say because he

buried it by him ... I couldn’t get nothing out. And he became my lawyer it

seemed like. It was like that because I couldn’t speak. He denied my right to speak

in federal court. He filed us all together and said that only one could speak. And a

lot of my other friends couldn’t get their stuff out because of that. And that alone

was enough for us to have a retrial. It is just so sickening to have a man like that in

federal court. And all he did when he threw my evidence out, he said that he could

not show the whole thing because the state police needed help too. So that was his

way of helping the state police by not allowing me to show all of my evidence. He

didn’t allow me to show nothing. And then he got to narrate it, and we couldn’t do

nothing. Couldn’t do nothing at all. Except listen to him gripe and call us stupids

just about. And I never felt that I was in a courtroom. I felt that everything he was

doing was under his wing. And he never followed the law himself because if he

did, he would have never did that to us. . . .

I am a member of the Onondaga Nation. I am heron clan. My Mother Ruth Marie

Kennedy Jones was heron clan. And my Father Ronald T. Jones Sr. is Onondaga

and their mothers and their fathers are Onondaga. And I have a letter from the

Indian agent who is deceased now. In that letter she stated that I am 100%

Onondaga because of my parents, their parents, their parents. And she said you

couldn’t do that to nobody no more because of what was going on with everything.
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I would like to have us require a new trial and move all of our evidence back in
because Judge Scullin threw it out, and then we could have a fair trial. Other than
that, this federal court denied us our right to a fair trial. And that in itself is really
sickening because we waited 20 years for this activity to go down. And just so
Judge Scullin could turn around and rape us in federal court, throw everything out,
and everything he did he helped the state police every step of the way. He never
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Judge Scullin could turn around and rape us in federal court, throw everything out,
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I would like to have us require a new trial and move all of our evidence back in
because Judge Scullin threw it out, and then we could have a fair trial. Other than
that, this federal court denied us our right to a fair trial. And that in itself is really
sickening because we waited 20 years for this activity to go down. And just so
Judge Scullin could turn around and rape us in federal court, throw everything out,
and everything he did he helped the state police every step of the way. He never
showed us nothing. No goodness. Even when he tried to be our lawyer and do our

questioning, that in itself was really sickening. Because after a while when we
questioned, we were questioning him, we weren’t questioning the state police. He

was the one answering the questions. And when you go over the court papers you
will find out it is true. We did get a few questions out, but he answered them. He
wouldn’t let the cops answer them. He would answer for them. So, again, every
time we would go and do something, he denied us, or he would answer for them.
Or he would question for us. So, you know, he was his own mediator and dictator
at the same time, [laughs] You can’t get any better than that. I’ll never go to the
federal court ever again for this kind of crap. To me federal court is just a bunch of
rip-off artists who don’t know what they are doing. They treat you on a good line

in the beginning, but in the end they don’t follow it. And I would like to see a fair

trial. And this federal court raped the Six Nations from even thinking about a fair
trial now. What they did with Judge Scullin, Judge Dancks, and Judge George

Lowe, because George Lowe turned around in front of me, he turned around, said

Terrence Hoffman [lawyer for some Plaintiffs] was a coattail rider. So I was being

jacked by every judge involved. And Judge Dancks turned around, and the lawyers

asked to be removed from the case because they said we were violent and stuff.

And talking and swearing at them and stuff. And she believed that we never did

that to them. And yet she let them go [after 76 of 91 Plaintiffs settled, leaving the

Onondaga 15 to fend for themselves without a lawyer to try the case after being

represented for 17 years]. And that in itself was sickening. Everything they weren’t

supposed to do, they did. I would really like someone to go over this case and

actually see what these people did to us. We were raped in federal court. And that’s

the bottom line.
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Words of Robert Bucktooth, Jr., sovereign, to The International Court of Justice at

The Hague:

May 8, 2018

My name is Robert E. Bucktooth Jr. I am from the Onondaga Nation. And I am a

member of the snipe clan, by which our tradition we go by our Mother. So what

our Mother is, that is who we are. On May 8, 1997, that’s when we started the fire

on route 81 in protest of the illegal agreement between the State of New York and

the so-called grand council and the Onondaga council at the Onondaga Nation. The

State of New York has no right coming on Onondaga land and collecting any kind

of tax from the native people. We are non-taxable people. We are a sovereign

nation. We are a sovereign people. And our laws, native laws, Iroquois laws, come

first before American law. And this court case that went on for 20 years just shows

you, and shows the people of the confederacy in the United States, shows that there

is no justice for the native person in the U.S. system. It ain’t going by any of our

laws. We were ignored. And today we are still oppressed by the State of New York

and the federal government. Both the federal government and the State of New

York have conspired to bury this case. So it goes right down to the chiefs, to the

lawyers from New York City, to the BIA [Bureau of Indian Affairs] and the federal

government, all conspired to sweep this under the rug. Cause they know if we went

by their law, the U.S. Constitution and all their laws concerning theft, assault,

murder, a lot of people would be going to jail, a lot of people in high places. You

could even find out in that court case who they didn’t even finish their depositions.

They stopped so far because I think the New York lawyers got intimidated by

somebody, so they stopped. We wanted to find out who said “yes” to come on to

the Nation and do what they did. Before May 8, we were told by the people of the

Seneca Nation (I have family down there and other people) that the State of New

York was illegally trying to collect taxes from the Iroquois people. We have many,

many treaties made with the State of New York with concerning just the Onondaga

people, but they have treaties made with the Seneca’s and other people that state

we are a sovereign people. They are a sovereign nation. They don’t have no right
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collecting any taxes. Even court cases. My ancestor, my great ancestor that helped

form the United States was chief Com Planter of the Seneca Nation. He helped the

United States expand westward, and for that he was shunned by the Iroquois

people. But he, and he also threw away all his medals and stuff he got from the

United States that they turned their back on him. They didn’t let him be a

sovereign. They had a court case in the United States, a court case where chief

Com Planter that the United States could collect him, his land,

collecting any taxes. Even court cases. My ancestor, my great ancestor that helped

form the United States was chief Com Planter of the Seneca Nation. He helped the

United States expand westward, and for that he was shunned by the Iroquois
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Com Planter that the United States could collect him, his land,
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Com Planter that the United States could collect him, his land,

collecting any taxes. Even court cases. My ancestor, my great ancestor that helped

form the United States was chief Com Planter of the Seneca Nation. He helped the

United States expand westward, and for that he was shunned by the Iroquois

people. But he, and he also threw away all his medals and stuff he got from the

United States that they turned their back on him. They didn’t let him be a

sovereign. They had a court case in the United States, a court case where chief

Com Planter that the United States could collect him, his land,
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collecting any taxes. Even court cases. My ancestor, my great ancestor that helped

form the United States was chief Com Planter of the Seneca Nation. He helped the

United States expand westward, and for that he was shunned by the Iroquois

people. But he, and he also threw away all his medals and stuff he got from the

United States that they turned their back on him. They didn’t let him be a

sovereign. They had a court case in the United States, a court case where chief

Com Planter won that the United States could not collect taxes on him, his land, or

his descendants, forever. A lot of our treaties with the State of New York and the

federal government has this wording that says “forever,” as long as the sun shall

shine, as long as the grass shall grow, and as long as the waters shall flow. And

those words to us mean: it means for everybody, it means forever. It doesn’t all

stop like in 10 years or 20 years or 100 years down the road. No matter how many

people we have left in the Iroquois Confederacy those treaties and those laws still

pertain to everybody that is still here. Even if it’s down to the last person. That’s

the Great Law of Peace that the Iroquois Confederacy as a whole has been trying to

teach and show the World about peace, how to live and respect each other, and live

and respect each other as a nation. This is what the Great Law of Peace is all about.

We were given this message a long time ago from, uh, we were given this message

and accepted it. And then this person told us he was going to go back across the

sea and get them to stop and try to show them peace on the other side of the great

pond. And if he doesn’t come back, we’re supposed to stop at a certain tree, and if

it is full of lead, then we’d know that they killed him. And they did not accept the

Great Law of Peace. So that is part of our tradition that we as Iroquois people

accepted that peace and we took on the task of trying to spread the Great Law of

Peace. Trying to spread the peace to all the nations. That’s my understanding of the

Great Law of Peace. Living with each other, and each other as nations and together

with respect for everybody. We have the two row wampum, which is the wampum

belt that was made when the first immigrants came to our country. It was the Dutch

people came and ... it is called the two row wampum. That states in our words

that was handed down to generations that we stay in our canoe and newly arrived

immigrants stay in their own canoe. Which means they have their own laws, and

their own way of life, and the same with ours. We have our own laws and our own

way of life. And we don’t step in their canoe, and we don’t have them steer our

canoe. That’s what the two row wampum was all about. You stay over where you

are, in a certain part of the ... . They had to stay on the other side. That’s how it
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come together. The treaties come in because they continue to ignore the treaties
that were made. And there were people, all the immigrants and all the insane
people and all the prisoners that they sent over here, they didn’t know these laws
and they let them flood the country. And that’s how treaties came about, because
these people were squatting on Iroquois land. And people were getting hurt. So the
peace treaties like the Canandaigua treaty, Fort Stanwix, Fort Armoire, all these
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people and all the prisoners that they sent over here, they didn’t know these laws
and they let them flood the country. And that’s how treaties came about, because
these people were squatting on Iroquois land. And people were getting hurt. So the

peace treaties like the Canandaigua treaty, Fort Stanwix, Fort Armoire, all these

treaties were made because all these immigrants could not stay on their other side
of the line. And came over and started living in our area. So these laws that the
State of New York ignores, that’s why they try to hide and conspire to bury this

because if they went by their own law like they say they do, which is supreme law
of the land. If they went by their own law they would have to give all the land back

that these treaties ceded to. These treaties, these people that squatted on our land,
the treaties were made, they still kept the land. There was a breach of peace, a
breach of treaty, which is a contract, a legal contract made between 2 sovereign

nations, and it was breached by the State of New York when the State of New

York representatives, the New York State Police came on Onondaga land

uninvited by Onondaga people, and came and did what they did. On private

property, on sovereign territory, against sovereign entities of the Iroquois

Confederacy. The violations of the State troopers, their authorities, their uppers,
Parmley, probably goes right up to the Governor. All these people are in violation

on that day, on May 18 [1997]. The judges, lawyers, the chiefs, all these people are

in violations of wrongdoing. These people asked the alleged chiefs of our nation to

come onto our property. Come onto my friend’s property. But, in fact, these chiefs

are not Onondaga. And the fact that we need 13 chiefs to have a full legal council

for any contract between a nation or any other nation to be binding with the

Onondaga people. We had to have these 13 chiefs. And so each of these have to

agree with a certain contract. Right now the BIA is guilty and the State of New

York is guilty of harboring non-Onondaga’s. They don’t allow the laws of the

Onondaga Nation how many chiefs we were supposed to have before anything is

binding. I think our experts right now that I know of are on the Great Law of

Peace. And in the workings of the Iroquois Confederacy would be Paul Delaronde

[tekatontake], he would be the expert on the great lining law and treaty that were

made. I have researched for almost 30 years now on the Iroquois people. On May

18 [1997] when the state troopers came in, my main concern was that they have

violated their own laws just to oppress us, and to keep the truth from coming out.
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The truth being that the nation leaders are illegal. The truth is that the lawyers and

the police officers, the troopers, they don’t know of the laws of the land of the

Onondaga people. They came and made us enemies among our people on that day.

They came in as an organized mob. And I think our lawyers from New York City

were all gung-ho. They knew we were native people. They know this happened on

our nation land. And they are all gung-ho and fighting for our rights, our inherent
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The truth being that the nation leaders are illegal. The truth is that the lawyers and

the police officers, the troopers, they don’t know of the laws of the land of the

Onondaga people. They came and made us enemies among our people on that day.

They came in as an organized mob. And I think our lawyers from New York City

were all gung-ho. They knew we were native people. They know this happened on

our nation land. And they are all gung-ho and fighting for our rights, our inherent

rights. So far down the road, at first they told us 3 years, then after that they said 5

to 7, then after that it went to 10. Somewhere around 10 years they got scared or

intimidated by the State or whoever, then they seemed to back down, stop the

depositions. We don’t know who gave the final OK. Then when we were going to

trial, our lawyers dropped us, which I am told it’s unheard of after 17 years. They

put in, the justice system put a Judge Judy or Judge Dancks to handle the little
hearing about the New York City lawyers dropping us. And they dropped us over

petty, petty, petty stuff. I think the reason why they dropped us because they did

not want to take on the task of the fact that we were talking about the breach of

peace and the breach of contract by disturbing the peace, and breaking the

contracts and treaties made between the State of New York and the federal

government. And we went by their law. And all these treaties and federal laws that

these people have done, they should all be in jail. Right now we are living in a

society where wrong is a right thing. People think they have been doing the wrong

thing for so long they think it’s okay. They don’t know what is right. They’ve been

doing everything so wrong for so many years. We haven’t as Iroquois people, we

haven’t had a chance to stand up in the court system. It was only in 1970, not too

long ago, that the courts allowed like the Oneida Nation into their system. And in

the end it still ended up being no justice for the Oneida Nation. I think they just

pacified them with a casino. Cause we went by their laws, three-quarters of the

New York state would still belong to the Iroquois people. All the rent that the cities

that live in our area that they rent to us, and I suggested that the state of New York

take taxes from the people that live on our land, legally on our land. As legal

owners of most of New York state, the Iroquois people should have 51%

controlling interest of all taxes that New York state collects on the people within

our territory. Because we are the original owners, we should have at least 51% of

that tax money coming to our Nations. Violations of the judges, Judge Scullin who

did not allow any evidence in of mine, the Great Law, the two-row, Canandaigua,

Fort Stanwix, Fort Harmar, I think there were a couple of other ones I put in there,
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that Judge Scullin just ignored. And throughout which if I was a lawyer at that

point I would have argued him and have him argue that okay you tell me who I
am? You know I am not a U.S. citizen. We are standing up here because we are

Citizens of our own Nation. He seemed not to want us to have that. So it looks
more and more like genocide. Everything is about genocide now. The oppression,
our culture, our language, were almost extinct. I think we are on the extinct list
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that Judge Scullin just ignored. And throughout which if I was a lawyer at that
point I would have argued him and have him argue that okay you tell me who I
am? You know I am not a U.S. citizen. We are standing up here because we are
Citizens of our own Nation. He seemed not to want us to have that. So it looks
more and more like genocide. Everything is about genocide now. The oppression,
our culture, our language, were almost extinct. I think we are on the extinct list
almost 20 years ago when one of the presidents sent us a letter at Onondaga to see
if we needed the help of the United States. After all these years they have been
trying to get rid of us, and when we are finally almost extinct, they want to ask us

if we want any help. And we said that we would handle it on our own. But as
Onondaga people, standing up, we are standing up for the Confederacy, we are
standing up for everyone of the Iroquois people, and the Native people of the this
country of America, which is still Native lands, Iroquois land first before it’s the

United States. There were no wars that fought for this land. There were no
declarations of surrender from the Iroquois people giving up our lands. There were
no signed declarations giving up our sovereignty as a Nation or individually. There

is no documentation stating specifically that we gave up our sovereignty to the

United States. I asked the court to produce these papers. I asked him to show me

these documents of war, of a surrender, to the Onondaga people, and there was no

word, and there was nothing done about that. So they just sweep that under the rug.

The violations made by the state of New York, the judges, the lawyers, the state

troopers, and the sheriffs, they all kind of want us to be assimilated into the

American system, where in their own U.S. constitution we have the right to

exercise our way of life. The U.N. rights state that we have our right to exercise
our religion, to do what we always have done as a people here before the American

people came to our country, the immigrants. Right now, Native people in the

United States are so detached from their land, most of them are, they are being

usurped into the U.S. system. They’re being taken away from our land so that they

cannot stand up and exercise their birthright to their ancestral lands and minerals.
The United States is getting rich off of all the lands and the minerals taken from

Native people of this country, without their consent or input. It’s like in 1924,

when they made all Native people citizens. The Onondaga people refused to accept

that, and sent a letter of disagreement to Washington D.C. And we are the original

people of this land. We are Onondaga. We are Onondaga first, and the United

States has no right making laws without our input or consent. So that 1924 law that
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states we are citizens of the United States does not apply to the Onondaga people,
or to the Iroquois Confederacy. We are a separate sovereign nation. The U.S.

constitution Is supposed to be the supreme law of the land, and that is what I am
going by because that’s where it says we have the right to exercise our religion, to

assemble, free speech, and all that stuff that kind of mirrors the traditional laws of
the Iroquois people. The U.S. constitution was kind of mirrored from the Great
Law of Peace. They took laws, kind of made them into their They made
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states we are citizens of the United States does not apply to the Onondaga people,

or to the Iroquois Confederacy. We are a separate sovereign nation. The U.S.
constitution Is supposed to be the supreme law of the land, and that is what I am
going by because that’s where it says we have the right to exercise our religion, to

assemble, free speech, and all that stuff that kind of mirrors the traditional laws of
the Iroquois people. The U.S. constitution was kind of mirrored from the Great
Law of Peace. They took our laws, kind of made them into their own. They made

the U.S. constitution, and from that the U.S. constitution, you know, they violated
article VI, which is the supreme law of the land treaty, the supreme law of the land.

All treaties made with nations before the form of the United States are still valid.
They violated their own laws, their own constitution. And it’s the biggest thing,

they are not even going by their own law, or the way it should be. But when it
comes to Native people, they’re quick enough to put us in jail and make people

oppressed. What we are kind of looking for I guess is to have the state of New

York and the federal government recognize the fact that we are a sovereign people,

we have sovereign laws, and to treat us as such, and treat us with respect, as they
would treat Canada or France or some other Nation that they have agreements

with. They have to make agreements with the Onondaga, the Mohawk, the Oneida.
These are all sovereign nations of their own right. Mohawks are leaders of the

Confederacy. And that’s why when Paul [Delaronde (tekatontake)] from my

understanding he has great knowledge on the Great Law of Peace. They should

listen to this man. He knows more than the rest of us and this little group of

Onondaga 15. But altogether we are strong in the knowledge and the traditional

ways of our people. Which today we are slowly slipping and not exercising our

ways, our traditional ways as a people. Everyone thinks we are, but in reality I

think the chiefs are trying to hide we are not a traditional system no more, and we

go by what the United States says. I think that’s pretty much what I have to say,

pretty much all the violations that they’ve done, the felonies, the assaults, the kids,

the elders. Why it took so long over 20 years, and the judge told us, Judge Scullin

said we could appeal it, we don’t like his orders or his decisions, we can appeal it

in the next court. But that never happened. So all his rulings we didn’t like he

never got a chance to answer or find out why his rulings were this way, and we

have laws and stuff stating that he should have known these ones first. I don’t

know if I am getting off track, but all these people that we had, state troopers,

sheriffs, the lawyers, the judges, the chiefs, are all in violation of U.N. human
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rights and the U.S. constitution and the Great binding Law of Peace of the Iroquois

Confederacy. They breached the two-row wampum. They breached the

Canandaigua treaty, the Fort Stanwix treaty, and the Fort Harmar treaty. They have

broken all these treaties again. And they should by their law give back what
they’ve stolen. If they are not going to give back what they’ve stolen, which

they’ve told us many times that’s not going to happen, then the only other solution
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rights and the U.S. constitution and the Great binding Law of Peace of the Iroquois

Confederacy. They breached the two-row wampum. They breached the

Canandaigua treaty, the Fort Stanwix treaty, and the Fort Harmar treaty. They have

broken all these treaties again. And they should by their law give back what
they’ve stolen. If they are not going to give back what they’ve stolen, which

they’ve told us many times that’s not going to happen, then the only other solution

would be compensation. And that’s a lot of money. That’s more than what they

offered us. They don’t see that. And if they do see that, they know that is going to
be a lot of money to cover what they’ve done. With all these treaties and internal

violations that they’ve done, nobody’s in jail. Somebody should be in jail for the

wrongdoings to the Iroquois people, like Judge Scullin. Those people that threw

everything under the rug trying to get rid of this. They attacked people on a

sovereign nation, on private property, giving the okay by illegal leaders which they

hold in place because they don’t know the laws of the Iroquois people or the

Onondaga Nation or the Mohawk Nation or the Seneca Nation for that matter.

There’s laws and hearings and stuff that I’ve had in front of me with the state of

New York and the Seneca Nation saying that the state of New York has no right

collecting any taxes on the Iroquois people, especially the Seneca Nation. All

these laws that are on the books are there and as Native people we know these are

there. It’s just the fact that New York and the federal government ignore them.

That’s why we are not claiming the genocide, because now we have evidence

through this court case and all the other court cases, we can prove that they didn’t

follow their own U.S. constitution. Or they didn’t follow any of the Iroquois laws.

So they are in violation of both nations and they should be all held accountable. It

doesn’t matter if you are a lawyer or a judge or whoever. They don’t have the last

say on what happens to the Iroquois people. There shouldn’t be one man who says

“okay, I rule the Iroquois Nation. What I say goes.” It don’t work that way. That’s

not the way it traditionally works with the Iroquois people. The state of New York

got too big for their britches long time ago and decided that they don’t have to deal

with the Iroquois people anymore. We have more money than they have, so they

have to listen to us. The money doesn’t make it right. That’s illegal. That’s not

legal what we all had to go by. But now it’s just money. It’s not what’s right. It’s

how much money you got. And us being poor people this is the results we get in

the justice system. As Native people it was kind of expected that this would be the

result. We knew that they would probably not go by our laws, so I take it as
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evidence and concrete facts of the genocide of our people by not using our laws

when something happens on our land. We don’t even have no say. We don’t have

no laws to bring out. We can’t do anything. They think they are better than us. And

they don’t think we know what we are doing. That’s a big thing to. They think we

are ignorant. They knew more about our laws . . . than they do. And we are the

ignorant ones. We know our laws. We know our way. And we’ve been trying to

tell these people, the of New York, and the federal for hundreds
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evidence and concrete facts of the genocide of our people by not using our laws

when something happens on our land. We don’t even have no say. We don’t have

no laws to bring out. We can’t do anything. They think they are better than us. And

they don’t think we know what we are doing. That’s a big thing to. They think we

are ignorant. They knew more about our laws . . . than they do. And we are the

ignorant ones. We know our laws. We know our way. And we’ve been trying to

tell these people, the state of New York, and the federal government for hundreds

of years of who we are. So basically it started out with the wrongdoings of the

chiefs and the sheriffs and the state troopers coming onto private property, and

they . . . somehow can’t be touched, and that’s not right either. Everybody, there

should be nobody that should be untouchable. There should be nobody above the

law. I think that is pretty much all I have to say. I probably missed a lot of things I

want to say. I kind of had an outline of things that I think I have covered most of.

If I haven’t . . . like on May 18, {1997,] I guess I could just briefly describe what

they did. They [New York State Police troopers] came down north in the

southbound lanes. Nobody was on the road as they claim. When they arrived

everybody was up on private property on Onondaga land. They didn’t have a

bullhorn to announce what they were doing. They lined up on the side of the road,

on private property. My friend [Andrew Jones], he owns half the highway in

between the two lane highway [Interstate 81]. He owns one lane. New York state

only has an easement to it. One thing the judge told the jurors in our court case that

the state probably owns the easement. But that’s not the case. Cause as the

Onondaga people are the original owners. They’re the ones that have the original

easement. They’re the ones that are allowing the state of New York to go through.

So I think maybe the judge can throw the jurors around, cause they had questions

on “easement.” And if they know the controlling interest, the controlling party of

that property and the easement would be the Onondaga people, and New York

State was just given permission to use it. So its things like that that the justice

system conspired about everything. So nothing would come to light and show all

of the wrongdoings. There was so much wrongdoings that a lot of people should be

in jail. A lot of people retired. Even Judge Sotomayor [United States Supreme

Court Justice] recused herself from this case. Everybody that handled this case is

retired and taken themselves away from this thing. That’s what I am telling you.

Everybody didn’t want to handle our case because they knew we are silent people.

We have treaties and if we had of found the right people to fight for us, we could
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make those treaties stick and work. And get back some kind of justice for the

Iroquois people for all that was stolen. Lands and minerals that the state of New

York acquired, there should be some sharing going on. That’s what the Iroquois

people were all about. And that is probably why we got overrun because as

Iroquois people we were trying to spread the Great Law of Peace. The Great Law
of Peace was consented by the Iroquois people. And I think because of that we are
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make those treaties stick and work. And get back some kind of justice for the

Iroquois people for all that was stolen. Lands and minerals that the state of New

York acquired, there should be some sharing going on. That’s what the Iroquois

people were all about. And that is probably why we got overrun because as

Iroquois people we were trying to spread the Great Law of Peace. The Great Law
of Peace was consented by the Iroquois people. And I think because of that we are

overrun by greedy immigrants that came to our land. So in conclusion, I guess I

have to say is that I hope that we have to speak to the World and let the World
know that we are on the brink of extinction. That we try to get the word of peace

out, and try to spread the word of peace. It Is not an easy thing to do. It’s all about

money and greed. I guess that is all I have to say. I know I’ve got more proof of

genocide from the judges here in Oklahoma. They ignore treaties too. They say

those laws don’t work here cause they are always thrown by the judges. But in

their own U.S. constitution it states that all judges in all states to uphold the

supreme law of the land which are treaties and the U.S. constitution. The U.S.
constitution is what they claim to go by. And all I see are violations of it. Right to
the top. I wrote the president. I wrote the BIA. I wrote the department of interior.

All of these people about the corruption that is going on in the northern district of

New York and with the Onondaga Nation. I wrote letters the way we are supposed

to. We are supposed to contact the federal government and let them know by treaty

of the wrongdoing of whoever. If the state coming in. or the Chiefs. The president

is supposed to know. And I let him know by letter of the corruption that is

happening in Onondaga. But he sent me a letter back. He didn’t give me any kind

of solution or anything. He just said that he stands up for the rights of Native

people to exercise their sovereignty. So everybody tell us we are sovereign.

Everybody tells us we are a non-taxable people, but all of that is a myth because

we still get taxed by the IRS when we shouldn’t. We still get charged to travel in

this country with tolls. These are all laws that our ancestors made free travel upon

turtle island. That means no tolls. We shouldn’t pay for licenses or insurance. All

of it comes under being a sovereign person, sovereign nation. We need to act like a

sovereign nation, but right now it is under the oppression of illegal chiefs in the

state of New York. They don’t want the truth to be known and that’s what we are

trying to get out is the truth. The truth and the fact that the state of New York and

the federal government have to start respecting Iroquois people and their nations

collectively. I think that is all I have to say. I think I’ve got everything in there.
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Words of Cheryl Bucktooth, sovereign, to The International Court of Justice at The

Hague:

April 24, 2018

Okay, well I guess we have to go back to May 8 when we decided to start the fire.

May 18 was actual event.

My name is Cheryl Bucktooth and I was bom Cheryl Lewis, my maiden name,

oldest of 8 girls. My Dad is Onondaga/Mohawk and my Mom is k— Potawatomi.

So the laws, the Great Law under that your member and the Potawatomi was

always allies with Six Nations Confederacy or however you want to put it because

there are different ways that the Onondaga Mohawk Six Nations of New York are

referred to. So I am kind of a mix, So lets see, my Dad was longhouse. I grew up

two houses from it, went there every time there was any activity going on.

Ceremonies we were always like the first cause we were right there, we always

want to get a good seat. So we were kind of immersed into the culture, wish I had

learned the language though, asking my Grandmother to teach me she would not

be able, she would always say I don’t want happened to me to happen to you, you

know they used to use mlers on them just like the pens the Mohawk’s

Grandmother my Dad’s Mom side so she said she would get beaten and thrown in

holes they wouldn’t want to speak their language so they didn’t want to teach the

children or the grandchildren. My Dad knew barely a little, he probably understood

it more than he could speak it. And, but he sang and he sang a lot and a lot of songs

that got brought down to us girls because he walked around singing all the time. So

I grew up in this atmosphere of knowing that I was Onondaga human being and
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that we were always respectful of one another. And while when I was older and

had my own kids and as in life you learn more things and come to find out that

maybe some of the things that were going on behind closed doors and meetings

with the chiefs and state were not acceptable, people were not being included

which is a big infraction of our laws! Everybody is included, everybody down to

that we were always respectful of one another. And while when I was older and

had my own kids and as in life you learn more things and come to find out that

maybe some of the things that were going on behind closed doors and meetings

with the chiefs and state were not acceptable, people were not being included

which is a big infraction of our laws! Everybody is included, everybody down to

that we were always respectful of one another. And while when I was older and

had my own kids and as in life you learn more things and come to find out that

maybe some of the things that were going on behind closed doors and meetings

with the chiefs and state were not acceptable, people were not being included

which is a big infraction of our laws! Everybody is included, everybody down to

that we were always respectful of one another. And while when I was older and

had my own kids and as in life you learn more things and come to find out that

maybe some of the things that were going on behind closed doors and meetings

with the chiefs and state were not acceptable, people were not being included

which is a big infraction of our laws! Everybody is included, everybody down to
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that we were always respectful of one another. And while when I was older and

had my own kids and as in life you learn more things and come to find out that

maybe some of the things that were going on behind closed doors and meetings

with the chiefs and state were not acceptable, people were not being included

which is a big infraction of our laws! Everybody is included, everybody down to

the littlest person, everybody is important! So when they closed those doors of

those meetings that we had been originally invited to we got suspicious. New York

state came out with a tax agreement they had been trying to implement for, shoot I

don’t know since ’93 maybe, but in 1997 the then governor was George Patacki

and he was introducing into law or had passed it, I don’t know but to our

knowledge it meant it had been done without our peoples’ consent. So we wanted

to address that and our chiefs, so-called chiefs that were willing to sign this

agreement without all the chiefs there in the union. That would include not just the

Onondaga, but the Mohawks, Seneca, Oneida, Tuscarora, and the Cayuga so that’s

why we wanted to know what, you know, what was, you know, we were going to

go by our law which meant we could go to our clan, discuss what was going on,

then come back and explain it to our clan mothers and or chiefs, explain to them

what we wanted, you know what people were wanting. The chiefs have no say,

they’re just like the last person to be told, they decide with what they’re brought

with, they just can’t go against the peoples’ word say, we’re doing it this way

because I want to. So they have to abide by that, anyway that was the main reason

we were going up to on May 18 protest, not just the illegal conduct of our chiefs

and we were trying to correct them and give them commands from the people and

like they weren’t doing them they weren’t doing them. They were leaving their

clan mothers that are even higher than them not so much in the hierarchy or

anything cause we are all equal but the clan mothers tell the chiefs what to do so I

guess in European terms that would be respectful and respected enough that they
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listen to them and abide by that cause that is our law. So we had a group of people

come to Bob and I, my husband Robert Bucktooth Jr., during that time period of

before May and kind of like well geez we should do something. The Seneca’s are

protesting, Mohawks are protesting. We have to show our solidarity and we also

don’t agree with what’s happened with this tax compact or what has happened or

listen to them and abide by that cause that is our law. So we had a group of people

come to Bob and I, my husband Robert Bucktooth Jr., during that time period of

before May and kind of like well geez we should do something. The Seneca’s are

protesting, Mohawks are protesting. We have to show our solidarity and we also

don’t agree with what’s happened with this tax compact or what has happened or

listen to them and abide by that cause that is our law. So we had a group of people

come to Bob and I, my husband Robert Bucktooth Jr., during that time period of

before May and kind of like well geez we should do something. The Seneca’s are

protesting, Mohawks are protesting. We have to show our solidarity and we also

don’t agree with what’s happened with this tax compact or what has happened or

listen to them and abide by that cause that is our law. So we had a group of people

come to Bob and I, my husband Robert Bucktooth Jr., during that time period of

before May and kind of like well geez we should do something. The Seneca’s are

protesting, Mohawks are protesting. We have to show our solidarity and we also

don’t agree with what’s happened with this tax compact or what has happened or
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listen to them and abide by that cause that is our law. So we had a group of people

come to Bob and I, my husband Robert Bucktooth Jr., during that time period of

before May and kind of like well geez we should do something. The Seneca’s are

protesting, Mohawks are protesting. We have to show our solidarity and we also

don’t agree with what’s happened with this tax compact or what has happened or

will happen and they were introducing a bill that was going to say that the cigarette

shops and the people were going to collect taxes from the non-native community

that came and purchased any of those goods there. And we were saying you can’t

just come into sovereign territory and just collect taxes and make you collect taxes

for us. So we decided we would start a fire, but we had no idea where or what to do

and then one of the guys volunteered his brother’s property. Which happened to be

Andrew Jones’ alongside of route [Interstate] 81. Between Kennedy Road and 81.

Not very wide, really long strip and it was on May 8 we decided to go up there.

There originally was supposed to be a bigger group but I understand some of them

did not want to get involved they saw what some of those people down in

Onondaga are capable of doing. Certain families down there get away with like say

murder, child molestation, arson and just horrendous stuff that they can get away

with because who their family knows or that is another reason we were kind of up

there. These people are doing a lot of oh god what’s that term with a family

anyway you are not supposed to, everybody’s equal and everything is supposed to

be like how you live, everybody is supposed to be respectful of each other and go

by another country’s laws which the United States infringes a lot of those laws on

us. So we have to live in a dual world of citizenship. We are involved in our own

Onondaga ways and we also have to live outside that and be respectful of the

laws of the United States. So those United States’ laws actually also came from the

Great Law of Peace, and how Benjamin Franklin, and my mind is going blank, but

they loved the way that George Washington loved the way the rotishoni the Six
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Nations conducted themselves and the protocol that they went through and how

many the government had different houses that it had to go through to make it a

binding compact. That’s kind of what the main theme was getting back to that

again it was all these stages it needed to go through a certain protocol to make it a

binding compact. And without the people not being involved that just made it null

Nations conducted themselves and the protocol that they went through and how

many the government had different houses that it had to go through to make it a

binding compact. That’s kind of what the main theme was getting back to that

again it was all these stages it needed to go through a certain protocol to make it a

binding compact. And without the people not being involved that just made it null
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binding compact. That’s kind of what the main theme was getting back to that

again it was all these stages it needed to go through a certain protocol to make it a

binding compact. And without the people not being involved that just made it null

Nations conducted themselves and the protocol that they went through and how

many the government had different houses that it had to go through to make it a

binding compact. That’s kind of what the main theme was getting back to that

again it was all these stages it needed to go through a certain protocol to make it a

binding compact. And without the people not being involved that just made it null
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Nations conducted themselves and the protocol that they went through and how

many the government had different houses that it had to go through to make it a

binding compact. That’s kind of what the main theme was getting back to that

again it was all these stages it needed to go through a certain protocol to make it a

binding compact. And without the people not being involved that just made it null

and void. And it also made it suspicious. They kept saying they’ll be making more

money but who was getting that money and I think that was the main problem was

in the past business people had been asking for accountability that was the main.

Another problem what was the accountability of the family members of the

Nation’s hierarchy who were getting houses built and some still are. Meanwhile

other people aren’t living in conditions that you know they shouldn’t be. So we

needed to address a lot of things and a lot of it prior to going to May 18. We had

gone to several UN functions. We had gone to Albany. We had gone to

Washington. And all of them saying the same things — we should abide by our

own laws and how we should go about doing it. So on May 18 that was big. That

is what we did. We sent a call out to all the Nations to come to Onondaga, not the

capital, and say we wanted to discuss what this compact is going to do. It had

already caused a couple of murders on the Seneca reservation which is a violation

of a treaty, it would. Bob would probably know the names of those more than I do.

But just by them implementing that law and what it caused, it meant that that

treaty, they were infringing on it, they were breaking it like breaking the peace

because that was one of the conditions that they would never break the peace. And,

let’s see, so when we started our fire we decided to keep it off the road which the

Senecas I believe had theirs right on the road. We kept it off to the side. The fire

department showed up, the police showed up. We told them what we were doing

and they just said keep it off the road which we did. The property owner’s mom

though said that she did not like it that close so we moved it back further. And it
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had been moved one, two, three, four times, I believe, to where it was not near

where they claim what was the “easement” for the road. It had been in the

easement and it got moved a little further and a little further and ended up being

completely on the property on May 18. By May 18, when the New York State

troopers showed up that fire, the sacred fire, had been on his property, well on to

had been moved one, two, three, four times, I believe, to where it was not near

where they claim what was the “easement” for the road. It had been in the

easement and it got moved a little further and a little further and ended up being

completely on the property on May 18. By May 18, when the New York State

troopers showed up that fire, the sacred fire, had been on his property, well on to

had been moved one, two, three, four times, I believe, to where it was not near

where they claim what was the “easement” for the road. It had been in the

easement and it got moved a little further and a little further and ended up being

completely on the property on May 18. By May 18, when the New York State

troopers showed up that fire, the sacred fire, had been on his property, well on to

had been moved one, two, three, four times, I believe, to where it was not near

where they claim what was the “easement” for the road. It had been in the

easement and it got moved a little further and a little further and ended up being

completely on the property on May 18. By May 18, when the New York State

troopers showed up that fire, the sacred fire, had been on his property, well on to
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had been moved one, two, three, four times, I believe, to where it was not near

where they claim what was the “easement” for the road. It had been in the

easement and it got moved a little further and a little further and ended up being

completely on the property on May 18. By May 18, when the New York State

troopers showed up that fire, the sacred fire, had been on his property, well on to

his property. We had, let’s see, I believe, I’m not certain who sent these flyers

[inviting the Nations to the gathering and protest] out, several people that had that

capability to get flyers made and sent out to all the nations and invited for May 18

[1997] and I believe it was to start at 1 [p.m.]. But the Troopers showed up like

noon. Well let me start my day when I got up. I said my prayers, burnt some sage

and tobacco, and decided to go up to the fire and take my dishes that we had made

for the picnic, because we had to feed everybody. It’s a big part of our tradition

you have to feed everybody that comes, we invited all of these people, and we

needed to feed them. We had to borrow picnic tables, make shift picnic tables,

chairs and such. We needed to get up there early in order to help prepare. My

husband and I had been one of the first of the group to start the fire and we had

been up there maintaining it for 10 those days. Only going back to shower and

grabbing something to eat once in a while. So that day we went up, my sister

dropped me off, she had to go back and get her stuff. We walked around said hi to

people. I didn’t know half of these people when I saw them. So I knew there were

people from all over coming that were showing up. The day was nice, sunny, we

were surprised because every day before [10 days] it had been rainy and cold, and

drizzly, and foggy, and dark and damp. So we were, the people were showing up

and showing up and I was running around trying to tell people to stay off the road

because I noticed when we first got there they were protesting standing along the

side of the road with their signs. So a lot of them were you know kids and stuff and

they were right along the edge of the road but when a news reporter was trying to
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take their picture he was kind of like edging them out so he could see the signs a

little further. And, anyway, we were yelling at them to get off the road, we are

yelling. It ended up you could not even tell them what to do. I was busy with other

functions at the time, but every now and then I would run by and yell at people:

“Get off the road.” And I never went on the road. And that was one of the reasons I

take their picture he was kind of like edging them out so he could see the signs a

little further. And, anyway, we were yelling at them to get off the road, we are

yelling. It ended up you could not even tell them what to do. I was busy with other

functions at the time, but every now and then I would run by and yell at people:

“Get off the road.” And I never went on the road. And that was one of the reasons I

take their picture he was kind of like edging them out so he could see the signs a

little further. And, anyway, we were yelling at them to get off the road, we are

yelling. It ended up you could not even tell them what to do. I was busy with other

functions at the time, but every now and then I would run by and yell at people:

“Get off the road.” And I never went on the road. And that was one of the reasons I

take their picture he was kind of like edging them out so he could see the signs a

little further. And, anyway, we were yelling at them to get off the road, we are

yelling. It ended up you could not even tell them what to do. I was busy with other

functions at the time, but every now and then I would run by and yell at people:

“Get off the road.” And I never went on the road. And that was one of the reasons I
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take their picture he was kind of like edging them out so he could see the signs a

little further. And, anyway, we were yelling at them to get off the road, we are

yelling. It ended up you could not even tell them what to do. I was busy with other

functions at the time, but every now and then I would run by and yell at people:

“Get off the road.” And I never went on the road. And that was one of the reasons I

was arrested for, supposedly trespassing on the road. They had, my mind has just

gone blank again, let’s see, okay, probably we weren’t even there 45 minutes

probably. Maybe when we noticed, well, before I left the house, on the way, I had

noticed over in the old K-Mart parking lot, which is at the end of our street

Bahama right at Salina, there was this old mini-strip mall and K-Mart was at the

end of it. And in that parking lot there were all kinds of trooper cars, I mean all

kinds. And I kind of briefly in my mind went what are they doing? You know, and

I was thinking, I hope that was not for us. We were just having a picnic and a

gathering. So I set it in the back of my mind. And I went up and did my stuff. And

like I said about 45 minutes later someone said the troopers are coming and that’s

when along route 81, which is on the north side, I’m trying to get the sides right,

the east side of his property is 81,1don’t know I’m going to get it all wrong, so on

the side of his property where 81 is, they [troopers] were coming down the wrong

way. 81 north, so that’s 81 north is headed up and they were driving down it

southbound, I don’t know 60 to 100 cars seemed like, and it made all the traffic

back up because they were coming down the wrong way. So they got down there.

Meanwhile we were yelling for everybody to get off the road. People were getting

off the road, and just as that was going on the Medicine Woman had contacted and

called me and said who helped with this fire and built it? And I said my husband

and I, and she goes well I need both of you to help me rebuild a new one because

that one was contaminated and we had to start a new one because like it had

cigarettes butts and nails and wood that we had been given, metal objects,
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whatever, but we needed to get a new fire going. So she needed a food plate which

I was in charge of going to make, and he was in charge of getting more wood and

starting a new fire. She handed him her sacred eagle feather fan which is about

almost 2 feet long it was huge, 1 14 maybe and told him to use it to fan the fire to

get it going. So when we got all this, when we had got all of this set up she asked

whatever, but we needed to get a new fire going. So she needed a food plate which

I was in charge of going to make, and he was in charge of getting more wood and

starting a new fire. She handed him her sacred eagle feather fan which is about

almost 2 feet long it was huge, 1 Vi maybe and told him to use it to fan the fire to

get it going. So when we got all this, when we had got all of this set up she asked

whatever, but we needed to get a new fire going. So she needed a food plate which

I was in charge of going to make, and he was in charge of getting more wood and

starting a new fire. She handed him her sacred eagle feather fan which is about

almost 2 feet long it was huge, 1 Vi maybe and told him to use it to fan the fire to

get it going. So when we got all this, when we had got all of this set up she asked

whatever, but we needed to get a new fire going. So she needed a food plate which

I was in charge of going to make, and he was in charge of getting more wood and

starting a new fire. She handed him her sacred eagle feather fan which is about

almost 2 feet long it was huge, 1 Vi maybe and told him to use it to fan the fire to

get it going. So when we got all this, when we had got all of this set up she asked
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whatever, but we needed to get a new fire going. So she needed a food plate which

I was in charge of going to make, and he was in charge of getting more wood and

starting a new fire. She handed him her sacred eagle feather fan which is about

almost 2 feet long it was huge, 1 Vi maybe and told him to use it to fan the fire to

get it going. So when we got all this, when we had got all of this set up she asked

that everybody come over and join the circle so that we could so she would give

the thanksgiving prayer that was always given at every function, and begin to start

our ceremony. And one of our warrior brothers, Stonehorse Goman, went over to

talk to, with, along with Hoss Logan — Alfred Logan, and talk to the troopers and

let them know that we were going to start our function and that we have no

weapons, we are only here for peaceful purposes, we’re having a meeting and we

are going to eat. “You stay over here and we’ll stay over here.” And, blah blah

blah. And everybody came and gathered around the circle, and stuff. She

[Medicine Woman] began, she said, first she was telling people no cameras, no

video recordings, so turn everything off right now, so we can give thanks. Well,

that was just going on and then she just started the troopers lined up all along about

3 rows, 2 or 3 rows, and I was kneeling at the fire, Bob was kneeling at the fire.

Like a little shed, prayer shed, that we had built by the big sacred fire that we had

been using it was pretty windy up where Budgie’s property is and that little prayer

shed helped keep the wind you know when you are trying to start your shell your

conch shell, your tobacco went in or whatever you were using to help keep the

wind from breaking down so that you can keep the fire going. Anyway, we were

all standing right there, and then everybody else was joined in the circle all the way

around on his property. And all of a sudden they [troopers] just start marching up,

not up but down into the gulley and up the other side, and then they just proceeded

to pushing people and they grabbed me from squatting position and pulled me up

and at that moment I just threw my hands up. You know, I was like what’s going
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on? I was asking the man what are you doing? What are you here for? Why are you

taking me? And what did we do, what did I do? That, you know, why are you

arresting me? And what’s your name? I asked every one of them the same

questions basically. Who are you? What’s your badge number? Why are you doing

this? What are we being arrested for? What are the charges? And every one of

on? I was asking the man what are you doing? What are you here for? Why are you

taking me? And what did we do, what did I do? That, you know, why are you

arresting me? And what’s your name? I asked every one of them the same

questions basically. Who are you? What’s your badge number? Why are you doing

this? What are we being arrested for? What are the charges? And every one of

on? I was asking the man what are you doing? What are you here for? Why are you

taking me? And what did we do, what did I do? That, you know, why are you

arresting me? And what’s your name? I asked every one of them the same

questions basically. Who are you? What’s your badge number? Why are you doing

this? What are we being arrested for? What are the charges? And every one of

on? I was asking the man what are you doing? What are you here for? Why are you

taking me? And what did we do, what did I do? That, you know, why are you

arresting me? And what’s your name? I asked every one of them the same

questions basically. Who are you? What’s your badge number? Why are you doing

this? What are we being arrested for? What are the charges? And every one of
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on? I was asking the man what are you doing? What are you here for? Why are you

taking me? And what did we do, what did I do? That, you know, why are you

arresting me? And what’s your name? I asked every one of them the same

questions basically. Who are you? What’s your badge number? Why are you doing

this? What are we being arrested for? What are the charges? And every one of

them fell on deaf ears. And I was going down the gulley and back up again. I

turned around to look and I see my husband stand up, get surrounded [by troopers],

and then beat to the ground. And then start praying and shouting at all the lined-up

troopers what are you doing? Why are you here too? And then I had the man, the

first man that grabbed my arm I could feel a hate coursing through his veins and he

was just pumped up and I said you are here to cause damage aren’t you. And I

knew at that moment we were in trouble! And I did not know how much until I

saw my husband go down. And you don’t know the feeling of not knowing of what

was happening when you are being dragged away. What’s going on with those rest

of the people. ... it was like he just was like put to the ground. That’s all I

witnessed as I got taken further away. But I was wondering, you know praying for

everybody, because everybody was getting attacked at that moment. Everybody

was getting like from what I could see they were just attacking people. As I got

down to each of the policemen and I asked the same questions again. You know,

who are you? What’s your badge number? What are you doing here? Why are they

beating you? Why are we being arrested? One of them along the way put those zip

ties on and he handed me on to somebody else. Who handed me off to somebody

else. And they put me, they “put her in your car.” He goes “I rode with somebody.”

So they had to go find somebody that had a car. Anyway they put me in a car.

Later I found out it was with Andrea Potter, that she was in the car with me. We

were there for, oh gosh, for half-hour, 45 minutes in the car maybe. And they

brought all the people down. And once they took us back out of the car I asked if
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they had seen Bob. A lot of these people I didn’t know. I’ve seen him briefly and

he was just, his hair was all over, he was dirty from being pushed on the ground

and beaten on the ground, and I did not know the extent of his injuries or what or

how he was, but we stood there for a while before they got a female bus to come

and pick us up, because at first they were trying to put us all on the one and they

they had seen Bob. A lot of these people I didn’t know. I’ve seen him briefly and
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they had seen Bob. A lot of these people I didn’t know. I’ve seen him briefly and

he was just, his hair was all over, he was dirty from being pushed on the ground

and beaten on the ground, and I did not know the extent of his injuries or what or

how he was, but we stood there for a while before they got a female bus to come

and pick us up, because at first they were trying to put us all on the one and they

can’t put the males with the females, so they waited for another one and they took

us down to the public safety building in Syracuse. And we sat in the bottom of the

building for, geez, 3 hours seems like, it was hot, there was no air, they did not

have the windows down. We were all suffering in there. We were asking for water.

We were asking for air. The lady next to me, her hands were purple. I started

praying. I had had neck surgery and my hands and my arms were tied behind my

back so I started praying and praying and my handcuffs came off. Those zip ties.

And I had a hip pouch on so I reached in my hip pouch and I had nail clippers.

When I first got arrested the guy goes what do you have in your hip pouch. I told

him I just got nail clippers and a water bottle. She said, he said that’s okay. So I got

them out and clipped everybody’s zip ties. I passed them around and everybody

clipped their own zip ties so they wouldn’t be behind their back anymore. How we

were sitting. Put them back, passed the water bottle around to everybody. Like I

said, it was a long time. You know, we got processed. They took us out each one

by one and none of them ever mentioned to any one of us I don’t think, that, how

are you doing? I hope your tied, you know. So when we got processed we all got

put in a women’s holding cell on one side, and all the men were on the other side.

And we could hear them singing, so we start singing our side, we start dancing,

just tried to maintain our peacefulness that we had always tried to conduct

ourselves with. And even as we were being arrested, even with my yelling, I did

not fight back, I was not cursing them, I was just asking them questions. You

know, you came, you interrupted a sacred ceremony, and that creator was watching
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us and I truly believe that because when I witness what seeing Bob get beat down

as bad as he did I didn’t agree, I mean, you know he was hit 55 times! 55 times!

And when we were in court he sat there and went 1, 2, and to show how long it

takes for them to hit 55 times, while someone is laying there thinking they are

going to be killed. Of course they’re gonna wanna fight back. Your instinct kicks
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us and I truly believe that because when I witness what seeing Bob get beat down

as bad as he did I didn’t agree, I mean, you know he was hit 55 times! 55 times!

And when we were in court he sat there and went 1, 2, and to show how long it

takes for them to hit 55 times, while someone is laying there thinking they are

going to be killed. Of course they’re gonna wanna fight back. Your instinct kicks

in. so anyway we maintained and I was let go on my own recognizance along with

another gentlemen named William Creed who I had just met. Even though I had

my camera they told me to take my camera they had to take the film out of the

camera. And I was like why? Because you can’t have it or something. Either you

do it or we’ll do it. I just took it out, destroyed the film. They would not allow me

to have it. We had a camcorder that they must have tried to throw in the fire ‘cause

that’s where we found it. I had given it to one of the girls to record that I had just

met there too. And I told her I said here you record what you can. They didn’t get

much because the troopers came and they pushed her around and she dropped it

and they picked it up. You could see someone picked it up and throw it back down.

So I don’t know if they tried to throw it in the fire because it was burnt along the

edges, but just watching the video later on after Bob got out, we were waiting at

the hospital. Bob got out of the hospital the next day. Not the hospital, out of jail.

We went to the hospital. And while we were there we were watching the news and

it was talking about how Major Parmley attacked the cameraman. And that he did

not want where Bob was getting filmed getting beaten down to the ground video¬

taped. And him saying the cameraman had no right. And that he said I do have

rights and we can. And he said “no you have no rights.” “Either you leave now or I

will have you arrested!” and he did have that gentleman arrested. . . . But he was

later released. It just shows that they had shown up there for malicious purposes.

Their own video saying “these Indians need their asses kicked” as they are walking

up there. I believe they were there to harm, inflict terror, and basically try to, you
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know, take our Sovereignty from us. They weren’t trying to just come up there,

um, Parmley’s orders were to keep the road clean, cleared, nobody could be on the

road. And when they showed up, there was no one on the road by that time.

Because everyone was like “Oh, there’s the police!” “We better get off the road!”

So everybody got off the road. So for him to go past his orders, he himself broke
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know, take our Sovereignty from us. They weren’t trying to just come up there,

um, Parmley’s orders were to keep the road clean, cleared, nobody could be on the

road. And when they showed up, there was no one on the road by that time.

Because everyone was like “Oh, there’s the police!” “We better get off the road!”

So everybody got off the road. So for him to go past his orders, he himself broke

treaty laws! Now he had no right to go on there. And in fact the chiefs mentioned

that, those so-called chiefs. He [Parmley] did not have, we told him to come down

and keep them off the road. But you know then they ended up taking it into their

own hands of what they are going to do. And I think it was retaliation for what

happened in the Seneca Territory. The Seneca’s outnumbered them, and they

weren’t, their hats were taken, they were kind of beat up and . . . and they were

attacked like from the woods by slingshots I guess. And anyway, I think they were

embarrassed by what happened there so they came up here at Onondaga. And they

just kind of, a lot of those thruways had put up sign-up sheets for the New York

State troopers along all the state trooper barracks that maintain the New York State

thruway. My brother-in-law works for it and he said he saw one of these sign-up

things for it was called “Indian Detail”! And, that’s when, I mean, how racist can

you get?! There are no other “Details” for other nationalities! And you can’t tell

me that wasn’t a racist, oh, and they tried to play that off in the court. Like, oh!, we

didn’t mean it to be blah! blah! Blah! Oh, please! Don’t give me that, you know.

And if our skin were darker, the support and the things that would have happened,

it would have been rioting and such! But as always, our Native People still try to

maintain and try to keep the peace. That’s always been, that’s why it is called The

Great Law of Peace! So as mad as we can always get, we always still try to keep

the peace. And try to find resolve in another form or fashion. But you know that,

that’s the problem we are not getting that, we’re not getting to show our side of the

problem. We go to our leaders and they have got their hand in this pie now that I i
ll



don’t know if they realize or if they can’t even get out of it now. ‘Cause they’re

like, geez, now I’ve got my house built, I’ve got all of these cars, now what do I do

with this money? While one of them has some kind of plan . . . thing going on,

that’s millions of dollars! Can you imagine they have swindled this amount of

money out of Onondaga Nation people? That’s why we were up there. It wasn’t
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that’s millions of dollars! Can you imagine they have swindled this amount of

money out of Onondaga Nation people? That’s why we were up there. It wasn’t
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like, geez, now I’ve got my house built, I’ve got all of these cars, now what do I do

with this money? While one of them has some kind of plan . . . thing going on,

that’s millions of dollars! Can you imagine they have swindled this amount of

money out of Onondaga Nation people? That’s why we were up there. It wasn’t

just ‘cause New York State was trying to implement, um, this little small group of

so-called leaders are, you know, usurping everything, their power, the money that

they generate, the people, gosh, I’m saddened by it because I grew up with a lot of

these people! You know? And to think they would do this to their own. And then

they don’t practice what they preach, Like if they live by our law they wouldn’t do

that to their people! I think that is mainly what Bob and I were mad at the most.

And upset with them for. It was, you know you tell us all these ways to act and

behave, but yet, you don’t live by them! So it’s hard to respect you, and then you

turn around, and — you know — oh they don’t respect you! Well how can you

respect someone that you know is stealing from the people? They’re keeping some

of their family members from going to jail because they’re, you know,-who they

are. We need to address these issues and we have been trying and that was what

was going on on May 18. And now I think with that attack it has made it so that

our people are afraid to want to gather. So it has been building up for almost 20

years. And finally clan meetings have been started. Slowly, but surely, but they are

doing it. And they are starting their language classes all over again, but for those

that first you know we were in limbo even with this court case it’s like what’s

going to happen, what’s going to happen? And what we did want to happen was

some kind of communication because every, every election year every 2 years

every 4 years. We have to inform the elected populace of who we are of what our

laws are and what their laws are with us and how to abide with and that’s why I

think they didn’t want to learn about us. They want to forget why we are here.
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They don’t want to have to deal with us. In order to do that that means they have to

address those laws so that if they ignore them and say you don’t have any. It’s

funny because we have these laws, they have treaty laws with us, and when we

presented them in the court during our case we were told, you know, basically, you

don’t have a leg to stand on. That’s not for you, that’s not your stuff, whatever,
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They don’t want to have to deal with us. In order to do that that means they have to

address those laws so that if they ignore them and say you don’t have any. It’s

funny because we have these laws, they have treaty laws with us, and when we

presented them in the court during our case we were told, you know, basically, you

don’t have a leg to stand on. That’s not for you, that’s not your stuff, whatever,

because when Joe Heath came in, the Onondaga Nation lawyer, so-called lawyer,

another usurper, he also used those same laws. And the judge accepted them! So

what does that tell you? That tells me there is a 2-party system here going on.

Those that have and those that have not. And even in our culture, you know,

because they are using the Nation money that they get from the cigarette shop for

their own usage. I think we opened a can of worms that I don’t think anybody you

know would want to address. They just kept, you know, because they attacked the

business people when the business people, . . . well we weren’t business people, we

were just regular you know and they just tried to lump us in over there with the

business people. Oh no we are not! We are not with the business people! We

support them as far as like you know if we needed to get gas or something, in that

form or fashion. We weren’t there those troubled years when they were fighting

the Nation. The chiefs, the clan mothers, which, oh my-gosh, it’s mind-boggling to

think that these people, these peaceful people, who you know claim to respect the

Great Law of Peace and abide by their laws are the ones that are actually going up

here and causing trouble. And wreaking havoc amongst the business people

because they don’t want to be accountable. And that’s what the business people

were only asking. We just want to know where is this money going? So is the

records, we want to see the books. Why don’t you show us the books? A big part

of the problem is the money that the Nation seems to have. And our customs too,

the chiefs should have nothing to do with it. They should have someone appointed

that is not a chiefs member or a family member. For that matter, cause it seems to
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be the norm down there, the family member and we can put you in an office and

you can take what you want, do what you want, and do what you want to

whomever. So those are major crimes against ours that we are claiming against

these people. And I think if you look at the records and look at you know if we

could get someone to investigate all of that I think we could, you know, they’ll find
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be the norm down there, the family member and we can put you in an office and

you can take what you want, do what you want, and do what you want to

whomever. So those are major crimes against ours that we are claiming against

these people. And I think if you look at the records and look at you know if we

could get someone to investigate all of that I think we could, you know, they’ll find

what we have been trying to say all along, for all these years; we were doing that in

our own laws, and our own ways. We sent out flyers, later messengers, they send

them and they tell the other Nations to come and meet. Then our protocol would

have been to feed everybody. Well, first, we would have our thanksgiving, we

would have fed everybody so that during the meeting nobody’s thinking about

their stomachs, because it is kind of our, you know, what we do. And then they, we

go into our clans and then we would have discussed. And we never got to that

point! They broke that up! So they also infringed our ceremony of our religious

beliefs and how we conduct ourselves. Much less the sacred fire ceremony that

Marie [Medicine Woman] was giving when they first arrived. While we were in

court, the judge interrupted us non-stop, so that we could not tell our stories. He

would tell us not to go there, or that is not part of it. And I thought well how could

our story, how do you know what our story is? And how that’s not relevant? He

would do that to interrupt you so that it would totally mess up your train of

thought! And then you would be like, you know, have to stop, talk to him, and try

to get back to your, you know, whatever you were saying! And then, he did that to

every single one of us. Would not let them tell the story! Or get through the whole

process, without having to comment or say, you know you can’t do that! And I

thought that would be the lawyer’s job to, you know, the district attorney to be

saying, their lawyer anyway to be saying any of that. Yeah, I think they just set that

up! Just to pacify us in a way! Cause the whole time, that’s all he ever said was,

“put it in appeals, take it to appeals,” knowing that he gave the OK as it was after
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17 years, after 17 years of having the same lawyers, and then these lawyers came

up with these crappy, petty, childish reasons to say that they no longer wanted to

be our lawyers. And I think him giving that OK, well first of all, the lawyers told

Bob and I, he goes “no matter what you decide we’ll be with you!” This was the

day before. This was like December 16th of 2016, when we had a meeting there, in
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17 years, after 17 years of having the same lawyers, and then these lawyers came

up with these crappy, petty, childish reasons to say that they no longer wanted to

be our lawyers. And I think him giving that OK, well first of all, the lawyers told

Bob and I, he goes “no matter what you decide we’ll be with you!” This was the

day before. This was like December 16th of 2016, when we had a meeting there, in

the Syracuse federal building. He said, “We’ll be by you! We’ll stick by you!

Whatever you decide!” We went home and we were trying to decide, we were

talking about it, and said “no!” [to the proposed settlement]. So we went back, told

them, and they said “well you are going to have to find some other lawyer then,

because we are not gonna represent you now!” I don’t know what happened

overnight. I can’t say. I can’t prove anything. But I just can’t imagine why after all

these years and I thought we had a good rapport with them! Bob and I anyway. I

don’t know about the rest of them because I heard they had words or whatever, but

that wasn’t with us. Like I said we always tried to maintain keeping peaceful with

everybody. So once they dropped us, the judge tells us “well I’m not changing the

date on when we are going to trial!” When we are taking this to trial after all these

years, making it sound like it was our fault, like they had been dragging their feet,

or like we had been dragging our feet all these years. And like, oh my-gosh, like

we had nothing to do with any of these motions. And as you look into it, how many

lawyers did they go through? The other side. The troopers went through 4, I

believe, before the judge told them to stop doing that tactic! And I think it was like

the lawyer that would ever get the case set in front of them would go like “oh no, I

ain’t having this set, you know, being put on my shoulders!” Anyway, it landed on

some young girl’s . . . she took it. She took it almost . . . and but then she ended up

retiring. I mean that’s how long it’s taken! She ended up retiring! So another

lawyer came in! So we didn’t even know who he was either! And then our lawyers

get to drop us after 17 years!!! It’s been long! It’s been hard! We’ve been through
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a lot! I don’t think other people would want to lose everything! We lost our house!

We lost our car! We lost, you know, we gave up a lot of stuff to do this! My

husband was working where he, we’d make a $1,000 a week. We gave that up! We

didn’t, you know, it wasn’t something we, it wasn’t some . . . kind of trend and just

decided, you know, we’ve been in it at least 21 years [since the attack by New
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a lot! I don’t think other people would want to lose everything! We lost our house!

We lost our car! We lost, you know, we gave up a lot of stuff to do this! My

husband was working where he, we’d make a $1,000 a week. We gave that up! We

didn’t, you know, it wasn’t something we, it wasn’t some . . . kind of trend and just

decided, you know, we’ve been in it at least 21 years [since the attack by New

York State troopers on May 18, 1997]. And it’s been hard though, ‘cause you

know right now we are away from there. But after Ron Jones was murdered we

just thought, you know we thought we had just better step back and we followed

our daughter out here to Oklahoma. She fell in love with a Cherokee man and

started having kids and we’ve been just helping out ever since. But we are away

from our Nation and our family! That’s the hard part! Doing ceremonies here on

our own, because we are not back home in the longhouse. But even there because

of those people we always felt like we always had to watch our back after Ron was

murdered. We didn’t know like who was involved in that or anything, it was just a

horrible, horrible time! And that was like a year after our May 18. So we have had

to live in fear! Wondering for, in fact, after the May 18 we drove around and a

bunch of us all together, you know, 5 or 6 of us because we were so afraid of what

the troopers might try to do to us if they caught one of us just by ourselves. So we

wanted a witness or someone with you, I mean, that’s the type of fear we lived in.

You see a trooper behind you. Or you saw a trooper over sitting on the side. Any

police officer. After a while it didn’t matter! But we lived that way, you know,

even today! I’m still, even here, I still have that flinch or that quick, you know, that

pain of what happened. And it is always a reminder of what they did that day! You

know I had that, the whole family was up there. Everybody was up there. People I

did not even know was up there. And they had their families up there. And then the

stories after that I heard of what some of these family members and some of these

young people went through were horrific! And somebody did need to pay for that!
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And that’s where I think the monetary should come in. All those young kids, the

suffering they went through. Are they ever going to want to ever stand up and fight

for their rights knowing what they saw that day? You know, I can’t say being a

young child, I don’t know, it may go one way or may go the other. Might even

pick up a gun, you know, who knows what torment they went through! Some of
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And that’s where I think the monetary should come in. All those young kids, the

suffering they went through. Are they ever going to want to ever stand up and fight

for their rights knowing what they saw that day? You know, I can’t say being a

young child, I don’t know, it may go one way or may go the other. Might even

pick up a gun, you know, who knows what torment they went through! Some of

them did not know where their parents were! Some, like my sister-in-law, she

didn’t even know where her 11 year old daughter went, because they arrested her,

an 11 year old girl. For 12 hours they had her hand-cuffed to the bottom of a leg of

a chair, and kept telling, kept walking by her, saying things like, “your mum don’t

love you!” “your parents don’t love you!” “you’re going to be given away!” you’re

going to be adopted!” “you’re going into foster care!” “Nobody loves you!” I

mean, who knows what kind of, you know, to this day she has only talked about it

once! So what is she keeping inside? That, you know, was so traumatic still? When

you go through the records and see and hear all of these different stories, because

you know at the time I didn’t know them. These people, and I have read these

stories and I have, you know, I was just totally shocked and appalled at these so-

called people that are given a position of power where you’re supposed to be able

to go to them and say “I need help!” How are you gonna want to be respectful

enough to want to go to them now? Even if you ever do need help? And say, you

know, “can you help me?” Because you’re going to be terrified! Are they going to,

you know, be helpful? I mean you have so many stories nowadays. But I’m like at

that time, remember this was 21 years ago! This was after Rodney King! And even

with Rodney King, he had been running from the law. We were not breaking the

law! ‘Cause he, you know, he [Major Parmley] said he had to get these dissidents

off the road! Well, we were off the road Mr. Major Parmley, and you still came

and proceeded to get on, go on private property! And beat us up, terrorize us, and

arrest people. So you know, I, yeah, that needs to be paid for, that loss of respect
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that they took from all of these people of troopers, you know, I mean, sure you are

supposed to respect them, but how do you do that when you have seen what they

have just done. You know, you wouldn’t believe the kids that I hear that did say,

you know, see this, witness this, how disrespectful they [troopers] are to them. And

I am like, you know, I’m always trying to keep the peace, and like, you know, we

that they took from all of these people of troopers, you know, I mean, sure you are

supposed to respect them, but how do you do that when you have seen what they

have just done. You know, you wouldn’t believe the kids that I hear that did say,

you know, see this, witness this, how disrespectful they [troopers] are to them. And

I am like, you know, I’m always trying to keep the peace, and like, you know, we

that they took from all of these people of troopers, you know, I mean, sure you are

supposed to respect them, but how do you do that when you have seen what they

have just done. You know, you wouldn’t believe the kids that I hear that did say,

you know, see this, witness this, how disrespectful they [troopers] are to them. And

I am like, you know, I’m always trying to keep the peace, and like, you know, we

that they took from all of these people of troopers, you know, I mean, sure you are

supposed to respect them, but how do you do that when you have seen what they

have just done. You know, you wouldn’t believe the kids that I hear that did say,

you know, see this, witness this, how disrespectful they [troopers] are to them. And

I am like, you know, I’m always trying to keep the peace, and like, you know, we
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that they took from all of these people of troopers, you know, I mean, sure you are

supposed to respect them, but how do you do that when you have seen what they

have just done. You know, you wouldn’t believe the kids that I hear that did say,

you know, see this, witness this, how disrespectful they [troopers] are to them. And

I am like, you know, I’m always trying to keep the peace, and like, you know, we

have to . . . not all of them are like this. And, I think, that is why the signs were up.

They were trying to pick out the ones that were racist enough to go want to beat up

Indians. That’s what I think. That’s why it was called an “Indian Detail.” Because

why would they label it that if they just weren’t trying to say “anyone want to pick

up some extra hours?” “We need to have people come sign up for this event!” But

no, they had to label it [“Indian Detail”]. So they can’t say that wasn’t racist! That

needs to be addressed. A lot of them said they didn’t even know there were Indian

people living there! I’m like, oh my god, what’s wrong with them, okay, so now

the education system sucks! We know that too now then. Because you don’t know

where you came from. You know your ancestors weren’t always here ... so you

need to educate yourself then. Kind of off track, but, if troopers don’t know and are

educated, where does it stop? Just keep using that as an excuse? “Oh, I didn’t

know!” “Oh, I didn’t know they had a sacred fire!” “Oh! I didn’t know they had a

medicine woman!” “Oh, I didn’t know they performed ceremonies!” “What, Indian

people have a religion?!” Just that, in itself, is just mind-boggling! Okay, I don’t

know if I am getting off the beaten track here ....

[To the Judges of the International Court of Justice at the Hague:] I would ask

them as human beings to be able to see that we are human beings, all of us, and we

need to be respectful of each other. And when a group of people come into your

territory and aren’t respectful, that needs to be addressed. And what seems to be

the problem, where does the problem lie? Because the communications system
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seems to be lacking then. These are individuals that have, there is all kinds of

technology now out there. Why couldn’t they have addressed us individually?, or

as a group? None of that has happened! There was a Dennis Blythe, a trooper, that

would always come and antagonize the owner of the property for some reason!

And I don’t understand that. ... I think the court systems [United States] were
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seems to be lacking then. These are individuals that have, there is all kinds of

technology now out there. Why couldn’t they have addressed us individually?, or

as a group? None of that has happened! There was a Dennis Blythe, a trooper, that

would always come and antagonize the owner of the property for some reason!

And I don’t understand that. ... I think the court systems [United States] were

built to be equal. You are supposed to be able to come in and tell your story. And

they came in and told their story. And then it was an unbiased decision by a Jury

and a judge, depending on which way you go, because you can go just to a judge.

When we went into court, we found that wasn’t true! The judge was already

biased! I don’t know if that was because we’re Native people. That’s kind of, you

know, the record for Native people. Going into court for Native people is not a

good one! And we’ve always said that! This is not our law. And those laws are not

for us. That’s why they always go against us. These people broke their own laws,

these New York State troopers! They broke the laws in their eyes and in our eyes.

So we thought taking them into their court system we could get some kind of

resolve. We didn’t think, I mean because we had newspaper people there, we had

radio there, we had channel 3, 5 and 9 there, and recorded all of this [see video

exhibit filed in this action here showing attack by troopers]. And we thought how

could we, how could we lose? How could we lose going to their court system when

we have all of the evidence! And it shows their bull-horn did not work! And we

have evidence that Major Parmley even said “we were instructed to get them off

the road!” Well he did, why did you take it further? Then he was kind of going

through the “easement” thing. We had all of this. And then they told us we

couldn’t use any of the reasonings for our side. So I think they had already planned

all that. And they were going to make sure that whatever they did they blocked us!

We weren’t lawyers. In order to be a lawyer, you need to have a lawyer! And

they’re not. If we had had a fair trial, we would have won! There is just no way
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when you look at the facts. And the reason we didn’t win was because of technical

technical technicalities! That’s because we weren’t lawyers, we didn’t know how

to exercise them properly, the right protocol. And, you know, we go by protocol

also! But for them not to use any of our protocol, I mean, they weren’t respecting

us, as we were respecting them! And it became very one-sided! And we felt it! We

when you look at the facts. And the reason we didn’t win was because of technical

technical technicalities! That’s because we weren’t lawyers, we didn’t know how

to exercise them properly, the right protocol. And, you know, we go by protocol

also! But for them not to use any of our protocol, I mean, they weren’t respecting

us, as we were respecting them! And it became very one-sided! And we felt it! We

when you look at the facts. And the reason we didn’t win was because of technical

technical technicalities! That’s because we weren’t lawyers, we didn’t know how

to exercise them properly, the right protocol. And, you know, we go by protocol

also! But for them not to use any of our protocol, I mean, they weren’t respecting

us, as we were respecting them! And it became very one-sided! And we felt it! We

when you look at the facts. And the reason we didn’t win was because of technical

technical technicalities! That’s because we weren’t lawyers, we didn’t know how

to exercise them properly, the right protocol. And, you know, we go by protocol

also! But for them not to use any of our protocol, I mean, they weren’t respecting

us, as we were respecting them! And it became very one-sided! And we felt it! We
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when you look at the facts. And the reason we didn’t win was because of technical

technical technicalities! That’s because we weren’t lawyers, we didn’t know how

to exercise them properly, the right protocol. And, you know, we go by protocol

also! But for them not to use any of our protocol, I mean, they weren’t respecting

us, as we were respecting them! And it became very one-sided! And we felt it! We

knew we weren’t getting the right treatment! I think if we had money, we would

have been able to stay in there and fight for our rights a little better. Being able to

pay a lawyer what you need to be able to do to get justice in this country. Native

people just don’t hardly ever get it anyway. So, for us to not have money, and be

Native, we were already doubly cursed! Our law we would have had at least,

everybody would have been heard, there would have been consequences, the

troopers, you know, since we don’t have any jail systems or whatever, we have

people that were like rapists or murderers, they were banished from our territories.

So sent out to the edge of the territory and told to leave. So we had our own types

of consequences for these people that don’t live on the Nation territories and that

are in violation of treaties or break the laws. I know the Seneca’s have their own

judge system. I really don’t know much about it. But we are going to have to look

into that type of thing if we are going to keep our Sovereignty. But if we can work

with the government, which we have always maintained doing, maybe we can find

a way of. Because right now we’ve had to be .... a money value put upon it

because we don’t have that type of facility. And all of these people that were

injured, — physically, mentally, spiritually, - they need to be compensated for that.

I don’t know what a good starting point would be because this has never happened

before. Where, well maybe further, further back like the 1700’s say stuff has never

happened before, but, you know, where the New York State troopers have actually

attacked Sovereign Nations on private territory! So I think they need to know our

laws and their laws and in respect to each other. And how they need to have a
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course on it. They need to know what our people, that they do have, that our people

are still here, and that at one time that was their land that you are on, because a lot

of them made the comment that “Why don’t you go back to where you belong?” !!!

Excuse me!!!!! Want me to camp in your backyard? Because I don’t think they

totally understand that. We have to educate our own selves too. I mean our people

course on it. They need to know what our people, that they do have, that our people

are still here, and that at one time that was their land that you are on, because a lot

of them made the comment that “Why don’t you go back to where you belong?” !!!

Excuse me!!!!! Want me to camp in your backyard? Because I don’t think they

totally understand that. We have to educate our own selves too. I mean our people

course on it. They need to know what our people, that they do have, that our people

are still here, and that at one time that was their land that you are on, because a lot

of them made the comment that “Why don’t you go back to where you belong?” !!!

Excuse me!!!!! Want me to camp in your backyard? Because I don’t think they

totally understand that. We have to educate our own selves too. I mean our people

course on it. They need to know what our people, that they do have, that our people

are still here, and that at one time that was their land that you are on, because a lot

of them made the comment that “Why don’t you go back to where you belong?” !!!

Excuse me!!!!! Want me to camp in your backyard? Because I don’t think they

totally understand that. We have to educate our own selves too. I mean our people
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course on it. They need to know what our people, that they do have, that our people

are still here, and that at one time that was their land that you are on, because a lot

of them made the comment that “Why don’t you go back to where you belong?” !!!

Excuse me!!!!! Want me to camp in your backyard? Because I don’t think they

totally understand that. We have to educate our own selves too. I mean our people

also need to be able to know their laws and our laws and how they relate to each

other. And how to be respectful to each of those laws. I think that’s my main . . .

what I would really like to see is for more respect, know that we are still here,

know that we have laws and know that we have .... And it’s not really a religion

‘cause it’s just a way of life of how you should conduct yourself. And it’s not set

rules of, you know, you do this do that, blah! Blah! Blah! No, you know in your

heart what’s right! What’s wrong! You just do what’s right. So, I don’t know! ....

The unfairness of the trial. Then, I don’t think even at the Supreme Court level -1

think they just didn’t want to be the person to, you know, be involved. Even when

[Judge, now Justice] Sotomayor already, you know, saying all the wrongs that they

did, they still didn’t, you know, and that’s crazy! To my thinking of okay you just

presented evidence of why they were wrong, and you are saying “well, the judge

had every right to act like that.” Okay, it just sounds like some kind of camaraderie

to me then. It isn’t actual what people should be doing. How the law should be!

You know? I don’t know! But, anyway!
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Words of Debby Jones, sovereign, to The International Court of Justice at The

Hague:

April 26, 2018

This is Debby Jones of Onondaga Nation, from heron clan, daughter of Ronald and

Ruth Jones. It was May 18, [1997], when the New York State Troopers came down

the road with metal batons and side-arms. When I saw that I thought they had

come to terminate the Indians. There was a lot of state troopers beating the men,

women, and chasing the kids. There were a lot of people around and there was a

gathering. The gathering is where the Confederacy can gather and can gather

together and talk about anything you want. And we didn’t know the state troopers

came to beat and arrest people. And there was a lot of screaming and running. It is

something I can never forget. Even after 20 years I still cannot forget it. I would

like to see justice. I would like to see justice for all 15, and for my Mom and Dad,

and for the ones who were there that have passed away. Justice whether it be suing

. . . because you can’t get justice. I don’t know if you can get justice. I hope there

is. Because I would like to see justice for what they did to us, not just us but for my

Mom and Dad, and for those that have passed away. They deserve justice to. And

that should not happen to any of the Confederacy people. Just because it was a

gathering . . . and we had not gathered like that in a long time, and that is why the

media was there. And if we ever have another gathering, I would not want that to

happen to anyone else. It was horrific. I didn’t write down what happened because

I will always remember that. I don’t want to remember it, but I always do. I do not

like the feeling of being in a courtroom when there are people with guns, the

federal whatever. That was nerve-wracking and intense. Because we were all there

and unarmed .... The only ones with arms were the sheriffs. I don’t know why the

federals were with guns because when you go into the federal building everyone is

supposed to be unarmed. There is no justice in the federal courtroom for any of us,

for our Mom and our Dad, justice for the living and those that were there and that

have passed away. We should have justice for all of us, the young, the old. That is

just too horrific. I thought they were there to kill everybody. They had side-arms. I
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couldn’t stop thinking that. ... [I am] 35 [years old] [and 14 or 15 at the time of

the gathering]. I drove up to the gathering with my sister, Stonehorse Goldman,

and a reporter in the car. We went down to get my Mom and the sheriffs were

back in the parking lot. . . . We were there in the parking lot picking up a few

things, and we saw the state troopers behind the K-Mart parking lot. I saw them

and I told my Mom that we ought to call Budgie [Andrew Jones who owned the

where the gathering be held], because likely they coming
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couldn’t stop thinking that. ... [I am] 35 [years old] [and 14 or 15 at the time of

the gathering]. I drove up to the gathering with my sister, Stonehorse Goldman,

and a reporter in the car. We went down to get my Mom and the sheriffs were

back in the parking lot. . . . We were there in the parking lot picking up a few

things, and we saw the state troopers behind the K-Mart parking lot. I saw them

and I told my Mom that we ought to call Budgie [Andrew Jones who owned the

property where the gathering was to be held], because most likely they are coming

up that way. She said okay. So I called him and I told my brother Budgie that there
was a shitload of cops coming up his way. He said okay. I said I had to bring some

stuff to his house and said see ya. And the cops took off . . . they went flying out of

the parking lot, took a left, and we took a right, and me and Nicki, that’s my sister,

Stonehorse, and a news reporter from Syracuse University was in the car. A lot of

news reporters were there to report. They were there because there was a gathering

of the members of the Confederacy, the Mohawks, the Oneidas, the Senecas, the
Onondagas, all of the Confederacy was there at a gathering. They were there to

talk politics, taxes, that is what a gathering is for, to all get together and talk. So I

drove up there and I saw the cops walking. I pulled in and Stonehorse and all of

them got out of the car. ... I saw a whole bunch of state troopers were marching

down the road at us, with side-arms, holsters with guns. When I pulled into

Budgie’s everyone got out of the car. It seemed like it took forever, but they started

on everybody. I got beaten on. A little way to the middle of the property, there was

a baby, and a lady, she had a bunch of kids and a baby in a car seat, and a state

trooper pulled out this car seat with the baby in it. He held it over the car and told

her to come and get her baby. He held it over his head so she could see it. And

then he set it where people were running. I ran around and picked up the baby. I

ran with it and the state trooper was beating me on the back. As I was running I

wondered where the Mom was, and looked up and saw the Mom wide-eyed. And

the Mom saw me running with the baby. I gave the baby to my sister and told her

to be the mom. And there was the mom and said give it to her. I was beaten while

running with the baby. And this was closer to Kennedy Road and a long way from

1-81 [thruway], by the pine trees. I started wondering where my Mom and Dad

were. I was worried about them. I saw my Mom so I felt better about that, but I did

not know where my Dad was. Or Karen or Shawn. I was just hoping they did not

get beaten on or arrested. And all that screaming and kids crying. People almost

got run over on Kennedy Road. This passerby gets out of her car and yells at the
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cops “if you chase them onto the road you’re going to get them hit!” They are

scared. A lot of kids ran into the woods and we had to find them. That was like the

worst thing that ever happened. I’ll never forget that day. Over 20 years we expect

to get justice in the Supreme Court for what they did. But when we went there,

instead of getting justice, we felt violated again. We go through the experience of

telling what happened to you, and you think you will get justice, and the next thing

know, the next thing know, don’t justice. You just through that

cops “if you chase them onto the road you’re going to get them hit!” They are

scared. A lot of kids ran into the woods and we had to find them. That was like the
worst thing that ever happened. I’ll, never forget that day. Over 20 years we expect

to get justice in the Supreme Court for what they did. But when we went there,
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telling what happened to you, and you think you will get justice, and the next thing
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telling what happened to you, and you think you will get justice, and the next thing
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worst thing that ever happened. I’ll, never forget that day. Over 20 years we expect

to get justice in the Supreme Court for what they did. But when we went there,
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telling what happened to you, and you think you will get justice, and the next thing
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scared. A lot of kids ran into the woods and we had to find them. That was like the
worst thing that ever happened. I’ll, never forget that day. Over 20 years we expect

to get justice in the Supreme Court for what they did. But when we went there,

instead of getting justice, we felt violated again. We go through the experience of
telling what happened to you, and you think you will get justice, and the next thing
you know, the next thing you know, you don’t get justice. You just go through that
horrific memory and you get no justice. None of us got justice that day. My Mom,
my Dad, the living, those that passed away — it was like getting beaten on all over
again. And they had the federal marshals in there with guns again. It was like they
had the guns, the federal marshals had guns. It was like, wow, we lost, no justice,
no nothing, and I thought we were going to get shot before we left the federal
building. And we are all unarmed. And they know we are unarmed because we go
through metal detectors and everything. So why do they have the federals with
guns? The sheriffs that were being sued should not have been allowed to wear
firearms. And they should not have been allowed to hear the other cops statements

when they are up on the stand because they were listening to other people’s

statements and expanding on them. There was no justice. It was 20 years, and

when we had lawyers the lawyers wanted us to sign they thought we would all

settle. When [the Onondaga 15 of the 91 Plaintiffs] did not settle, they [the

lawyers] dumped us because we did not agree [after 76 other plaintiffs did sign the

settlement and did not go to trial] [and the lawyers’ motion to withdraw from

representing each of the Onondaga 15 was granted by the United States District

Court without ever conducting a hearing]. I thought you still had a right to agree or

disagree [to settle, without trial]. And then next thing you know, its taken go to

court. Then another 10 years go to court again. And then next time you go to court,

those that did not settle The Judge and the judge and the lawyers and the one’s that

did sign were being mean to those that did not sign. It was like the lawyers did not

like those that did not sign. The 20 years they stretched it out and we could never

forget. What can [The International Court of Justice at The Hague] do? I would

like to see them sued, brought up on charges, whatever it is. They broke their oath.

They had no right to do what they did. They take an oath. All the sheriffs are to

serve and protect. They took an oath that day. I would like to see them punished . .
. whether it be sued or whatever it is they do to them. I don’t know if the Court can

do that to the courts for stretching it to 20 years, but I think they should all be
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punished. They should all be punished for the crime they did to us. If the shoe was

on the other foot, we would be punished. I can never forget all the screaming and

crying and what they did, chasing those kids into danger across the road into the

woods. I remember my brother getting beaten up. I wish justice for all 15 and those

that have passed away and all the kids, so that it will never happen again.
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Words of Karen Jones, sovereign, to The International Court of Justice at The
Hague:

May 1,2018

My name is Karen Jones from the Onondaga Nation. I’m snipe clan. We’ve been
in the court system for over 20 years which started in May of 1997. It was a protest
on May 18 about the compacts, contracts, and illegal deals that the appointed
leaders at Onondaga, who were never appointed by the people. They were
appointed by New York State who make the deals with the sheriffs and DA and
any outside entities regarding our sovereignty, our properties and our lives to the
point where we have no recourse ourselves and even murders which have
happened.

May 18 was to bring everyone of the six nations together and to protest what was
happening. When they make illegal deals, compacts, contracts, whatever they call
them, it’s never done by our democratic process, when all the people come
together and they make decisions regarding our livelihood and our lives. They
don’t let us do that. Anytime there’s a conflict they call the Onondaga Sheriffs.
They come in and do their dirty work, supposedly to protect the people .... They
hire . . . have no regard for human life, race and ....These are the people they put
in charge. Now if you have these people so-called protecting you, you know we
have no protection whatsoever.

The sheriffs only come when the so-called illegal leaders call them. If they tell
them to arrest someone, they do it. They don’t bother to get all the parties together
and find out what happened. They just do as they’re told. That happens so much to
other nations. People get sick of it. We also get sick of them making deals with
outsiders that want to take your land away.
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Whenever anybody buys property, off the nation, they have the right to their life,
their land, to enjoy their home. Their property on the nation you don’t have that.
They take that from you. They want your land, property. They take it from you.
Then they’ll make up something to get rid of you. They did it so many times that
all the people got sick of it. Contracts, compacts are still ongoing. Our people got
together to discuss this. Any property that had mineral rights, they were signing it
away. The people found out. They didn’t like it. They were protesting that. The
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Whenever anybody buys property, off the nation, they have the right to their life,
their land, to enjoy their home. Their property on the nation you don’t have that.
They take that from you. They want your land, property. They take it from you.
Then they’ll make up something to get rid of you. They did it so many times that
all the people got sick of it. Contracts, compacts are still ongoing. Our people got
together to discuss this. Any property that had mineral rights, they were signing it
away. The people found out. They didn’t like it. They were protesting that. The
news reports put it as taxes. They didn’t understand it was individual’s rights to
own land. We do have that. Each individual clans have titles to the land. I am
heron clan, I own my property. We all own our own property.

The chiefs take that away from you. Basically they take away your voice too in our
longhouse. We don’t have a say there

Macdonald, the sheriff ... road ... people from going in a protesting. He couldn’t.
To be tadodarho, you have to have a family, to be able to have children. The
children he had were relatives adopted. Family and a couple of divorces that kind
of put him out of the running. Not only that, he wasn’t the right clan to be in there.
All of these things go on. They appoint somebody who get a small group together
that get the sheriffs to keep people out. ... the protests of our basic civil rights
taken from us. Not only was it taken from us by these people, but it was taken from
us by the state troopers. They made a deal with them as well on one of their other
contracts . . . police brutality part ... they can do it anywhere. And it’s ongoing.
On that day not one of them read anybody their rights. I remember my brother
going to the front line and telling them it was private property. They totally ignored
that. . . . not name tags. Didn’t want to be identified for the illegal activity. . my
understanding is that if you have a conflict, you are supposed to at least ... not
give permission

From that day until the present its been nothing

[recording of statement is breaking up a bit throughout]
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. . . then one stall after another, and then when it finally did . . . they gave us the
bum’s rush. Our lawyers wanted it done, then we did not drop them. We were
forced to go to trial without them. The judge, attorney general ... we got
railroaded. Then he appointed a [procedural lawyer] ... he wasn’t a lot of help.
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railroaded. Then he appointed a [procedural lawyer] ... he wasn’t a lot of help.
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bum’s rush. Our lawyers wanted it done, then we did not drop them. We were
forced to go to trial without them. The judge, attorney general ... we got
railroaded. Then he appointed a [procedural lawyer] ... he wasn’t a lot of help.
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. . . then one stall after another, and then when it finally did . . . they gave us the
bum’s rush. Our lawyers wanted it done, then we did not drop them. We were
forced to go to trial without them. The judge, attorney general ... we got
railroaded. Then he appointed a [procedural lawyer] ... he wasn’t a lot of help.

[recording breaking up]

. . . We had no attorney and had no time to look for one. Everyone was
experiencing different things. Individual cases were non-existent. And our physical
right to speak ... took away our rights as individuals. They just wanted it done. . . .
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Words of Nikki Jones, sovereign, to The International Court of Justice at The
Hague:

August 14, 2018

Yes, Nikki Jones from the Onondaga Nation, heron clan, Mother of 5 children.
And in our beliefs it’s always for the next generation to come the justice that we

seek in our own Nation and my brother’s back yard. Being the fire-keepers and the

capital of our Nation Onondaga, our people came to us for help, for their voice to
be heard.

May 18, 1997, our family offered up, our brother offered up his private land and
his home so the people could speak, so that they could be heard. Our brothers and

sisters from the other Nations, Seneca, Tuscarora, Mohawk wanted to be heard,
and Oneida. So we had a thanksgiving prayer on May 18th where we had food, give
a thanksgiving prayer, a sacred ceremony to open it up and give thanks for
everything and let the people’s voices be heard. That did not happen. It did not

happen in our Longhouse because the doors are locked. It did not happen anywhere
where the people would come to the chiefs and so-called clan mothers who are
non-native, non-Onondaga. And it is by our law The Great Law of Peace that is
very important, were key. Any discussion or anything that we do must be with that
sacred fire of giving thanks and peace the people’s . . . and voice must be heard.

There’s no way there is to be violence or bad words. That’s why when the children
and women were coming over to have a meal and thanksgiving and have their

words carried up to the creator and all the other Nations and be heard. The freedom
of speech, the right to gather, and it was supposed to be a great day. It was a

beautiful day. But when the troopers came in with no disperse or anything, for

them to come on to someone’s private property or into a Nation it would have to be
a reason. There was no reason that day. There was no justice. No one’s words were
spoken because when the sacred fire and we were giving thanks we were stopped

by the state troopers. There was no disperse, none of that. We tried to communicate
with the state troopers and they would not speak to us. Not a word. Not anything.

There was women and children coming in. And it turned out into a horrible
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atrocity. I can’t imagine that for my children that I have now. Or their children to

experience such a horrible betrayal of justice on any level. It doesn’t matter if you

are in a church or you are in a Longhouse or you are on someone’s private

property: You have the right to exist; You have the right to speak; You have the

right to be seen; Not brutalized or beaten. I can’t even imagine the laws and the 20

years that we went through the court system with the justice in mind for all the
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atrocity. I can’t imagine that for my children that I have now. Or their children to

experience such a horrible betrayal of justice on any level. It doesn’t matter if you

are in a church or you are in a Longhouse or you are on someone’s private

property: You have the right to exist; You have the right to speak; You have the

right to be seen; Not brutalized or beaten. I can’t even imagine the laws and the 20

years that we went through the court system with the justice in mind for all the

people that gathered there that day for the thanksgiving prayer. None of the food
was served. None of the ceremony was finished. Nothing was finished that day.
Just the atrocity of women and children being beat and clubbed and screams and

terror that I experienced when you can only see through someone else’s eyes.

The injustice, 20 some odd years later, we went through all of the legal avenues
where justice is supposed to be. The courts, the judges, the lawyers, they’re

supposed to be a law, they’re supposed to be justice, and none of that was served

that day. The only thing I can think of was thank god my children weren’t there.

But there were other children there that I thought of as my own. I can’t believe this

is the World of injustice that the next generation will be in, not only for my people,

but for your own United States citizens. How we were clubbed, beaten, and

brutalized that day. I mean, in my mind, watching it, my prayer was still going on,

my prayer was still going on for protection, that there would be no bloodshed, that
no one would die or be hurt in all the violence of the state troopers clubbing and

thumping that went on. And this was video-taped, it’s not just hearsay. It’s a

horrifying, brutal, I mean, still to this day it runs in my mind like a movie. It’s

something that should never happen. Human beings are not supposed to behave

this way. And 20 some odd years later it’s not going to go away. These young

children, and the one’s that passed on, have carried this with no justice, no

resolution, nothing for the atrocities that went on that day. I can’t even imagine

how something like this could have happened to anybody. There was no reason for

it. There should have been no break-down in communication. There should have

been nothing. There was no fists or hands raised by the children or the women

other than trying to shield and protect each other. And for us to go to the legal

system and them totally ignore, not allow freedom of speech or even the right to

exist and breathe and have the right to live. Nothing was answered, nothing was

done about it. There is no justice as far as I can see.
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So my statement and my hope is that as human beings there is some hope, that

there will be some justice, that something can be done. As human beings we

should help each other and bring each other up. And not lie or attack or not allow

another race to exist or not exist. My hope from this is that there will be some

justice, there will be some human behavior, anyone who can help us to make sure

that this does not happen to any generation, the next generation to come. Whatever

ethnicity they that they don’t have about being annihilated
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So my statement and my hope is that as human beings there is some hope, that

there will be some justice, that something can be done. As human beings we

should help each other and bring each other up. And not lie or attack or not allow

another race to exist or not exist. My hope from this is that there will be some

justice, there will be some human behavior, anyone who can help us to make sure

that this does not happen to any generation, the next generation to come. Whatever

race or ethnicity they are, that they don’t have to worry about being annihilated or

stomped out of existence. That they are allowed to exist. That they are allowed to

be. The World cannot be this bad. There has to be some justice. There has to be

human justice. There has to be caring for each other. I hear about it. But we need to

see it. Someone has to do something. Somebody needs to allow there to be a legal

system. Allow for there to be some justice somehow. Thank you very much.
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My name is karonlakata Jones, part of the Onondaga Nation. I thought it was total

injustice, what they did. It’s nothing short of what they’ve done ever since they’ve

been here. They do nothing but ignore our laws and our ways. So we can’t seem to

get any justice anywhere in the system. They ignore our system as well. So it is

just a total conflict. They have seized our nation, so they run that like puppets. So

we can’t get no justice here.
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I’d like to begin, let’s see, my name is Shawn Jones. I am from Onondaga Nation. .
. . And on May 18, [1997] we all gathered. It was a picnic and celebration. But,

you know there were other things. But it wasn’t anything that was going to cause

any trouble, really, that I remember. Because no one expected that to happen. And
it’s like, they just, I don’t know how to say it, they just come, and even though we

didn’t really do anything that, you know, that would have made them come into

my brother’s yard and everything. And before I knew it, everyone was getting

beaten and dragged around. And . . . they came in and started beating everyone and

dragging everyone away. . . . Other places and stuff, it was like we had to run and

find a place where we could be safe. It was like that. ... I happened just like that.

After that, I was just trying to find each other and help the ones that were beating,

other men’s beating them, get them out of there and find a safe place for them. I’ve

been thinking about that a lot. They do this to us all the time it seems. ... I always

worry about what’s going to happen again here. It’s where we live. I just want to

feel safe, and I want my family to feel safe. I want, you know, . . . this is supposed

to be our law to protect us. That’s all I want. All my family and my friends live in

safety and in peace. That’s it. I don’t know what else to say. . . .

... to use outside people to go after us. I wish it was different. I wish it was

different. I wish it was fair. . . .

It happened more than once. I can’t remember all the times they did this, but they

did. They did it enough times. And now I can’t stand the way they are. We’re not

really safe here. It’s our own government. They’re the ones that should be, make

you feel most safe and most protected. They don’t. They don’t. They do a lot of

things that scare a lot of people. And I wish that it would stop.

[The court system:] That was like, this government and the outside government,

seems like, didn’t want to, they want to only do, they want to only help the ones
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that hurt us. . . . They just seem to care more about the ones that . . . they go after

us to try and scare us. And they break the law it seems like. They seem to want to

protect them. They don’t seem to want to do what’s right under the law. They
don’t, they seem to want to say that all the people that broke and break the laws are
innocent. That’s what I feel is the most confusing thing to me. Then we went to the

trial to the court last time. That’s what it really seemed like. It was confusing. . . .
jury They seemed like that They just, they don’t really under the

that hurt us. . . . They just seem to care more about the ones that . . . they go after

us to try and scare us. And they break the law it seems like. They seem to want to

protect them. They don’t seem to want to do what’s right under the law. They
don’t, they seem to want to say that all the people that broke and break the laws are
innocent. That’s what I feel is the most confusing thing to me. Then we went to the

trial to the court last time. That’s what it really seemed like. It was confusing. . . .
jury They seemed like that They just, they don’t really under the

that hurt us. . . . They just seem to care more about the ones that . . . they go after

us to try and scare us. And they break the law it seems like. They seem to want to

protect them. They don’t seem to want to do what’s right under the law. They
don’t, they seem to want to say that all the people that broke and break the laws are
innocent. That’s what I feel is the most confusing thing to me. Then we went to the

trial to the court last time. That’s what it really seemed like. It was confusing. . . .
jury They seemed like that They just, they don’t really under the

that hurt us. . . . They just seem to care more about the ones that . . . they go after

us to try and scare us. And they break the law it seems like. They seem to want to

protect them. They don’t seem to want to do what’s right under the law. They
don’t, they seem to want to say that all the people that broke and break the laws are
innocent. That’s what I feel is the most confusing thing to me. Then we went to the
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us to try and scare us. And they break the law it seems like. They seem to want to

protect them. They don’t seem to want to do what’s right under the law. They
don’t, they seem to want to say that all the people that broke and break the laws are
innocent. That’s what I feel is the most confusing thing to me. Then we went to the

trial to the court last time. That’s what it really seemed like. It was confusing. . . .
jury . . . They seemed like that to me. They just, they don’t really . . . under the
law. They just want to protect the people that break the law. It seemed that to me.
Whoever can trust this? I was hoping that we will. I really wish that we will.

[The Hague:] Well, I want ... to see, let people know what really happened. Give

people what they did not want them to know. That’s what I want. Not like these
guys did. And I know that’s important. I know that’s what they are trying to do. . . .
It isn’t fair. It just favors one bunch of people. It sounds like the ones that are

trying to adjust us, that’s all they’ve been doing, just showing they get their way so

easily. It’s not right under the law. They are quite shifty. It’s not right, it’s on

purpose when they do it. I want the World to hear the truth about what really

happened, what they really did to my family, friends, and other people. It just

keeps going on and on and on.
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I’m kahentinetha, bear clan. I live in kahnawake, a Mohawk community. It’s a very
old community. Been around for a long time. I grew up among my the
rotinoshonni-onwe. We saw ourselves as how creation made us. I was raised by
grandparents. I did not speak any other language except kanionkehonwakeha. I
heard the stories of our people, stories that were handed down on how we relate to
the world.

I never knew anything better than what they taught just how to never compromise
our sovereignty. Our sovereignty is how we take care of ourselves. Like everybody
else in the natural world no one can have authority over me or deny me human
rights. No one can speak for me or represent me. I want to express myself in my
own words that come from my own mind by natural ways called the kaianerekowa.
The path that I am to follow which is the so-called law of great turtle island. It is
based on equality and having a voice and everything in creation. So my contract is
with the natural world and I have to follow the instructions that come from the
natural world. And within harmony with the natural world through my instincts
and through my knowledge. I am part of the earth and all life. We are equal. That’s
how I was created. I come from the earth through my mother and father who came
from their parents. Once I came on the earth, I brought the responsibility to look
after my mother, that is everything below, on and over our mother.

The ancient language that I know give me the instructions by which I have to relate
to all my relations of the natural world. Everything is there, within the language to
maintain life. Those were the instructions that were given to us by our ancestors.
They survived and passed it down to us in order to carry on. Nobody with rules
that are artificially made by man called corporations have any authority over me.
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My language provides me with all the connections to the original instructions on
how I am to survive by my natural instincts. All of the festivals at the longhouse
and songs, dances, knowledge, stories, connect me to the natural world and give
me the understanding of what I am to do. So others can’t come and set boundaries
and punish me in any way for expressing my life.
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My language provides me with all the connections to the original instructions on
how I am to survive by my natural instincts. All of the festivals at the longhouse
and songs, dances, knowledge, stories, connect me to the natural world and give
me the understanding of what I am to do. So others can’t come and set boundaries
and punish me in any way for expressing my life.

I have children, I have grandchildren, and I will be having a great grandchild. I am
connected to my ancestors and I am connected to my descendants. My ancestors
fulfilled their responsibilities. Now I have to fulfill my responsibilities to see that
my people and that all life on earth will continue throughout when I have to look at
the original instructions I look to see where the answers are for the complex
situations we see ourselves, sometimes it’s simple and sometimes it’s very
complex.

When it’s complex we get together with other people and they all have some
aspect in their minds. We exchange these and discuss them until we come to a
direction. That is how we focus ourselves. This how we know right from wrong
and that we should not abuse each other. We should not let anybody abuse us. At
the same time we are always supposed to take care of our minds, our bodies and
our spirits.

I am now in the 79th year of my life. I have tried to live as I have just described.
Those who don’t take responsibility hide behind false claims and give themselves
privileges. Basically it’s responsibilities, duties that are more important than
privileges.

Over 20 years ago the Onondaga Tribal Council of New York, which is an
incorporated council, they decided they would set up a foreign entity. They worked
towards forfeiting our name, our land and our birthright. The chiefs there cannot
escape their crimes. They committed crimes against the kaianerekowa, the great
peace. They incorporated under foreign rules and they registered themselves with
the Bureau of Indian Affairs of the Department of the Interior so they would be
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recognized by other foreign entities. They accepted all the rules and regulations of
the United States of America.

I can’t because only I am as an individual is sovereign according to the
kaianerekowa, the law of onowarekeh, turtle island. The council pretends to be the
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recognized by other foreign entities. They accepted all the rules and regulations of
the United States of America.

I can’t because only I am as an individual is sovereign according to the
kaianerekowa, the law of onowarekeh, turtle island. The council pretends to be the
rotinoshonni-onweh, the Iroquois Confederacy. As a bear clan member, a family
member of the tekentiokwenhaksta, which is the 49 original families of the
rotinoshonni-onwe, Iroquois Confederacy, we are the basis of exercising our
sovereignty. The Two Row Wampum is our agreement with creation. This is how
we are to respect our sovereignty. Two Row is an understanding between us, the
onkwehonweh, original people, and the United States and Europe. To maintain the
settlers agreed to travel as equals, each in our vessels, them in their ship and us in
our canoe. The two row wampum governs the relationship between us and the
settlers. We helped them to survive here. We helped them continue their life. We
are the host and the settlers are our guests. We treated them very well.

On May 18, 1997, we were attacked by this 1-81 Indian Detail of the New York
State Police for carrying out a ceremony on the land of an Onondaga who had
invited me to come there. I went there with my daughter. We drove from
Kahnawake. As we were getting closer to Onondaga, we saw in one of the malls
there were a lot of police cars. My daughter said, “Those can’t be for us.” I said,
“No. We aren’t doing anything.” Famous last words.

Later on we were we were exercising our fundamental rights as onkwehonweh
sovereigns, we were viciously attacked. Almost 20 years later we wanted to
explain what happened to us in the US court system that adjudicates on behalf of
these foreign entities who are occupying our lands, I wasn’t allowed to speak,
represent myself, in the court or to ask the agents of the New York State Police to
tell me what right they had to interfere with my rights as a sovereign.

The court found that they were not guilty of any wrongdoing, which, in some
ways, wasn’t surprising. It was still very disappointing because we were so much
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in the right and they were so much in the wrong. The Onondaga chiefs were
associated with them, they helped them.

The United States is actually not a nation. According to the Montevideo Accord
they’re supposed to have land and their own language. The land is ours. The
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in the right and they were so much in the wrong. The Onondaga chiefs were
associated with them, they helped them.

The United States is actually not a nation. According to the Montevideo Accord
they’re supposed to have land and their own language. The land is ours. The
language they speak is foreign. They never went through the kaianerekowa for
permission to come onto our land. They were visitors and then they became
occupiers. For 500 years we have tried so hard to make them understand.

After losing at the District Court in Syracuse, we appealed to the Second Circuit.
We were denied justice. Then we took it to the Supreme Court of the United States
who refused to hear us. The gave us one word, denied. We found out at that point
that the Corporation of the United States has designed a system that protects their
interests. In order to protect their interests they have to deny us our rights.

We’ve always known that nothing on earth can stand in the way of justice for a
sovereign human being who is exercising a natural right to exist without
interference. No animal, tree, fish, or any living thing is subject to these artificial
laws created by a few individuals who want to control the entire world. The world
is naturally free. The original people worldwide are naturally free. Everything on
earth is naturally free. That’s how creation designed it so that all life can live in
freedom and peace. Every voice has the right to be heard. I want to live free as
creation intended so that I can fulfill my responsibilities. Niawen-kowa.
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Words of dyhyneyyks, aka Alfred Logan, Jr., sovereign, to The International Court
of Justice at The Hague:

July 22, 2018

John: Alfred Logan is going to present his statement. This will be recorded and
will be filed with the International Court of Justice at The Hague in the
Netherlands related to your case.

Hoss: Hello my name is dyhyneyyks. My English name is Alfred Edward Logan jr.
I am a member of the eel clan of the Onondaga nation. We have treaties. We have
treaty status. We are the first people of this of this nation. Our treaties are states we
have the free use an enjoyment of thereof, which is very unique with our treaties
because we are the only ones that have that status. It’s never been used ever.

The people of the hills as we call ourselves onondagoheno. We are the middle of
the confederacy of the Iroquois haudenosaunee. We are centrally located between
the Mohawks and senecas. Which made it easier for everybody to come together
when there was a disruption or a problem within the confederacy. So it was only
fitting at the time on May 18, 1997, that everybody came down to Onondaga
because of all the turbulence and violence that was going on with the tax issue on
cigarettes in our territories.

A little fire was sent out from Onondaga. I myself went to Tonawanda at the
beginning of April and I helped tend the men’s fire at Tonawanda. In May we went
to Cattaraugus, Tuscarora. We received a letter from McGuire saying that there
was going to be meeting at Onondaga regarding the tax issues, and then issues on
the legitimacy of the council on Onondaga and the councils of the other
tribes/nations. A lot of people still want to go back to the great law, people say
oneh. A lot of people feel the handsome lake religion is oppressing our laws and
our traditions. 22.41 The handsome lake way is religions. According to my
research it’s classified as a baby class religion. Whereas our great law is the great
law was defined by ben franklin as a precursor to the united states government.

Anyways, on May 18, 1997, 1 came from Rochester. I arrived there not even sure
what time it was. About 20 minutes to half hour. All of a sudden there was people
going on the highway. There was a photographer was taking pictures of a kid
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standing by the highway. He was actually coaxing him out to take pictures. I told
him to get out of there. Kid shouldn’t be on the highway. I went over a shooed one
of the other pals friend. Kent papineau was handing out flyers to motorists who
were passing along. I went over and talked to him he said ‘hi’. ... someone said,
probably someone came up and said, ‘they’re coming’ down by the greenhouse’.
They said to get out of there. So I went over and talked with stonehorse, I believe
hoss jones and jones jr. were there. We discussed. If they come up we’ll go down
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standing by the highway. He was actually coaxing him out to take pictures. I told
him to get out of there. Kid shouldn’t be on the highway. I went over a shooed one
of the other pals friend. Kent papineau was handing out flyers to motorists who
were passing along. I went over and talked to him he said ‘hi’. ... someone said,
probably someone came up and said, ‘they’re coming’ down by the greenhouse’.
They said to get out of there. So I went over and talked with stonehorse, I believe
hoss jones and jones jr. were there. We discussed. If they come up we’ll go down
there and talked to them.

All of a sudden ... coming .. shells on the north bound lane. Myself, stonehorse
goeman, and lionel jones jr. we walked down to where this forward point man
were troopers, and stonehorse said, ‘we’ll keep your people down there and we’ll
take care of our people down here. Nobody on the highway. We’re having a
ceremony and ... so we pointed out we were having a ceremony clearly, but they
weren’t listening.

Then we saw them coming down, some were running, some were walking. So I
jade down towards where the people were and there was one person standing aside
the road with a smudge shell and sage. It’s purification. In our ways it’s
ienkwayita, put our words on the smoke. That’s what goes up in the air. So I said
my prayers and then did the cleansing. I went back down to the circle and at that
time the troopers kept coming down. I figure there were approximately 100 to 120.
On our side there was probably 90, 80 or 90, 95. Maybe 100. Mostly women and
children and elders. They’re standing there. I saw bob bucktooth. He was he was
manning the fire, bent over, trying to get the fire going. His eagle feather fanned
the sparks to make a fire. Marie peters then at that told everybody, ‘come one, get
around. We’re going to start this onenton kariwatekwen.’ That’s our words before
everything. Starting from everything from the ground up to the sky world. We
thank everything, the grasses, the animals, the four legged ones, the winged ones,
the birds, the trees, winds, the grandfathers, the sun, the moon, and the creator
[creation].

We do the responsibilities we are given by acknowledging those other parts of
nature that are that are still following what the responsibilities are to keep the cycle
of life going on. Ohontiakeh, mother earth. We were just getting ready to start that
and the troopers lined up along the highway. They made a skirmmage line. I
looked at everybody and they looked at me. We looked at each other and it said,
‘they’re coming in’, ‘they’re coming in’, we’re about 50 feet from where the
shoulder of the highway is. There was no order to disperse or leave the area. To
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disperse our land. Our territory. To enjoy the free use and enjoyment of our land,
which is stated in our treaties.

So in my way I feel that I was kidnapped, falsely imprisoned, violated. My
religious freedoms were violated. My civil rights were violated. That’s about it it
can think of.
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disperse our land. Our territory. To enjoy the free use and enjoyment of our land,
which is stated in our treaties.

So in my way I feel that I was kidnapped, falsely imprisoned, violated. My
religious freedoms were violated. My civil rights were violated. That’s about it it
can think of.

John: what would you like the international court do? What kind of remedy would
you like to see. You might speak about your 20 year journey through the united
states court system. What you thought of it. What you want the court to do.

Hoss: as we said, this all started on May 18, 1997. We were approached by the
Oneida nations new york, mr. ray halbritter. He presented us with the option of
having lawyers from new york city, the firm of bramaowitch, issen and enevil, or
something like that. At that time they swore to us they promised us they would
have this settled within 7 years. They told us $40 million. They were going to
include ??? . I think it would go down to $3 million or blow up your mind what
they settled for. Which I couldn’t believe .. for a dollar. People that though they
were doing what they were doing the right thing. Turn around and sell themselves
out. I understand 20 years is a long time to sit around and wait for something. I
couldn’t see that. My principles could not let me do that.

Honorable judge Scullin, as I understood, he was retired and came out of
retirement to help settle the proceeding. Then judge said, ‘that’s all I’m here for’.
Want to help settle this issue and I have a longstanding history with the Iroquois.
According to the Iroquois,’ I’ve never met this man in my life. I know he said
hello, .... so-called chiefs and joe heath who was probably there with him. He
turned around and took over the whole case out of retirement. Don’t know how
their rules or anything works with that. I know we were pushed to the back burner
for 19 years and then when we get in the court, he turns around and violated our
pro se rights, I believe, because I could not put across my motions and my wording
to the jury. I had to write down my question statement on a piece of paper then
handed it to someone who was appointed to give the questions to the jury, or to the
other witnesses or to whatever state police, asking him questions about what. So I
fill my motion. Everything was taken away. Wording the way I would have
worded it or said it. The issue wasn’t there. We were there as pro se and we all got
lumped together. We had to have one person telling. He said this was in ... time.
Then we’d hear it repetitively. At the same time I wasn’t allowed to get my

wordings across.
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Cheryl Bucktooth and Ross John were not my lawyers. We were violated there.

John: Hoss, you might clarify for the court how you became pro se.

Hoss: okay. After about 15 or 16 years, we went back and forth, talking with the
new york lawyers, who meeting at the golf course in Syracuse on the west side.
They kept coming to us with another settlement arrangement. I kept telling to
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Cheryl Bucktooth and Ross John were not my lawyers. We were violated there.

John: Hoss, you might clarify for the court how you became pro se.

Hoss: okay. After about 15 or 16 years, we went back and forth, talking with the
new york lawyers, who meeting at the golf course in Syracuse on the west side.
They kept coming to us with another settlement arrangement. I kept telling to
double whatever their offer was. How about if we settle at about $5 million. I got
there late and they all agreed to the settlement and they signed their papers. I read
my papers and it said by signing this the new york state have no wrong doing.
Something to that affect. I just couldn’t see that. I could not sign it. I swiped all the
papers off the table. I walked out. Later on I talked with them and they knew I was
against the settlement. They said, ‘we’re not lawyers as of such and such a date.’
Don’t remember the date. They said they were going to be relieved of duty by the
judge. This was a year or year and a half before the trial. I had talked with
numerous lawyers in the area and Donna is the council of chiefs lawyer. Joe heath
was telling other lawyers not to take the case because we were just a bunch of
trouble makers, dissidents and just trouble.

The lawyers just lost all interest in it, I guess. We ended up with no lawyers for
about a year and year and half before trial.

John: A lot of them settled though. Can you clarify that.

Hoss: Yes. There were 98 of us, I believe, on the case. 15 of us didn’t sign. A lot of
people were upset because after everything we did, these councils were still
making money and people were still giving no righteous to the people.

John: ultimately you had to proceed without a lawyer.

Hoss: Yes. Like I said before, I went to numerous lawyers in the Syracuse area and
nobody would pick it up. I actually had a couple of lawyers that told joe heath is
going on around talking and saying that we were trouble and not to get involved.
Joe heath had his little fingers in there too. I was at the court. You were there, john.
You saw how the proceedings and the misgivings that happened in front of the
justices. You said you hope some righteousness would come out of it.

John: do you have any thoughts you want to relate to the court as to what remedy
you would like to see done. What they might be able to do.
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Hoss: I have no idea what could pertain to that. There’s no angels on this thing.

That’s my point. I’ve gone where I had to go.
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Words of tekarontake, aka Paul Delaronde, sovereign, to The International Court
of Justice at The Hague:

April 20, 2018

Sego. My name is tekarontake. I’m a kanionkehaka, what people know as a
Mohawk. I’m 65 years old. I was raised in a way of our old people and the ways
that our people have always taught us to know who we are, what we represent,
where we stand in today’s world. I was raised in a traditional way, the old ways of
our people. I am a full speaker in our language. I also learned how to speak
English, which you can hear how I am addressing you today.

What’s more important here is that over 500 years ago people came from across
the ocean to our land, to our home. When they came here they had these ideas in
their mind that they were a superior people. They were led to believe that they had
the right to come and kill our people, rob our people, to try to enslave our people to
abuse our people in any way imaginable. This has been done. There have been
atrocities spoken of indifferent parts of the world. But there are no atrocities that
can compare to what has happened here in the western hemisphere.

Even when the United States constantly state that they have conquered us, there
was never a war fought to conquer us. The only way that the United States ever
came into possession of our territories of our homeland, come to abuse our people,
they’ve done it through deceit. They’ve done it through spreading diseases, trying
to eliminate our people. They’ve used every which way imaginable.

When they came to become known as the United States, after the revolution and
separation from Great Britain, they entered into agreements with my people. One
of the things we offered them was the hand of peace. We offered to them what we
called teiohateh, which means two paths. Because they had no path on this land,
that they came to us by water, we showed them the courtesy that our agreement
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with them would be upon the water. We launched our canoe into the
water symbolically to travel alongside parallel with their ship through the river of
life. We will practice our way, that they were newcomers, they were visitors. We
fed them. We healed them. We did everything you could think of that a friend
would do. To extend the best wishes to someone.
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But the United States and others have never appreciated the kindness that the
people of the Western Hemisphere have shown. The retainment to our people was
to try to eliminate us, to dispossess us of our homelands, and also started to
legislate laws over us, laws that did not apply to human beings.

They put us in departments of the government which looks at us as being part of
the wildlife. Part of the landscape. We were not considered as human beings.
Today they still do not consider us as human beings. Today they still put us under a
department called ‘the Department of Interior’ and the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
They look at us as a population. They do not look at us as human beings.

Today they are always trying to pass legislation. They themselves claim that their
war was over taxation with representation. They were unhappy that they never had
a voice in what their future would be. They in turn have denied our people our
human rights.

Twenty years ago my people, again the state of New York wanted to legislate
taxation policies on our people. Our people again opposed it. We had a gathering.
It was an information gathering, we would have a ceremony. Also that we would
have a picnic with our grandfathers and grandmothers, the parents and the children
and so on were all invited to come and take part in this kind of a family day.

We were met with baton-wielding state police, who said nothing to us but just
came and started beating down on peoples, started arresting people and charging us
with ridiculous charges. All the people who were charged, the first thing the state
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did in their court was to drop all charges because nobody had broken a law. Yet
they knew no one broke a law but they beat down on men, women and children.
They did not discriminate. Twenty years we saw justices and we never received it.
We took it all the way to the Supreme Court of the United States. We received
absolutely no justice.
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did in their court was to drop all charges because nobody had broken a law. Yet
they knew no one broke a law but they beat down on men, women and children.
They did not discriminate. Twenty years we saw justices and we never received it.
We took it all the way to the Supreme Court of the United States. We received
absolutely no justice.

They thought they could buy their way out of it. Fifteen of us refused to accept
their money. This issue was never about money. This issue was about our children
and our grandchildren and the faces that are yet unborn. These are the people we
care about. These are the people we have a responsibility to.

We have always been a free people. We have always been sovereign as
individuals. We are true sovereigns. We are not a corporation. We are not a nation.
We are a people. We have always been a people. It is our desire to continue to be a
people and to be able to live as free people, the way our ancestors had taught us.
We continue this journey in our lives, continue to be a free people. Our children
and grandchildren - we think of our people several generations ahead, that we
would leave this place in a good way for them.

The United States has never seen things the way we see things. They have
continued today to pollute our land, they have continued to pollute our waters, our
air, our very being they have polluted. They continue to pollute the minds of our
children with their propaganda, with their lies, with their religions, with their
genocide that they which is ongoing. It has never stopped.

So today we bring our words to you in The Hague. We have always known we
would never receive any true justice in the United States judicial system. We have
taken it all the way to prove to all of our people that we would never be able to
receive justice in the US system. Now we’ve come to The Hague. We hope there is
a chance that you who would hear our voices, that you would be honest and to
render a verdict that would give our people justice. But if you don’t, we know why.
We know that finding justice in any white man’s court we will never find. And so
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with best wishes I hope that you will in your minds will find a justice that would be

good and right for the onkwehonweh people in the Western Hemisphere.

I thank you for your time. Onen.
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My name is Ross John. My english name is Ross John. My traditional name is

Hadejer’s in Seneca, part of the Iroquois Confederacy, Cattaraugus Seneca. My

clan is beaver. I just want the tribunal or court to really kind of understand that,

you know, we don’t have a system of justice as far as Native People go. Because of

foundation of Indian Law it goes back to discovery, and I realize that the U.N. and

different international forums recognize that in trying to deal with it. What it has

done for us is that it’s put us into the court system because the U.S. legal, political

legal system are basically saying that, they are saying their fair solution to us is

their court system, and it has never been true, because we are rightfully a distinct

and separate people. We have the right and ability to govern ourselves, to be able

to talk about how we use our own means of legal remedies through culture and

tradition and all those kinds of other elements. And they have taken that practice

away from us. And they put us into their judges where they don’t truly recognize

our sovereignty, even as a distinct people. They forced us into assimilation

practices by involving us in their court systems, by really not recognizing the

values of the treaties, without giving us a fair solution. They’ve taken away our

ability to work in commerce. You know when I say that, the United States and a lot

of the nations around the World work within the tax system, and they say we do

not tax, and so they kind of take offense to that. But the reality is that I also sit on

the council, the legislative council for the Seneca Nation of Indians and what I

recognize is that our enterprises from all of our gaming or tobacco sales or

whatever else goes 100% back to our people. Not a percentage, not a tax. 100% of

every dollar goes back in supporting the same things that the outside community

does for us they do for themselves with the tax. And, you know, and its 8% or its

14%, and, you know, it’s this on this certain product, but every dollar goes back to

the people. We build our education systems, we build our social services systems,

we build our maintenance and our infrastructure systems, all those same things.

Why these things are important to us as a means to be able to self-govem and be
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able to be left alone to our own means is because without that ability they basically

are saying we have no right to exist. And they are just going to weed us out and

strangle us all. What it means is we have a . . . you know, those things that they use

for, again, I am using the tax situation, the things that they use for a tax we don’t

have a large enough tax base to be able to even put a tax in place. We don’t have a

mechanism for valuing land so that it can be sold on an open market. In fact, you

sell, and will sell land another other than the Seneca. So
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for, again, I am using the tax situation, the things that they use for a tax we don’t

have a large enough tax base to be able to even put a tax in place. We don’t have a

mechanism for valuing land so that it can be sold on an open market. In fact, you

can’t even sell, and we will not sell land to another party other than the Seneca. So

it’s a very closed market. So all those things they use to value and trade and use as

commerce aren’t available to us. Which also means that we don’t have banking

because the banks around us can’t use our land as collateral. So we are forced to

take and use direct dollars. And our means is to try to build up endowments and

those kind of things, instead of a tax system. It makes perfect sense. That’s just one

of the things you can’t through their tax system or legal system. And it goes for

enforcement, it goes for law, it goes for all those other kind of things where it

involves rights or ability to control your own territory.

I was a part of what happened in Onondaga, and saw the intrusion of the state

police on sovereign territory. It’s obvious to me that they didn’t recognize it. And

it’s obvious after going through the court hearings that they didn’t recognize it.

They haven’t given us a fair playing field because they won’t even understand that

what their system does to us. You know . . . puts us at a severe disadvantage to

move forward to take care of ourselves. And then they want to rely, make us rely

on them and it doesn’t work. And why? Because they are always looking on how

they are going to pull back funding. They pull back even on the treaty

responsibilities. Before there was treaties, what we agreed to is that, we agreed that

we were sovereign, they agreed that we were sovereign, and I am not a big

proponent in their definition of a treaty. We have our own definition, and it is what

we call the Gustwanta. It means that we won’t involve ourselves in each other’s

business, and each other’s politics, and in each other’s legal system. That’s what

we signed on to. And the wampum was also given along-side that written treaty.

Now we are living with their sole interpretation of it. We didn’t agree that congress

would have plenary power over us. We had it with us. Not over us. We have gone

through a history where they’ve changed the words where they’ve refused to make

us citizens, then force us to be citizens without our consent. All these things are

played out to strengthen their position. And we have never gotten a fair audience to
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be able to explain the rationale in why we’re peaceful people and why they

continue this onslaught. Now with this sophisticated legal systems, political

systems, and, you know, all of, you know even the technology systems and so on,

is that, you know, we are stuck. They only want to recognize us as a people of the

past that they exterminated. We reserve the right, and we demand the right, to

move forward as a people like anybody else. To grow with times and technology
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be able to explain the rationale in why we’re peaceful people and why they

continue this onslaught. Now with this sophisticated legal systems, political
systems, and, you know, all of, you know even the technology systems and so on,
is that, you know, we are stuck. They only want to recognize us as a people of the
past that they exterminated. We reserve the right, and we demand the right, to
move forward as a people like anybody else. To grow with times and technology
and those kind of things. But to use are principles on how we are going to develop
them and accept them into our communities as our people always did. We always
evolve. We move from spot to spot. We learn from other territories. We took

products of the land of Mother Nature. We bred them, and cross-bred them to
make a great deal of what this World now survives on for food. That was our
people. That was our people, that was the people that came from here. We had
sophisticated cultures and art and ways of governance. Far superior to the political
system and corrupt system that they look at now. And we do try to involve all of

our people in where we are at. So what I am asking is that we have the opportunity

to talk, to have a forum, and somebody to help recognize that all we are talking

about is simple fairness, is that, to be recognized as the distinct people that we are:
free and distinct and allowed to continue on. Because without this opportunity to

be able to voice our concerns, concerns about their legal system, again it’s based

on Christian discovery. I don’t want to offend anybody, but we were not

discovered. This land was not discovered. It’s a nonsensical and illegal premise,

and I know the World understands that. Everything that they base and reject in

their legal system is not fair to us. And that is why we search out another forum for

people to actually listen instead of put their case up, cause you gotta remember

their case-law goes back to extermination. It’s basically part of their foundation.

It’s incrimination assimilation. Those are their laws, and they can now say that

therefore self-governance and self-determination, but their laws, they can say that

politically, but their laws, attorneys, and their politicians, and everybody else can

go back to their law and say “but that’s not what the law says.” The foundation of
the law is that we weren’t even humans and don’t have the right to have our own

place. And that’s the way that they built their foundation of law was. And that’s

why ... we are shouting out to the World to try to get people to truly understand,

you know, those positions. And this thing that happened to us on Onondaga

territory, sovereign Onondaga territory, with Native people throughout this region,

was egregious. It was assault. We don’t expect that to their court system because
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they are going to favor the police, the law enforcement, and all the other

institutions that they’ve built up, but now are used against us. Law enforcement is

the first thing that they call against us when there is a problem. We are a police and

military issue to them. Every time that we just want to say our rights are being

violated, that’s who we have to deal with. There first line of defense is send in the

troops. And we want people to open their eyes to that and just say we are not
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asking, we don’t want to see the destruction of the United States or any other

country out there. We just want to survive on our own and live with our own
principles. And maybe even pass on some of our own knowledge about how you
need to take care of this land and the things that are on it, and your other relations.
Maybe those kind of things are things, that um, because without it I don’t know

where this planet is going to go. Well, I do know where it’s going to go, and it’s
not going to be good, you know, because everything is built around economy.
Everything is built around waste, and just taking everything to its limits. And now

the stressors are starting to show. The World is starting to feel it, both in the

weather, they are starting to see as far as they’ve consumed about all they can, we

can’t control population. Nobody will take all that because it’s their right. Their

right, their right, their right. The way we look at it is what’s your responsibility?

We built up governments on rights and people’s rights and government’s rights

and the right to abuse everything else, every other living force around you. They

should have realizing it was integral to you and your people. Your responsibility is

to understand that. And to live within those means. And that’s what we are trying

to do. And I hate the fact our way of understanding seems to be a threat to

everything else that’s been built up around us. We don’t want to be a threat. We

just want to be where we are at. And that’s why we are asking for kind of a voice.

And we want people to understand that we understand the basic rights of

indigenous people. And we understand that the United States and Canada and

every other country in the World has signed on to that. But we also understand that

the United States has signed on to it with a caveat, basically saying “we believe in
the principles of where it wants to go, but our solution is our court systems are fair

for our needs.” And what I am trying to lay out is that it is not because of its

foundation. They will never be fair to us until we can elevate out of their court

systems and deal with the people in the congressional and the presidential positions

of this country around us it is not going to be solved. But we are looking for

solutions. Until we don’t - and when we are cut off from audience of all the other
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fair-minded people around the planet - we don’t have much to go on. We will

continue to suffer the abuse, unneeded abuse of the forces around us. So, you

know, that’s basically my point. Is kind of look back and just say “no, it’s rational,

but our problems really people don’t really think about.” They don’t think about

the cause and effect of what they think is fair in their system when they forced it

upon us, what it means to us. Again, law enforcement - those are the negotiators
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but our problems really people don’t really think about.” They don’t think about
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we see. When somebody says well there’s a non-outside trespass, while you’re

violating an easement, and we want to stand on that and bring that issue up in their

court system, they send law enforcement. Those are the negotiators. . . .

I just want to give more to the sentiment of why we are trying to get in front of this

forum.
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My name is Ronald Jones, Jr. I am a direct descendant of Andrew Jones Gibson or
Andrew Gibson who is the President of the Iroquois Confederacy. So I myself and

my family are direct descendants of the last traditionally recognized chiefs. And
it’s on court documents. My family tree I can prove that I am Onondaga, and I
come from Onondaga. For 20 years plus now, we’ve been going to trial over a case

that started as we protested and were about to have a ceremony. We usually invite
all the people of the Confederacy of the Six Nations. And we gather. We can
discuss the issues of the Nation. And this discussion was about the illegitimate
leaders afforded by us by the federal government without our decision or our

choice. For years we’ve been struggling against this illegal dictatorship. And now
for 20 plus years we’ve been waiting for trial and when we get to trial the federal

judges tampered with our evidence denying the jury the right to see our evidence,

when in the case, the criminal state troopers who came on to our nation with the

signature of one of these illegitimate chiefs who is not Native. This is what we

were protesting in the beginning-the illegitimate leaders that we’ve been afforded
by the federal government. Now today we come before the World court hoping for

a solution for our matter to our issue. We would like the World court to help us if

possible to restore Nation back to the original people, the Onondaga people, who

we can prove who we are. And none of the leaders that are in power today are not

Native or are not Onondaga. That was the main issue of our protest 21 years plus.
And now we come to the World court seeking help to turn the Nation back to the

original owners, seeking justice after going through trial for 20 years of just total

corruption, leaving us with no avenue of justice to turn anywhere any direction for

help. So today we come before you for your help - to help us. And we thank you

very much.
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Words of Nadine O’Field/Ganonhweih, fka Nadine Bucktooth, sovereign, to The
International Court of Justice at The Hague:

May 8, 2018

[Nadine:] May 1997 I was 15 at that time. Just doing kid stuff, going to school and
playing sports. I was playing in the woods and stuff like that. On that day I had
softball practice early in the morning. Then got dropped off and I walked up to the
site. I had seen all the cars and stuff and by the time I had gotten up there, to the
actual site, there was already people running and screaming and stuff. Hid in the
woods. I went down the road to my aunt hiding down at her house. When it was
clear I walked back home.

I didn’t know where my parents were. Or a couple of days. My aunt had to come
and get me. She came and told me where they were. I was figuring out in that time
I saw what was happening. I saw all the cops and I knew. They were flying all
around in Nedrow. They were all over the place down there. There was something
happening. I was watching the news and I see my dad getting beat up by a bunch
by recruits up there. I see my mom hauled off and they were freaking me out. I did
not know what was going on. Cowboys and Indians kind of thing.

John: And your parents are who?

Nadine: Cheryl Bucktooth and Robert Bucktooth Jr. They were main people. That
happened to them, which made them be part of the main people. We had a nice
house. My dad had a good job. We had a nice car. When that happened, we lost
everything. Friends and family. People we grew up with our whole lives. People
my mom and dad grew up with. They weren’t even on our side anymore. After we
had death threats to the family. I moved around to three different high schools. I
started drinking, becoming alcoholic. I didn’t care about school or authority. Any
kind of authority figure did not have any persuasiveness on me.
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I was in total conflict with them. It wasn’t a way to be. I was a young kid and was
happening. You’re still learning about yourself. You’re still figuring out about the
world. And this happened to your parents who are supposed to be visible and
indestructible. You saw this happen to your parents. Flipped your world. Losing all
your friends. Been shunned out of school. Going to school and everyone is staring.
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Saying stuff to you. Even the teachers. They’re just as bad. My history teacher, Mr.
Miller, he was ... we had a conversation. We’re supposed to own five miles around
Onondaga Lake. Then is supposed to be our area. He said, no, no, no. so we started
arguing about it. He sends me to the principle you couldn’t prove your side. I can
prove my side.

There’s a bunch of domino effect things that had happened. Even after that. I
couldn’t even be there anymore. We had to move to Oklahoma. Just to get away
from all that stress and hatred that was there. It was round being there. I had to go
away. I’m still gone. I want to go home. All my friends and family that did stick by
me. They are all still there.

John: Can you explain. You’re saying this was all prompted by the police.

Nadine: After that had happened, everything was related to that. At school, a lot of
them were on the chiefs side. The chiefs let the police come onto the land. So
they’re all name calling, stone throwing. They were just doing it because their
parents were the chiefs. The chiefs are telling them this is how it was. They didn’t
really know, those that threw the stones at me. It was because of that.

John: About the 20 year journey. In the United States court system. Can you
describe your memory of that.
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Nadine: it seemed like at the beginning it was so gung ho. Like everybody was
willing to help. Then over the years it dwindled down. Even the people on our side
that were with us, they were dropping out. A lot of people started dying off. The
older ones that tell these stories are already passed. They’re side of the story is
gone. Some of their families weren’t there. They’re point of view of what
happened. That makes it sad. Because they’re strong. Every time they would send
us letters that would say you had to be here for this meeting or you are dropped out
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Nadine: it seemed like at the beginning it was so gung ho. Like everybody was
willing to help. Then over the years it dwindled down. Even the people on our side
that were with us, they were dropping out. A lot of people started dying off. The
older ones that tell these stories are already passed. They’re side of the story is
gone. Some of their families weren’t there. They’re point of view of what
happened. That makes it sad. Because they’re strong. Every time they would send
us letters that would say you had to be here for this meeting or you are dropped out
of the case. Okay, give us a week. We have kids and family. Go to school and
stuff. And go to work. Just drop everything. Okay, I will. The time they would give
us and threatening us to be up there or we’re off the case. It was kind of crazy.
Then they drop us after 19 years. That was ridiculous too. I don’t understand why.
Well I did. At the same time . . .

John: Who are you speaking of there?

Nadine: the lawyer . . . the lawyers we had from New York City. Amrowitz. They
would send us letters. They would always tell us, it seemed like you’ll get ...
you’re at the end. But there’d be another here, another two years. It was just
dragging on. They were waiting for us to either give up or forget about it. They
were waiting for us all to die off. They took forever. I get that a very sensitive case.
It happened on nation land. It could not be easily swept under the rug. It can’t just
simple solved. The past 20 years you would think it would be over by now. It’s
been dragging on.

John: Can you describe the trial and how you happened to get a lawyer there at the
trial.

Nadine: That was a joke in itself. He apparently went in there as the judge was, of
course he was already going to be one sided. He exhumed in his presence wording,
talking to us, that it didn’t matter what you say. He would hurry up and go through

the motions of just to satisfy you guys because nothing was coming up here
anyways. E’s say, oh you guys can’t say that. He was marking and checking off
things that we thought were relevant to the case, and they weren’t. Talking to us
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like were little kids. Yes, we don’t understand a lot of that legal jargon, you don’t
have to talk to us and degrade us as if were not people. We’re people. We
understand. You talk to us. We talk to you. You’re down on us. That’s not cool
either. We are equals. You are listening to our stories.
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None of the guys were late. Couldn’t get into the parking lot. A few minutes late,
“you’re off the case”! Really? We waited 20 years to get in here and you are going
to cut him off because he’s two minutes late at the security downstairs. Come on!

Questioning. He wouldn’t let all of us question. We had to send questions to my
mom, Cheryl Bucktooth. He designated one person to ask questions and she
couldn’t come up because everyone is discouraged and went home. So we were
trying to come up with questions and everyone had the same questions. We
couldn’t get them to her to ask them because he had to pre-approve the questions
we wanted to ask. ... a lot of evidence [4.48] - he had Joe Heath put in papers for
something like Oren not being there. He had the same paper as my dad turned in.
judge denied my dad but Joe Heath could put those papers in for Oren Lyons. Did
not make any sense. That just goes to show how one sided it was. He took his
papers and not ours. A lot of our evidence was - you couldn’t see but then leading
up to a certain point he was beating on these people. The people wanted you to
know they had attention was coming up to this. They were ready to ... these people
... off the road. Safe and secure.

A bunch of little things were crazy.

John: Did you have any thoughts or words you want to say to the court about what
you want to see happens. What you might ask the court to assist in getting remedy.

Nadine: It’s not really about the money to us. To them - the only way to hurt them
or to have them not do it again, is to make them behave. Make them pay from their
own wallets. So they don’t do that stuff again. It’s not about getting as much
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money from them as we can. It’s about not doing that to us on our own land.
Coming on our land and telling us what to do. They need to be more not sensitive
to our area, but as the same time they need to know that were on our land. You
don’t come into somebody else’s house and tell them how to live. You are a house
guest. You do what you can to help.
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money from them as we can. It’s about not doing that to us on our own land.
Coming on our land and telling us what to do. They need to be more not sensitive
to our area, but as the same time they need to know that were on our land. You
don’t come into somebody else’s house and tell them how to live. You are a house
guest. You do what you can to help.

I can’t even say ... it’s not about the money. I don’t want all kinds of money. I just
want them to be empowered. I don’t want them to decide everyone’s choices for
them. We’re supposed to do it on our own. The chiefs, the cops, allowing . . .
they’re not helping us. They’re supposed to be helping and protecting us. But
they’re not. Maybe have those people not empowered, not ready, recognizing those
people that are there empowered as chiefs or whatever ... that would make a big
difference. Realizing that those are the bad people.

John: anything else you might want to add?

Nadine. No. I’ll go over it again. Then I might have something else.

5
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Annex 3

Annex 3

a. Copy of our Petition for Rehearing [6 pages] in Supreme Court of the

United States;

b. Copy of Order denying Petition.

The following Annex 3 is a copy of Our Petition for Rehearing by each of
us, the Onondaga 15, filed with the Supreme Court of the United States
proving that there is no justice in the United States, no due process in the
United States, and no fair hearing, no fair trial in the United States. The sign
above the front door of the Supreme Court declaring “Equal Justice Under
Law” has no meaning when the Supreme Court locks the door with “just”
two words: “Petition denied.” The Order denying is also attached after the
Petition below in Annex 3. [Found also on the filed USB at Annex 1, for
review electronically.]
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PETITION FOR REHEARING

Pursuant to this Court’s Rule 44.2, the Onondaga 15
[Petitioners] petition for rehearing of the Court’s order
of February 20, 2018, denying certiorari. The grounds
are “limited to intervening circumstances of a substan¬
tial or controlling effect or to other substantial
grounds not previously presented.”

GROUNDS FOR REHEARING

A. Supreme Court failed to provide statutorily
mandated opportunity to Onondaga 15 to
waive recusal of Justice Sotomayor.

This Court made the following order:

The petition for a writ of certiorari is denied.
Justice Sotomayor took no part in the
consideration or decision of this petition.

Justice Sotomayor recused herself, sua sponte,
pursuant to 28 U.S.C/455(a):.

(a) Any justice, judge, or magistrate judge of
the United States shall disqualify [herself] in
any proceeding in which [her] impartiality
might reasonably be questioned.

The Onondaga 15 “are allowed, following full
disclosure of the basis for disqualification, to waive a
[justice’s] recusal if the ground for disqualification
arises only under this provision,”1 pursuant to 28
U.S.C. 455(e):

1 Howard J. Bashman, Recusal on Appeal: An Appellate
Advocate’s Perspective, 7 The Journal of Appellate Practice and
Process 59, 63 (2005); 28 U.S.C. 455 applies to Justices of the
Supreme Court. Shapiro, Geller, Bishop, Hartnett, Himmelfarb,
Supreme Court Practice [treatise] (2013, second printing 2017),
page 7, note 12]. The disqualification factors in 28 U.S.C. 455(b)

could not be involved because that would have disqualified
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(e) * * * Where the ground for disqualification
arises only under subsection (a), waiver may
be accepted provided it is preceded by a full
disclosure on the record of the basis for
disqualification.

The Supreme Court violated this Act by not pro¬
viding to the Onondaga 15 this statutorily mandated
"full disclosure on the record of the basis for [Justice
Sotomayor’s] disqualification,” and by not providing
the Onondaga15 their statutory right to waive Justice
Sotomayor’s recusal. After all, the Onondaga 15 relied
upon Second Circuit Judge Sotomayor’s 2006 inter¬
locutory opinion as the law of this case, but their
request to include it in Jury instructions was denied.
They would have waived her recusal if they had been
given their statutory right.

The Supreme Court is not above the law. The
Supreme Court violated 28 U.S.C. 455(a), (e), and the
violation can only be corrected by granting this motion
for rehearing so that the Onondaga 15 can waive
Justice Sotomayor’s recusal. Justice Sotomayor will
then participate with the other 8 justices reviewing
and debating the merits of the original people’s
Petition for a Writ of Certiorari with full procedural
Due Process.

B. Justice Sotomayor’s sua sponte recusal
requires lower court judges to recuse for
the same reason, requiring remand for new
trial.

The Supreme Court has determined that Justice
Sotomayor must recuse. Her recusal was done sua

Justice Sotomayor from sitting on the Second Circuit panel back
in 2006.
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based upon the fact that she wrote the Second Circuit
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sponte. Justice Sotomayor’s recusal appears to be
based upon the fact that she wrote the Second Circuit
interlocutory opinion in 2006 in this case [affirining
the District Court’s summary judgment denying quali¬
fied immunity to the New York State Police troopers
(Respondents)] that is relied upon in the Onondaga 15
petition for certiorari. As a result, the other judges in
the lower courts that were involved in the pretrial
interlocutory decisions should have also recused from
any further proceedings.

District Court Judge Scullin wrote the pretrial
summary judgment in 2005 that Justice Sotomayor
affirmed. Justice Sotomayor’s decision to recuse in the
Supreme Court establishes that Judge Scullin should
have recused as trial judge for the same reason.

Furthermore, Second Circuit Judges Newman and
Walker agreed with and signed Judge Sotomayor’s
interlocutory opinion in 2006. After the Jury verdict,
this case was appealed again to the Second Circuit,
culminating with the Summary Order in 2017 that is
the subject of the instant petition for certiorari.
Therefore, Judge Newman and Judge Walker should
have recused from the panel that issued this Summary
Order for the same reason that Justice Sotomayor
recused at the Supreme Court.

As a result, the Supreme Court should grant this
Petition for Rehearing, set aside the lower court
judgments, and remand the Onondaga 15 to the
District Court for a new trial with a new trial judge
that is not disqualified; or, in the alternative, remand
to the Second Circuit for a new hearing before a new
panel.
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C. Supreme Court’s secret certiorari process
is an apparent sham, and denies Due
Process and a fair hearing by not properly
reviewing the Onondaga 15 certiorari
petition.

The Supreme Court’s secret and closed certiorari
procedure violates Due Process and fair hearing
in violation of the Fifth Amendment. Four justices
are necessary to grant a petition. The Onondaga 15
petition for certiorari was 1 of an astronomical 392
certiorari cases distributed for the February 16, 2018
Friday conference of the Justices. 391 petitions were
denied. Only1was granted (with remand to the lower
court). The Court also considered and denied all
45 listed motions for rehearing at the same Friday
conference. Many other miscellaneous items were also
on the Friday docket. The Friday conference normally
starts at 9:30 a.m. and concludes by noon. [Supreme
Court Practice, page 324]. There were 25 pages of case
names at the conference. It would, take most of the
morning to merely name all the cases, before any
discussion on the merits. Assume that 392 petitions

•may average 50 pages per petition, with appendices. It
is impossible for each justice to read and meaningfully
consider and debate the merits of up to 20,000 pages
of complex legal submissions related to conflicting case
and statutory law in 392 cases that have traveled
throughout the federal and state court systems to the
high court. Furthermore, up to 20,000 additional
pages may have been added for review by the 9 justices
from responses to the petitions. This massive docket
made meaningful review impossible, Due Process
impossible, and a fair hearing impossible for the
scheduled items.
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The Onondaga 15 will never know if their petition
ever made the ' elite “discuss list” for the Friday
conference. If the petition does not make the “discuss
list” the petition is automatically denied according
to Supreme Court Practice. And even making the
“discuss list” assures that the petition will also
probably be denied. The Onondaga 15 petition was
probably not reviewed by the 9 justices, who, according
to theSupreme Court Practice, rely upon a random law
clerk’s memo that merely summarizes the petition
with usually a recommendation of denial from the
“cert pool.” Inexplicably, there is no record of the secret
and closed Friday conferences. No record of how the 9
justices debate the merits of each petition and may or
may not be persuaded by a colleague. How is this
possible in the highest court that supervises a justice
system that prides itself in Public hearings for all to
see to preserve “Truth” and “Justice”? All we know is
the petition was “denied” and justice Sotomayor
“recused.” No reasons given, and the Onondaga 15
and the other 390 petitioners have no idea what review
was done for any of the 391 . petitions denied at

. the February 16 Friday conference. [Supreme Court
Practice\ pages 318-325].

The Supreme Court Practice notes that during the
2006-2010 Terms the Court granted only 3 of 3,532
rehearing petitions filed [page 837]. There is no appeal
from a “denial” and no further petition can be.filed
pursuant to Rule 44.4. Thus, the Supreme Court is not
accountable to anyone. As shown above, the certiorari
process that is required for a petitioner to be heard by
the Supreme Court denies Due Process and a fair
hearing. Unless corrected by the Supreme Court, this
apparent sham process will continue to flourish, while
denying cases that deserve the attention of the highest
court.
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We all know right from wrong. We all know that the
Onondaga 15 have suffered a miscarriage of justice for
20 years in the United States civil court system. Four
justices were unable to do the right thing and grant
certiorari. The Onondaga 15 have proven that original
people of turtle island cannot obtain Equal Justice
Under Law, Due Process, or a fair hearing and be
heard in any court in the United States, and especially
in the secret and closed Supreme Court. The
Onondaga 15 have proven that the certiorari process
is an apparent sham for virtually everyone in the
United States.

CONCLUSION

For the above reasons, the Court must grant the
petition for rehearing. The Onondaga 15 request the
Court to set aside the lower, court decisions, and
remand this case to the District Court for a new trial
with a new trial judge that is not disqualified; or
remand to the Second Circuit in front of a new panel.
In the alternative, after the Court corrects its violation
of the recusal law, the Onondaga 15 request that all 9
justices provide Due Process and a fair hearing and
actually read and meaningfully review and debate
the meritorious Onondaga 15 petition and grant
certiorari.

submitted,Respec

JoimR. MANN III
Counsel of Record

470 Sideroad 28/29, RR 5
Paisley, Ontario NOG 2N0
(519) 372-5233
jrmann@bmts.com

Counsel for Petitioners
Onondaga 15

March 7, 2018
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CERTIFICATE OF COUNSEL

I hereby certify that this petition for rehearing is
presented in good faith and not for delay, and that it
is restricted to the grounds specified in Supreme Court
Rule 44.2.

Respectfully submitted,

J0ÿN R. MANN III
Counsel ofRecord

470 Sideroad 28/29, RR 5
Paisley, Ontario NOG 2N0
(519) 372-5233
jrmann@bmts.com

Counsel for Petitioners
Onondaga 15

March 7, 2018
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Re: Andrew Jones, et al.
v. James J. Parmley, et al.
No. 17-928

Dear Mr. Mann:

The Court today entered the following order in the above-entitled case:

The petition for rehearing is denied. Justice Sotomayor took no part in
the consideration or decision of this petition.

Sincerely,

Scott S. Harris, Clerk
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Annex 4

Annex 4

a. Our Petition for a Writ of Certiorari in the Supreme Court of the
United States;

b. New York State Police filed “Waiver”s waiving any response or
opposition to the Petition filed by each of the Onondaga 15;

c. Order denying Petition.

The following Annex 4 is a copy of the Petition for a Writ of Certiorari by
each of the Onondaga 15 filed with the Supreme Court of the United States,
proving in great detail the human rights violations related to denial of
justice, denial of due process, and denial of fair hearing/denial of fair trial in
the United States court system. Appendix A [pages 180-189, infra] to the
Petition is the judgment of the United States Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit that was appealed to the Supreme Court. Appendix B [pages
190-223, infra] to the Petition is the interlocutory judgment from the Second
Circuit penned by Judge [now Justice] Sotomayor, the unchallenged law of
the case in support of each of the Onondaga 15 and deliberately ignored by
the United States court system. Appendix C [pages 224-247, infra] is the
Order of the United States District Court that allowed the attorneys for each
of the Onondaga 15 to withdraw, leaving us all alone to conduct a jury trial
without legal representation [pro se\ after an unconscionable 17 years of
representation by these lawyers in the United States court system. Also
attached to this Annex is the one word order from the Supreme Court
denying the Petition despite all respondents waiving their right to oppose
and contest the Petition (“Waiver”s attached) [pages 248-255, infra}. [Found
also in the filed USB at Annex 1, for review electronically.]
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QUESTION PRESENTED

Whether the Supreme Court must finally set a
precedent for the courts in the United States to ensure
all pro se civil litigants have the right to “Equal Justice
Under Law,” “procedural Due Process,” and “a fair
Trial.”

(i)
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PETITION FOR WRIT OF CERTIORARI

The Onondaga 15 respectfully request that a writ of
certiorari issue to review the judgment below.

OPINIONS BELOW

Jones v. Parmley, 16-3603-cv (2d Cir. 2017), subject
of this petition; Appendix A.

Jones v. Parmley, 465 F.3d 46 (2d Cir. 2006,
Sotomayor, J.), interlocutory Opinion; Appendix B.

Jones v. Parmley, 5:98-CV-0374 (District Court
NDNY, 2015), Order allowing withdrawal of Petition¬
ers’ lawyers 17 years after filing complaint; Appendix C.

JURISDICTION

The Second Circuit decided this case November 2,
2017. Supreme Court jurisdiction is under 28 U.S.C.
1254(1).

CONSTITUTIONAL AND
STATUTORY PROVISIONS INVOLVED

Fifth [Seventh, Fourteenth] Amendment: proce¬
dural Due Process Clause “no person shall be deprived
of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law.”

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

This civil case proves that a pro se party cannot get
“Equal Justice Under Law,” “procedural Due Process,”
and “a fair trial” in the courts of the United States!

Every person has the natural right to have their
voice heard and respected. The Supreme Court has the
absolute responsibility to protect and respect this
right to be heard. The natural right of everyone’s voice
to be heard and respected must be followed as sure as
the sun rises each day.
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11 years ago [2006], Second Circuit Judge (now
Supreme Court Justice) Sotomayor provided a perfect
summary of the facts and binding law of this case in
her Opinion issued on an interlocutory appeal to the
Second Circuit. Jones v. Parmley, 465 F.3d 46 (2d Cir.
2006). Videos establishing these facts were filed as
exhibits in the District Court and the Second Circuit,
and posted on YouTube. [Appendix B]

An unconscionable 20 years ago, on May 18, 1997,
the Onondaga 15 [Petitioners] were attacked by
the New York State Police “1-81 Indian Detail”

An unconscionable 19 years ago, on March 3, 1998,
this [42 U.S.C.] section 1983 civil rights Complaint
related to First and Fourth Amendment claims was
filed by two sets of lawyers on behalf of 91Plaintiffs in
the District Court in Syracuse.

17 years later, in 2015, 76 Plaintiffs settled for
money. The Onondaga 15 would not settle because
they wanted a fair trial. As a result, the lawyers
abandoned the Onondaga 15. Despite objections by
each, the District Court allowed the lawyers to
withdraw. A hearing to protect the 15 clients was
required for Due Process. Inexplicably, there was no
hearing! As a result, after 17 years of litigation and
discovery, each of the Onondaga 15 was forced pro se
to conduct a jury trial. [Appendix C]

An unconscionable 19 years after the attack, the
jury trial finally commenced on September 20, 2016,
against 51 members of the “1-81 Indian Detail.”
[Respondents].

Because each of the Onondaga 15 was pro se, each
was denied procedural Due Process and a fair trial.
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A. The Facts

20 years ago, the racial profiling “1-81 Indian Detail”
closed down the 1-81 freeway to traffic. Dressed in full
riot gear, approximately 39 of the 120 “Detail” troopers
then lined up on the shoulder of 1-81. They descended
on the 91 peaceful and unarmed women, men, and
children of the rotino’shonnkonwe [Iroquois Confed¬
eracy] who had assembled on private property. The
Native people were gathered at a sacred ceremony and
picnic to peacefully protest a tobacco tax proposed
by New York state. The fully-armed “1-81 Indian
Detail” had lined up to clear the 1-81 of pedestrians.
While a few of the 91 assembled had earlier ventured
onto the roadway, the vast majority had not. The
undisputed trial evidence confirmed that none of the
Onondaga 15 had ever been on the road at any time.
Nonetheless, the Supervisors of the “1-81 Indian
Detail” had determined beforehand that there
would be “no negotiation.” With that in mind, the
Supervisors had given the Order to the “1-81 Indian
Detail” to “advance and commence arrests.” At the
time of the “commence arrests” command, nobody was
on the road except the “1-81 Indian Detail,” as seen in
the video exhibit. The troopers proceeded with batons
to assault, terrorize, disperse, and indiscriminately
physically arrest 24 of the 91 assembled, as seen in the
video! Judge Sotomayor’s binding law of this case,
supra, established that the Onondaga 15 had an
excellent First Amendment case regarding “no clear
and present danger.” Judge Sotomayor ruled that “I-
81 Indian Detail” had no qualified immunity defense
to the First Amendment claims, and confirmed by the
video exhibits and facts introduced at trial.
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B. Issues Raised on Appeal to the Second
Circuit

The Jury Verdict on October 11, 2016, against 12 of
the Onondaga 15, and the Rule 50 directed verdicts
against the remaining 3 were appealed to the Second
Circuit with the following issues:

1. 20 years is “Justice Delayed is Justice Denied.”

2. The District Court erred in not conducting a
hearing regarding the objections of each of the
Onondaga 15 to the lawyers’ withdrawal motions.
Without a Due Process hearing, each was forced to go
pro se by the District Court Order allowing the
lawyers to withdraw. After 17 years of litigation and
discovery, retaining other lawyers was impossible.

3. The District Court denied Due Process and a fair
trial for the Onondaga 15 because they were pro se.

4. The District Court erroneously ignored and
denied Judge Sotomayor’s binding law of this case and
“roadmap” for the Jury instructions.

The Second Circuit erroneously sanctioned the
District Court’s egregious errors through its recent
Summary Order on November 2, 2017 [Appendix A],

This Petition for Certiorari follows.

REASONS FOR GRANTING THE PETITION

I. COMPELLING REASONS

The Supreme Court must grant certiorari to address
the fact that a pro se civil party cannot get Due Process
and a fair trial in the United States.

Every person without a lawyer should have “Equal
Justice Under Law” in the civil and criminal courts of
the United States. The Supreme Court is responsible
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to do this. The Supreme Court must find a way to
eliminate the procedural swamp that drowns the
merits of every pro se civil case.

The pro se Onondaga 15 were denied “Equal Justice
Under Law.”

“Equal Justice Under Law” is the cornerstone to the
foundation of the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court
violates this fundamental principle and Due Process
by its own Rule 28.8 that prohibits pro se parties to
argue before it! [“Oral arguments may be presented
only by members of the Bar of this Court.”] The voices
of the pro se Onondaga 15 were silenced in the lower
courts. Rule 28.8 silences pro se in the Supreme Court.
Rule 28.8 requires the Supreme Court to invalidate
the rule or recuse itself.

This 20 year “miscarriage of justice” is the precedent
for “Justice Delayed is Justice Denied,” “denial of Due
Process,” and “unfair trial.”

After 17 years with lawyers, the District Court
erroneously allowed the lawyers to withdraw without
conducting a hearing where each of the Onondaga 15
could express their strong objections. The Onondaga
15 say: “We were forced to proceed in a pro se canoe
without a paddle.”

18 Vi years after filing the Complaint, the forced pro
se Onondaga 15 went to jury trial without lawyers.
They had no courtroom experience. The District
Court crossed the line from being an impartial referee
and became an advocate and participant in the
trial because the Plaintiffs were pro se. The District
Court forfeited its role as an impartial, neutral, and
unbiased referee because the Plaintiffs were pro se.
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First, the District Court erroneously created and
conducted the direct examination questioning of the
“1-81 Indian Detail” defendants called by the pro se
Onondaga 15. The Court thereby erroneously partici¬
pated in “creating” rather than merely “clarifying” the
evidence. The District Court denied each of the 15 pro
se their right to conduct “direct examination.”

Second, the District Court erroneously ruled that
only 1 Plaintiff out of the 15 could ask limited follow¬
up questions, and censored by the Court. This elimi¬
nated the fundamental Due Process right for each of
the pro se Plaintiffs to ask their own questions. The
Jury was thereby unable to connect the answers to
individual Plaintiffs.

Third, the District Court, in addition, erroneously
ruled that all proposed follow-up questions must be
filed in writing for review. This prejudgment review by
the Court was done in camera, without objection,
without argument, and without giving reasons neces¬
sary for appellate review. Culturally most of the
Onondaga 15 communicate orally and not in writing.
The Court refused to hear from the pro se Plaintiffs
regarding its rulings.

Fourth, the District Court denied each Plaintiff his
or her right of “direct examination,” “cross-examina¬
tion,” “re-direct,” and “re-cross.” The District Court
was determined to move the case along at lightning
speed at the expense of Due Process and fair trial
rights. Without allowing each of the pro se to question,

the Court summarily and without any supporting
reasons treated the 15 pro se as a group and errone¬
ously ruled that none of them could form probative and
relevant questions. The District Court told the Jury so,
tainting it.
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No pro se party, whether forced to be pro se or
voluntarily pro se, should ever endure this denial of
procedural Due Process and unfair trial again in the
courts of the United States.

A witness is always questioned on a blank canvas.
One question leads to an answer that leads to another
question [or not]. It is impossible to write out questions
before an answer is given.

The District Court has the power and obligation to
control the proceedings. The Court can only ask ques¬
tions that clarify not create evidence. Federal Rules of
Evidence 611(c) applies to each of the Onondaga 15. It
provides: “Leading questions should not be used on
direct examination except as necessary to develop
the witness’s testimony. Ordinarily, the court should
allow leading questions: (1) on cross-examination; and
(2) when a party calls a hostile witness, an adverse
party, or a witness identified with an adverse party.”
The District Court denied this most important right to
each Plaintiff. Rule 607 also applies to each, providing:
“Any party, including the party that called the
witness, may attack the witness’s credibility.” The
District Court denied this crucial right. The District
Court erroneously treated the Onondaga 15 as one
unit where one selected Plaintiff could question on
behalf of all. This denied each of the 15 their
individual right to question and present their own
case. The Second Circuit has held in United States v.
Filani, 74 F.3d 378 (2d Cir. 1996):

[The District Court] may actively participate
and give its own impressions of the evidence
or question witnesses, as an aid to the jury, so
long as it does not step across the line and
become an advocate for one side * * * In its
participation at trial a District Court should
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ask those questions necessary for such pur¬
poses as “clarifying ambiguities, correcting
misstatements, or obtaining information
needed to make rulings.” United States v.
Pisani, 773 F.2d 397, 403 (2d Cir. 1985).

Where the questions are designed simply to
clarify testimony, there is no reversible error.

Filani also states: “Our decisions further make clear
that a trial court ‘should exercise self-restraint and
preserve an atmosphere of impartiality and detach¬
ment.’” Pro se parties are entitled to the fundamental
right to Due Process and “the right to a meaningful
opportunity to be heard.” Procedural Due Process
Rights of Pro Se Civil Litigants, 55 University of
Chicago Law Review 659, 670 (1988); and Judicial
Abdication and Equal Access to the Civil Justice
System, 60 Case Western Reserve L. Rev. 325 (2009);
Legendary Detroit College of Law Professor Harold
Norris and “Due Process”; Fifth Amendment and
Seventh Amendment. [Fourteenth Amendment, Due
Process Clause applies to the states.]

In addition, the District Court, sua sponte, without
any objection, without allowing any argument, and
without reasons, erroneously made constant eviden¬
tiary rulings against the Onondaga 15. “Due Process”
and a “fair trial” were denied.

The District Court also erroneously refused to follow
Judge Sotomayor’s binding precedential law in this
case, supra, that Second Circuit Judge Pooler at the
recent oral argument in this case described: “[Judge
Sotomayor] gives a roadmap. She tells them what to
do.” [15:42-15:46 of oral argument on September 19,
2017], Inexplicably, by Summary Order, the Second
Circuit nevertheless sanctioned this erroneous ruling.
The Onondaga 15 were unfairly denied their right to
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participate in formulating the Jury Instructions
because they were pro se.

Certiorari should be granted to preserve and protect
“Equal Justice Under Law” as the fundamental
cornerstone to the foundation of the United States.

Certiorari should be granted because it is a case of
first impression on the current “equal access to justice
crisis” regarding “pro se” civil parties in the courts of
the United States.

Certiorari should be granted so that every “pro se”
civil party [whether forced or voluntarily] in the courts
of the United States is never denied fundamental
“procedural Due Process” and a “fair trial.”

Certiorari should be granted for the “compelling
reason” that the Second Circuit has “sanctioned” the
District Court’s legally unconscionable delay, violation
of Due Process, and unfair trial against pro se civil
parties that “has so far departed from the accepted and
usual course of judicial proceedings ... as to call for an
exercise of this [Supreme] Court’s supervisory power.”
Supreme Court Rule 10(a).

Certiorari should be granted because there is no
consensus on how to proceed with pro se civil litigants
in the courts of the United States.

The Supreme Court must finally set a precedent for
all courts in the United States to follow that ensures
that all pro se civil litigants have the right to “Equal
Justice Under Law,” “procedural Due Process,” and “a
fair Trial.”

Pro se has never had her or his day in the Supreme
Court.

“Equal Justice Under Law” is a myth for most
people.
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A pro se party cannot have “equal access to justice,”
“Due Process,” and a “fair trial.”

The time has come for the highest court to make
“Equal Justice Under Law” a reality for all pro se
whether or not they voluntarily are pro se or are forced
to be!

The Second Circuit says this is an “exceptional case”
because of the 15 pro se Plaintiffs. As a result, the
Second Circuit erroneously held that the District
Court “did not abuse its discretion in making these
changes to standard trial procedure.” The Court there¬
fore erroneously sanctioned the District Court’s unfair
trial, and brushed aside this “exceptional case” in a
non-precedential Summary Order with virtually no
meaningful analysis [Appendix A] [Local Rule 32.1.1].
The Summary Order, however, is persuasive authority
in the other Circuits, sanctioning unfairness and
violation of Due Process against pro se parties.
[Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure 32.1]. This is
another compelling reason for intervention here.

The Second Circuit also erroneously sanctioned the
District Court’s unfair process as a way to control “an
unwieldy trial.” This erroneously sanctioned unfair¬
ness allowed an estimated 1 year trial with lawyers
to be condensed into a 1 week trial with pro se
Plaintiffs — at the expense of violating Due Process and
a fair trial!

This is an “exceptional case” that requires granting
certiorari.
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II. TRIAL RECORD EXCERPTS PROVE THE
DENIAL OF DUE PROCESS AND UNFAIR
TRIAL AGAINST PRO SE PLAINTIFFS

At the pretrial held August 18, 2016, the Onondaga
15 appeared without lawyers for the first time after 19
years of litigation. The District Court immediately
bullied the pro se Onondaga 15 with the following
dismissal Order:

THE COURT [8 minutes late and opening the
Court at 11:08 a.m.]: For the record, the court
issued an order on July 8th, 2016 directing
that counsel for all defendants and that all
pro se plaintiffs to attend in person this
pretrial conference today being August 18,
2016, at 11 a.m. in Syracuse, New York. The
court in its order advised the plaintiffs that
the court would dismiss with prejudice the
claims of any pro se plaintiff who failed to
attend this pretrial conference. It is now
11:15, and there are a number [5] of pro se
plaintiffs who are not here. So pursuant to my
order, those who are not present [5], the cases
are dismissed.

CHERYL BUCKTOOTH: Just like that?
After 20 years?

THE COURT: Now -

RONALD JONES, JR.: Excuse me, sir. After
20 years of us waiting for this justice system
to see that we get justice, are you allowed to
do this?

THE COURT: Your name, sir?

RONALD JONES, JR.: Ronald Jones.
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THE COURT: Mr. Ronald Jones, when I have
a question for you, I’ll ask you a question.

RONALD JONES, JR.: I have a question.

THE COURT: I don’t care if you do have a
question.

RONALD JONES, JR.: I’m sorry-

THE COURT: This will be done pursuant to
the court’s direction and not yours.

RONALD JONES, JR.: I didn’t say it was my
direction, I just asked a question.

THE COURT: You’re in a federal courtroom
here, you’re going to respond according to the
rules of this court.

RONALD JONES, JR.: Yes, ma’am [sic).

THE COURT: Your rules do not apply here.

RONALD JONES, JR.: You’re on Onondaga
land, though, sir.

THE COURT: Mr. Jones, again, either you
respond pursuant to the rules of this court or
you will not be allowed to go forward to go
forward with your action. Do you understand?

RONALD JONES, JR.: Yes.

THE COURT: All right. Then just abide by
my direction. If you fail to do so, I will dismiss
your case, it’s plain and simple as that.

[Pretrial transcript, 7-9]

This unfair dismissal only happened because they
were pro se.

A few minutes later 4 of the 5 dismissed Plaintiffs
walked into the Courtroom having been delayed
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getting through security into the Courthouse. As a
result, the District Court “retracted” its unfair dismis¬
sal orders as to the 4 - but could not “retract” its
unfairness exhibited toward pro se Plaintiffs.

The District Court then described the procedure to
be followed at the trial commencing in one month on
September 20, 2016: [transcript 9]

THE COURT: Now as to the first order of
business here, I understand that there are
groups here and Jones family is one group, is
that correct?

RONALD JONES, JR.: Yes.

THE COURT: In essence. So you have one
person asking questions at our trial and on
behalf of all of you, will that be right?

ANDREW JONES: No, each of us because
we’re each our own and you said we could not
represent one another.

THE COURT: I’m talking about asking
questions, that’s all, you don’t want to do
that?

ANDREW JONES: We’ll do it on our own.

THE COURT: All right.

The Court was hoping the pro se Onondaga 15 would
relinquish their individual right to ask questions.
They emphatically refused.

At the final pretrial on September 13, 2016 [tran¬

script 68, emphasis added], the Court warned that it
was joining the trooper defendants in keeping the
Plaintiffs “on track,” thus forfeiting its impartiality:
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THE COURT: Now keep in mind that [New

York State Police] have a right to object to
anything you’re testifying to which is not
admissible or relevant or probative. That
occurs because we’re going to keep you on
track.

The District Court later correctly emphasized the
following to each of the pro se Onondaga 15: [tran¬

script 35]

THE COURT: It’s your responsibility to
prosecute your own case, not the court’s, keep
that in mind, even though you’re pro se.

This did not happen!

The District Court again inquired about one repre¬
sentative questioning all witnesses: [September 13,
2016, transcript 73-74]

THE COURT: * * * Now when the defendants
testify, again, the order of questioning of the
defendants, you haven’t agreed on repre¬
sentation by groups, everybody wants to ask
questions, nobody wants to, I mean, for
example, Jones family.

ANDREW JONES [Budgie]: I want to do my
own questioning.

RONALD JONES: Same.

KARIONIAKATA JONES: Same.

RONALD JONES: Individually.

THE COURT: If you want someone to ask, let
me make clear if they do, you do have a right
to ask your own questions but sometimes it
makes a better point if you-well -
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ANDREW JONES: We’ll get together.

THE COURT: All right. Questions can’t be
repetitious, all right. So if they’ve been asked
already by a number of plaintiffs, we’re not
going to ask the same question over again, so
that’s why I want to make it clear insofar
as — so you can decide who’s going to ask
what, might be a better way to handle it. But
that’s up to you, you’ll have a chance to
question the witnesses. All right. I think I
covered that. Any questions about the trial
procedure?

From then on the District Court reversed the correct
procedure. The trial practice rule book was thrown
out. The Court became an advocate and participant in
the proceedings, ruling out a fair trial.

14 of the Onondaga 15 completed their testimony in
unprecedented lightning speed on the first day of
evidence. Their testimony was unfairly limited by
interruptions and narrow questioning by the District
Court. The District Court erroneously did not give
each Plaintiff his or her right to question the other
Plaintiffs. The Record shows:

PAUL DELARONDE [tekarontake]: Could I
ask him questions?

THE COURT: Well, you didn’t call him as a
witness. You -he wasn’t on your witness list.
All right. You may stand down [pro se Robert
Bucktooth, Jr.], thank you.

[Trial Day 3, September 22, 2016, transcript 373],
hereinafter [373]]

The District Court made the following erroneous
ruling on the second day of evidence:
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THE COURT: * * * You’re going to use one
person from now on to ask questions so get
together, figure out what you want to ask.

ALFRED LOGAN, JR. [dyhyneyyksa]: We’re
not a group, all pro se by ourself. * * *

THE COURT: * * * Whether you agree with it
or not, it’s not for argument, all right. All
right.

ROSS JOHN: Thank you, sir.

[405-406]

At pretrial the District Court correctly ruled that
each Plaintiff could prosecute his or her own case. At
trial he reversed his ruling.

On day 3 of evidence, the District Court emphasized
its erroneous ruling:

THE COURT: In the future, one person for
each witness * * * one person asks the
questions per witness from now on.

[560]

Shortly thereafter, the District Court errors became
worse in the following exchange [567-572] where the
Court interrupted and asked the follow-up questions:

Q [CHERYL BUCKTOOTH to a defendant
trooper]: On May 18 [1997], are you aware
of a sacred fire burning on the private
property of Andrew Jones on the Onondaga
Nation territory?

MR. MULVEY [Assistant Attorney General,
attorney for 50 of 51defendants]: Your Honor,
I’m going to object to form that it hasn’t been
established it was private property.
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THE COURT: Exactly. But the only thing, tell
us what you know about that. That day. I’m
going to ask the question here, tell us what
you recall about that day, what you did, when
you got there, what you observed.

Q [CHERYL BUCKTOOTH]: Can you spell
injustice? *

THE COURT: Mrs. Bucktooth, I’ve asked a
question now, he’s going to answer my
question.

CHERYL BUCKTOOTH: So you’re going to
be our pro se —
THE COURT: I’m asking the question now.

CHERYL BUCKTOOTH: - lawyer for us, is
that what you’re doing?

THE COURT: You may follow up with
another question.

* *

* * *

(Jury Excused)

* * *

CHERYL BUCKTOOTH: I was asking you a
question, are you planning to be our pro se
lawyer —
THE COURT: I know what you are doing.

CHERYL BUCKTOOTH - because you seem
to be asking the questions of the troopers,
that are our witnesses that we’re trying to
cross-examine and you seem to be putting
yourself in that position and not being
impartial by sitting there trying to oversee it.
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Instead you’re being lenient on one side and
not on the other.

THE COURT: You may have your opinion.
And whatever you wish to do after this

trial is over, you may appeal it —
CHERYL BUCKTOOTH: It’s your trial.

THE COURT: * * * I’ll ask a question of this
witness, have him explain what he saw, what
he did that day and then you may ask a
question based upon what he said, relevant to
that day, and what his testimony was. That’s
the way it’s going to work, because you’re
wasting a lot of time here.

* * *

What is it you don’t understand? One person
from all the plaintiffs questions each witness.

KAHENTINETHA HORN: So that means the
same person —
THE COURT: We had this -we got together
yesterday and went over all this, you get
together, you decide who that person’s going
to be, you submit the questions to that person,
that person asks the questions on behalf of all
the plaintiffs. That’s the way we’re going to
proceed.

The District Court admitted its errors and tainted the
Jury against the Onondaga 15 with the following
instruction [573]:

THE COURT:
I mentioned to you at the beginning of this
trial, we have to make some modifications in
the way that procedure is followed here, to

* :|: * Ladies and gentlemen, as
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accommodate pro se plaintiffs * * * because
we have 15 pro ses and having so many
defendants involved here, we came up with
some modifications on how the procedure,
what procedure would be followed, how we
would do this, and I’m continuing to change
that, so that we can get the evidence in that
is relevant and probative and admissible, and
try to eliminate as much as we can of that
that is not probative and not admissible. Lot
of stuff that’s come in now probably shouldn’t
have come in but we’ll try to focus on what is
relevant and admissible from this point on.

I decided the best way to do that, there’s been
some difficulty getting questions formulated
and answers given to relevant information,
that I would ask the witness questions at the
beginning, please direct your attention to
date, time, what they experienced and saw
and et cetera, and then let the plaintiffs
representative, whoever they choose is going
to ask the questions, then ask questions about
what the witness has testified to * * * It’s
really not cross, it’s examination by both sides
here which is a little different than normal
procedure as well.

The Trial was now whizzing forward with the District
Court erroneously doing the “direct examination” of
each witness [with some cross and leading], and
sanctioned now by the Second Circuit.

On the 4th day of evidence, the following exchange
continues the “unfairness”:

PAUL DELARONDE: Excuse me, sir, now,
I’ve had questions.
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* * *

The thing is I would have had an important
question to ask this witness.

THE COURT: Excuse me, we talked about
that, we’re going to select one person to
represent you in asking questions, that’s the
way we’re going to proceed, it was out of
control before.

ANDREW JONES: I didn’t agree to anything
that was submitted.

THE COURT: Okay.

ANDREW JONES: Andrew Jones is my
name. I didn’t agree with nothin’.

** *

THE COURT: Okay, let me have your
questions, pass them up. All these witnesses
you propose to ask questions let me have all
the questions you have, let me take a look at
them.

* * *

KAHENTINETHA HORN: Can I ask why
you’re not asking for him [Assistant Attorney
General] to submit his questions to you?

THE COURT: I haven’t had a problem with
his questions yet, I’m having a problem with
your questions, that’s why I want to review
them for relevancy, all right.

[758-760]

The District Court interrupted the sole questioner
with the following exchange on day 4 of evidence:
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THE COURT: So let me take a look at the
proposed questions so save some time on that.

* * *

CHERYL BUCKTOOTH: Sir, I’m represent¬
ing 15 people that handed me questions.
I have to read everybody’s questions.

THE COURT; You cannot read everybody’s
questions if it’s not relevant.

CHERYL BUCKTOOTH: How do I represent
them, then? How do I represent putting these
questions forward to asking these people if I
can’t get them in?

* * *

* * *

THE COURT: Let me see the questions, I’ll
decide without going through all your ques¬
tions whether there’s any relevant questions
there.

[726, 737]

The Court then recessed and reviewed the written
questions in camera. Reconvening, without permitting
any argument, the District Court continued to taint
the Jury with his erroneous procedure [738-739]:

THE COURT: * * * I will tell the jury that I
found very few of your questions to be rele¬
vant to your claims, so I’m going to ask
questions of this witness, you may ask follow¬
up questions, we’ll proceed that way. And of
course you have your right to appeal my
decisions when the case is over. * * * Mark it
as an exhibit and file it.

(Jury called in)
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THE COURT: All right, ladies and gentle¬
men, as I just told the parties, I found very
few of the questions to be relevant to the
claims in this case, so what I’m going to do is
to proceed this way, I will ask this witness
questions, and I’ll allow questions to be asked
relevant to what I asked, follow-up questions,
because I want to focus just on these claims
that we have before us that you’re going to
have to decide the facts on, and that alone.
We’ve been all over the lot here, so I will
proceed that way, and I told the plaintiffs
they preserve their right to appeal my
decisions of course, I will take their questions
they have, we’re going to ask - I’ll receive
them as part of the record, they’re not as
evidence, all right. We’ll do that with other
witnesses that come forward, I’m going to
look at the questions ahead of time, try and
move this along a little bit.

A short time later this exchange took place showing
unfairness toward pro se:

THE COURT: I know you object. Mr.
Delaronde. What is it you wanted to bring to
the court’s attention?

PAUL DELARONDE: What I want to bring to
the court’s attention is that I’m supposed to
be pro se, I’m supposed to be looking out for
my interests, I’m not here to look out for
everybody else’s interests, okay, because this
is what you’ve told us, that we all represent
ourselves. And I’ve had questions that I
wanted to ask last week and even today, but
my hands are tied, I can’t.
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Bucktooth and she’ll ask.
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THE COURT: I said submit them to Mrs.
Bucktooth and she’ll ask.

PAUL DELARONDE: I have given them my
questions but they’ve never asked my ques¬
tions the way I wanted them to be asked.

THE COURT: Well, as far as the way, the
court has to rule on the proper way to ask a
question, and I have to rule on the relevancy.
So I’m ruling on that as it comes forward and
that’s the only thing we can do and that’s the
best way to proceed, so just submit your
questions to whomever is going to be your
spokesperson and I -

PAUL DELARONDE: That means I can’t
represent myself.

THE COURT: That doesn’t mean that at all.

PAUL DELARONDE: What does it mean?

THE COURT: That’s the way we’re proceed¬
ing, that’s what it means, that’s the procedure
we’re following. All right. We’re on break now,
if you want to go to lunch, but let me see the
proposed questions, I’ll take a look at them
during the lunch hour.

[760-761]

The egregious errors against the pro se Plaintiffs are
summed up here:

CHERYL BUCKTOOTH: I believe that
during some of our testimony we kept getting
interrupted by you, so that would be — as
we’re trying to - train of thought, you would
derail us so in order for getting our stories
told, some of us had had notes that were just
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handwritten, trying to get those things in and
by you interrupting us as we were telling our
stories, we were not able to get those types
of things into our - as our evidence. And as
we came off the stand, a lot of us were
dumfounded — stupefied that you could even
do that to us and that we were not able to
actually enter all of those facts into evidence,
because you would badger us while we were
on the stand telling our story because you
would not allow us to tell our story.

THE COURT: That has nothing to do with the
motions here, but all right, you may file your
complaints and all you wish and you may
appeal whatever my decisions are once this
trial is over but that’s not for discussion.

[1189]

Then this shocking exchange in front of the Jury:

THE COURT: So I have to assure that only
proper questions, legally admissible evidence
is received by this court so the jury can base
a decision upon that.

* * *

ROSS JOHN: We should be able to ask
questions and then you can object to them
after they’re asked, not beforehand.

THE COURT: We’re not spending all day long
asking questions.

ROSS JOHN: That’s not proper form for this
court, your Honor.

* * *

ROSS JOHN: Ask the questions.
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THE COURT: No. They’re not relevant, and
not probative, I’m not going to allow them to
go forward, but you may have that as part of
your appeal.

ROSS JOHN: All of them, you’re saying every
one of these questions I asked -

THE COURT: These ones right here you
submitted to me * * * I’ve gone through them.

ROSS JOHN: Every one of them?

THE COURT: Except the ones she’s asked
already or the ones I’ve asked, covered a lot of
them, but the ones I haven’t allowed to go
forward aren’t going to go forward. You have
a right to appeal my decision in that regard
but you have to-

ROSS JOHN: So when can I start my appeal
to the way this court is acting?

THE COURT: Not yet, the trial has to go
through its completion.

* * *

(Jury Excused)

* * *

ROSS JOHN: Here’s the thing, your Honor.
So please don’t talk while I’m talking. If I’m —
if you excuse me, because it looks like we’re
gonna have a problem by the way you’re
running this court, if you’re going to excuse
me, then I have a right to appeal your judg¬
ment in all these things that have happened
before us and I just wanna get that going
because I know now that there isn’t anything
that we’re going to be able to do in this court
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that is fair to my interest.
object.

THE COURT: You may object.

ROSS JOHN: Because I do not believe that
this is a fair process. So would you listen to
me, how we gonna deal with the fact that I
don’t respect or understand what you’re
saying and that I don’t — that you’re contam¬
inating, you’re leading the witness, you’re
probe — this whole process, I doubt if you have
ever done this ever before in this kind of
situation. And I don’t know any judge any¬
place that would have put anybody in the
situation, pro ses, that you put us in, and I
need to somewheres go after this court for the
behavior that they’re going into and I just
want to get to that.

THE COURT: You may not do that now. You
may not stand, and you may not continue
these outbursts so you’ll have to leave the
courtroom now.

* * * I’m going to

t- *

THE COURT: All right. I would ask the court
security officers to remove Mr. John from the
courtroom, please.

[783-789]

The prejudicial errors by the District Court as an
advocate and participant were routine. The District
Court finally recognized its own error when
conducting the direct examination of the Attorney
General’s only witness:

THE COURT: First of all, why am I doing the
questioning? It’s your witness.
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MR. MULVEY [Assistant Attorney General]:

Well, I certainly wasn’t going to interrupt
you, your Honor. Thank you.

THE COURT: I was in a rut here.

[1139]

Furthermore, the Assistant Attorney General
should have objected every time the District Court
became a questioning participant.

The District Court recognized his errors as an
advocate and participant, while tainting the Jury
against pro se with the following:

THE COURT; As I mentioned in my opening
remarks, this case is a little unique insofar as
the procedure employed in the production of
evidence, given the fact that the plaintiffs are
representing themselves.
plaintiffs, not being lawyers, often were not
able to form proper questions that would lead
to admissible evidence. I attempted to assist
them in this regard by asking questions
myself so that relevant, probative infor¬
mation could be elicited from the various
witnesses.

[1283-1284]

In addition, the District Court raised virtually all
objections and evidentiary rulings sua sponte, without
objection from the “1-81 Indian Detail,” without allow¬
ing objection or argument by the pro se, and without
providing reasons for effective appellate review. The
following examples of unfairness were constant:

KAHENTINETHA HORN: Objection, sir, I’m
objecting.

* * * Again, the
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THE COURT: Overruled. Overruled.

KAHENTINETHA HORN: Well, can I explain
why I’m objecting?

THE COURT: Overruled. No.

KAHENTINETHA HORN: Okay.

[transcript 702]

This unfairness at 802:

KAHENTINETHA HORN: Object. Object to
that.

THE COURT: Again, the objection can be to
the question but not to the answer, all right.

This unfairness:

THE COURT: I’ve considered that [jury
instruction] request and I’ve denied it.

KAHENTINETHA HORN: Can you tell me
why?

THE COURT: No, it’s just been denied.

[1217]

These constant unfair rulings happened because the
Plaintiffs were pro se. The District Court caused each
of the Onondaga 15 to be forced pro Se without
conducting a hearing. The Record is revealing:

KAHENTINETHA HORN: Can I ask a
question? In the beginning these people were
allowed to ask questions because they are all
lawyers here, pro se lawyers, as a result of an
order that was made by you so that we ended
up being dumped [by our lawyers]. Now -

THE COURT: I’m sorry, you had -
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KAHENTINETHA HORN: We have a right to
ask questions.

THE COURT: You had lawyers, you decided
to proceed pro se. Understand that.

KAHENTINETHA HORN: No, we didn’t
decide that, we didn’t even know, we were
told afterwards.

THE COURT: There’s a whole history-

KAHENTINETHA HORN: We weren’t asked
about that.

THE COURT: That’s something you can
appeal later on. That was long before this
court saw it - [District Court Magistrate
issued the withdrawal Order - but same
court].

KAHENTINETHA HORN: And you’re the
one that gave them the right to do that.

THE COURT: It was another judge that did
that. In any event — * * * Yes, so it wasn’t me.

KAHENTINETHA HORN: But it’s your
court, it’s your institution here.

[376-377]

In addition, the District Court erroneously granted
the “1-81 Indian Detail’s” Rule 50 Motion to Dismiss
Onondaga 15’s Shawn Jones, Nadine O’Field Bucktooth,
and Robert Bucktooth III. They were children when
they attended the assembly 20 years ago. The follow¬
ing discourse is instructive:

KAREN JONES: Excuse me, objection. My
brother [Shawn Jones] is here, he’s mentally
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handicapped, he can’t take — put him up
there, badger him like you do, he’d shut down.

* * *

ANDREW JONES: He was not able to show
his evidence.

** *

THE COURT: * ** Whatever, the motion has
been made. Is there an argument against it?

KAREN JONES: Yeah, I’m arguing against
it, he was there with me and he didn’t go on
the stand because the way they were conduct¬
ing themselves, he would have problems, and
if he were to shut down or anything, he was
afraid that the way the bailiffs were around
here, he doesn’t - didn’t know what would
happen to him, so he sat here quietly.

[1161]

The District Court did not inquire at all. The Court
granted the directed verdict against the 3 children
that had waited 20 years for their day in Court! It does
not get more unfair.

After being dismissed, Shawn Jones got up on his
feet in front of the Jury. Despite his challenges, Shawn
presented the following compelling submissions:
[1263-1265]:

SHAWN JONES: I’m not sure how to say this,
um, anyway. I’ll do the best I can. I’m here
because of my family, my friends. I know that
they put a lot of their time, a lot of their lives
into what — into what they’re fighting for, and
I wish I could help them more, but my stupid
head doesn’t always work when I want it to,
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and I’ve had that — I’ve had to apologize for
that all my life and my family knows that
well,

THE COURT: All right, Mr. Shawn Jones, I
appreciate your comments, but -

SHAWN JONES: But -
RONALD JONES: He has a right to speak,
it’s been 20 years.

THE COURT: Excuse me, Mr. Ronald Jones,
I’ve already ruled upon his cause of action

‘Is

SHAWN JONES: I just — the safety and well-
being of my family, my friends are what’s
important to me * * * all of this, what’s
putting in jeopardy which is what’s making
us live in fear
government, but this —
(Jury Excused)

This is the height of unfairness and injustice. The
District Court allowed the lawyers to withdraw from
representing Shawn!

* * * not only our own

III. JUDGE SOTOMAYOR’S BINDING “LAW
OF THIS CASE” AND “ROADMAP” FOR
JURY INSTRUCTIONS WERE ERRONE¬
OUSLY IGNORED BY DISTRICT COURT
BECAUSE PLAINTIFFS WERE PRO SE.

The Onondaga 15 raised and filed Judge Sotomayor’s
law of this case to be the “roadmap” for the Jury
Instructions. The District Court refused to include
Judge Sotomayor’s binding law without comment. The
District Court and the Assistant Attorney General
were obligated to include Judge Sotomayor’s law of
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this case in the Jury Instructions. The pro se were
prevented from arguing. This denied Due Process and
a fair trial to the pro se Plaintiffs’ right to formulate
jury instructions. The Second Circuit sanctioned this
egregious error. The unfairness toward the pro se
continued:

THE COURT:
now to review the proposed instructions and
verdict form-

KAHENTINETHA HORN: Before you do
that, your Honor, we first of all, we were not
given very much time to look at your
documents [and there were not enough copies
for all 15 Plaintiffs to review], 20 minutes is
hardly enough for us as we’re pro se, as you
know, and we don’t have any training in law.

[1213-1214]

The Onondaga 15 were not included in formulating
the instructions because they were pro se.

The unfairness toward the pro se continued. The
District Court ignored giving a jury instruction
regarding the issue of the “easement.” Throughout the
trial, the “1-81 Indian Detail” focused upon a fictional
red-herring defense to disperse the Onondaga 15 from
an undefined “easement” adjacent to the1-81highway.
The Trial Record is illustrative:

KAHENTINETHA HORN: There is some
information that must be entered into the
record, we at least want to do that.

THE COURT: Do what?

ANDREW JONES: Can I enter something in?
You may throw it out but may I read it to you,
just a little paragraph?

* * * Having had some time
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THE COURT: All right.

ANDREW JONES: [reading from Judge
Sotomayor’s Opinion]

* * The protest was held on private
property belonging to plaintiff Andrew Jones,
an Onondaga who opposed the agreement.
Jones’ property includes the paved portion of
Interstate 81, 1-81, or the interstate which is
the state, which the state has a nonexclusive
right to use under a limited easement granted
to the Department of Public Works [‘not the
State Police’ - (added by Andrew Jones)], as
well as acreage to the highway on which his
house and yard are located.”

KAHENTINETHA HORN: The - so on the
First Amendment, you have made your
rulings on it, but I would continue, like to
continue to put into the record more of the-
THE COURT: You may not continue to put
anything more in the record. We have ruled
upon that, that is it. You may appeal my
decision, but that issue is closed. All right.
Now do you have objections to the proposed
instructions?

[1214-1216]

The District Court ignored this crucial “easement”
request without comment because they were pro se.
Judge Sotomayor had confirmed there was “no ease¬
ment” beyond the “paved highway” from which the
“1-81 Indian Detail” could disperse the assembly.
Common sense tells you that New York State Police
provided the definition of “easement” to Judge
Sotomayor. In addition, the Assistant Attorney

« *
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General injected “easement” into the trial and never
objected to the proposed Judge Sotomayor definition.
Public records could have easily resolved any dispute.

The Assistant Attorney General made the “ease¬
ment” an issue in his unsupported argument to the
Jury:

MR. MULVEY: We’re never going to resolve
factually exactly from the centerline of the
highway what the easement was, how far it
was, when it was established, who has title to
what land. It’s complicated, admittedly from
what the plaintiffs have told you by the fact
that the interstate highway goes through the
Onondaga Nation Territory. What I asked
you initially and I’ll just repeat very briefly is
consider what a reasonable state trooper
would have believed who had been patrolling
Interstate 81 and who had been called in to
address what he or she believed was an illegal
assembly on the shoulder, the right-of-way,
side of the interstate. Not a property dispute,
that’s not really what the issues are in this
case.

[1278]

On the third day of deliberations, the Jury high¬
lighted the error when it asked for the definition of
“easement.” The District Court refused to provide
Judge Sotomayor’s definition because the Plaintiffs
were pro se. The District Court instructed them
instead with unsupported misleading definitions of
“easement” and to use “common sense”:

THE COURT: Well, good morning, ladies and
gentlemen. Hopefully I can help you here a
little bit but I’m not sure I can. Your question,
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parties are aware of the question, “Based
upon property lines of Jones, we’re looking for
definition legal of easement, looking for
clarification on use of easement by owner/
state.”

The difficulty is there’s nothing really in the
record, the evidence, as to exactly what the
easement right-of-way is. It is, I think parties
all agree that New York State has that right-
of-way where 81 is as they normally do on
any highway, combination of proceedings
that go on, maintaining and that type of thing
and they claim the land and they have
that easement right-of-way for public use,
and right to maintain it. Mr. Jones has also
claimed that he had private property there, I
think we would agree from the fence line on
would be your -

ANDREW JONES: No, sir, no, sir I even
claim the road.

THE COURT: I see. He claims the road as
well.

ANDREW JONES: Because Mrs. Sotomayor
wrote-
THE COURT: All right. All right, please, I
just asked you a question, that’s all I want
you to do.

ANDREW JONES: May I show it to the jury

so they can understand?

THE COURT: You may not.

ANDREW JONES: It is evidence.
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THE COURT: It is not evidence, please. Have
I answered your question? Anyway, he claims
everything, but there is a right-of-way the
state has and you don’t have any document in
evidence, but I think the parties would have
to agree that is a — New York State has -
actually interstate highway, but it has an
area fenced off and has right-of-way or ease¬
ment through it. I don’t know, I’m not sure
what you’re looking for other than that.

KAHENTINETHA HORN: I object, your
Honor.

THE COURT: All right. We have your
objection on the record.

ANDREW JONES: It’s a limited easement,
your Honor.

KAHENTINETHA HORN: Yes, and he has
the Sotomayor document.

THE COURT: I’m not going to entertain
argument now, please. You have your right to
appeal my rulings.

A JUROR: What we’re looking for, your
Honor, is common definition of easement that
most of us are familiar with, and we want to
know in this particular case, is it the common
definition of easement or is there some special
definition?

JUROR NO. 2: For example, he discusses that
there’s an easement on his land at his house
where the Niagara Mohawk or National Grid
has wires and he cannot dig in that easement
because their wires are there.
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JUROR NO. 7: But I can be on it, and put
tables on it and entertain on it.

THE COURT: I think you have to use own
common sense, whatever’s in the record,
evidence, rely upon that. All right. I cannot
give you any more information than that.
Okay. Thank you.

[1323-1325]

The Plaintiffs would have won if Judge Sotomayor’s
definition of “easement” was given to the jury and if
they had lawyers. The “1-81 Indian Detail” were in fact
trespassers on private property. [The video confirms
this.]

The District Court refused to give Judge Sotomayor’s
“roadmap” to the Jury regarding “clear and present
danger,” “never leaving private property,” “never being
on the highway,” and “never losing their right to First
Amendment assembly protection.”

The following discourse shows the futility that
the pro se 15 encountered when preserving Judge
Sotomayor’s binding law of this case: [1213-1214,
1280-1281]

KAHENTINETHAHORN: [Judge] Sotomayor
has ruled that qualified immunity is not
available in this case as a matter of law on the
First Amendment.

* * *

THE COURT: That was a decision that was
some time ago, 2005. * * *

KAHENTINETHA HORN: There’s been no
law since.
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THE COURT: I’m sorry, but it is something I
reserved on, qualified immunity. * * * I have
submitted some information to them [Jury] to
decide certain facts, I cannot decide that at
this time.

* * *

KAHENTINETHA HORN: Well, one of the
questions I wanted to ask is if it was possible
for - if you could include [Judge] Sotomayor’s
easement paragraph into your instructions,
so that the jurors know that it was for only
the Public Works people, that it was not for
the police, and that that property that we
keep talking about belongs to Andrew Jones,
so — and the other one is, with the qualified
immunity, which is the law of the case, and I
don’t think according to that case, that
decision by [Judge] Sotomayor, that they are
entitled qualified immunity. That’s — it’s a
law, that’s a law.

THE COURT: I have your argument on that,
I understand your position. Your request to
include it in the charge is denied, however.

The District Court and the Second Circuit refused to
follow Judge Sotomayor’s binding law of this case. The
Second Circuit said the pro se Plaintiffs “did not
preserve their objection to the First Amendment
instruction,” when, in fact, they did [above]. It is also
binding with or without a request.

The following is another example regarding denial
of Due Process for pro se. The Onondaga 15 had the
right to determine what witnesses to call. The District
Court, however, erroneously decided it was going to
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make that call as though the pro se did not exist [1047-
1049]:

MR. MULVEY [ASSISTANT ATTORNEY
GENERAL]: Judge, I have ... 24 more
troopers who . . . strictly are First Amend¬
ment defendants and so I would like the
court’s view of how many you want to hear.

THE COURT: I think a half dozen tops, five
or six would be sufficient to — without being
more cumulative and repetitive.

MR. MULVEY: Your Honor, I’m willing to
stipulate on their behalf they were present
and we don’t have to establish that. I mean, I
can do that on behalf of all 33, they were
present that day.

In light of all the unfair rulings, tekarentake stated:

PAUL DELARONDE: I’ve been giving this
whole situation a lot of thought, and I believe
that I may have some form of a solution to try
to bring this agonizing exercise to an end.

The Onondaga 15 were only going to call 3 more
witnesses [and only 1 trooper]. The pro se knew they
could not beat the unfair rulings. The stipulation by
the Assistant Attorney General that the non-testifying
troopers were present was useless in light of the
following erroneous instruction [2016, 1293]:

THE COURT: And although there are many
defendants in this action, it does not follow
that from that fact alone that, if one of the
defendants are liable, all the defendants are
liable. Each defendant is entitled to fair
consideration of his own defense, and is not to
be prejudiced by the fact, if it should become
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a fact, that you find against another defend¬
ant.
hold any defendant liable for what other
defendants did or did not do.

In effect, the District Court, by his unfairly ruling
that 27 troopers would not be needed to testify,
directed verdicts in favor of those troopers!

* * * As I previously stated, you may not

IV. SUMMARY

A pro se civil party cannot get Due Process and a fair
trial in the United States! The Supreme Court must
address this national crisis to finally make “Equal
Justice Under Law” more than just a myth for most
people and make it a reality for everyone’s voice to be
heard and respected. The International Court of
Justice in The Hague and the people of turtle island
respect the natural right of everyone’s voice to be
heard and respected*

CONCLUSION

The petition for a writ of certiorari should be
granted.

Respectfully submitted,

JOHN R. MANN III
Counsel of Record

470 Sideroad 28/29, RR 5
Paisley, Ontario NOG 2N0
(519) 372-5233
jrmann@bmts.com

Counsel for Petitioners
December 22, 2017
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UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE SECOND CIRCUIT

[Filed 11/02/2017]

16-3603-cv

ANDREW JONES, ROBERT E. BUCKTOOTH, JR.,
CHERYL BUCKTOOTI-I, ROBERT BUCKTOOTH,
DEBBY JONES, KAREN JONES, NIKKI JONES,

KARONIAKATA JONES, SHAWN JONES, KAHENTINETHA
HORN, DYHYNEYYKS, AKA ALFRED LOGAN, JR.,
TEKARONTAKE, AKA PAUL DELARONDE, ROSS
JOHN, RONALD JONES, JR., NADINE O’FIELD /

GANONHWEIH, FKA NADINE BUCKTOOTH,

Plaintiffs-Appellants,

v.

JAMES J. PARMLEY, GEORGE BEACH, PAMELA J.
MORRIS, DENNIS J. BLYTHE, INV., JOHN F. AHERN,

INV., JOSEPH W. SMITH, SGT., JEFFREY D. SERGOTT,
TRP., MICHAEL S. SLADE, TRP., JAMES D. MOYNIHAN,

TRP., JAMES K. JECKO, TRP., ROBERT HAUMANN,
SGT., MARKE. CHAFFEE, TRP., CHRISTOPHER J. CLARK,

TRP., PAUL K. KUNZWILER, TRP., DOUGLAS W.
SHETLER, TRP., PATRICK M. DIPIRRO, GREGORY

EBERL, TRP., GARY A. BARLOW, MARKE. LEPCZYK,
TRP., MARTIN ZUBRZYCKO, TRP., GLENN MINER,

GARY DARSTEIN, TRP., KEVIN BUTTENSCHON, CHRIS
A. SMITH, SGT., NORMAN J. MATTICE, SGT., JOHN
E. WOOD, THOMAS P. CONNELLY, JERRY BROWN,

HARRY SCHLEISER, SGT., NORMAN ASHBARRY, INV.,
JOHN DOE, 1-100, JANE DOE, 1-100, PETER S.
LEADLEY, TRP., GLORIA L. WOOD, TRP., DAVID
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G. BONNER, TRP., DENNIS J. BURGOS, TRP., JOHN
P. DOUGHERTY, TRP., DAVID V. DYE, TRP., DARYL
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G. BONNER, TRP., DENNIS J. BURGOS, TRP., JOHN
P. DOUGHERTY, TRP., DAVID V. DYE, TRP., DARYL

O. FREE, TRP., JAMES J. GREENWOOD, SGT., ROBERT
B. HEATH, TRP., ANDREW HALINSKI, TRP., ROBERT

H. HOVEY, TRP., ROBERTA. JURELLER, TRP.,
STEPHEN P. KEALY, TRP., EDWARD J. MARECEK,

TRP., RONALD G. MORSE, TRP., PAUL M. MURRAY,
TRP., ANTHONY RANDAZZO, TRP., ALLEN RILEY,

TRP., FREDERICK A. SMITH, TRP., STEVEN B.
KRUTH, SGT., TROY D. LITTLE, TRP.1,

Defendants-Appellees.

At a stated Term of the United States Court
of Appeals for the Second Circuit, held at the

Thurgood Marshall United States Courthouse,
40 Foley Square, in the City of New York on the
2nd day of November, two thousand seventeen.

Present: JON O. NEWMAN,

JOHN M. WALKER,

JR., ROSEMARY S. POOLER,

Circuit Judges.

SUMMARY ORDER

RULINGS BY SUMMARY ORDER DO NOT HAVE
PRECEDENTIAL EFFECT. CITATION TO A SUM¬
MARY ORDER FILED ON OR AFTER JANUARY
1, 2007, IS PERMITTED AND IS GOVERNED BY
FEDERAL RULE OF APPELLATE PROCEDURE

The Clerk of the Court is directed to amend the caption as
above.
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32.1 AND THIS COURT’S LOCAL RULE 32.1.1.
WHEN CITING A SUMMARY ORDER IN A DOCU¬
MENT FILED WITH THIS COURT, A PARTY MUST
CITE EITHER THE FEDERAL APPENDIX OR AN
ELECTRONIC DATABASE (WITH THE NOTATION
“SUMMARY ORDER”). A PARTY CITING A SUM¬
MARY ORDER MUST SERVE A COPY OF IT ON
ANY PARTY NOT REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL.

Appearing for Plaintiffs-
Appellants:

John R. Mann, III,
Paisley, Ontario, Canada
(appearing pro hac vice)

Brittany E. Lawrence,
Barclay Damon, LLP
(Gabriel M. Nugent, on
the brief), Syracuse, NY

Frederick A. Brodie,
Assistant Solicitor
General (Barbara D.
Underwood, Solicitor
General, Andrew Bing,
Deputy Solicitor Gen¬
eral, on the brief) for
Eric T. Schneiderman,
Attorney General of
the State of New York,
Albany, NY

Appearing for Defendant-
Appellee Joseph W.
Smith:

Appearing for 50
Defendants-Appellees:

Appeal from the United States District Court for the
Northern District of New York (Scullin, J., Dancks,
M.J.).

ON CONSIDERATION WHEREOF, IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that the
judgment of said District Court be and it hereby is
AFFIRMED.
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Appellants (hereinafter “Onondaga 15”) appeal from
the October 12, 2016 final judgment of the United
States District Court for the Northern District of New
York (Scullin, J). We assume the parties’ familiarity
with the underlying facts, procedural history, and
specification of issues for review.

The Onondaga 15 are members of the Onondaga
Nation whose political protest was disbanded by New
York State Troopers on May 18, 1997. The dispersal
was captured on video by news crews on the scene, who
documented a chaotic and sometimes violent encoun¬
ter. Nearly twenty years of litigation ensued, including
one previous trip to this Court, when appellees chal¬
lenged the district court’s denial of qualified immun¬
ity. We affirmed, allowing the case to proceed to trial.
Jones v. Parmley, 465 F.3d 46 (2d Cir. 2006).

In 2015, the majority of the nearly 100 plaintiffs
chose to settle with defendants. The individuals who
raise this appeal represent a group of fifteen plaintiffs
who chose to reject the settlement offer and proceed to
trial. The Onondaga 15 were represented by two differ¬
ent sets of counsel throughout most of the pre-trial
litigation, but those attorneys were permitted to
withdraw prior to the start of trial. As a result, the
Onondaga 15 proceeded to trial pro se. The order
permitting withdrawal is one of many issues the
Onondaga 15 raise in this appeal.

Trial Management

The bulk of the Onondaga 15’s briefing and oral
argument before this Court focused on their claim that
their procedural due process rights were violated by
the district court’s unusual trial management proce¬
dures. The Onondaga 15 specifically allege that the
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district court denied their right to a fair trial by limit¬
ing the time allotted for opening and closing state¬
ments, by actively questioning witnesses, by requiring
the fifteen plaintiffs to appoint one spokesperson to
question a witness, and by requiring the plaintiffs
to submit written questions to the presiding judge
to be screened for admissibility before questioning
witnesses.

We review trial management claims for abuse of
discretion. U.S. v. Yakobowicz, 427 F.3d 144, 149-50
(2d Cir. 2005). Though the presiding judge must be
sure not to convey partiality, as long as the court
remains within those bounds the trial court is given
“great leeway’ to conduct the trial in the most
efficacious manner. U.S. v. Filani, 74 F.3d 378, 386
(2d Cir. 1996). In this exceptional case, the district
court was tasked with managing a jury trial with
fifteen pro se plaintiffs and more than fifty defendants.
Under such unusual circumstances, the district court
is permitted—and indeed, obligated—to make deci¬
sions that will keep the trial on track and ensure that
the jury hears only admissible evidence. We think it is
clear that the district court acted well within its
bounds by managing the questioning of witnesses in
a way designed to elicit relevant testimony without
permitting the jury determination to be tainted by the
consideration of inadmissible evidence. The district
court was faced with a formidable task in managing
this unwieldy trial and did not abuse its discretion in
making these changes to standard trial procedure.

Bias

The Onondaga 15 also alleged that the district court
was biased and appeal on the basis of both bias and
the denial of a recusal motion before the start of trial.
This Court reviews denials of recusal motions and
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allegations of bias for abuse of discretion. U.S. v.
Arena, 180 F.3d 380, 398 99 (2d Cir. 1999).

In U.S. v. Filani, we noted that it is “extraordinarily
hard” to determine whether a trial judge was biased
and that such questions require a “searching examina¬
tion of the entire trial transcript” in order to “assess
their validity.” 74 F.3d at 386. This thorough exami¬
nation is required because “an appellate court too is
charged with a duty—one that may not be abdicated—
to ensure that the trial it is reviewing was conducted
impartially.” Id', see also U.S. u. Messina, 131 F.3d 36,
39 (2d Cir. 1997) (holding on the trial court’s partiality
only after reviewing the trial transcript).

The Onondaga 15 hinge much of their bias argu¬
ment on one exchange of the district court with appel¬
lant Ross John, which the Onondaga 15 argue “topped
them all” in demonstrating “bias and unfairness.”
During this exchange, Mr. John expressed frustration
with the district court’s management of the case,
particularly the court’s refusal to permit admission
of the 1794 Canandaigua Treaty and the procedure of
having the questions for direct and cross examination
pre-screened by the judge. The tone of the exchange
became heated, but there is no evidence of bias in the
record. The only other specific example of bias alleged
by the Onondaga 15 regards the presiding judge’s
demeanor at the August 18, 2016 pretrial conference,
which the Onondaga 15 argue cast an “aura of intim¬
idation” over the impending trial.

The trial transcript reveals that the trial was at
times contentious. There are numerous examples of
individual members of the Onondaga 15 heckling the
presiding judge by calling him “racist,” “prejudiced,” a
“little baby,” and a “racist pig.” One plaintiff sent a bill
for $535 to the presiding judge for expenses incurred
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when the district court postponed a scheduled meet¬
ing. This trial featuring 15 pro se plaintiffs and more
than 50 defendants presented extreme logistical chal¬
lenges. Yet there is simply no evidence in the record to
support a claim for bias. Nor does the letter motion
from Kahentinetha Horn requesting recusal of the
presiding judge allege any facts that would support
recusal, much less a reversal of the decision due to an
abuse of discretion.

Jury Instructions

The Onondaga 15 argue the district court provided
erroneous jury instructions regarding the personal
involvement of defendants, the easement, and the
First Amendment.

When an instruction is properly objected to at trial,
the instructions are reviewed de novo and will be held
“erroneous if they mislead the jury as to the correct
legal standard or do not adequately inform the jury
of the law.” Hudson v. New York City, 271 F.3d 62, 67
(2d Cir. 2001) (internal punctuation omitted) (quoting
Hathaway v. Coughlin, 99 F.3d 550, 552 (2d Cir.
1996)). The reviewing court must reverse the trial
court when “the error was prejudicial or the charge
was highly confusing.” Id. at 68 (quoting Terminate
Control Corp. v. Horowitz, 28 F.3d 1335, 1345 (2d Cir.
1994)).

When an instruction is not properly objected to at
trial, a reviewing court may consider “plain error” if
that error “affects substantial rights.” Fed. R. Civ. P.
51(d)(2). This Circuit has defined “plain error” as one
that was “fatal to the integrity of the trial.” Hudson,
271 F.3d at 70.

The Onondaga 15 properly preserved their objection
to the charge regarding the personal involvement of
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defendants, but this objection is without effect because
the jury charge was correct. It is well settled in this
Circuit that the “personal involvement of defendants
in alleged constitutional deprivations is a prerequisite
to an award of damages under § 1983.” Farrell v.
Burke, 449 F.3d 470, 484 (2d Cir. 2006) (quoting
Wright v. Smith, 21 F.3d 496, 501 (2d Cir. 1994)).

The Onondaga 15 also properly preserved their
objection to the lack of instruction on the easement,
but this objection is also meritless. The Onondaga 15
requested admission of the 2006 decision on qualified
immunity as evidence of the boundaries of the ease¬
ment. The Onondaga 15 seem to misapprehend the
significance of that earlier decision—which accepted
the plaintiffs’ facts as true solely for the purposes of
the qualified immunity appeal—but their misappre¬
hension of the law does not give rise to a right that the
jury be instructed in “facts” that are not actually
undisputed facts. Deciding those facts was the purpose
of the jury trial and the district court was correct to
deny that request.

Appellants did not preserve their objection to the
First Amendment instruction, which is thus reviewed
for plain error. Though the district court improperly
incorporated a First Amendment retaliation test into
its instruction, see Curley v. Village of Suffern, 268
F.3d 65, 73 (2d Cir. 2001), this instruction was not
“fatal to the integrity of the trial” because the district
court properly instructed on the Onondaga 15’s right
to protest limited by the threat of imminent harm.
Hudson, 271 F.3d at 70.

Withdrawal of Counsel

The magistrate judge granted withdrawal of counsel
on the bases of disagreements between the attorneys
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and the Onondaga 15 regarding litigation and/or set¬
tlement strategies and a general breakdown in the
attorney-client relationship. The original group of nearly
100 plaintiffs were represented by two separate firms,
Hoffmann, Hubert & Hoffmann, LLP and Morvillo,
Abramowitz, Grand, Iason, & Anello, P.C.. After a
subset of the plaintiffs refused to accept a settlement
offer, both firms filed motions to withdraw. The
Hoffmann firm filed a motion to withdraw from rep¬
resentation of twelve specific plaintiffs; the Morvillo
firm filed a motion to withdraw from representation of
all plaintiffs.

“We review a district court’s denial of a motion to
withdraw only for abuse of discretion.” Whiting v.
Lacara, 187 F.3d 317, 320 (2d Cir. 1999). In making
that determination, this Court has noted that “[djistrict

courts are due considerable deference in decisions not
to grant a motion for an attorney’s withdrawal” in
consideration of the trial court’s need to manage its
own calendar and in recognition that “[t]he trial judge
is closest to the parties and the facts.” Id. These
considerations apply with equal force to decisions to
grant a motion for withdrawal.

Withdrawal in the Northern District of New York
is governed by Local Rule 83.2(b), which provides in
relevant part that withdrawal may be granted “upon a
finding of good cause.” N.D.N.Y. R. 83.2(b). Counselors
were permitted to file documents under seal explain¬
ing their reasons for withdrawal. The magistrate
judge reviewed the public record and the documents
under seal and held that withdrawal from representa¬
tion of the plaintiffs who refused the settlement offer
was proper, but denied withdrawal as to the remain¬
ing plaintiffs who accepted the settlement. The magis-
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trate judge also declined to exercise ancillary juris¬
diction over one attorney’s motion for an attorney
charging lien.

The magistrate judge properly noted that refusal to
accept a settlement offer is not a sufficient basis for a
withdrawal of representation. There is an admittedly
fine line between a request for withdrawal because of
a refusal to settle and a request to withdraw because
the attorney-client relationship has broken down due
to the refusal to settle. In this case, however, the
magistrate judge relied upon the correct Local Rule in
making the determination on the basis of both public
and in camera review of submissions from the attor¬
neys. The magistrate judge did not abuse her discre¬
tion in granting withdrawal under these facts.

We have considered the remainder of appellants’
arguments and find them to be without merit or
relating to harmless error. Accordingly, the order of
the district court hereby is AFFIRMED.

FOR THE COURT:

/s/ Catherine O’Hagan Wolfe_
Catherine O’Hagan Wolfe, Clerk
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UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE SECOND CIRCUIT

Docket Nos. 05-1830-cv (L) & 05-2035-cv (XAP)

August Term, 2005

KENT PAPINEAU,

Plaintiff,

NEDRICK ASHTON, CLAY ROCKWELL, ABILENE
ROCKWELL, HOUSTON ROCKWELL, ONENHAIDA

ROCKWELL and JUANITA LEWIS,

Plaintiffs-Counter-Defendants,

SHAWN JONES, ANDREW JONES, STONEHORSE GOEMAN,
MARIE PETERS, WEALTHY BUCKTOOTH, individually

and as guardian ad litem for HOLLY LYONS,
ROBERT E. BUCKTOOTH JR., CHERYL BUCKTOOTH,

individually and as guardian ad litem for NADINE
and ROB BUCKTOOTH, MARTHA BUCKTOOTH,

ROBERTA BUCKTOOTH, JORDAN BUCKTOOTH, ROBERT
BUCKTOOTH, RONALD JONES SR., RUTH JONES, DEBBY

JONES, KAREN JONES, NIKKI JONES, KARONIAKATA
JONES, TRACY KAPPELMEIER, individually and as
guardian ad litem for ADAM KAPPELMEIER AND

MATTHEW KAPPELMEIER, SHIRLEY SNYDER, ANDREA
POTTER, SAMANTHA THOMPSON, MARTHA J. SKYE,

STEVEN LEE SKYE, CARA SKYE, ANDREW SKYE,
STORMY SKYE, VERNA MONTOUR, SESILEY R.
SNYDER, ALICE THOMPSON, MINNIE GARROW,
FRANCES DIONE, WENTAWAWI DIONE, JOELY

VANDOMMELEN, DARONHIOKWAS HORN, AANASE
HORN, TEKAHAWAKWEN RICE, KAHENTE HORN
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MILLER, KAHENTINETHA HORN, KARONHIOKO’HE
HORN, MALCOLM HILL, KATHY MELISSA SMITH,

WILLIAM GREEN III, KEVIN HENHAWK, DYHYNEYYKS,
MONA LOGAN, GERALD LOGAN, ANTHONY KLOCH JR.,

FRANK BISTROVICH, BRENT LYONS, BRAD COOKE,
JANET CORNELIUS, JINA JIMERSON, DUANE BECKMAN,

CHAD HILL, DONNA HILL, STEVE STACY, DALE
DIONE, ROBIN WANATEE, JOSHUA WANATEE, ALLY

M. WANATEE, ESTHER SUNDOWN, SHELLEY GEORGE,
SHEENA GREEN, SHIELA FISH, GARRETT BUCKTOOTH,

JOE STEFANOVICH, TYLER HEMLOCK, HAYDEN
HEMLOCK, SKRONIATI STACY, KAKWIRAKERON,
TEKARONTAKE, TEYONIENKWATASEH, DANIEL
MOSES, ANDREW MOSES, ROSS JOHN, BARRY

BUCKSHOT, SETH TARBELL, DEIRDRE M.
TARBELL and ANDREW BUCKSHOT,

Plaintiffs-Counter-Defendants-
Appellees-Cross-Appellants,
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JAMES J. PARMLEY, GEORGE BEACH, PAMELA R.
MORRIS, DENNIS J. BLYTHE, JOHN F. AHERN,

JOSEPH W. SMITH, JEFFREY D. SERGOTT, MICHAEL S.
SLADE, JAMES D. MOYNIHAN, JAMES J. JECKO,

ROBERT HAUMANN, MARKE. CHAFFEE, CHRISTOPHER
J. CLARK, PAUL K. KUNZWILER, DOUGLAS W. SHETLER,

PATRICK M. DIPIRRO, GREGORY EBERL, GARY A.
BARLOW, MARKE. LEPCZYK, MARTIN ZUBRZYCKO,

GLENN MINER, GARY DARSTEIN, KEVIN BUTTENSCHON,
CHRIS A. SMITH, NORMAN J. MATTICE, JOHN E. WOOD,

THOMAS P. CONNELLY, JERRY BROWN, HARRY
SCHLEISER, NORMAN ASHBARRY, PETER S. LEADLEY,

MARTIN J. WILLIAMS, GLORIA L. WOOD, DAVID G.
BONNER, DENNIS J. BURGOS, JOHN P. DOUGHERTY,

DAVID V. DYE, DARYL O. FREE, JAMES J. GREENWOOD,
ANDREW HALINSKI, ROBERT B. HEATH, ROBERT H.
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HOVEY JR., ROBERT A. JUREI J FR, STEPHEN P.
KEALY, TROY D. LITTLE, EDWARD J. MARECEK,

RONALD G. MORSE, PAUL M. MURRAY, ANTHONY
RANDAZZO, ALLEN RILEY, FREDERICK A.

SMITH and STEVEN B. KRUTH,

Defendants-Cross-Defendants-
Appellants-Cross-Appellees,

COUNTY OF ONONDAGA, ONONDAGA COUNTY SHERIFF’S
DEPARTMENT, KEVIN WALSH, ONONDAGA COUNTY

SHERIFF, in his official and personal capacity,

Defendants-Cross-Appellees,

JAMES W. MCMAHON, SUPERINTENDENT OF NEW YORK
STATE POLICE, in his official and personal capacity,
TOWN OF ONONDAGA, and the following persons in
their personal and official capacities as New York
State Troopers, ALLEN V. SVITAK JR., MICHAEL L.

DELORENZO, JAMES A. ARMSTRONG, MARK WILLIAMS,
CLIFFORD A. HEASLIP, EDWARD C. FILLINGHAM,

KIMBERLY A. FILLINGHAM, JEFFREY D. RAUB, MARK
BENDER, PETER OBRIST, ERIC D. PARSONS, ROBIN

PALMER, MICHAEL GRANDY, THOMAS IRWIN, GEORGE
MERCADO, FRANK JEROME, JAMES ROGERS, ART

BROCOLLI, JOHN DOE, WILLIAM M. AGAN, WILLIAM M.
AMBLER, DONALD W. BARKER, MARK A. CAPORUSCIO,
MICHAEL G. CONROY, PETER A. KALIN, MATTHEW J.

NAVIN, WILLIAM J. ARMSTRONG, GEORGE M.
ATANASOFF, DAVID R. BARRY, PETER J. BERATTA,
STEVEN M. BOURGEOIS, GEORGE W. BROWNSELL,

ROBERT M. BURNEY, RODNEY W. CAMPBELL, MARY A.
CLARK, MARK DEMBROW, GERALD J. DERUBY JR.,

MICHAEL L. DOWNEY, GARY W. DUNCAN, JOHN EVANS,
JOHN J. FITZGERALD, ROBERT GARDNER, JOHN E.

GIDDINGS, DOUGLAS R. GILMORE, GARY L. GREENE,
ANDREW A. LUCEY, JAMES MARTIN, JAMES W. O’BRIEN,
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GARY OELKERS, DERRICK A. O'MEARA, RICHARD J.
SAUER, MICHAEL H. SCHEIBEL, GARY S. SCHULTZ,

TIMOTHY G. SIDDALL, ROBERT J. SIMPSON, KATHERINE
SMITH, JAY STRAIT, MICHAEL R. TINKLER, MICHAEL J.

WHITE, DONALD M. DATTLER, THOMAS E. ELTHORP,
HARRISON GREENEY, MATTHEW A. TURRIE, DENNIS

J. ClMBAL and KENNETH KOTWAS,

Defendants-Cross-Defendants.

Argued: June 5, 2006 Decided: October 4, 2006

Before: WALKER, Chief Judge, NEWMAN
and SOTOMAYOR, Circuit Judges.

Individual state defendants-appellants appeal from
the denial of their summary judgment motion for qual¬
ified immunity on plaintiffs-appellants’ claims of First
and Fourth Amendment violations stemming from
defendants’ alleged misconduct in dispersing plain¬
tiffs’ demonstration. We affirm the denial of the
motion on the free speech claim because under plain¬
tiffs’ facts it was not objectively reasonable as a matter
of law for defendants to believe that the demonstration
presented a “clear and present danger” after several
protesters had walked onto an interstate freeway. We
further hold with respect to the excessive force claims
that although the district court erred in applying our
precedent in Atkins v. New York City, 143 F.3d 100 (2d

Cir. 1998), to say that any force used in connection
with an arrest that lacked probable cause is by defini¬
tion excessive, the denial of qualified immunity was
proper because material issues of fact remain as to the
reasonableness of the force applied. We also hold that
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while the district court erred in concluding that New
York law does not provide for qualified immunity on
state-law claims, defendants are not entitled to quali¬
fied immunity as a matter of law because the same
unresolved factual questions that precluded the court
from granting defendants qualified immunity on the
federal claims apply equally to plaintiffs’ state-law
claims. Finally, we lack appellate jurisdiction over
plaintiffs’ cross-appeal because it does not present
questions “inextricably intertwined” with defendants’
appeal.

AFFIRMED.

FRANK BRADY, Assistant Solicitor
General (Eliot Spitzer, Attorney General
of the State of New York, Daniel
Smirlock, Peter H. Schiff, Nancy A.
Spiegel, on the brief), Albany, NY, for
defendants-cross-defendants-appellants-
cross-appellees.

JODI PEIKIN, Morvillo, Abramowitz,
Grand, Iason & Silberberg, P.C. (Robert

J. Anello, on the brief), New York, NY,
for plaintiffs-counter-defendants-appellees-
cross-appellants.

Anthony P. Rivizzigno, County Attorney
(Carol L. Rhinehart, on the brief),
Syracuse, NY, submitted brief for
defendants-cross-appellees.

SOTOMAYOR, Circuit Judge:

Individual state defendants-cross-defendants-
appellants-cross-appellees James J. Parmley et al.
(the “defendants”) appeal from the March 28, 2005
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order of the United States District Court for the North¬
ern District of New York (Scullin, C.J.), Jones v.
McMahon, No. 98-CV-374, 2005 WL 928667 (N.D.N.Y.

Mar. 28, 2005), which denied defendants’ summary
judgment motion for qualified immunity on plaintiffs-
counter-defendants-appellees-cross-appellants Andrew
Jones et al.’s (the “plaintiffs”) claims of First and
Fourth Amendment violations stemming from defend¬
ants’ alleged misconduct in dispersing plaintiffs’
demonstration in May 1997. Specifically, defendants
contend the district court’s denial was flawed because
(1) even under plaintiffs’ facts, it was objectively rea¬
sonable as a matter of law for defendants to believe
that the demonstration presented a “clear and present
danger” after several protesters had entered the road¬
way of an interstate freeway and (2) the court miscon¬
strued our precedent in Atkins v. New York City, 143
F.3d 100 (2d Cir. 1998), in holding that any force used
in connection with an arrest that lacked probable
cause is by definition excessive. Defendants also
appeal the district court’s refusal to recognize their
assertion of qualified immunity on plaintiffs’ state-law
claims.

Plaintiffs cross-appeal the district court’s March 28
and April 20, 2005 rulings that granted summary
judgment to all defendants on some of their claims and
to defendants New York State Police (“NYSP”) Super¬
intendent James W. McMahon and Onondaga County
Sheriff Kevin Walsh on all claims; granted sua sponte
summary judgment on all claims to the County of
Onondaga, the Onondaga County Sheriffs Depart¬
ment (“Sheriffs Department”), and NYSP troopers
Mark Bender and Peter Obrist; and denied plaintiffs
Marissa Horton and Verna
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Montour’s motion for reconsideration of the dismis¬
sal of their excessive force claims.

For the reasons that follow, we AFFIRM the district
court’s decision denying qualified immunity to defend¬
ants, and DISMISS plaintiffs’ cross-appeal for lack of
jurisdiction because it presents no issues that are
“inextricably intertwined” with defendants’ appeal.

BACKGROUND

On October 7, 2005, this Court denied plaintiffs’
motion to dismiss this appeal, which had contended
that the order appealed from was a non-final denial
of a motion for summary judgment. We held that alt¬
hough the district court’s rejection of the defendants’
motion for summary judgment on qualified immunity
grounds was based on the court’s determination that
there were genuine issues of material fact still to be
resolved, this appeal could go forward because defend¬
ants had stipulated to plaintiffs’ facts for the purposes
of this appeal. See Salim v. Proulx, 93 F.3d 86, 89 (2d

Cir. 1996) (holding that, where a district court rejects
a defense of qualified immunity based on disputed
issues of fact, “an appeal is available where the defend¬
ant accepts, for purposes of the appeal, the facts as
alleged by the plaintiff’). Thus, for the purposes of this
appeal, we accept the facts as alleged by the plaintiffs.

I. The Facts

In May 1997, plaintiffs, several dozen members of
the Onondaga Nation and their supporters, organized
a protest to express their opposition to an agreement
between the chiefs of the Onondaga Nation and the
State of New York that would permit the State to tax
tobacco products sold to non-Native Americans on land
belonging to the Onondagas. The protest was held on
private property belonging to plaintiff Andrew Jones,
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an Onondaga who opposed the agreement. Jones’s
property includes the paved portion of Interstate
81 (“1-81” or the “Interstate”), which the State has a
non-exclusive right to use under a limited easement
granted to the Department of Public Works, as well as
acreage adjacent to the highway on which his house
and yard are located.

The protest began on May 8, 1997, with the lighting
of a ceremonial fire. Shortly thereafter, law enforce¬
ment officers from the Sheriffs Department visited
the protest and allowed it to proceed. The protest con¬
tinued, peacefully and with the consent of the Sheriffs
Department, for ten days; the protesters were at all
times orderly and peaceful and did not disturb nor har¬
ass neighbors, motorists or passersby who witnessed
the demonstration. On May 18, the protesters circu¬
lated a flyer announcing that a “media event” would
be held that day to protest the tobacco agreement. The
Sheriffs Department became aware of these plans,
and heard rumors that the protesters planned to block
1-81 temporarily to draw attention to their cause.

The May 18 gathering was attended by men, women
and children of all ages. At approximately 1:45 p.m., a
small group of Onondaga protesters, possibly includ¬
ing some plaintiffs,1 briefly entered the 1-81 roadway
to distribute literature pertaining to their protest; the
group’s presence on the highway caused traffic to slow
down. Meanwhile, the NYSP took over the job of
monitoring the protest from the Sheriffs Department,
and at a at a “staging area” north of Jones’s property
on 1-81, they began assembling what they referred to

1 As the district court correctly noted, it is a material issue of
fact which, if any, of the plaintiffs actually entered the roadway.
Jones, 2005 WL 928667, at *11. It is undisputed that the majority
of people at the demonstration did not enter the roadway.
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as the “Indian Detail.” This group consisted of seventy
State troopers dressed in full not gear and bearing riot
batons. A videotape made at the time reveals some
troopers joking about their “sticks” and how every
trooper has “gotta have a stick.” One trooper is heard
loudly informing another that the protesters needed
“to get their asses kicked.” Another trooper is recorded
saying that he intended to stay behind because “no
one’s getting me on some federal process.”2 Troopers in
the “Indian Detail” had removed their name tags, even
though the State Police Manual requires name tags to
be worn at all times.

As the NYSP began leaving the staging area,
plaintiff Stonehorse Goeman, a leader of the protest
and resident of the Onondaga reservation, attempted
to persuade those on the roadway to leave the
Interstate and return to the main demonstration on
Jones’s private property, Goeman also attempted to
communicate the protesters’ peaceful intentions to
NYSP officers at the scene, but his attempts were met
by silence or threats of arrest. After the Onondagas
had left the highway, the NYSP closed off the north¬
bound lanes of 1-81for several hundred feet. The State
troopers began marching towards Jones’s property,
where they assembled on the eastern shoulder of the
roadway, forming a “skirmish line” facing the protest¬
ers, who were gathered approximately seventy feet off
the highway. At the time the troopers formed their
skirmish line, none of the protesters was located on or
near the highway; they were all peacefully assembled
around the ceremonial fire on Jones’s private property.

2 The Onondagas allege that this hostility was due in part to
an earlier and unrelated incident in which Native American
demonstrators injured several NYSP troopers during a protest in
Buffalo.
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They allege they made no threats, engaged in no
violent behavior, displayed no weapons and made no
effort to move toward the line of troopers.

The NYSP troopers remained on the skirmish line
for no more than thirty-five seconds, at which point
they received a “go ahead” order from Major Parmley.
Parmley acknowledges that at the time he gave this
order, he was located at the staging area north of
Jones’s property, where he could not see the protesters
and did not know what they were doing. As soon as the
troopers received the “go ahead” order, the defendants
charged into the demonstration and began arresting
protesters allegedly indiscriminately, assaulting plain¬
tiffs, beating them with their not batons, dragging
them by their hair and kicking them. Defendants also
allegedly threw one man, who was praying, to the
ground and choked him. Plaintiffs further assert that
the police manhandled an eleven-year-old girl and an
elderly medicine woman and even tossed an infant in
a double leg cast from his stroller.

Prior to these actions, the troopers allegedly did not
order the protesters to disperse or provide them with
any warning or justification for their actions. Defend¬
ants concede that they had no idea, when making
these arrests, which of the protesters had entered the
roadway. Much of what plaintiffs allege was captured
on videotape, although, plaintiffs assert, the NYSP
attempted to prevent people with cameras from
recording all of the events by putting their hands over
the lenses and threatening cameramen with arrest.

II. Litigation Resulting from the May 18 Arrests

The demonstrators who were arrested were charged
with various state law crimes, and in a September 9,
1997 decision, Justice Philip Miller of the Town of
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Onondaga Justice Court dismissed all charges against
plaintiffs except for a disorderly conduct charge
against medicine woman Marie Peters, finding the
informations legally insufficient to establish the
charged offenses and raising "serious questions” about
the troopers’ hearsay testimony that several plaintiffs
refused to move from the roadway, were intentionally
or recklessly creating a risk of public inconvenience or
disregarded a lawful order of the police to disperse.
Justice Miller subsequently dismissed the remaining
claim against Peters on the merits.

Similarly, on March 5, 1998, Onondaga County
Court Judge William Burke dismissed all of the State’s
initial charges against plaintiff Kenneth Kappelmeier,
rejecting defendants’ allegation that Kappelmeier
was acting with intent to cause public disruption or
interfere with the troopers; finding that no evidence
supported defendants’ allegation that Kappelmeier
was on the roadway; and holding that the evidence
showed that the confrontation between Kappelmeier
and the troopers occurred not on the roadway but on
Jones’s property, which Jones’s invitees had a right to
use. The State thereafter produced new facts and new
charges against Kappelmeier, largely supported by
testimony from a NYSP trooper who testified for the
first time before a second grand jury that Kappelmeier
was running back and forth in a provocative manner.
The jury subsequently acquitted Kappelmeier of all
charges.

The case now before us originated in the United
States District Court for the Northern District of
New York. The plaintiffs alleged that the defendants,
inter alia, violated their rights to freedom of speech,
religion and assembly, used excessive force, engaged
in a conspiracy to violate their rights, violated their
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right to equal protection, were deliberately indifferent
to plaintiffs’ medical needs and inflicted severe emo¬
tional distress. They also filed claims against NYSP
Superintendent James W. McMahon, Onondaga
County Sheriff Kevin Walsh, the County of Onondaga
and the Sheriffs Department.

After several years of litigation, the district court
denied the defendants’ motions for summary judgment
on the basis of qualified immunity on plaintiffs’ First
Amendment and excessive force claims, finding that
disputed factual issues remained to be resolved before
the court could rule on the qualified immunity issue.
Jones, 2005 WL 928667, at *9-*12. The court granted
Walsh and McMahon’s respective motions for sum¬
mary judgment. Id. at *6. The court also granted
summary judgment sua sponte in favor of Onondaga
County and its Sheriffs Department, dismissed sev¬
eral of plaintiffs’ other claims and dismissed several
defendants from the lawsuit. Id. at *2-*7. The
defendants timely appeal from the district court’s
denial of their motions for summary judgment based
on qualified immunity and its decision not to apply the
qualified immunity defense to dismiss plaintiffs’state-
law claims.

The plaintiffs timely cross-appeal from the district
court’s grant of summary judgment to Walsh and
McMahon, the court’s dismissal of their equal protec¬
tion, conspiracy, indifference to medical needs and
infliction of emotional distress claims, and the court’s
sua sponte dismissal of several defendants and other
legal claims.
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DISCUSSION

I. Jurisdiction over Defendants’ Appeal

The denial of a motion for summary judgment is
normally not “immediately appealable because such a
decision is not a final judgment.” O’Bert ex rel. Estate
ofO’Bert v. Vargo, 331F.3d 29, 38 (2d Cir. 2003) (citing
28 U.S.C. §1291). “Under the collateral order doctrine,
however, the denial of a qualified-immunity-based
motion for summary judgment is immediately appeal-
able to the extent that the district court has denied the
motion as a matter of law, although not to the extent
that the defense turns solely on the resolution of ques¬
tions of fact.” Id. (citing Behrens v. Pelletier, 516 U.S.
299, 313 (1996)). Indeed, where, as here, defendants
have accepted the plaintiffs’ version of the facts for
purposes of the appeal, they may challenge the district
court’s rejection of a qualified-immunity-based motion
for summary judgment by arguing that the facts
asserted by the plaintiffs “entitle [them] to the defense
of qualified immunity as a matter of law.” Salim v.
Proulx, 93 F.3d 86, 91 (2d Cir. 1996). We accordingly
have appellate jurisdiction over the limited question of
law presented by defendants’ appeal.

II. Qualified Immunity

Against this backdrop, we review de novo a district
court’s denial of a summary judgment motion based on
a defense of qualified immunity. Savino v. City of New
York, 331 F.3d 63, 71 (2d Cir. 2003). Our review at this
juncture is limited to “circumstances where the quali¬
fied immunity defense may be established as a matter
of law.” Cartier v. Lussier, 955 F.2d 841, 844 (2d Cir.
1992). Although we must examine “whether a given
factual dispute is 'material’ for summary judgment
purposes, we may not review whether a dispute of fact
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v. Lunn, 361 F.3d 737, 743 (2d Cir. 2004) (internal

citation omitted).

Qualified immunity “shields police officers acting
in their official capacity from suits for damages . . .
unless their actions violate clearly-established rights
of which an objectively reasonable official would have
known.” Thomas v. Roach, 165 F.3d 137, 142 (2d Cir.
1999). This is a doctrine that seeks to balance the twin
facts that civil actions for damages may “offer the only
realistic avenue for vindication of constitutional guar¬
antees,” and that such suits nevertheless “can entail
substantial social costs, including the risk that fear of
personal monetary liability and harassing litigation
will unduly inhibit officials in the discharge of their
duties.” Andersen v. Creighton, 483 U.S. 635, 638
(1987) (internal citation omitted); Gregoire v. Biddle,
111 F.2d 579, 581 (2d Cir. 1949) (Hand, J.) (“There
must indeed be means of punishing public officers who
have been truant to their duties; but that is quite
another matter from exposing such as have been
honestly mistaken to suit by anyone who has suffered
from their errors. As is so often the case, the answer
must be found in a balance between the evils inevit¬
able in either alternative.”).

The Supreme Court has established a two-part
inquiry to determine when a district court should hold
that the doctrine of qualified immunity bars a suit
against government officials: (1) the court must first
consider whether the facts alleged, when taken in the
light most favorable

to the party asserting the injury, demonstrate a
violation of a constitutional right, Saucier u. Katz,
533 U.S. 194, 201 (2001); and (2) the court must then
consider whether the officials’ actions violated “clearly
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Defendants have assumed, for the purposes of this
appeal that “as a threshold matter, plaintiffs have
shown a deprivation of a constitutional right.” We need
only, therefore, concern ourselves with the second part
of the qualified immunity inquiry- the determination
whether “[t]he contours of the right [allegedly violated
are] sufficiently clear that a reasonable official would
understand that what he [or she] is doing violates that
right.” Anderson, 483 U.S. at 640; Luna v. Pico, 356
F.3d 481, 490 (2d Cir. 2004) (“[E]ven assuming a state
official violates a plaintiffs constitutional rights, the
official is protected nonetheless if he objectively and
reasonably believed that he was acting lawfully.”).
Finally, we are mindful that the right at issue in a
qualified immunity case need not be limited to the
specific factual situation in which that right was
articulated. Indeed, “the Supreme Court has declined
to say that ‘an official action is protected by qualified
immunity unless the very action in question has previ¬
ously been held unlawful,’ and has, instead, chosen a
standard that excludes such immunity if ‘in the light
of pre-existing law the unlawfulness [is] apparent.’
Back v. Hastings on Hudson Union Free Sch. Dist., 365
F.3d 107, 129 (2d Cir. 2004) (quoting Hope, 536 U.S.
at 739).

A. The First Amendment

The First Amendment declares in part that “Con¬
gress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom
of speech ... or the right of the people peaceably to
assemble.” U.S. Const, amend. I. The Amendment
embodies and encourages our national commitment to
“robust political debate,” Hustler Magazine v. Falwell,

j
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485 U.S. 46, 51 (1988), by protecting both free speech
and associational rights. See, e.g., id. (freedom of
speech); NAACP u. Alabama ex rel, Patterson, 357 U.S.
449, 460-61 (1958) (freedom of association); De Jonge
v. Oregon, 299 U.S. 353, 364 (1937) (“The right of
peaceable assembly is a right cognate to . . . free speech
and ... is equally fundamental.”).

The Supreme Court has declared that the First
Amendment protects political demonstrations and
protests - activities at the heart of what the Bill of
Rights was designed to safeguard. See Boos v. Barry,
485 U.S. 312, 318 (1988) (calling organized political
protest “classically political speech” which “operates at
the core of the First Amendment”). Indeed, the Court
has repeatedly held that police may not interfere with
orderly, nonviolent protests merely because they dis¬
agree with the content of the speech or because they
simply fear possible disorder. See Cox v. Louisiana,
379 U.S. 536, 550 (1965) (“Cox I”) (noting that “consti¬
tutional rights may not be denied simply because of
hostility to their assertion or exercise” and overturn¬
ing convictions of individuals protesting arrest of civil
rights activists) (quoting Watson v. City of Memphis,
373 U.S. 526, 535 (1963) (internal quotation marks
omitted)); Edwards v. South Carolina, 372 U.S. 229,
237 (1963) (political protest speech is protected even
though it invites dispute and may stir people to anger).
First Amendment protections, furthermore, are espe¬
cially strong where an individual engages in speech
activity from his or her own private property. See, e.g.,
City ofLadue v. Gilleo, 512 U.S. 43, 58 (1994) (striking
down a city ordinance that banned nearly all residen¬
tial signs, noting that “[a] special respect for individ¬
ual liberty in the home has long been part of our
culture and our law” and “has special resonance when
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the government seeks to constrain a person’s ability to
speak there”) (emphasis in original).

That said, First Amendment protections, while
broad, are not absolute. Regan u. Boogertman, 984
F.2d 577, 579 (2d Cir. 1993) (citingElrod v. Burns, 427
U.S. 347, 360 (1976)). It is axiomatic, for instance, that
government officials may stop or disperse public
demonstrations or protests where “clear and present
danger of riot, disorder, interference with traffic
upon the public streets, or other immediate threat to
public safety, peace, or order, appears.” Cantwell v.
Connecticut, 310 U.S. 296, 308 (1940). Indeed, where
a public gathering threatened to escalate into racial
violence and members of a hostile crowd began voicing
physical threats, the Supreme Court expressly sanc¬
tioned police action that ended the demonstration and
arrested the speaker, who defied police orders to cease
and desist. Feiner v. New York, 340 U.S. 315, 317-21
(1951). The police, the Court reasoned, were not
“powerless to prevent a breach of the peace” in light of
the “imminence of greater disorder” that the situation
created. Id. at 321.

1) Plaintiffs’ Free Speech Rights Were
Clearly Established.

Defendants concede that plaintiffs had a consti¬
tutional right to protest but instead argue that the
contours of the right were not sufficiently clear
because of the absence of “decisional law supporting
the existence of a right to continue with a demonstra¬
tion after some of the participants create a public
safety hazard.” While we recognize that to be clearly
established, the right “must have been recognized in a
particularized rather than a general sense,” Sira v.
Morton, 380 F.3d 57, 81 (2d Cir. 2004), we disagree for
the reasons that follow with defendants’ contention
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that the right at issue in this case was too general to
be clearly established.

Defendants misapprehend the nature of the inquiry
here. They essentially argue that we should find
qualified immunity unless a Supreme Court or Second
Circuit case expressly denies it, but that standard was
rejected by the Supreme Court in favor of one in which
courts must examine whether in “the light of pre¬
existing law the unlawfulness [is] apparent.” Back,
365 F.3d at 129 (quoting Hope, 536 U.S. at 739). As we
established in the previoussection, the Supreme Court
has long applied the “clear and present danger” test
to protest cases to determine when police interference
is constitutional. Moreover, although defendants
make much of the fact that some demonstrators had
allegedly violated the law, transforming the peaceful
demonstration into a potentially disruptive one, the
Supreme Court has expressly held that “[t]he right to
associate does not lose all constitutional protection
merely because some members of the group may have
participated in conduct or advocated doctrine that
itself is not protected.” NAACP v. Claiborne Hardware
Co., 458 U.S. 886, 908 (1982). Were we to accept
defendants’view of the First Amendment, we see little
that would prevent the police from ending a demon¬
stration without notice for the slightest transgression
by a single protester (or even a mere rabble rouser,
wholly unconnected to the lawful protest). We see no
need to deviate from the “clear and present danger”
analysis as established by the Supreme Court3

3 This approach would still provide police officers ample
authority in certain circumstances to stop or prevent demonstra¬
tions that had turned, or threatened to turn, unduly disruptive or

violent.
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In the protest context, the Supreme Court has
already well articulated the contours of the right and
made clear that the police may not interfere with
demonstrations unless there is a “clear and present
danger” of riot, imminent violence, interference with
traffic or other immediate threat to public safety.
Cantwell, 310 U.S. at 308-309 (finding no imminent
violence where anti-Catholic diatribe angered listener
and provoked suggestion of violence). Neither ener¬
getic, even raucous, protesters who annoy or anger
audiences, nor demonstrations that slow traffic or
inconvenience pedestrians, justify police stopping or
interrupting a public protest. Cox I, 379 U.S. at 546-
47, 549 n.12 (group of protesters who provoked a
visceral, angered response and slowed traffic did not
jeopardize their speech rights); Edwards, 372 U.S. at
232, 237 (“clear and present danger” means more than
annoyance, inviting dispute or slowing traffic).

Plaintiffs allege that they posed no “clear and
present danger” of immediate harm or violence at the
time the police arrested them. Plaintiffs also allege
that they made no threats of physical harm to police
or members of the public, did not incite violence or
disorder and displayed no dangerous weapons. See
Cox I, 379 U.S. at 546-47. They claim instead to have
gathered on private property to exercise their speech
rights peaceably, see Ladue, 512 U.S. at 58, a fact that
the police knew (because they had monitored the
protest from May 8) and implicitly condoned. Members
of the protest had even attempted to speak to the
NYSP to let them know of their intentions, but the
troopers ignored them. Finally, plaintiffs contend that
only a few protesters demonstrated on the Interstate;
that their activities did not affect the peaceful tenor of
the main protest; and that the few protesters who did
enter the highway desisted from their conduct before
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the police broke up the demonstration. Taken as a
whole, the facts as alleged by plaintiffs reveal an
orderly, peaceful crowd, the overwhelming majority of
whose members had not entered the 1-81 roadway.
Given the above, it is clear to this Court that a rea¬
sonable factfinder could determine under plaintiffs’
version of events that the demonstration did not con¬
stitute a “clear and present danger” and thus that the
NYSP’s actions violated a clearly established constitu¬
tional right to protest.

2) No objectively reasonable officer would
have believed that he or she could have as
a matter of law dispersed the demonstra¬
tion underplaintiffs’facts.

Even if the protesters’ First Amendment rights in
this case are clearly established, defendants argue
that an objectively reasonable officer would not have
known that his dispersal of the demonstration was
unlawful because the demonstration “had transformed
from a peaceful gathering into one posing a clear and
present danger to public safety, . . . that was harboring
several unidentified persons who had just committed
. . . criminal offense[s).” Defendants contend that
through that lens, the facts, even as asserted by
plaintiffs, required the district court to have granted
them summary judgment as a matter of law. We
disagree.

We have already concluded that we cannot say as a
matter of law that under plaintiffs’ facts, their actions
presented a “clear and present” danger or immediate
harm such that a reasonable officer would have
believed he or she could have dispersed the protest.
We are mindful that the First Amendment does not
insulate individuals from criminal sanction merely
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because they are simultaneously engaged in expres¬
sive activity. See Cox 1, 379 U.S. at 554 (“One would
not be justified in ignoring the familiar red light
because this was thought to be a means of social pro¬
test.”)- Defendants have alleged that it was reasonable
for them to disperse the crowd after members of the
crowd had committed crimes on the public highway. As
the district court noted, however, there remain ques¬
tions of material fact regarding whether defendants’
purported bases for dispersing the crowd - that some
protestors had violated state law that forbids unlawful
assembly, N.Y. Penal Law § 240.10, and disorderly
conduct, N.Y. Penal Law § 240.20(5) - actually justi¬
fied their actions. Indeed, under plaintiffs’ facts, it is
clear that plaintiffs had not violated the law forbid¬
ding unlawful assembly. It is equally clear that a
serious issue remained as to whether the protesters
had engaged in disorderly conduct and whether even
if some had, the police could identify those who had
entered the roadway in contravention of the disorderly
conduct statute. We examine each law in turn as well
as the evidence relating to the alleged violation of that
law.

Section 240.10 of the Penal Law states that four or
more persons assembled for purposes of engaging in
violent and tumultuous conduct likely to cause public
alarm constitutes an unlawful assemblage. N.Y. Penal
Law § 240.10. Conviction under this law requires “an
incitement which is both directed towards and likely
to produce imminent violent and tumultuous conduct.”
Jones, 2005 WL 928667, at *10 (citation omitted).

Plaintiffs acknowledge that some protesters entered
the roadway to distribute literature to passing motor¬
ists. The facts plaintiffs allege, however, show no
incitement to, or threat of, imminent violence and they
deny that they were involved in, or intended, such
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conduct. We therefore cannot say that a reasonable
police officer would as a matter of law have believed
that anyone in the crowd had violated this law or that
this law gave him or her the right to disperse the
demonstrators.4

Section 240.20(5) of the Penal Law states that “[a]

person is guilty of disorderly conduct when, with intent
to cause public inconvenience, annoyance or alarm,
or recklessly creating a risk thereof, [h]e [or she]

obstructs vehicular or pedestrian traffic.” N.Y. Penal
Law § 240.20(5). New York courts have interpreted
this statute to permit punishment only where the
conduct at issue does more than merely inconvenience
pedestrian or vehicular traffic. People v. Pearl, 321
N.Y.S.2d 986, 987 (1st Dep’t 1971) (“Something more
than the temporary inconvenience caused to pedestri¬
ans by the demonstrators’ blocking of the west cross¬
walk, requiring them to enter the roadway to get to
the other side, was required to sustain a conviction
for obstructing pedestrian traffic.”); see also People u.
Nixon, 248 N.Y. 182, 185, 187 (1928) (overturning
disorderly conduct conviction where protesters who
occupied the entire sidewalk forced pedestrians out
into the street), overruled on other grounds by People
v. Santos, 86 N.Y.2d 869, 871 (1995). There is, then, a
serious question of fact whether the protesters, who
allege that they merely walked onto the Interstate to
distribute leaflets explaining their protest, had the
intent to obstruct or in fact obstructed traffic in such
manner as to have violated state law. Assuming,
arguendo, that the individuals who protested on 1-81’s

4 As plaintiffs note, both sections of the Penal Law were
considered and rejected by Justices Miller and Burke when they

dismissed the State’s charges against some of the plaintiffs for
alleged misconduct during the May 18 demonstration.
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roadway had violated § 240.20, an issue of fact also
nevertheless exists as to whether a reasonable police
officer would have believed that he or she could dis¬
perse the otherwise peaceable demonstration because
a few individuals within that crowd had violated the
law at an earlier time and desisted before the disper¬
sal. This is especially the case where, as here, the
officers concede for purposes of this appeal that “[n]one
of the troopers could identify any person at the gather¬
ing as having been on the road.” Defendants could not,
then, have reasonably thought that indiscriminate
mass arrests without probable cause were lawful under
these circumstances. See United States v. Perea, 986
F.2d 633, 642-43 (2d Cir. 1993) (“A warrantless arrest
is unlawful absent probable cause.”). Without the abil¬
ity to identify those individuals who had entered the
1-81 roadway, defendants cannot rely on § 240.20 to
justify their actions.

Quite simply, on the facts alleged, we cannot say
as a matter of law that the police had an objectively
reasonable basis to conclude that the plaintiffs pre¬
sented a clear and present danger of imminent harm
or other threat to the public at the time of the arrests.
Defendants were accordingly not entitled to qualified
immunity,

3) The absence of a dispersal order violated
First Amendment rights.

Plaintiffs’ facts, as alleged, would also give rise to a
separate First Amendment violation even if the NYSP
had a lawful basis to interfere with the demonstration.
Indeed, while defendants repeatedly invoke the need
to disperse the crowd as their coup de grace - even
claiming that “dispersal [is] the essence of plaintiffs’
First Amendment claims” — they completely ignore
an important predicate of their defense: the order to
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disperse. Here, defendants concede that they issued no
dispersal order and instead stood in a “skirmish line,”
waited thirty-five seconds, and then charged into the
crowd, arresting protesters indiscriminately. 5 They
further concede that most demonstrators (including
many, if not all, of the plaintiffs) had not ventured out
onto the Interstate and that they could not identify
any of the demonstrators who had. As we noted
earlier, plaintiffs had an undeniable right to continue
their peaceable protest activities, even when some
in the demonstration might have transgressed the
law. Claiborne Hardware, 458 U.S. at 908. Plaintiffs
still enjoyed First Amendment protection, and absent
imminent harm, the troopers could not simply
disperse them without giving fair warning. City of
Chicago v. Morales, 527 U.S. 41, 58 (1999) (“[T]he

purpose of the fair notice requirement [in disorderly
conduct statutes] is to enable the ordinary citizen to
conform his or her conduct to the law.”); Feiner, 340
U.S. at 321 (finding no First Amendment violation
where imminence of disorder was “coupled with
petitioner’s deliberate defiance of the police” and their
orders to disperse); N.Y. Penal Law § 240.20(6) (failure

to heed lawful police order to disperse gathering in
public place constitutes disorderly conduct); accord
Dellums v. Powell, 566 F.2d 167, 181 n.31 (D.C. Cir.
1977) (Where “[t]he record . . . indicates that not all of
the arrestees were violent or obstructive or noisy . . .
[and] only a small minority of the demonstrators were

5 The NYSP argues that they confronted a situation of immi¬
nent harm. As we have repeatedly stated, however, our limited
appellate jurisdiction here precludes us from viewing the facts as
defendants assert them. We thus have no occasion to determine
whether police would be permitted to disperse without warning a
crowd more akin to a mob than the peaceful protest plaintiffs

describe.
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involved in any mischief,” notice and time to comply
with a dispersal order is required.).6 To the extent
there was no imminent harm, plaintiffs’ version of
facts does not give rise to circumstances that would
have suggested police need not have given a dispersal
order as a matter of law.

In the end, the district court properly concluded that
the facts as alleged by plaintiffs demonstrate that
defendants violated plaintiffs’clearly established First
Amendment rights “of which a reasonable person
would have known.” Hope, 536 U.S. at 739. Accord¬
ingly, defendants are not entitled to qualified immun¬
ity as a matter of law on plaintiffs’ First Amendment
claim.

B. The Fourth Amendment

The Fourth Amendment protects individuals from
the government’s use of excessive force when detain¬
ing or arresting individuals. See Thomas, 165 F.3d at
143. When determining whether police officers have
employed excessive force in the arrest context, the
Supreme Court has instructed that courts should
examine whether the use of force is objectively unrea¬
sonable “in light of the facts and circumstances con-

6 In some cases, the Supreme Court has recognized that even
an order to disperse would not divest demonstrators of their right
to protest. In Cox v. Louisiana, 379 U.S. 559 (1965) (“Cox IT), the
police knew of and explicitly permitted a civil rights demonstra¬
tion to gather near the municipal courthouse. Minutes after the
protest had started, however, officials attempted to disperse the
crowd and arrested those who did not comply with the order. The
Cox II court reversed the convictions of those arrested, noting
“it is clear that the dispersal order did not remove the protection
accorded appellant by the original grant of permission.” Id.
at 573.
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fronting them, without regard to [the officers’] under¬
lying intent or motivation.” Graham v. Connor, 490
U.S. 386, 397 (1989). The touchstone of the inquiry,
then, is reasonableness, and in measuring it, “we con¬
sider the facts and circumstances of each particular
case, including the crime committed, its severity, the
threat of danger to the officer and society, and whether
the suspect is resisting or attempting to evade arrest.”
Thomas, 165 F.3d at 143. We are, of course, mindful
that the reasonableness inquiry does not allow us to
substitute our own viewpoint; we must judge the
officer's actions “from the perspective of a reasonable
officer on the scene, rather than with the 20/20 vision
of hindsight.” Graham, 490 U.S. at 396. Indeed, the
Supreme Court has cautioned that in analyzing
excessive force claims, courts must make “allowance
for the fact that police officers are often forced to make
split-second judgments - in circumstances that are
tense, uncertain, and rapidly evolving - about the
amount of force that is necessary in a particular
situation.” Id. at 397.

At the outset, defendants argue that the district
court did not apply the reasonableness test as
announced in Graham in evaluating whether they
were entitled to qualified immunity on plaintiffs’
excessive force claims, but rather examined only
whether defendants had probable cause to arrest
plaintiffs. The court's analysis was based, defendants
contend, on a misreading of this Court's decision in
Atkins v. New York City, 143 F.3d 100 (2d Cir. 1998).

The court below appears to have extrapolated from
Atkins the legal proposition that “unless State Defend¬
ants had probable cause for the arrests that they
made, any force that they used in making those arrests
was excessive.” Jones, 2005 WL 928667, at *9. Because
factual questions regarding whether the NYSP had
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probable cause to arrest defendants remained in dis¬
pute, the court denied summary judgment on plain¬
tiffs excessive force claims. Defendants claim that
given this misreading of Atkins, the district court’s
analysis was flawed and the issue of qualified immun¬
ity for plaintiffs’ excessive force claim should be
remanded for determination under the reasonableness
test.

There has been disagreement among the lower
courts about the breadth and scope of our Atkins
decision.7 In that case, the jury returned a verdict in
favor of the plaintiff on both his excessive force and
false arrest claims and awarded him $1 in nominal
damages, but nothing in compensatory damages de¬
spite the undisputed fact that plaintiff had been hurt
during the arrest. Atkins, 143 F.3d at 102. The Court
determined that Atkins would be entitled to compen¬
satory damages for his excessive force claim only if he
could prove that his “injuries were proximately caused
by the constitutional violation.” Id. at 103. Because
“there was never a moment when force applied by [the

police officer] could have been found to be lawful,”
given the jury’s verdict on excessive force and false
arrest, this Court reasoned, Atkins was entitled to
some amount of compensatory damages for his inju-

7 Compare Zellner v. Summerlin, 399 F. Supp. 2d 154, 164
(E.D.N.Y. 2005) (finding no bright-line rule in Atkins that any
force used in an arrest that lacked probable cause is excessive)

with Frobel v. County of Broome, 419 F. Supp. 2d 212, 220
(N.D.N.Y. 2005) (“Any force used in effecting an unlawful seizure
of the person is considered excessive and unlawful.”); Black v.
Town of Harrison, No. 02 Civ. 2097, 2002 WL 31002824, at *6
(S.D.N.Y. Sept. 5, 2002) (same); LaLonde v. Bates, 166 F. Supp.
2d 713, 719 (N.D.N.Y. 2001) (same); Scott v. Sinagra, 167 F.
Supp. 2d 509, 515 (N.D.N.Y. 2001) (same).
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ries. Id. In explaining this reasoning, the Court sug¬
gested that “if the jury believed Atkins started to
swing at [the officer] (for which he was arrested), the
force used in connection with the arrest was unlawful
because the arrest was found to be unlawful.” Id.

This latter sentence has engendered undue confu¬
sion. See supra at n.7. The issue in Atkins was the
incongruity between the jury verdict and the damages
awarded. Given the jury’s determination that Atkins
did not use force sufficient to justify the police using
force against him and that he had in fact suffered
injuries during his encounter with the police, the
primary and necessary holding in our decision was
that Atkins’ injuries were at least in part proximately
caused by the unconstitutional application of force by
the police. As such, Atkins was entitled to some award
of compensatory, rather than nominal, damages.
There was accordingly no need for this Court in Atkins
to reach the question of whether any force used in an
arrest lacking probable cause is per se excessive. Such
a construction would read the highly fact-specific
situation in which Atkins arose too broadly because it
would appear to suggest that any force employed by a
police officer would be unlawful so long as probable
cause did not exist, even if the detainee had
threatened the officer with significant harm. We are
further mindful that the Supreme Court held in
Graham that "all claims that law enforcement officers
have used excessive force . . . should be analyzed under
the . . . ‘reasonableness’ standard” of the Fourth
Amendment, thereby establishing a general require¬
ment. 490 U.S. at 395 (emphasis in original). The
Atkins court clearly did not intend to create or sub¬
stitute a new standard for arrests lacking probable
cause, and the reasonableness test established in
Graham remains the applicable test for determining
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when excessive force has been used, including those
cases where officers allegedly lack probable cause to
arrest.

This Court has remanded cases where a district
court failed to reach an issue of qualified immunity,
see Francis v. Coughlin, 849 F.2d 778, 780 (2d Cir.
1988), but we have also addressed the merits of the
issue itself on appeal, especially “where the record
plainly reveals the existence of genuine issues of mate¬
rial fact relating to the qualified immunity defense.”
Hurlman v. Rice, 927 F.2d 74, 82 (2d Cir. 1991).

Because the extensive factual record reveals that
material issues already exist concerning the excessive
force claims which the district court did not dismiss,8
we see no reason to remand this issue here, where
as a matter of law, defendants would not be entitled
to qualified immunity on the facts as alleged by
plaintiffs.

Because no party has contested that plaintiffs’ ver¬
sion, if true, would establish a constitutional depriva¬
tion, our analysis on the qualified immunity defense
for the excessive force claim rests solely on the rea¬
sonableness of defendants’ actions. Under plaintiffs’
view of the record, the State troopers indiscriminately
arrested some, but not all, plaintiffs and broke up
the May 18 demonstration on private property; in the
course of these actions, they allegedly employed exces¬
sive force against certain plaintiffs, some of whom
were arrested and some of whom were not. Our review
of the record shows that each plaintiff who has brought
an excessive force claim has alleged sufficient facts

8 The district court dismissed plaintiffs Marissa Horton and
Verna Montour’s excessive force claims in its March 28 decision.
Jones, 2005 WL 928667, at *1 n.l, reconsideration denied, 2005
WL 928666, at *2 (N.D.N.Y. Apr. 20, 2005).
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from which a reasonable factfinder could find that the
NYSP employed excessive force in arresting and dis¬
persing members of the demonstration. For example,
plaintiffs allege that without provocation, the NYSP
threw several plaintiffs to the ground, including an
eleven-year-old girl and an elderly medicine woman;
beat various plaintiffs with batons; kicked and punched
several of them; and pushed at least one man, who was
praying, to the ground and choked him.

In sum, after conducting a de novo review, we hold
that the district court’s ultimate determination in
denying defendants’ motion for summary judgment on
the excessive force claims was correct despite its
understandable reliance on dicta in Atkins.

III. Qualified Immunity under State Law

The district court held that because “state law
governs a defendant’s entitlement to qualified immun¬
ity with respect to state-law claims, see Napolitano
v. Flynn, 949 F.2d 617, 621 (2d Cir. 1991) (citation

omitted), and current New York law does not provide
police defendants with a qualified immunity defense
with respect to state-law claims, the Court may only
consider the issue of qualified immunity with regard
to Plaintiffs’ federal-law claims.” Jones, 2005 WL
928667, at *6 n.8. New York law, however, does grant
government officials qualified immunity on state-law
claims except where the officials’ actions are under¬
taken in bad faith or without a reasonable basis. See
Blouin ex rel. Estate ofPouliot v. Spitzer, 356 F.3d 348,
364 (2d Cir. 2004) (“The New York courts recognize the
defense of qualified immunity to shield the govern¬
ment official from liability unless that action is taken
in bad faith or without a reasonable basis.”); Arteaga
v. State, 72 N.Y.2d 212, 216-17 (1998). The district
court thus erred in holding the contrary.
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Plaintiffs do not attempt to defend the district
court’s interpretation of New York law, but rather con¬
tend that “[e]ven if the [qualified immunity] defense did
apply to Plaintiffs’ state claims, defendants’ defense
would necessarily depend on the same ‘reasonable¬
ness’at issue with respect to Plaintiffs’federal claims.”
We agree.

As with our determination on defendants’ assertion
of qualified immunity on plaintiffs’ excessive force
claims, we see no reason to remand where, as here,
“the record plainly reveals the existence of genuine
issues of material fact relating to the qualified immun¬
ity defense.” Hurlman, 927 F.2d at 82. New York
courts are no different in this regard. Simpkin v. City

of Troy, 638 N.Y.S.2d 231, 232 (3d Dep’t 1996)

(“Clearly, without a factual resolution of the sharply
conflicting versions of these events, it is not possible
to determine whether defendants are qualifiedly
immune.”); Hayes v. City of Amsterdam, 770 N.Y.S.2d
138, 141 (3d Dep’t 2003) (same).

Plaintiffs’ remaining state-law claims focus on the
reasonableness of the State troopers in arresting and
detaining them, including whether the defendants’
actions resulted in false arrest and imprisonment,
malicious prosecution, assault, battery or the inten¬
tional or negligent infliction of emotional distress. The
resolution of these claims rests heavily on the same
facts that form the heart of the federal claims. For
instance, under New York law, qualified immunity
in the context of a claim of false arrest depends on
whether it was objectively reasonable for the police
to believe that they had probable cause to arrest.
Simpkin, 638 N.Y.S.2d at 232; see also Boyd v. City of
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New York, 336 F.3d 72, 75 (2d Cir. 2003). This question
was at the center of the district court’s Fourth
Amendment excessive force analysis, see Jones, 2005
WL 928667, at *9-*12, and that court’s conclusions
were correct: the numerous disputed material facts
precluded the grant of qualified immunity. This analy¬
sis also applies to, and controls, the qualified immun¬
ity questions presented under New York law.

Because the remaining state-law claims present
similar unresolved issues, we need not remand the
state-law qualified immunity question here.

IV. Pendant Jurisdiction over Plaintiffs’ Cross-
Appeal

Having dealt with the merits of defendants’ appeal,
we turn now to plaintiffs’ cross-appeal. Plaintiffs ask
this Court to exercise pendent jurisdiction over a
number of claims, including the dismissal of their
First Amendment conspiracy, equal protection and
Fourth Amendment false arrest and imprisonment
claims; the grants of summary judgment to defendants
Walsh and NYSP Superintendent McMahon; the sua
sponte rulings dismissing all claims against Onondaga
County, its Sheriffs Department, and NYSP troopers
Bender and Obrist; and the grant of summary judg¬
ment to all defendants with respect to plaintiffs
Marissa Horton and Verna Montour’s excessive force
claims. Under the collateral order doctrine, “a district
court’s denial of a claim of qualified immunity, to the
extent that it turns on an issue of law [and not of fact],
is an appealable ‘final decision’ within the meaning of
28 U.S.C. § 1291 notwithstanding the absence of a
final judgment.” Mitchell v. Forsyth, 472 U.S. 511, 530
(1985). When we take such an appeal, we may exercise
pendent jurisdiction over other issues that are not
ordinarily subject to interlocutory review only when:
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(1) they are “inextricably intertwined” with the deter¬
mination of qualified immunity; or (2) their resolution
is “necessary to ensure meaningful review” of the
district court’s ruling on qualified immunity. Swint v.
Chambers County Comm’n, 514 U.S. 35, 51 (1995); see
also id. at 49 (cautioning that “a rule loosely allowing
pendent appellate jurisdiction would encourage par¬
ties to parlay [appealable] collateral orders into multi¬
issue interlocutory appeal tickets”). Finally, we are
mindful that “[p]endent appellate jurisdiction is a
procedural device that rarely should be used because
of the danger of abuse” and that accordingly, we must
exercise such jurisdiction “[o]nly in exceptional cir¬
cumstances.” Natale v. Town of Ridgefield, 927 F.2d
101, 104 (2d Cir. 1991) (citation omitted).

Each finding on which plaintiffs seek to cross appeal
involves issues entirely separate and distinct from the
qualified immunity analysis at issue here, including
the district court’s determinations on the subjective
intent in plaintiffs’ conspiracy claims, see Crawford-El
v. Britton, 523 U.S. 574, 588 (1998) (articulating a
“single objective standard” for evaluating qualified
immunity and stating that “[e]vidence concerning the
defendant’s subjective intent is simply irrelevant to
that defense”); on plaintiffs’ failure properly to include
defendants in their captions; on claims of parties who
are not before this court on appeal, see Kaluczky v.
City of White Plains, 57 F.3d 202, 207 (2d Cir. 1995)
(IA] claim involving a ‘pendent party’ is an ‘unrelated
question’ that cannot be resolved under pendent
jurisdiction.”); and on issues of respondeat superior
and supervisor liability, see Swint, 514 U.S. at 51
(finding no pendent jurisdiction over county commis¬
sion’s appeal where “[t]he individual defendants’ qual¬
ified immunity turns on whether they violated clearly
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established federal law [while.1 the county commis¬
sion’s liability turns on the allocation of law enforce¬
ment power in Alabama”). Thus, we have no jurisdic¬
tion over plaintiffs’ cross-appeal because there are no
issues before us “inextricably intertwined” with our
qualified immunity analysis.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, we AFFIRM the judg¬
ment of the district court denying qualified immunity
and DISMISS plaintiffs’ cross-appeal for lack of
jurisdiction.
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Syracuse, New York 13204

OF COUNSEL:
TIMOTHY MULVEY, ESQ.

Assistant Attorney General

THERESE WILEY DANCKS, United States
Magistrate Judge

MEMORANDUM-DECISION and ORDER

I. INTRODUCTION

This case has a long, complicated, and varied litiga¬
tion history. According to the Court’s docket, there are
ninety-two named Plaintiffs in all, and fifty-one
named Defendants. Many additional individuals were
named in the suit when it was commenced, but have
since been terminated as parties for various reasons.
According to the docket, the law firm of Hoffman,
Hubert & Hoffman (“Hoffman”), by counsel Terrance
J. Hoffman, Esq., represents forty-nine Plaintiffs;
the law firm of Morvillo, Abramowitz, Grand, Iason &
Anello, P.C. (“Morvillo”), through several individual
attorneys, represents forty-three Plaintiffs. 1 The

1 There are some discrepancies in the motion papers as to the
exact number and representation of parties when compared to the
Court’s docket. See Dkt. No. 495-3 f f 2, 23 (Hoffman indicates
that firm represents fifty-two Plaintiffs. However, Martha Bucktooth,
whom Hoffman lists in the moving papers as being represented
by that firm, is listed on the docket as being represented by
Morvillo. Margerete Skye, Holly John, and Leighann Neff are not
listed as parties on the docket, but Hoffman lists them as clients
in the moving papers. Mona Logan is listed on the docket as being
represented by both Hoffman and Morvillo. Steven Lee Skye and
Francis E. Kloch, as Executor of the Estate of Anthony J. Kloch,
Jr., are listed on the docket as being represented by Hoffman, but
are not named as being represented by Hoffman in the moving
papers.); Dkt. No. 510 H 3 (indication of fifty-one Plaintiffs
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Attorney General of New York State represents fifty of
the named Defendants, and the law firm of Hiscock &
Barclay, LLP, represents one Defendant, Joseph W.
Smith.

Presently pending before the Court is a motion by
Hoffman to withdraw as counsel to some of the Plain¬
tiffs that firm represents, namely Plaintiffs Ronald
Jones, Jr., Debbie Jones, Nikki Jones, Shawn Jones,
Karoniaka (Yackta) Jones, Karen Jones, Karen Jones,
as Administratrix of the Estate of Ronald Jones, Sr.,
Karen Jones, as Administratrix of the Estate of
Ruth Jones, Ross John, Tekarontake Paul Delaronde,
Kahentinetha Horn, and Gerald Logan, Jr. (Dkt. No.
495). The Hoffman motion also seeks an attorney charg¬
ing lien. Id. The Morvillo firm moves to withdraw
from representation of all of the Plaintiffs represented
by that firm. (Dkt. No. 498.) Plaintiffs Robert E.
Bucktooth, Jr. and Cheryl Bucktooth object to the
motion made by Morvillo. (Dkt. No. 501.) Hoffman
partially opposes the motion of Morvillo to the extent
that the motion seeks withdrawal from representation
of all Plaintiffs represented by Morvillo. (Dkt. No.
506.) Plaintiffs Kathy Melissa Smith and Malcolm
Hill object to Morvillo’s motion. (Dkt. No. 508.) The
Defendants, with the exception of Defendant Joseph
W. Smith who takes no position on the motions, oppose
both motions. (Dkt. No. 510.) Plaintiff Kahentinetha
Horn opposes the Hoffman motion. (Dkt. No. 512.)

Plaintiff Ronald Jones, Jr., opposes the Hoffman
motion. (Dkt. No. 514.) Plaintiff Kenneth Kappelmeier
filed a “Petition to Strike” Morvillo’s motion, which the
Court construes as opposition to that motion. (Dkt. No.

represented by Hoffman and forty-three Plaintiffs represented by
Morvillo). These discrepancies do not affect the Court’s deter¬
mination of the pending motions.
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518.) Morvillo filed a reply with permission. (Dkt. No.
522.) Also with permission of the Court, many of
these filings were made under seal and/or in redacted
format and/or were served on other parties in redacted
format due to the sensitive nature of the information
contained therein pertaining to the attorney-client
relationships at issue.

For the reasons set forth below, the Hoffman motion
is granted in part and denied in part, and the Morvillo
motion is granted in part and denied in part.

II. CLAIMS AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

Briefly, the Native American Plaintiffs gathered for
a ceremonial fire on Plaintiff Andrew Jones’ property
in May of 1997. Shortly after the gathering com¬
menced, members of the New York State Police came
onto Mr. Jones’ property, beat many gatherers, and
arrested twenty-four people. A civil complaint was
filed in March of 1998 alleging, among other claims,
civil rights violations. (Dkt. No. 1.) A detailed sum¬
mary of the legal claims originally asserted in this
action, and a detailed description of the incident giving
rise to this action, are set forth in District Court Judge
Scullin’s Memorandum-Decision and Order of March
28, 2005 (Dkt. No. 387, as modified by Dkt. No. 395),
and reference is made to that Memorandum-Decision
and Order for a summary of those legal claims and a
description of that incident. Litigation proceeded for
several years. After Defendants’ motion for summary
judgment on the issue of qualified immunity was
decided, and affirmed by the Second Circuit Court of
Appeals, Jones v. Parmley, 465 F.3d 46 (2d Cir. 2006),
the following claims remain: (1) alleged First Amend¬
ment violations brought by all Plaintiffs against all
Defendants for disrupting the subject gathering;
(2) alleged Fourth Amendment violations for excessive
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force brought by Plaintiffs Andrew Jones, Holly Lyons,
Robert Bucktooth, Jr., Kenneth Kappelmeier, Malcolm
Hill, Kathy Melissa Smith, Kevin Henhawk, Gerald
Logan, Jr., Anthony Kloch (now deceased), and Marie
Peter against Defendants Slade, Jecko, Clark, Barlow,
Zubrzycko, Miner, Darstein, Buttenschon, Chris A.
Smith, Brown, Scleiser, Ashbarry, Leadley, Williams,
Gloria Wood, Bonner, Burgos, Dougherty, Dye, Free,
Greenwood, Kealy, Little, Morse, Murray, Randazzo,
Riley, and Frederick A. Smith; and (3) state law claims
of alleged false arrest, assault and battery, malicious
prosecution, intentional infliction of emotional dis¬
tress, and negligent infliction of emotional distress
against all Defendants. (See generally Dkt. Nos. Ill,
146, 387, and 395; Dkt. No. 510-2 at 2.2)

Thereafter, settlement discussions began with the
consent of all parties and, in an effort to continue
the settlement process, former U.S. Magistrate Judge
George Lowe conducted a summary trial where the
parties presented evidence, but no live witnesses,
regarding claims and defenses. (Text Minute Entry
4/9/2008.) Judge Lowe issued an advisory opinion
determining that the issue of liability would in all
likelihood be decided in favor of the Plaintiffs, but that
most Plaintiffs would likely receive nominal damages,
while some Plaintiffs should obtain a reasonable set¬
tlement. (Dkt. No. 498-3 at 27-64.) Judge Lowe also
suggested that punitive damages were unlikely to be
awarded.Id. Settlement negotiations were more actively
pursued by the parties after the advisory opinion was
issued.

2 Page citations to the Court’s docket entries refer to the page
numbers automatically inserted by the Court’s electronic filing
system.
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Over the next couple of years, settlement negotia¬
tions continued with the knowledge and consent of
Plaintiffs and ultimately resulted in a proposed
written settlement agreement by approximately Feb¬
ruary of 2012. (Dkt. No. 498-3 at 10.) Plaintiffs
attorneys then obtained written authorization from
most of the Plaintiffs to enter into the settlement
agreement. The Plaintiffs held meetings and medi¬
ation sessions with their attorneys, and the Court
appointed mediator, former Magistrate Judge Lowe.
(See generally Dkt. Nos. 474, 475, 478, 479, and
481; and Text Minute Entries 7/18/2012, 9/4/2012,
11/8/2012, 1/7/2013, 1/28/2013, 3/5/2013, and 7/17/2013.)

On consent of the Defendants, the Court also held an
ex parte two-day settlement conference with the
Plaintiffs, Plaintiffs’ counsel, and former Magistrate
Judge Lowe as the mediator, but ultimately some
of the Plaintiffs would not agree to the settlement.
(Dkt. No. 483; Text Minute Entries 10/15/2013 and
10/16/2013.)

During the course of settlement negotiations, differ¬
ences between Plaintiffs’ counsel and some Plaintiffs
arose regarding strategy in how the case should
proceed, and what issues should be litigated. (See

generally Dkt. Nos. 495 and 498.) Certain Plaintiffs
stopped communications with counsel, and failed to
respond to counsel’s efforts to contact them about
issues relevant to the case. Id. Hostility arose between
some Plaintiffs and their counsel. Id.

Hoffman asserts that a conflict of interest exists
because they cannot agree with certain Plaintiffs
about litigation and/or settlement strategies, and the
attorney-client relationship has broken down between
attorney Hoffman and some of the Plaintiffs. (Dkt.

No. 495.) Thus Hoffman argues withdrawal from
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representation of those Plaintiffs is necessary. Id.
Morvillo likewise asserts conflicts of interest due to
disagreement about litigation and settlement strate¬
gies, and argue the firm cannot move forward in good
faith with this litigation advancing what Morvillo
identifies as claims not asserted in the action. (Dkt.

No. 498.) Morvillo also contends that the attorney-
client relationship has broken down between that
office and certain Plaintiffs, and Plaintiffs have dis¬
putes amongst themselves. Id. Morvillo notes that
these problems, coupled with the failure to be paid by
a third party who originally agreed to fund Morvillo’s
representation of its Plaintiffs in the litigation, are
sufficient to permit withdrawal from representation of
all forty-three of the Plaintiffs that firm represents- Id,

III. LEGAL STANDARD

Withdrawal of counsel in a civil case is governed by
Local Rule 83.2(b) which provides:

An attorney who has appeared may withdraw
only upon notice to the client and all parties
to the case and an order of the Court, upon a
finding of good cause, granting leave to with¬
draw .... Unless the Court orders otherwise,
withdrawal of counsel, with or without the
consent of the client, shall not result in the
extension of any of the deadlines contained an
any case management orders ... or the
adjournment of a trial ready or trial date.

N.D.N.Y. L.R. 83.2(b).

“Whether to grant or deny a motion to withdraw as
counsel ‘falls to the sound discretion of the trial court.’”
Stair v. Calhoun, 722 F. Supp. 2d 258, 264 (E.D.N.Y.

2010) (quoting In re Albert, 277 B.R. 38, 47 (Bankr.

S.D.N.Y. 2002)). In determining whether good cause
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has been shown for withdrawal, federal courts look to
the various codes of professional responsibility, although
courts are not bound by the codes. See Whiting u.
Lacara, 187 F.3d 317, 321 (2d Cir. 1999) (referring to
the Code of Professional Responsibility to illustrate
both mandatory and permissive situations for with¬
drawal of counsel); Heck-Johnson v. First Unurn Life
Ins. Co., No. 01-CV-1739 (GLS/RFT), 2006 WL 1228841,
at *4, 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 26265, at *10 (N.D.N.Y.

May 4, 2006) (citing to the New York State Code of
Professional Responsibility, which is based upon the
Model Code). Courts must analyze “the reasons for
withdrawal and the impact of the withdrawal on the
timing of the proceeding.” Karimian u. Time Equities,
Inc., No. 10 Civ. 3773 (AKH/JCF), 2011 WL 1900092,
at *2, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 51916, at *3-4 (S.D.N.Y.

May 11, 2011). “The court must ensure . . . that the
prosecution of the suit is not disrupted by the with¬
drawal of counsel.” Brown v. Natl Survival Games,
Inc., No. 91-CV-221 (HGM), 1994 WL 660533, at * 3,
1994 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 16572, at *9 (N.D.N.Y. Nov. 18,
1994) (citation omitted).

There is no concrete standard for what constitutes a
satisfactory reason for withdrawal, but district courts
in the Second Circuit in reviewing reasons for with¬
drawal have found “the existence of an irreconcilable
conflict between attorney and client is a proper basis
for the attorney to cease representing his client.” Lan
v. AOL Time Warner, Inc., No. 11 Civ. 2870(LBS)(JCF),
2011 WL 5170311, at *1, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
126549, at *3 (S.D.N.Y. Oct. 31, 2011) (citation and
punctuation omitted) (collecting cases). Further, an
attorney may have valid reasons to withdraw when
the client insists that the attorney pursue claims that
are not part of a lawsuit or call witnesses the attorney
deems detrimental to the case. See Whiting, 187 F.3d
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317, 322 (citing Model Code DR 2-110(C)(l)(a)). Lack
of communication with the client, lack of cooperation,
and an “acrimonious relationship” with the client may
be good cause for withdrawal. Munoz v. City of New
York, No. 04 Civ. 1105CJGK), 2008 WL 2843804, at *1,
2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 55297, at *2 (S.D.N.Y. July 15,
2008). However, a client’s refusal to accept a settle¬
ment offer and failure to pay legal fees are not valid
reasons on their own to permit withdrawal. See, e.g.,
Vaughn v. Am. Tel. & Tel. Co., No. 96 Civ. 0989 (LAK),
1998 WL 760230, at *1, 1998 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 17129,
at *3 (S.D.N.Y. Oct. 30, 1998) (refusal of a client to
accept settlement offer “does not amount to good cause
for withdrawal” without further compelling reasons);
Whiting, 187 F.3d at 321 (nonpayment of certain
disputed fees asserted without sufficient particularity
not enough to justify withdrawal, but withdrawal
permitted on other grounds); Burack v. Epstein, No. 88
CIV. 4433 (JES), 1990 WL 129176, at * 1, 1990 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 11497, at *5 (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 30, 1990)
(withdrawal not permitted where attorney made insuf¬
ficient showing of client’s failure to pay litigation
expenses and agreement was unclear regarding such
expenses).

When considering the impact of withdrawal, courts
consider the prejudice withdrawal may cause to other
litigants, the harm the withdrawal might cause to the
administration of justice, and the degree to which
withdrawal will delay the resolution of the case. See
Bruce Lee Enterprises, LLC v. A.V.E.L.A., Inc., No.
1:10 C 2333(MEA), 2014 WL 1087934, at * 3, 2014 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 37574, at *11 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 19, 2014)
(court must weigh the impact of withdrawal on the
progress of the action and take into account the
prejudice, harm, and burden to client, the lawyer, and
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the judicial system which may be caused by the
withdrawal) (citations omitted).

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Hoffman Motion to Withdraw

The Hoffman firm asserts that a conflict of interest
exists because they cannot agree with certain Plain¬
tiffs about litigation and/or settlement strategies, and
the attorney-client relationship has broken down
between attorney Hoffman and some of the Plaintiffs.
(Dkt. No. 495.) Thus, Hoffman argues withdrawal
from representation of Plaintiffs Ronald Jones, Jr.,
Debbie Jones, Nikki Jones, Shawn Jones, Karoniaka
(Yackta) Jones, Karen Jones, Karen Jones, as
Administratrix of the Estate of Ronald Jones, Sr.,
Karen Jones, as Administratrix of the Estate of Ruth
Jones, Ross John, Tekarontake (Paul Delaronde),
Kahentinetha Horn, and Gerald Logan, Jr., is
necessary. Id.

1. Gerald Logan, Jr.

The arguments advanced by Hoffman for seeking to
be relieved as counsel to Gerald Logan, Jr. (“Logan”),
concerning communication issues are adequate to be
relieved as his counsel. (Dkt. No. 495-3 at 8-9.) The
Court has not received any communication from Logan
indicating he objects to the motion. Without making a
specific determination at this time that Logan has
abandoned his claims, the Court finds that Hoffman
has sufficiently shown that communication problems
exist to such an extent that Hoffman’s withdrawal
from representation of Logan is appropriate. Munoz,
2008 WL 2843804, at *1.

2. Ronald Jones, Jr.

Hoffman bases the motion for withdrawal from
representation of Ronald Jones, Jr. on a “complete and
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utter breakdown of the lawyer/client relationship.”
(Dkt. No. 495-3 at10.) Although Plaintiff Ronald Jones,
Jr., opposes the application to withdraw (Dkt. No.
514), Hoffman has shown good cause for the with¬
drawal based upon the rancorous relationship that has
developed between the law firm and this Plaintiff. In
Heck-Johnson, the court granted counsel’s motion to
withdraw, holding that “[w]hen a client insists on
dictating legal strategies to the lawyer to the extent
that their relationship significantly deteriorates,
the situation may constitute the functional equivalent
of a conflict of interest establishing good cause to
withdraw.” Heck-Johnson, 2006 WL 1228841, at *3-4
(citations omitted). “Without revealing privileged confi¬
dences, it is readily apparent that there is a funda¬
mental conflict between . . . [Hoffman and Ronald
Jones, Jr.] concerning legal strategy that has caused
their relationship to deteriorate.” Id. at *4. Hoffman’s
submissions, including those filed publically and those
submitted under seal with permission of the Court,
reveal that Plaintiff Ronald Jones, Jr., insists on
pressing claims that are not part of the present
lawsuit. The Court finds Hoffman has shown a func¬
tional equivalent of a conflict of interest that amounts
to good cause for permitting withdrawal. Id.

3. Debbie Jones, Nikki Jones, Shawn Jones,
Karoniaka (Yackta) Jones, Karen Jones,
Karen Jones, as Administratrix of the
Estate of Ronald Jones, Sr., and Karen
Jones, as Administratrix of the Estate of
Ruth Jones

Hoffman’s motion regarding the other Jones family
member Plaintiffs he represents center on failure to
communicate and cooperate with counsel, as well as a
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break down of the lawyer/client relationship concern¬
ing Karen Jones. (Dkt. No. 495-3 at 13-14.) None of
these Plaintiffs have opposed the motion. Hoffman’s
submissions detail efforts to communicate with these
Plaintiffs to no avail. The Court finds that Hoffman
has shown evidence of a strained relationship with
these Plaintiffs sufficient to grant the motion to with¬
draw. Munoz, 2008 WL 2843804, at *1 (withdrawal

permitted where the law firm showed a lack of
communication between plaintiff and counsel and an
acrimonious relationship that had developed); Callahan
v. Consolidated Edison Co. of New York, Inc., No.
00CIV.6542LAKKNF, 2002 WL 1424593, at *1, 2002
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 11791, at *2 (S.D.N.Y. July 1, 2002)
(“[f]ailure of a client to cooperate with counsel in the
prosecution or defense of an action by, among other
things, failing to communicate with counsel, has been
found to be an adequate basis . . .” to permit
withdrawal by the attorney).

4. Ross John and Tekarontake Paul
Delaronde

Plaintiffs Ross John (“John”) and Tekarontake Paul
Delaronde (“Delaronde”) had previously agreed to the
proposed settlement, but at an ex parte settlement
conference with the Court on October 16, 2013, where
Plaintiffs, Plaintiffs’ counsel, and mediator George
Lowe were present, both of these Plaintiffs withdrew
their consent to the settlement. (Dkt. No. 495-3 at 14-
15.) In the course of so doing, hoth of these Plaintiffs
expressed a desire to see claims pursued in the litiga¬
tion that are not part of the Constitutional violations
or other claims alleged in the lawsuit. Id. Neither John
nor Delaronde oppose the Hoffman motion. Similarly
as to the Hoffman motion regarding Ronald Jones, Jr.,
the Court finds Hoffman has shown a functional
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equivalent of a conflict of interest that amounts to
good cause for permitting withdrawal because this
difference of opinion concerning legal strategy has
caused their relationship to significantly deteriorate.
Heck-Johnson, 2006 WL 1228841, at *4. Therefore,
withdrawal of Hoffman from representation of John
and Delaronde is appropriate.

5. Kahentinetha Horn

Hoffman moves to withdraw from representation of
Kahentinetha Horn (“Horn”) essentially based upon a
fundamental disagreement as to trial strategy, and
failure to cooperate. (Dkt. No. 495-3 at 16-18.) Horn
has submitted a letter to the Court in response to the
motion which is filed under seal pursuant to the
Court’s permission. (Dkt. No. 512.) Without revealing
any specific statements, the Court notes that state¬
ments made by Horn confirm that Horn also seeks to
pursue claims that are not part of the alleged Consti¬
tutional violations and other claims remaining in the
case. (Dkt. No. 512 at 2.) Additionally, submissions on
the motion by both Hoffman and Horn convince the
Court that communication between them has substan¬
tially deteriorated and a bitter relationship remains.
Thus, Hoffman has shown good cause to permit
withdrawal from representation of Horn. Munoz, 2008
WL 2843804, at *1.

6. General Conflict Between Plaintiffs in
Agreement with Settlement and Plain¬
tiffs not in Agreement with Settlement

Lastly, Hoffman asserts that hostile sentiments
between Plaintiffs who have agreed to the proposed
settlement and Plaintiffs who have not agreed create
an inherent conflict of interest in the office continuing
to represent all of the Hoffman Plaintiffs. (Dkt. No.
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495-3 at 18-19.) While the refusal of a single client to
accept a settlement offer may not amount to good
cause for withdrawal, such good cause has been found
where the client’s refusal to settle is coupled with other
compelling reasons to permit withdrawal. Vaughn, 1998
WL 760230, at *1 (motion to withdraw granted where
the attorney-client relationship generally broke down,
the client refused to settle, and the client insisted that
a claim lacking merit be pursued). The Court finds
that the disagreement between the Plaintiffs who
desire settlement and those Plaintiffs who do not,
combined with the significant problematic issues
outlined above between Hoffman and Ronald Jones,
Jr., Debbie Jones, Nikki Jones, Shawn Jones, Karoniaka
(Yackta) Jones, Karen Jones, Karen Jones, as
Administratrix of the Estate of Ronald Jones, Sr.,
Karen Jones, as Administratrix of the Estate of
Ruth Jones, Ross John, Tekarontake Paul Delaronde,
Kahentinetha Horn, and Gerald Logan, Jr., provide
further support to grant the Hoffman motion to
withdraw from representation of these specific Plain¬
tiffs, while remaining as counsel to the other forty
Plaintiffs.

B. Morvillo Motion to Withdraw

Morvillo moves to withdraw from representation of
all of the Plaintiffs represented by that firm. (Dkt. No.
498.) The motion is based upon claimed conflicts
between Morvillo and the Plaintiffs they represent,
and claimed conflicts among and between the Plain¬
tiffs they represent. Specifically regarding these conflicts,
Morvillo asserts that a breakdown has occurred in its
relationship with certain clients, that certain clients
may assert claims and defenses against one another,
and that there are disagreements as to strategy and
settlement. (Dkt. No. 498 at 4-11.) Morvillo also argues
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that they have not been paid since approximately
2008, and therefore should not be required to under¬
write a trial. Id. at 13.

1. Breakdown of Attorney-Client Relation¬
ship and Disagreement in Strategy and
Settlement

Morvillo asserts that the attorney-client relation¬
ship has broken down as to certain clients to such a
serious extent that withdrawal from representation
should be granted. (Dkt. No. 498-3 at 13-14.) With
regard to the settlement process, Morvillo notes that
thirty-eight of their clients originally agreed to the
settlement. Id. at 13. The dissenting Plaintiffs include
Robert E. Bucktooth, Jr., his children Nadine Bucktooth
and Robert Bucktooth, Andrew Jones, and Alfred
Logan. Id. at 13-14. In their sealed moving papers,
Morvillo points out certain interactions between their
firm and these five Plaintiffs which the Court agrees
show dysfunctional communication issues and sub¬
stantial disagreement regarding strategy and settlement
amounting to good cause for withdrawal from
representation of these five Plaintiffs. Id. at 13-14, 18-
23; see also Heck-Johnson, 2006 WL 1228841, at *3-4.

Morvillo also asserts that it has had a fundamental
breakdown in trial strategy regarding “many of its
clients,” yet Morvillo only points to specific instances
of fundamental differences of opinion regarding
litigation and trial strategy between their office and
Andrew Jones, Robert E. Bucktooth, Jr., and Cheryl
Bucktooth. Id. at 21-23; Dkt. No. 522 at 6-9. Notably,
Andrew Jones has not filed any opposition to the
motion and has verbally indicated he does not want
Morvillo to represent him. (Dkt. No. 498-3 at 14.)

Robert E. Bucktooth, Jr., and Cheryl Bucktooth filed
opposition to the motion. (Dkt. No. 501.) Information
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in their opposition confirms discordant and problem¬
atic communication issues with Morvillo. Id. As such,
the Court finds that Morvillo has shown additional
good cause to withdraw from representation of Plain¬
tiffs Robert E. Bucktooth, Jr., and Andrew Jones, as
well as Cheryl Bucktooth, based upon the breakdown
of the attorney-client relationship and substantial
differences of opinion concerning trial strategy.
Whiting, 187 F.3d at 319; Heck-Johnson, 2006 WL
1228841, at *4.

Accordingly, Morvillo has shown good cause
supporting withdrawal from representation of Robert
E. Bucktooth, Jr., Cheryl Bucktooth, their children
Nadine Bucktooth and Robert Bucktooth, Andrew
Jones, and Alfred Logan. However, good cause for
withdrawal has not been shown regarding any other
Plaintiff the Morvillo firm represents.

2. Disagreements Among Plaintiffs Repre¬
sented by Morvillo

In further support of the motion to withdraw from
representation of all of the Plaintiffs it represents,
Morvillo asserts that disagreements exist among
Plaintiffs which would potentially cause the firm “to
engage in cross-examination of former clients, includ¬
ing, at a minimum, Andrew Jones . . . .” (Dkt. No.
498-3 at 20; see also Dkt. No. 522 at 5-8.) Morvillo
generically asserts that they may need to cross-
examine “several former clients” without providing
specific information about any specific named Plain¬
tiffs other than Andrew Jones. Id.; see also Dkt. No.
522 at 5-8. Morvillo also asserts other conflicts between
clients, but again only provides specific information
concerning Andrew Jones, Robert E. Bucktooth, Jr.,
and Cheryl Bucktooth. Id. at 90; Dkt. No. 522 at 6-9.
Morvillo further claims these conflicts cannot be cured
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without complete withdrawal by the firm from
representation of all Plaintiffs. Id. at 21, 89.

The Court does not agree. First, Morvillo’s assertion
that it would need to vigorously cross-examine former
clients is premature and speculative at this juncture
based upon the information provided in the sealed
moving papers. Second, Morvillo indicates that if it is
relieved as counsel to all Plaintiffs, it will assist any
new counsel in getting “up to speed on the matter.” Id.
at 25. These claimed conflicts among the Plaintiffs
would then potentially persist with any new counsel.
Third, if necessary, the Court could appoint special
counsel to conduct any such cross-examination deemed
necessary and appropriate under the circumstances.
This approach would be much less damaging to the
Plaintiffs with whom Morvillo has failed to show any
specific instances of significant disagreement.

Most importantly, however, the Court must balance
the asserted conflict with the impact of withdrawal on
the lawsuit. See Whiting, 187 F.3d at 320-21 (“In

addressing motions to withdraw as counsel, district
courts have typically considered whether the prose¬
cution of the suit is likely to be disrupted by the
withdrawal of counsel.”) (citation and punctuation
omitted). Here, in a case involving fifty-one individu¬
ally named Defendants and at least ninety-two
individually named Plaintiffs, forty-three of whom are
represented by Morvillo, permitting complete with¬
drawal of Morvillo under the circumstances presented
is not warranted. Judicial economy and fairness to the
Plaintiffs for whom Morvillo has not shown a specific
substantial conflict dictate that Morvillo’s motion for
withdrawal from those Plaintiffs must be denied.
While there is still some discovery to be completed and
the case is not quite trial ready, this case has had a
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long and protracted history in litigation. It was
originally commenced in 1998. The vast majority of the
very extensive discovery is complete. Even though
dispositive motions may be made, relatively speaking
in the scheme of this litigation, this case is essentially
on the verge of trial. As so aptly stated in their
opposition to the Morvillo motion by Kathy Melissa
Smith and Malcolm Hill, two of the Plaintiffs Morvillo
represents, “The majority of clients that my attorneys
represent, including ourselves, on this case have been
nothing but cooperative. Everything they have advised
we have done. We have never been hostile or threaten¬
ing toward my attorneys. [ ] Our attorneys should not
be allowed to cause us apprehension and unease by
leaving us at such a critical time.” (Dkt. No. 508 at 1.)

To permit withdrawal of Morvillo from representa¬
tion of all forty-three of the Plaintiffs it represents
would cause significant interference with the trial
court’s management of its calendar and more
importantly cause significant unnecessary hardship
on the Plaintiffs who have been cooperative and with
whom no conflict or loss of trust has been sufficiently
shown by Morvillo. Complete withdrawal by Morvillo
from all Plaintiffs is not necessary or warranted under
the circumstances. See, e.g., In re World Trade Ctr.
Disaster Site Litig., 769 F. Supp. 2d 650 (S.D.N.Y.

2011) (attorney representing clients who had made
claims to, gave releases to, and received recoveries
from the Victim Compensation Fund (“VCF”) found to
have conflict of interest by virtue of his representation
of other clients in the action who had not given
releases; Court found appointment of special counsel
was necessary to advise clients who made claims to
VCF, but Court did not require attorney withdrawal
from representation of all other clients.)
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3. Morvillo’s Fees and Expenses

Morvillo notes that it hasn’t been paid since 2008 for
its work on this matter. (Dkt. No. 498-3 at 2, 23-24.)

Morvillo was originally retained by the Plaintiffs they
represent on the understanding of both Morvillo and
the Plaintiffs that the fees and expenses would be paid
by a third party. (Dkt. No. 498-1 at 19; Dkt. No. 501 at
1; Dkt. No. 508 at 1.) Apparently, through no fault of
the Plaintiffs represented by Morvillo, the third party
stopped paying Morvillo’s fees in 2008. (Dkt. No. 498-
3 at 23-24.) Morvillo argues that the non-payment of
fees coupled with the “fundamental differences, con¬
flicts, or difficulties with clients” provide enough
support to permit their office to withdraw. (Dkt. No.
498-1 at 19.)

Initially however, the Court notes that Morvillo has
offered no proof on the motion that they have billed the
third party or any of the Plaintiffs for any fees and
expenses since 2008. There has been no showing that
the Plaintiffs have deliberately disregarded an obliga¬
tion to pay the fees and expenses of the litigation
as they have been incurred. See Burack, 1990 WL
129176, at *1 (motion to withdraw denied where
attorney failed to show that clients “deliberately
disregarded” an obligation to pay expenses of the liti¬
gation) (citing N.Y. Code of Professional Responsibility
DR 2-110(c)(l)(f)). Next, as set forth above, Morvillo
has only shown satisfactory “fundamental differences,
conflicts, or difficulties” and specific problematic
encounters with certain Plaintiffs, namely Robert E.
Bucktooth, Jr., Nadine Bucktooth, Robert Bucktooth,
Cheryl Bucktooth, Andrew Jones, and Alfred Logan.
Lastly, Morvillo offers no explanation as to why they
waited approximately six years after they stopped
getting paid for their work to move to withdraw.
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The cases cited by Morvillo on this issue do not
compel a different result. In United States v. Lawrence
Aviation Indus., No. CV 06-4818(JFB)(ARL), 2011WL
601415, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 13777 (E.D.N.Y. Feb.
11, 2011), counsel moving to withdraw represented
only two of the named defendants and the court
permitted withdrawal of counsel in part because the
two corporate defendants did not oppose the motion.
Id. at *2. In Diarama Trading Co., Inc. v. J. Walter
Thompson U.S.A., Inc., No. 01 Civ. 2950(DAB), 2005
WL 1963945, 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 17008 (S.D.N.Y.

Aug. 15, 2005), the court permitted withdrawal of
counsel, but there was only one corporate plaintiff
represented by the moving law firm. Id. at *2. Here,
as noted above, Plaintiffs are individuals, not corpo¬
rations; Morvillo currently represents forty-three
Plaintiffs, only six of whom have been shown to have
substantial disagreements with the firm warranting
withdrawal. Several Plaintiffs, the Defendants, and
counsel for the other Plaintiffs not represented by the
Morvillo firm oppose the motion or partially oppose it.
(Dkt. Nos. 501, 506, 508, 510, and 518.)

4. Potential for Delay is Substantial and
Supports Partial Denial

Morvillo next argues that the potential for delay
should not bar the withdrawal of the firm from
representation of all of its Plaintiffs. (Dkt. Nos. 498-1
at 20-22; 498-3 at 24.) While it is true that “there are
some instances in which an attorney representing
a plaintiff in a civil case might have to withdraw even
at the cost of significant interference with the trial
court’s management of its calendar,” Whiting, 187
F.3d at 321, this is not such a case. To be sure,
permitting Morvillo to withdraw from representation
of the six Plaintiffs for whom they have shown good
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cause for withdrawal, and permitting Hoffman to
withdraw from the Plaintiffs for whom good cause
for withdrawal has likewise been shown, will delay
the progression of this suit. However, if Morvillo’s
motion to withdraw were granted in its entirety, all
forty-three of the Plaintiffs they represent would be
searching for new counsel a daunting task in this
complex and already lengthy litigation which would
clearly force a stay of the matter for an unacceptable
amount of time. As it is, the matter will need to be
stayed for some period of time to give the Plaintiffs
from whom Hoffman and Morvillo are being permitted
to withdraw time to find new counsel. In short, to
grant Morvillo’s motion in its entirety would harm the
Plaintiffs for whom no good cause has been shown; it
would harm the judicial system; and it would harm the
Plaintiffs who continue to be represented by Hoffman.
See Bruce Lee Enterprises, 2014 WL 1087934, at *3
(“Based on the record presently before us, it is not
apparent that harm would come to the clients, lawyers,
or judicial system in this case as a result of denying
the motion and continuing the representation. The
harm, in our view, is the harm done to the judicial sys¬
tem were we to grant the motion to withdraw . . . .”)

(emphasis in original).

C. Attorney Charging Lien

Hoffman also seeks an attorney charging lien in the
motion to withdraw. (Dkt. Nos. 495-1 at 7-8; 495-3 at
19-20.) Under New York law, an attorney must have
good cause to withdraw or the charging lien may be
lost. Hallmark Capital Corp. u. Red Rose Collection,
Inc., No. 96Civ.2839 (RPPXAJP), 1997 WL 661146, at
*3, 1997 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 16328, at *8 (S.D.N.Y. Oct.
21, 1997). While this Court has found good cause exists
for Hoffman to withdraw under Local Rule 83.2(b),
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resolving a charging lien issue may involve more of an
investigation into who caused the differences between
attorney and client, what may be considered a rea¬
sonable fee, and may require a “trial-like hearing”
to resolve. Id, (citation omitted). Moreover, a federal
court may, in its discretion, decide not to exercise
ancillary jurisdiction to hear fee disputes and lien
claims between lawyers and their clients. See Marrero
v. Christiano, 575 F. Supp. 837, 839 (S.D.N.Y. 1983);
SEC v. Towers Financial Corp., No. 93 Civ. 0744 (WK)

(xA.JP), 93 Civ. 0810 (WK), 1996 WL 288176, at * 3,
1996 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 7450, at *9 (S.D.N.Y. May 31,
1996). At this juncture, the Court chooses not to
exercise jurisdiction over the charging lien issue.
Therefore, that part of the Hoffman motion seeking an
attorney charging lien is denied without prejudice to
renew.

V. CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing, it is hereby

ORDERED that the motion by Hoffman, Hubert &
Hoffman, LLP to withdraw and for an attorney charg¬
ing lien is GRANTED in part and DENIED in part as
follows:

1. Pursuant to Local Rule 83.2(b), the motion by
Hoffman, Hubert & Hoffman, LLP to withdraw as
counsel for Plaintiffs Ronald Jones, Jr., Debbie Jones,
Nikki Jones, Shawn Jones, Karoniaka (Yackta) Jones,
Karen Jones, Karen Jones, as Administratrix of
the Estate of Ronald Jones, Sr., Karen Jones, as
Administratrix of the Estate of Ruth Jones, Ross John,
Tekarontake Paul Delaronde, Kahentinetha Horn,
and Gerald Logan, Jr. is GRANTED;

2. Hoffman, Hubert & Hoffman, LLP SHALL serve
a copy of this Memorandum-Decision and Order on
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ALL Plaintiffs represented by that firm including, but
not limited to, Ronald Jones, Jr., Debbie Jones, Nikki
Jones, Shawn Jones, Karoniaka (Yackta) Jones, Karen
Jones, Karen Jones, as Administratrix of the Estate of
Ronald Jones, Sr., Karen Jones, as Administratrix of
the Estate of Ruth Jones, Ross John, Tekarontake
Paul Delaronde, Kahentinetha Horn, and Gerald
Logan, Jr., by January 14, 2015, at their last known
addresses, and SHALL file a certificate(s) of service
specifically setting forth those addresses by January
16, 2015;

3. On or before February 13, 2015, Plaintiffs Ronald
Jones, Jr., Debbie Jones, Nikki Jones, Shawn Jones,
Karoniaka (Yackta) Jones, Karen Jones, Karen Jones,
as Administratrix of the Estate of Ronald Jones, Sr.,
Karen Jones, as Administratrix of the Estate of
Ruth Jones, Ross John, Tekarontake Paul Delaronde,
Kahentinetha Horn, and Gerald Logan, Jr., SHALL
have any new counsel they may retain file a notice of
appearance as required by Local Rule 83.2(a), or, if
new counsel is not retained, SHALL notify the Court
in writing of their intent to proceed pro se (without

representation); and

4. The motion by Hoffman, Hubert & Hoffman, LLP
seeking an attorney charging lien is DENIED without
prejudice; and it is further

ORDERED that the motion by Morvillo, Abramowitz,
Grand, Iason & Anello, P.C., to withdraw is GRANTED
in part and DENIED in part as follows:

1. Pursuant to Local Rule 83.2(b), the motion by
Morvillo, Abramowitz, Grand, Iason & Anello, P.C., to
withdraw as counsel for Plaintiffs Robert E. Bucktooth,
Jr., Nadine Bucktooth, Robert Bucktooth, Cheryl
Bucktooth, Andrew Jones, and Alfred Logan is
GRANTED;
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2. Morvillo, Abramowitz, Grand, Iason & Anello,
P.C., SHALL serve a copy of this Memorandum-
Decision and Order ALL Plaintiffs represented by
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2. Morvillo, Abramowitz, Grand, Iason & Anello,
P.C., SHALL serve a copy of this Memorandum-
Decision and Order on ALL Plaintiffs represented by
that firm including, but not limited to, Robert E.
Bucktooth, Jr., Nadine Bucktooth, Robert Bucktooth,
Cheryl Bucktooth, Andrew Jones, and Alfred Logan by
January 14, 2015, at their last known addresses, and
SHALL file a certificate(s) of service specifically
setting forth those addresses by January 16, 2015;

3. On or before February 13, 2015, Plaintiffs Robert
E. Bucktooth, Jr., Nadine Bucktooth, Robert Bucktooth,
Cheryl Bucktooth, Andrew Jones, and Alfred Logan
SHALL have any new counsel they may retain file a
notice of appearance as required by Local Rule 83.2(a),
or, if new counsel is not retained, SHALL notify the
Court in writing of their intent to proceed pro se
(without representation); and

4. The motion by Morvillo, Abramowitz, Grand,
Iason & Anello, P.C., to withdraw as counsel for all
other Plaintiffs represented by Morvillo is DENIED;
and it is further

ORDERED that all further pretrial proceedings are
stayed until further order of this Court.

Dated: January 7, 2015
Syracuse, New York

/s/ Therese Wiley Dancks_
Therese Wiley Dancks
United States Magistrate Judge
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Andrew Jones et al. James J. Parmley et al.
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I DO NOT INTEND TO FILE A RESPONSE to the petition for a writ of certiorari unless one is requested
by the Court.

Please check the appropriate boxes:

Please enter my appearance as Counsel of Record for all respondents.

0 There are multiple respondents, and I do not represent all respondents. Please enter my
appearance as Counsel of Record for the following respondent(s):

All respondents except for Joseph W. Smith (see Attachment A for list of

respondents represented).

0 I am a member of the Bar of the Supreme Court of the United States.

I am not presently a member of the Bar of this Court. Should a response be requested, the response
will be filed by a Bar member. -—fo5

Signature_
January 3, 2018

Date:

Frederick A. Brodie
(Type or print) Name

B Mr. Ms.
' Mrs. Miss

N.Y.S. Office of the Attorney General
Firm

The Capitol
Address

12224-0341Albany, NY ZipCity & State

Frederick.Brodie@ag.ny.gov(518) 776-2317
EmailPhone

A COPY OF THIS FORM MUST BE SENT TO PETITIONER’S COUNSEL OR TO PETITIONER

IF PRO SE. PLEASE INDICATE BELOW THE NAME(S) OF THE RECIPIENT(S) OF A COPY

OF THIS FORM. NO ADDITIONAL CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE IS REQUIRED.

CC: John R. Mann III, Esq. Gabriel M. Nugent, Esq
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Supreme Court of the United States
Office of the Clerk

Washington, DC 20543-0001
Scott S. Harris
Clerk of the Court
(202)479-3011

February 20, 2018

Mr. John Raymond Mann, III.
Attorney At Law
470 Sideroad 28/29, RR 5
Paisley, Ontario Canada, NOG 2NO

Re: Andrew Jones, et al,

v. James J. Parmley, et al.
No. 17-928

Dear Mr. Mann:

The Court today entered the following order in the above-entitled case:

The petition for a writ of certiorari is denied. Justice Sotomayor took
no part in the consideration or decision of this petition.

Sincerely,

Scott S. Harris, Clerk
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Annex 5

Annex 5

a. Motion to Quash Trial Subpoenas granted based on sovereignty;

b. Transcript of Motion to Quash in United States District Court;

c. tekarontakeh’s words found in the transcript regarding sovereignty
and the two-row wampum, and supporting jurisdiction in this
Application to the International Court of Justice at The Hague.

Annex 5 is a copy of the Motion and transcript of the United States District
Court hearing quashing subpoenas based upon sovereignty of people of
rotinoshonni, Iroquois Confederacy, tekarontakeh’s words are found in this
transcript [pages 9 thru 21, and Annex 1, Annex 2] regarding sovereignty
and the two-row wampum supporting jurisdiction in this Application to The
Hague. [Found also in tekarontakeh’s words at Annex 2 and on the filed
USB at Annex 1, for electronic review.]
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

ANDREW JONES, et al,
Plaintiffs,

NOTICE OF MOTION
TO QUASH SUBPOENAS

-against-

5:98-cv-374
(FLS/TWD)

JAMES J. PARMLEY, etal.,

Defendants

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that upon the annexed Declaration of Joseph J. Heath,

Esq., dated September 27, 2016, and the Exhibits annexed thereto; and the annexed

Memorandum of Law dated September 27, 2016; the Onondaga Nation, Faithkeeper Oren

Lyons and Chief Alston Gibson will move this Court, pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil

Procedure 45 (d) (A) (i) and (iii), at a Trial Term at 10:00 am., on September 28, 2016,

before Hon. Frederick J. Scullin, Jr., Senior United States District Court Judge, at the

James M. Hanley Federal Building, 100 South Cinton Street, Syracuse, New York, or as

soon thereafter as counsel may be heard, for an Order quashing the September 21, 2016

subpoenas for Faithkeeper Lyons and Chief Gibson, on the grounds of sovereign

immunity and that the subpoenas fail to allow a reasonable time to comply.

And for such other and further relief as to this court may deem just and proper.

Dated: September 27, 2016
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Respectfully submitted,

ESQ. 505660
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Respectfully submitted,

ESQ. 505660
'-'''Attorney for the Onondaga Nation,

Faithkeeper Lyons and Chief Gibson
512 Jamesville Avenue
Syracuse, New York 13210
(315)475-2559
iiheath1946@gmail.com

To: Ryan M. Poplawski, Esq.
Hancock Estabrook, LLP
1500 AXA Tower I
100 Madison Street
Syracuse, NY 13202

Timothy P. Mulvey, Esq.
Office of Attorney General
615 Erie Boulevard West
Suite 102
Syracuse, NY 13204-2455

ECM Distribution List

-2-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Joseph J. Heath, Esq. hereby certifies that I have caused the Onondag Nation’s

Motion to Quash; Supporting Declaration of Joseph J. Heath, Esq., with Exhibits; and the
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Joseph J. Heath, Esq. hereby certifies that I have caused the Onondag Nation’s

Motion to Quash; Supporting Declaration of Joseph J. Heath, Esq., with Exhibits; and the

Memorandum of Law; on this 27lh day of September, 2016, via ECM upon the following

counsel of record:

Ryan M. Poplawski, Esq.
Hancock Estabrook, LLP
1500 AXA Tower I
100 Madison Street
Syracuse, NY 13202

Timothy P. Mulvey, Esq.
Office of Attorney General
615 Erie Boulevard West
Suite 102
Syracuse, NY 13204-2455

7
Dated: September 27, 2016

Syracuse, New York

y/ Xjoseph J. Heath
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

ANDREW JONES, et al.t
Plaintiffs,

-against- DECLARATION IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION TO QUASH
SUBPOENAS

JAMES J. PARMLEY, et al., 5:98-cv-374
(FLS/TWD)

Defendants

JOSEPH J. HEATH, ESQ., under the penalty of perjury, hereby declares:

1. I am an attorney duly licensed to practice law in the Courts of the State of New

York and I have been so licensed since 1975. I have been admitted to practice in the

United States District Court for the Northern District of New York since 1976. I make

this Declaration in Support of the Motion by the Onondaga Nation, Faithkeeper Oren

Lyons and Chief Alston Gibson, pursuant to Rule 45 (d) (A) (i) and (iii), for an Order

quashing the September 21, 2016 subpoenas for Faithkeeper Lyons and Chief Gibson, on

the grounds of sovereign immunity and that the subpoenas fail to allow a reasonable time

to comply. I make these statements based on my personal knowledge.

2. The Onondaga Nation is a sovereign Indian nation whose presence on its

ancestral territory predates the existence of the State of New York. The Nation is

federally recognized, see 77 Fed. Reg. 47872 (August 10, 2012). Its sovereignty and

rights to its territory are confirmed by federal treaties, including the 1794 Treaty of

Canandaigua, 7 Stat. 44; the 1784 Treaty of Fort S'tanwix and the 1789 Treaty of Fort
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Harmor.

3. The Nation has maintained its traditional form of government, and the

governing body of the Nation is the Council of Chiefs. Both Faithkeeper Lyons and

Chief Gibson are members of that Council and are therefore, Nation officials. Attached
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Harmor.

3. The Nation has maintained its traditional form of government, and the

governing body of the Nation is the Council of Chiefs. Both Faithkeeper Lyons and

Chief Gibson are members of that Council and are therefore, Nation officials. Attached

hereto, as Exhibit “A” are copies of two articles from the Syracuse Post Standard, dated

August 10, 2014 and June 9, 2016, which recognize Oren Lyons as a Faithkeeper of the

Nation.

4. The Nation and its officials are immune from process, as more fully addressed

in the accompanying Memorandum of Law in support of this Motion to Quash.

5. The subpoenas challenged in this Motion include:

A. The September 21, 2016 subpoena to Faithkeeper Oren Lyons on behalf of

plaintiff Kahentinetha Horn, attached hereto as Exhibit “B”; and

B. The September 21, 2016 subpoena to Chief Alston Gibson 1 on behalf of

plaintiff Kahentinetha Horn, attached hereto as Exhibit “B

6. In addition to implicating the Nation’s sovereign immunity, these subpoenas

fail to provide a reasonable time to comply.

7. The first notice relative to these subpoenas came to me yesterday afternoon,

around 4:00 pm., when I received a call from United State Marshall Christopher Amoia,

in which he informed me of the subpoenas and asked if I would accept service thereof on

This subpoena to Chief Gibson incorrectly spelled his first name as "Elston”.

-2-
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behalf of Faithkeeper Lyons and Chief Gibson. I informed Marshall Amoia that I am not

authorized to accept services, but asked him if he could provide me with copies of the

subpoenas so that I could consult with my clients.

8. The first notice of these subpoenas came with less than 48 hours notice of the
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behalf of Faithkeeper Lyons and Chief Gibson. I informed Marshall Amoia that I am not

authorized to accept services, but asked him if he could provide me with copies of the

subpoenas so that I could consult with my clients.

8. The first notice of these subpoenas came with less than 48 hours notice of the

time to comply. Therefore, this motion is being filed on an expedited basis, so as not to

delay the on-going trial in this matter. Given that less than 24 hour has expired since the

first notice, I have not even been able to reach either Faithkeeper Lyons or Chief Gibson,

to discuss this situation.

9. For the newspaper coverage in this morning’s Post Standard, it is clear that one

of the avenues of proof which the plaintiffs have proposed, but which the Court has ruled

to be irrelevant, concerns alleged “meeting [between the New York State Police] with

Onondaga Nation Chiefs in the days leading up to the incident.”

10. Any such meetings would obviously be governmental in nature and therefore

any testimony relative to any such meetings would be prevented by the Nation’s

sovereign immunity, which extends to members of its governing Council in their official

capacities.

11. This appears to be a fishing expedition by plaintiff Hall, because on

information and belief, the sources of which are my extensive conferences with

Faithkeeper Lyons on Chief Gibson and the Council of Chiefs over the past 19 years,

neither Lyons nor Gibson were present on or near Route 81 when the confrontation

-3-
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between the plaintiffs and the State Police, which is the subject of this litigation, took

place.

I declare under the penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

WHEREFORE, I respectfully request that, pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil
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between the plaintiffs and the State Police, which is the subject of this litigation, took

place.

I declare under the penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

WHEREFORE, I respectfully request that, pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil

Procedure 45 (d) (A) (i) and (iii), the Court issue an Order quashing both subpoenas on

the ground of the sovereign immunity and that the subpoenas fail to allow a reasonable

time to comply.

Dated: September 27, 2016

Aosipufi. I-TEATPI
/ (Bar Roll No. 505660)

512 Jamesville Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13210
Tel: 315/475-2559
Fax: 315/475-2465
E-mail: jjheathl946@gmail.com
Counselfor the Onondaga Nation,
Faithkeeper Oren Lyons and Chief
Alston Gibson
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Onondaga Faithkeeper Oren Lyons in a 2013 file photo. (By Mike Greenlar / mgreenlar@syracuse.com)

By Michelle Breidenbach|mbreidenbach@syracuse.cow

Email the author|Follow on Twitter

on April 01, 2014 at 5:19 PM

SYRACUSE, N.Y. - Onondaga Nation Faithkeeper Oren Lyons is the 2014 recipient of F.O.C.U.S. Greater Syracuse’s Wisdom Keeper

award.

Lyons, 84, will be honored at an event at 5 p.m. Wednesday at the Oncenter.

In its announcement, the group noted Lyons’ local, national and international leadership on environmental and social issues.

Lyons is a professor, All-American lacrosse player, artist, environmentalist, author and veteran.

He addressed the General Assembly of the United Nations in 1992, the International Year of the World’s Indigenous People. He

has also won many awards, including the Ellis Island Congressional Medal of Honor, the National Audubon Award and more.

Previous Wisdom Keeper award recipients are Charlotte "Chuckie” Holstein, former Onondaga County Legislator William Sanford.
Syracuse University Chancellor Nancy Cantor, Judith Mower and Cornelius (Neil) Murphy, Jr.

Tickets cost $100 and are still available.

http://www.syracuse.com/news/index.ssf/2014/04/onondaga_faithkeeper_orenjyonsjs_2014_wisdom_keeper.html 1/2
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The Longest Walk.1978. Muhammad Ali, Buffy Sainte-Marie, Floyd Red Crow Westerman, Harold Smith, Stevie
Wonder. Marlon Brando, Max Gail. Dick Gregory, Richie Havens and David Amram at the concert at the end of the
Longest Walk, a 3.600-mile protest march from San Francisco to Washington, D.C„ in the name of Native American
rights. (Courtesy DavidAmram. Smithsonian Institution)

m By Mark Weiner|mwelner@syracuse.com

Follow on Twitter

on June 09. 2016 at 3:59 PM

Onondaga Nation Faithkeeper Oren Lyons will be among those offering a eulogy for

Muhammad Ali at a public memorial service Friday expected to draw thousands to the

boxing champ's home town in Louisville, Ky.

MUHAMMAD ALI

Lyons. 86, a longtime leading voice for indigenous rights, was asked by Ali's family to join

former president Bill Clinton, broadcaster Bryant Gumbel and comedian Billy Crystal among

those delivering eulogies at the multi-faith service.

All, 74, died Friday in Scottsdale, Ariz., after a decades-long battle with Parkinson's disease,

and left funeral plans he wrote by himself years in advance, according to a family

spokesman.

http://www.syracuse.com/news/indax.ssf/2016/Q6/onondaga_nations_orsnJyonsJnvited_to_eulogize_muhammad_ali.html 1/2
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The three-time heavyweight boxing champion became a symbol of the anti-war movement in

the1960s, and later met Lyons as he reached out with African Americans in solidarity to the

Native American community.

Chubby Checker reflects on
friendship with Muhammad Aii:
Tm a fighter too'

Lyons met All in 1978 in Washington, D.C., at the end of the "Longest Walk," a 3,600-mile

protest march from San Francisco in the name of Native rights, according to Joe Heath, a
Syracuse lawyer who serves as general counsel for the Onondaga Nation.

After 50-plus years, Louisville
paper apologizes for ignoring All’s
name change

The time Muhammad Aii nearly
fought Joe Frazier for free (final

Heath confirmed Thursday that Lyons will travel from Syracuse to Louisville to deliver a
eulogy at All’s memorial service Friday.
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protest march from San Francisco in the name of Native rights, according to Joe Heath, a
Syracuse lawyer who serves as general counsel for the Onondaga Nation.

After SO-pius years, Louisville
paper apologizes for ignoring All's
name change

The time Muhammad Ali nearly
fought Joe Frazier for free (final

Heath confirmed Thursday that Lyons will travel from Syracuse to Louisville to deliver a
eulogy at Alt's memorial service Friday.
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The three-tfme heavyweight boxing champion became a symbol of the anti-war movement in
the1960s, and later met Lyons as he reached out with African Americans in solidarity to the
Native American community.

Chubby Checker reflects on
friendship with Muhammad Ali;
'I'm a fighter too'

Lyons met Ali in 1978 in Washington, D.C., at the end of the "Longest Walk," a 3,600-mile

protest march from San Francisco in the name of Native rights, according to Joe Heath, a
Syracuse lawyer who serves as general counsel for the Onondaga Nation.

After SO-pius years, Louisville
paper apologizes for ignoring All's
name change

The time Muhammad Ali nearly
fought Joe Frazier for free (final
ode from boxing writer)

Heath confirmed Thursday that Lyons will travel from Syracuse to Louisville to deliver a
eulogy at Alt's memorial service Friday.

Onondaga Nation Tadodaho Sid Hill will join Lyons at the service, but does not have a
speaking role, Heath said.

Muhammad Ail’s cemetery opens
to public, drawing fansfrom near
and far

A photo in a collection of the National Museum of the American Indian in Washington shows

Ali meeting with leaders of the Black Power and American Indian movements at the end of the
Longest Walk,

Muhammad Ali memorial service:
'The Greatest1 remembered _
(photos, videos)

Lyons and Ali had one other friend in common -Syracuse Universityfootball legend Jim
Brown, who went on to a Hall-of-Fame career in the National Football League. "He represented

what a man should be in an America that’s free," Brown said of Ali in an interview published

today.

Ali Stories

4SS& :

y-j Muhammad Ali talks to Syracuse's black community in 1967

i "wLl :':4

i

Lyons and Brown played together on the Syracuse lacrosse team that had an undefeated season and won the national

championship in 1957. Both men were later inducted into the U.S. Lacrosse Hall of Fame.

Lyons would go on to become a leader in the American Indian community, meeting with presidents and other international

leaders. In 1982, he helped establish the Working Group on Indigenous Populations at the United Nations. He is a recipient of the

United Nations NGO World Peace Prize.

Contact Mark Weiner anytime: Email |Twitter| Facebook|571-970-3751
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
for the

Northern District of New York

c.\ioo3~t£i-F&-TMD

)
/ Plaintiff

Defendant 4

)
) Civil Action No.
)
)

SUBPOENATO APPEARANDTESTIFY
AT A BEARING OR TRIALIN A CIVILACTION

To:
%tf*£ fit, if A {StS-P

If fVanieofperson la whom thissubpoena isdlrtctta) •
™“

YOU ARECOMMANDEDtoappear in theUnited Statesdistrictcourtat thethne,date,and placeset forth below
to testify at a hearing or trial in this civil action. When you arrive, yon must remain at the court until thejudge or a court
officer allows you to leave.

/QO/Uu.(A_ff jDateaÿ Tline: s£uA- $2'1/6
Place:

You mustalso bring with yon the followingdocuments, electronicallystored information, or objects (leave blank
Ifnosapplicable):

The following provisions of Fed. R. Civ, P.45areattached-Rule45(c), relating to the placeof compliance;
Rule 45(d), relating toyour protection as a person subject to a subpoena; and Rale 45(e) and (g), relating to your duty to
respond tothis subpoena and the ceasequibeejÿfriat doing so,'

Date: XiUfrA 2(1/6,

0; & 0R

/ stgwtun ofClisk&ptpWCltti AHomey'ssignature

The name, address,e-mail address, and telephone number of the attorney representing (name ofparty) Jc&A&iZAA&itu
$fqJ2/Rd'i fU-U.CM&Artfii!i£e*L' » who issuesor requests this subpoena, are:

AAAIAA.~
_

_

Notice to the person who Issues or requests this subpoena
If this subpoena commands the production of documents, electronicallystored information, or tangible things before
trial, a notice and a copyofthe subpoena must be served on each party in this case before it is served on the person to
whom it is directed. Fed. R. Civ.P. 45(a)(4).
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) Civil Actios No,{fuh*pnAjPis
Defendantl

I
)
)

SUBPOENA TO APPEAR AND TESTIFY
AT A HEARING OR TRIALIN A CIVIL ACTION

:

(Name ofperson to whom thissubpoena it directed)

YOUARE COMMANDED to appearintheUnitedSfatesdistrictcourtat the time,date, and placesetforth below
to testify at a hearing or trial in thiscivil action. When you arrive,you must remain at the court until the judgeoracourt
officer allows you to leave.

To;

Courtroom No.-, )2 tji CA&<$tPlace:
/<jw Amik ,dytoi<!a<t£ Date and Time: AjU>t. 2%/Kg

You must also bring with you the following documents, electronicallystored information, or objects (leave blank

ifnot applicable)',

Die following provisions of Fed. R, Civ, P. 45 areattached-Rule 45(c), relating tothe placeof compliance;
Rule 45(d), relating to yaur protection as a person subject toa subpoena; and Rule 45(e) and (g), relating to your duty to
respond to thissubpoena and the pqfMatial consequences of not doing so.

Date: dtp 3u/f£*

'r: Signature "qfCtirkor DeputyCitrk Attorney's signature

\

The name, address, e-mail address, and telephone number of the attorney representing (name ofparty)

ffgt) , who issues or requests this subpoena, are:

.
Notice to the person who issues or requests thb subpoena

if this subpoena commands the production of documents, electronically stored information, or tangible things before
trial, a notice and acopy of the subpoena must be served on each party in this rase before it isserved on the person to

whom it is directed. Fed. R. Civ. P. 45(a)(4).
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

ANDREW JONES, et al.,

Plaintiffs,
-against-

JAMES J. PARMLEY, et al, 5:98-cv-374
(FLS/TWD)

Defendants

MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO QUASH SUBPOENAS

This Memorandum is submitted in support the Motion by the Onondaga Nation,

Faithkeeper Oren Lyons and Chief Alston Gibson, pursuant to Rule 45 (d) (A) (I) and

(iii), for an Order quashing the September 21, 2016 subpoenas for Faithkeeper Lyons and

Chief Gibson, on the grounds of sovereign immunity and that the subpoenas fail to allow

a reasonable time to comply.

These subpoenas are directed at members of the Onondaga Nation Council of

Chiefs, and seek testimony relative to their official capacities-alleged meetings between

the New York State Police and the Council and members thereof.

Federal law is very clear that Indian nations have sovereign immunity from suit

and from court process: Santa Clara Pueblo v. Martinez, 436 US 49, 58 (1978); and

Kiowa Tribe v. Mfg. Technologies, Inc., 523 US 751, 754 (1998).

The Indian nation sovereign immunity also protects Nation officials from suit and

from court process. The leading case in the 2nd Circuit is Catskill Development, LLC v.
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Park Place Entertainment Corp., 206 F.R.D. 78, (SDNY 2002), in which one casino

development company sued a rival casino development company, alleging tortuous

interference with their relation with the St. Regis Mohawk tribe. A motion to quash was

filed behalf of three tribal officials. The holding in the that two of the three
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Park Place Entertainment Corp., 206 F.R.D. 78, (SDNY 2002), in which one casino

development company sued a rival casino development company, alleging tortuous

interference with their relation with the St. Regis Mohawk tribe. A motion to quash was

filed on behalf of three tribal officials. The holding in the case was that two of the three

had waived their immunity, but that the subpoena directed at the third, the Executive

Director, Angus McDonald had to be quashed, because he was protected by the Mohawk

tribe’s sovereignty:

Tribal immunity does extend, however, to tribal officials when acting

in their official capacity and within their scope of authority. (Id., at

86.)

In reaching this result, the Catskill court relied upon the 9th Circuit decision in

Davis v. Littell, 398 F. 2d 83 (9th Cir. 1968), which extended sovereign immunity

protection to the general counsel of the Navajo nation, who was a non-Indian, because the

actions in question were taken in his official capacity.

Other Circuits have reached the same result. See: Fletcher v. US, 116 F. 3d 1315

(10lh Cir., 1997) and Hardin v. White Mountain Apache Tribe, 779 F. 2d 476 (9th Cir.,

1985.) See also: Niagara Mohawk Power Coip. v. Tonawanda Band of Seneca Indians,

862 F. Supp. 995, 1002 (WDNY 1994.) If the Court requires further briefing on this

issue of sovereign immunity for Nation officials, I would be pleased to submit that.

-2-
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CONCLUSION

This case raises significant issues related to the sovereignty of the Onondaga

Nation and its officials. Based upon the clear- federal case law that Indian Nation officials

immune from suit and court the Motion to Quash both subpoenas should be
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CONCLUSION

This case raises significant issues related to the sovereignty of the Onondaga

Nation and its officials. Based upon the clear’federal case law that Indian Nation officials

are immune from suit and court process, the Motion to Quash both subpoenas should be

granted.

September 27, 2016 Respectfully Submitted,Dated:

Joseph J. Heath

-3-
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ANDREW JONES, et al . ,

Plaintiffs,

5:98-CV-374vs .

JAMES J. PARMLEY, et al . ,

Defendant .
x

Transcript of MOTION ARGUMENT held on September 27,

2016, at the James Hanley Federal Building, 100 South Clinton

Street, Syracuse, New York, the HONORABLE FREDERICK J.

SCULLIN, JR., Senior District Judge, Presiding.

Diane S. Martens, RPR, FCRR
Official United States Court Reporter

100 South Clinton Street
Syracuse, New York 13261

(315) 234-8545
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(Open court:)1

2 Thank you for being here.THE COURT: As I

3 advised Ms. Horn, she had requested the subpoenas to be

issued and I advised that you have brought a motion to quash4
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1 (Open court:)

2 Thank you for being here.THE COURT: As I

advised Ms. Horn, she had requested the subpoenas to be3

issued and I advised that you have brought a motion to quash4

5 the subpoenas .

6 And, so, we have to decide whether or not the

7 subpoenas of Mr. Lyons and Mr. Gibson should go forward or

8 not .

I received your papers and your motion.9

10 Ms. Horn, did you receive a copy of the?

MS. HORN: I just got it. I just glanced at it a11

12 few minutes ago.

13 THE COURT: Well, so that we're clear on it,

the testimony you wish to elicit from either Mr. Lyons or14

Mr. Gibson, I think you advised me that they were15

eyewitnesses to the incident on Route 81 on June 18th, 1997;16

is that correct, they were present?17

That ' s part of it but they were part of18 MS . HORN :

down at the fire station. There were people who saw them19

there with — when the group was coming together. Also, they20

21 have

THE COURT: I'm sorry, fire station? I'm not22

familiar with what you're talking about.23

MS. HORN: In Nedrow. In Nedrow. But also24

Regardless, the fire station has to do25 THE COURT:
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with what?1

2 The grouping of the police before theMS . HORN:

3 181 Indian detail getting ready to —
4 You mean the staging area where theTHE COURT:
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with what?1

2 The grouping of the police before theMS . HORN:

3 181 Indian detail getting ready to —
4 You mean the staging area where theTHE COURT:

5 State Police gathered that day?

6 MS . HORN: Yes, yes.

7 THE COURT: But the I'm not clear. What was the

8 testimony you wish to elicit from them in that regard?

9 Well, there's quite a lot of informationMS . HORN:

10 in Dennis Blythe's interrogatory about the relationship

11 between New York State and the Onondaga Nation — I'm

12 sorry, the Onondaga chiefs and he calls himself a chief and

13 Mr. Gibson, also, calls himself a chief.

14 THE COURT: Well

15 So we need toMS. HORN:

16 — regardless —THE COURT:

17 We need to ask we need to askMS . HORN:

18 questions about what his role is. I think it's in the

interrogatories .19

20 THE COURT: Well

21 So we want to corroborate it.MS . HORN:

22 As I've explained to you, though, aTHE COURT:

That is not an issue in this trial.23 number of times:

24 MS. HORN: No, I know that.

THE COURT: This trial is about your claims that25
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you have concerning the incident that occurred on May 18th,1

1997, First Amendment claims and some other claims.2

3 But, in any event, whatever Mr. Lyons and

Mr. Gibson could testify to are relevant to what happened on4
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you have concerning the incident that occurred on May 18th,1

1997, First Amendment claims and some other claims.2

3 But, in any event, whatever Mr. Lyons and

Mr. Gibson could testify to are relevant to what happened on4

that property, in that area that day, if they were present

may be subject to subpoena.

5

6 I'll hear your argument on that.

7 But, certainly, whatever they discussed before that with the

8 officials of the State Police or anyone else, would not be.

You're talking

about some other concern you have not relative to your claims

9 Wouldn't be relevant. It's another issue.

10

in this case.11

12 MS. HORN: Well, the I am, as part of this —
13 our group, our own detail, I was there and I was subjected,

like everybody else, to what happened.14

15 THE COURT: Where now?

16 MS. HORN: So what

17 You say you were there. What do youTHE COURT:

18 mean there when?

19 I was there at the site when we wereMS. HORN:

20 attacked .

21 THE COURT: On May 18th?

22 Yes, on May 18th.MS. HORN:

23 We're talking about —THE COURT:

24 MS. HORN: Now

25 Mr. Lyons and Mr. Gibson. Were theyTHE COURT:
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1 there?

2 They were at the fire station.MS . HORN:

3 I heard you say that .THE COURT:

4 MS. HORN: Yes.

5 Were they there at the site?THE COURT:

6 I didn't see them at the site.MS. HORN: However,

7 they were working with the New York State Police to set this

8 whole thing up. So, we want to question them what his role

9 is in this — what happened on — in 1997 because it

10 profoundly affects every last one of us here that are — you

11 know that . . .

12 I'm familiar.THE COURT:

13 Are we arguing this right now?MS. HORN:

14 Arguing the subpoenas, yes.THE COURT:

15 MS. HORN: Okay. Well, then, I would like some

16 things to be explained by my colleagues, one of my colleagues

17 here .

18 (Discussion held off the record between plaintiffs.)

19 Well, yeah, we're concerned about theMS. HORN:

20 fact that he's refusing to come here and to answer a few

21 questions . Why would he be afraid to come here, if these are

the people he claims to represent?22

23 THE COURT: Well

So we need him here. We do need him24 MS. HORN:

25 here .
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1 I understand your feelings aboutTHE COURT:

2 needing him here. But I have to rule upon legally whether or

3 not I can enforce a subpoena to bring him here.

4 Mr. Heath has some arguments he brought up relative
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1 I understand your feelings aboutTHE COURT:

2 needing him here. But I have to rule upon legally whether or

3 not I can enforce a subpoena to bring him here.

4 Mr. Heath has some arguments he brought up relative

5 to Mr. Oren — Mr. Lyons, Oren Lyons, and Mr. Alston Gibson's

6 status as chiefs of the Onondaga Nation, and, as such, they

7 have enjoyed immunity from process.

8 Okay, now, I think that should beMS. HORN:

9 answered. They are not immune to being served with subpoenas

10 because they are not representative — they do not represent

11 our people . They represent the corporation that ' s been set

12 up called the Onondaga Nation of New York — I think, I don't

13 remember what the official name is — but they are a

14 corporation . They are not the Iroquois Confederacy. We are

15 the Iroquois Confederacy. So, he

16 THE COURT: All right. Mr. Heath, why don't you

17 present your argument with respect to these subpoenas so we

18 have a record.

19 MS. HORN: Can I

20 (Discussion between plaintiffs in Native language.)

21 Judge, the basis for the motion toMR. HEATH:

22 quash, first of all, it wasn't timely and that's one of the

But, more importantly, is the23 grounds under 45. (3) .

24 sovereign immunity issue. The Nation is sovereign. It's not

25 subject to either being sued or being hauled into court via
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1 subpoena and the same thing is true of Nation officials.

2 In the time that I've had, I presented to the Court

3 I think I was very clear .the laws on that .

4 I read your submissions.THE COURT:
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subpoena and the same thing is true of Nation officials.1

2 In the time that I've had, I presented to the Court

I think I was very clear .3 the laws on that .

I read your submissions.4 THE COURT:

5 Can you speak louder, please.MS. HORN:

6 We can't hear you.NIKKI JONES:

7 THE COURT: Lean over. The mike is kind of short

8 there . As best you can, speak right into the microphone.

9 I 'm sorry .MR . HEATH :

10 Can you speak right into theTHE COURT:

microphone .11

12 Say it again.MR. HEATH:

13 Speak into the microphone.THE COURT:

I'm just not hearing you, Judge.14 MR. HEATH:

Can you speak into the microphone .15 THE COURT:

Is that better?16 MR. HEATH:

17 That ' s better .THE COURT:

Okay. I wasn't sure they wanted to18 MR . HEATH:

19 hear me .

So, they are Nation officials.20 There ' s no doubt

They were not on the scene on Route 81 when theabout that .21

I've reviewed that video.confrontation occurred. I'm sure22

it's in evidence here. If anybody can point out either of23

their presence, I would be shocked. They have met repeatedly24

about this problem over the last 19 years and that's where my25
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familiarity as to those facts come from.1 I've, also, spoken

with Chief Gibson today.2 He assures me that he was not on

3 the scene at Route 81.

Even if they had been, Judge, they would have been4
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familiarity as to those facts come from.1 I've, also, spoken

with Chief Gibson today.2 He assures me that he was not on

3 the scene at Route 81.

Even if they had been, Judge, they would have been4

there in their official capacities as representatives of the5

6 governing body of the Onondaga Nation and still would be

7 protected by the sovereign immunity.

8 But what Ms. Horn just laid out is that she wants

to get into the governmental communications that they claim9

10 happened between the State of New York, the State Police, and

the chiefs. That is, clearly, a governmental operation and,11

12 clearly, protected by sovereign immunity. There ' s no doubt

13 that both are members of the council. And, so, given that

14 they're being subpoenaed in their official capacity, they are

15 enjoying sovereign immunity in these motions and these — and

16 these subpoenas should be quashed.

17 THE COURT: All right. Thank you.

18 Any other response to that?

ANDREW JONES: Your Honor. Your Honor, to do with19

this sovereignty issue, if they can bring in the State Police20

and Onondaga County sheriffs and they can't do their own job,21

then there is no sovereignty issue because —22

Mr. Jones, I know you have opinions but23 THE COURT:

24 we're talking about the

ANDREW JONES: This is law. This is a court case25
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that, that — that I was involved in with my parents and the1

judge ruled that, that when they use the State Police and the2

3 sheriffs, they cannot hide behind sovereignty. They have to

4 step forward and be like us. They can't hide behind
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1 that, that — that I was involved in with my parents and the

judge ruled that, that when they use the State Police and the2

3 sheriffs, they cannot hide behind sovereignty. They have to

4 step forward and be like us. They can't hide behind

5 sovereignty because they're using them against us. It ' s

their people.6

7 It's Ms. Horn's subpoena.THE COURT:

8 Ms. Horn, you want to rebut the arguments here?

9 I'll wait for my colleague here — heMS. HORN:

10 is, also, pro se — to speak.

11 THE COURT: It's your subpoena.

12 MS. HORN: Yes, I know. But we're all one. We're

13 all one people.

14 Are you asking him to voice on yourTHE COURT:

15 behalf?

16 MS. HORN: Yes.

17 I'd like to clarify this hidingPAUL DELARONDE:

18 behind sovereign immunity. First of all, people need to

19 understand that, that this Onondaga Tribal Council is not a

20 council of the Confederacy under our Constitution. Our

21 Constitution clearly states that should someone, anyone, a

council, or more than part of a council, try to establish22

23 something that is contrary to our Constitution, it shall be

24 deemed that they have alienated themselves and forfeited

25 their birth right and that they would lose their Clan and
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they would, also, lose the right to use a Native name.1

2 And these — this council, years ago, had

3 incorporated under the Bureau of Indian Affairs to get

recognition and, under the Bureau of Indian Affairs,4
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they would, also, lose the right to use a Native name.1

2 And these — this council, years ago, had

incorporated under the Bureau of Indian Affairs to get3

recognition and, under the Bureau of Indian Affairs,4

recognition does not mean they recognize you as being Native.5

What it means is that the federal definition is that these6

7 people have accepted all the laws, rules and regulations of

8 the United States of America. That's what recognition means.

9 And so they incorporated and that. So, they no longer can

10 claim sovereign status when they do this.

11 The people of Onondaga are the sovereign people,

12 not the council. But the council has, for years, posed as

being the so-called legitimate government of the people.13 But

the fact is that the council is not the government. It is14

the 49 families of the Confederacy that are the government15

and that the appointees to the office of Royaner — not16

chief — Royaner, which, in our language, clearly states that17

18 he has a path to follow and he cannot stray from that path.

Otherwise, if he cannot do that, he19 He has to follow that.

20 will be removed.

And today, these men have not done this. And they21

have been appointed to office and they have gone through what22

But the condolence is not23 they referred to as a condolence.

conducted in accordance with Gayanashagowa, which is our24

They are ordained under a religion called theConstitution .25
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1 Code of Handsome Lake and that puts them in this title.

2 First off, Oren Lyons, himself, has never been a

chief .3 He cannot hold a title among the Onondaga families

4 because he is a Seneca and that he has to follow under his
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Code of Handsome Lake and that puts them in this title.1

First off, Oren Lyons, himself, has never been a2

He cannot hold a title among the Onondaga families3 chief .

because he is a Seneca and that he has to follow under his4

mother's family and their title and that would be out in5

So, he has ho right underWestern New York and that.6

Constitution to be claiming that he is an Onondaga title7

8 holder because he is not.

And if you — if you were to go to Onondaga and9

speak to all the people in the community, they will tell you10

11 very clearly that he's a Seneca. You can go to Cattaraugus,

Tonawanda, Allegany among the Seneca people and they will12

tell you: He is a Seneca. And there's a there's a lot of13

dispute as, also, is the lineage of Aly Gibson and that the14

people of Onondaga say he is not an Onondaga.15

There are many people sitting on that council, sir,16

and have in the past and it's been very hard for the people17

to correct what ' s going on because these guys hide behind the18

United States government and anybody who opposes them, they19

bring in the outside police forces and that. And, so, the20

people are having to stand back because the people don't want

They don't want to go to jail or they don't

21

22 to get beat up.

And, so, the people are being terrorized23 want to get shot.

24 today and in the past.

And earlier Mr. Blythe mentioned about when he was25
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there witness on Route 11 when they bulldozed people's1

businesses down, which they had no authority to do.2 The

3 economy of the territory is not in the hands of the Council.

But it is the right of the people, especially the women.4 The
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there witness on Route 11 when they bulldozed people's1

2 businesses down, which they had no authority to do. The

3 economy of the territory is not in the hands of the Council.

4 But it is the right of the people, especially the women. The

5 women are the ones who control the economies of our

territory, not the Council.6

7 And the former man by the name of Leon Shenandoah

8 who was — had the title of Tadodaho, which means that he's

the, basically, when the Council - Grand Council meets, all9

the 49 family representatives meet, that he is the one who10

makes sure that our procedure and protocol is followed in11

12 accordance with our Constitution.

13 And that — and when the Onondaga Council started

to take over — talk about taking over the people's business,14

Leon Shenandoah, himself, told them you have no right to15

interfere with the economy of the people. That belongs to16

the people and that yours is only to sit in council on behalf17

of the people. And that, and so they — they turn around and18

wanted to decloque him. But the Onondaga Council did not19

have the authority because that is a Confederacy title and20

not a family title.21

And, so, there have been many things going on and22

because of all of this — back in 1976, we had athis is23

Mohawk man who held a title known as aragowa (phonetic) and24

that what was a family title. He ' s supposed to represent the25
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family . This man brought outside police into a longhouse and1

2 beat up on children and that and the very people who were

3 asking to come here, they were part of putting out a letter

saying that this man would no longer be respected or4
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family. This man brought outside police into a longhouse and1

beat up on children and that and the very people who were2

asking to come here, they were part of putting out a letter3

saying that this man would no longer be respected or4

recognized as being a royaner because he violated our5

Constitution by going and establishing a jurisdiction of a6

white — of a outside entity into ours. And, so, every7

family throughout the whole Confederacy across — right8

through Canada, Quebec, Ontario, all across New York State,Q

every territory, every community put a letter out stating the10

same, that they had brought outside.11

It would be no different than if New York State or12

somebody within New York State and that, a clergy brought in13

the Soviet Union to enforce the clergy's wishes upon the14

That would be the same thing.people of the United States.15

So, the thing is that, when they claim sovereign16

immunity, they are not immune from U.S. jurisdiction because17

they've incorporated under the — through the Constitution of18

the United States under federal Indian law. This is what19

this is what they have done.20

for this man here today to come here and,21 So,

again, try to mislead the court.22

23 RONALD JONES: Yep.

This is what's wrong. And we are24 PAUL DELARONDE:

here today with this court is because what was established25
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between United States and the Iroquois Confederacy is that1

2 there is a formula to resolve any disputes between us. There

is a, an3 in order that disputes could be settled

4 peacefully . These men have prevented those that kind of
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1 between United States and the Iroquois Confederacy is that

2 there is a formula to resolve any disputes between us. There

is a, an — in order that disputes could be settled3

4 peacefully . These men have prevented those — that kind of

action to take place.5 And this is the oldest agreement that

exists between ourselves, the Iroquois Confederacy, the other6

Native people and the Europeans.7 It ' s called, in our

8 language, Guswenta or Tawagonshi (phonetic) , which you might

9 have heard of called the Two Row Wampum agreement.

10 And this was one of mutual respect and that we

11 would not try to steer each other's vessels but we would

12 travel through life side by side as equals, as brothers and

13 sisters . And that any time we needed help, we would assist

14 each other . Any time there was a dispute, then it would be

15 done by the protocol that were set in order to maintain the

16 peace between our peoples.

17 And these guys are supposed — trying to hide

behind this.18 This is why they have such aThey 1 re frauds .

19 problem with the people. This is why they didn't have

20 authority to go to New York State and to try to enter into a

21 taxing compact. They had never brought this issue to the

22 people whom it affects, but only served their own purpose

23 where they would come into sharing the taxes that were

24 collected . And they would use those taxes to control people,

25 such as they're doing today. There's a family here, couple
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of families here, who have no running water and they have no1

2 electricity because they have a difference opinion with these

3 Not only in Onondaga but it's in Tonawanda and it'speople .

4 going on in Tuscarora. And all three councils incorporated
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of families here, who have no running water and they have no

electricity because they have a difference opinion with these

1

2

3 people . Not only in Onondaga but it's in Tonawanda and it's

4 going on in Tuscarora. And all three councils incorporated

5 under the United States at the same time.

6 And, so this is why we're here today, because the

formulas to keep the peace have never been able to be applied

because of treasonous people, people who work and conspiring

7

8

9 and so on . And they have been acting as informants to the

10 New York State Police for years — and he mentioned years,

that this — these informants have continued to give11

information, lies and so on.12 They distorted the roles of

13 people within our society. And such as the I mean, some

14 of the things that were said, they said that the warriors

15 were coming. Where were the warriors? If an action was

16 going to be called, the warriors inside would have never sent

17 grandchildren and grandmothers —
ANDREW JONES : No .18

19 - to the front line, women.PAUL DELARONDE: I

20 mean, that was ridiculous. If myself, am a (speaking in

21 Native American) . I am a warrior. I went to that gathering

22 (speaking in Native American). I went there because, as a

23 (speaking in Native American), I have a responsibility to my

24 I was appointed to the dialogue team to inform thepeople .

25 people as to what was taking place, what was going on and it
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2 update the news media so the American public could stay

3 informed of what was going on.

4 And we, also, went there because it was a family
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That's why the news media was called, also, to1 was update.

update the news media so the American public could stay2

informed of what was going on.3

4 And we, also, went there because it was a family

time . It was a time we could eat with our grandmothers, with5

our grandchildren, our children, our nieces and our nephews.6

But, instead, the only thing our people ate were billy clubs.7

8 I don't know how much more I have to say. But I

believe that you're an intelligent man and that you can —9

10 you can understand where we are coming from.

(Speaking in Native American.)11

Mr. Delaronde, that was very eloquent,12 THE COURT:

quite frankly, and very sincere. I appreciate your thoughts13

and I think you described your dispute and your disagreement14

15 quite clearly.

However — you may be completely right — but16

you're arguing in front of the wrong forum. I have no17

jurisdiction to change what the United States government has18

recognized as the leadership of the Onondaga Nation. I19

I must recognize it.20 cannot do that .

So, although you may have a legitimate dispute.21

You may be a hundred correct, you're talking about —22

RONALD JONES: But the23

Although you may be a hundred percent24 THE COURT:

correct, you're talking to the wrong person.25
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1 RONALD JONES : The

2 There's nothing I can do.THE COURT:

3 Excuse me, Mr. Jones, let me finish. You may sit

down, please.4
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RONALD JONES: The1

There ' s nothing I can do .2 THE COURT:

Excuse me, Mr. Jones, let me finish. You may sit3

down, please.4

I have to apply the law that exists. I have to5

enforce the law of the United States government and the6

Constitution of this country and you may disagree with what7

8 has happened and I understand. That was, really, a very

But there's nothing9 eloquent argument that you put forth.

10 whatsoever I can do.

Now, in as far as this council is recognized and11

Mr. Lyons and Mr. Gibson are recognized as chiefs of the12

council, Mr. Heath has a legitimate argument that they do13

In so far as — I may disagree withenjoy immunity, as such.14

I mean, as far as their official capacity,15 your part of that,

they do enjoy immunity. There's no question about that.16

However, as to their — if they actually were17

present at the scene and saw things happening, I think the18

factual information they possess may be subject to subpoena.19

There's a dispute about that. I don't a hundred percent20

agree with that.21

But, as I understand your request to have these22

people testify has nothing to do with their being present on23

It's about their gathering ahead of timeRoute 81 that day.24

and the discussions ahead of time and, if such, if that's the25

J
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3 you may do so now, but I think you've done a very good job of

articulating what the problem is here.4 I've been trying to
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1 that would not be relevant to your claims in this case.case,

2 So, anything else you want to put on the record,

3 you may do so now, but I think you've done a very good job of

articulating what the problem is here.4 I've been trying to

remind you people :5 I can ' t change that . All I can do is

6 deal with the claims from this court.

7 Excuse me, sir. May I put intoCHERYL BUCKTOOTH:

8 record that Joe Heath was in a dispute with Doug Anderson in

9 federal court where he — where Doug Anderson mailed him a

10 letter, federal letter saying that he was going to, I don't

11 know, hurt him on the res or something. Well, Joe Heath took

12 him to court and in the court documents, Joe Heath perjured

himself three times and I just want to make sure —13

14 Mrs. Bucktooth, this isTHE COURT:

15 that this man is discreditedCHERYL BUCKTOOTH:

because his information is incorrect and what he tells people16

are lies .17

18 Mrs. Bucktooth, my ruling is based uponTHE COURT:

19 the law, not upon Mr. Heath. And Mr. Heath is an officer and

20 member of the bar of this court.

21 I'm sorry, but he is still aCHERYL BUCKTOOTH:

22 liar .

He perjured himself.23 ANDREW JONES:

You may have personal opinions .24 THE COURT:

25 This is in federal court. ThisCHERYL BUCKTOOTH:
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is on record, sir. Doug Anderson1

2 This is not the place or time to makeTHE COURT:

3 those statements against anyone. Please I don ' t want to

4 hear that any more.
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is on record, sir. Doug Anderson1

2 This is not the place or time to makeTHE COURT:

3 those statements against anyone. Please I don ' t want to

4 hear that any more.

5 Ms. Horn.

6 On the other hand, you're saying thatMS . HORN:

7 you have to uphold the law. Then, if this man is supposed

8 to — these chiefs are supposed to be representing us, then

9 they should be here in the court with us, standing beside us.

10 And, so, I'm presenting another part, another argument that

11 they profess to be our leaders, well, then, they should be

12 here .

13 I can't enforce that. Okay. AnythingTHE COURT:

14 else?

15 I have a question. I justROBERT BUCKTOOTH, JR. :

16 lost my train of thought, sorry.

17 THE COURT: That's all right.

18 I wanted to state we wereCHERYL BUCKTOOTH:

exercising our rights that day by using our own ginagawa and19

20 that was what we were out there for. We were exercising our

21 own personal rights that day and for the chiefs to say that

22 we don't have that right, I was just going to — you know, I

23 just want you to know that those are part of the problems

that we have with people like Joe Heath who claim to24

represent the Nation but they don't represent the people.25
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1 THE COURT: All right.

2 They just try to -CHERYL BUCKTOOTH:

3 We have that on the record clearly.THE COURT:

4 CHERYL BUCKTOOTH: Thank you.
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1 THE COURT: All right.

2 They just try to -CHERYL BUCKTOOTH:

3 We have that on the record clearly.THE COURT:

4 CHERYL BUCKTOOTH: Thank you.

5 I think it's relevant that Aly beANDREW JONES:

6 here at least because he was the one that provided the false

information about us, as I stated before.7

8 I understand — I understand yourTHE COURT:

9 question .

10 We should be able to address ourCHERYL BUCKTOOTH:

11 accuser .

12 RONALD JONES: Yeah.

13 I understand your concerns. As I justTHE COURT:

said, I do not have authority to order him to be here.14

Chief Alston Gibson is15 RONALD JONES:

16 Af rican-American . He isn't native. How can he hold title of

chief or be sovereign?17

18 That's not for this court to decide.THE COURT:

Again, I can't change what's recognized by the United States19

20 government .

Is there anything further?21

United States government —22 RONALD JONES:

My ruling is I cannot enforce the23 THE COURT:

subpoenas and the motion to quash is granted.24

MR. HEATH: Thank you, Judge.25
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Court is in recess.1 THE CLERK:

(Proceedings adjourned.)2
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1

2 CERTIFICATION

3

4

5 I, DIANE S. MARTENS, Registered Professional

6 Reporter, DO HEREBY CERTIFY that I attended the foregoing

7 proceedings, took stenographic notes of the same, that

8 the foregoing is a true and correct copy of same and the

9 whole thereof.

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19 DIANE S. MARTENS, FCRR

20

21

22

23

24

25
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Annex 6

Annex 6

a. Copy of United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples.

Annex 6 is a Copy of United Nations Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples that supports this Application. [Found also on the filed
USB at Annex 1, for electronic review.]
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Resolution adopted by the General Assembly

[without reference to a Main Committee (A/61/L.67and Add.l)]

61/295. United Nations Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples

The General Assembly,

Taking note of the recommendation of tire Human Rights Coun¬
cil contained in its resolution 1/2 of 29 June 2006,1 by which the
Council adopted the text of the United Nations Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples,

Recalling its resolution 61/178 of 20 December 2006, by which
it decided to defer consideration of and action on the Declaration
to allow time for further consultations thereon, and also decided to

conclude its consideration before die end of the sixty-first session of
die General Assembly,

Adopts the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples as contained in the annex to the present resolution.

107th plenary meeting
13 September 2007

Annex

United Nations Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples

The General Assembly,

Guided by the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United A
Nations, and good faith in the fulfilment of the obligations assumed
by States in accordance with the Charter,

Affirming that indigenous peoples are equal to all other peoples,
while recognizing the right of all peoples to be different, to consider
themselves different, and to be respected as such,

KSee Official Records of the General Assembly, Sixty-first Session,

Supplement No. 53 (A/61/53), part one, chap. II, sect. A.

i



Affirming also that all peoples contribute to the diversity and rich-
ness of civilizations and cultures, which constitute the common heri¬
tage of humankind,

Affirmingfurther that all doctrines, policies and practices based on

Affirming also that all peoples contribute to the diversity and rich-
ness of civilizations and cultures, which constitute the common heri¬
tage of humankind,

Affirmingfurther that all doctrines, policies and practices based on

Affirming also that all peoples contribute to the diversity and rich-
ness of civilizations and cultures, which constitute the common heri¬
tage of humankind,

Affirmingfurther that all doctrines, policies and practices based on

Affirming also that all peoples contribute to the diversity and rich-
ness of civilizations and cultures, which constitute the common heri¬
tage of humankind,

Affirmingfurther that all doctrines, policies and practices based on
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Affirming also that all peoples contribute to the diversity and rich-
ness of civilizations and cultures, which constitute the common heri¬
tage of humankind,

Affirmingfurther that all doctrines, policies and practices based on
or advocating superiority' of peoples or individuals on the basis of
national origin or racial, religious, ethnic or cultural differences are
racist, scientifically false, legally invalid, morally condemnable and
socially unjust,

Reaffirming that indigenous peoples, in the exercise of their rights,
should be free from discrimination of any kind,

Concerned that indigenous peoples have suffered from historic injus¬
tices as a result of, inter alia, their colonization and dispossession
of their lands, territories and resources, thus preventing them from
exercising, in particular, their right to development in accordance
with their own needs and interests,

Recognizing the urgent need to respect and promote the inherent
rights of indigenous peoples which derive from their political, eco¬
nomic and social structures and from their cultures, spiritual tradi¬
tions, histories and philosophies, especially their rights to their lands,
territories and resources,

Recognizing also the urgent need to respect and promote the rights
of indigenous peoples affirmed in treaties, agreements and other
constructive arrangements with States,

Welcoming the fact that indigenous peoples are organizing them-
selves for political, economic, social and cultural enhancement and
in order to bring to an end all forms of discrimination and oppres¬
sion wherever they occur,

Convinced that control by indigenous peoples over developments
affecting them and their lands, territories and resources will enable
them to maintain and strengthen their institutions, cultures and tra¬

ditions, and to promote their development in accordance with their
aspirations and needs,

Recognizing that respect for indigenous knowledge, cultures and
traditional practices contributes to sustainable and equitable devel¬
opment and proper management of the environment,

Emphasizing the contribution of the demilitarization of the lands
and territories of indigenous peoples to peace, economic and social

A

2



progress and development, understanding and friendly relations
among nations and peoples of the world,

Recognizing in particular the right of indigenous families and com- h

munities to retain shared responsibility' for the upbringing, training,

progress and development, understanding and friendly relations
among nations and peoples of the world,

Recognizing in particular the right of indigenous families and com- h

munities to retain shared responsibility' for the upbringing, training,

progress and development, understanding and friendly relations
among nations and peoples of the world,

Recognizing in particular the right of indigenous families and com- h

munities to retain shared responsibility' for the upbringing, training,

progress and development, understanding and friendly relations
among nations and peoples of the world,

Recognizing in particular the right of indigenous families and com- h

munities to retain shared responsibility' for the upbringing, training,
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progress and development, understanding and friendly relations
among nations and peoples of the world,

Recognizing in particular the right of indigenous families and com- h

munities to retain shared responsibility' for the upbringing, training,
education and well-being of their children, consistent with the rights
of the child,

Considering that the rights affirmed in treaties, agreements and other
constructive arrangements between States and indigenous peoples
are, in some situations, matters of international concern, interest,
responsibility and character,

Considering also that treaties, agreements and other constructive

arrangements, and the relationship they represent, are the basis for a

strengthened partnership between indigenous peoples and States,

Acknowledging that the Charter of the United Nations, the Interna-
tional Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights2 and the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,2 as well as the
Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action,3 affirm the funda¬
mental importance of the right to self-determination of all peoples,
by virtue of which they freely determine their political status and
freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development,

Bearing in mind that nothing in this Declaration may be used to

deny any peoples their right to self-determination, exercised in con¬

formity with international law,

Convinced that the recognition of the rights of indigenous peoples
in this Declaration will enhance harmonious and cooperative rela¬
tions between the State and indigenous peoples, based on principles
of justice, democracy, respect for human rights, non-discrimination
and good faith,

Encouraging States to comply with and effectively implement all -4
their obligations as they apply to indigenous peoples under inter¬

national instruments, in particular those related to human rights, in

consultation and cooperation with the peoples concerned,

Emphasizing that the United Nations has an important and continu¬

ing role to play in promoting and protecting the rights of indig¬
enous peoples,

*

- See resolution 2200 A (XXI), annex.
J A/CONF.157/24 (Parr I), chap. III.

3



Believing that this Declaration is a further important step forward
for the recognition, promotion and protection of the rights and
freedoms of indigenous peoples and in the development of relevant
activities of the United Nations system in this field,

Believing that this Declaration is a further important step forward
for the recognition, promotion and protection of the rights and
freedoms of indigenous peoples and in the development of relevant
activities of the United Nations system in this field,

Believing that this Declaration is a further important step forward
for the recognition, promotion and protection of the rights and
freedoms of indigenous peoples and in the development of relevant
activities of the United Nations system in this field,

Believing that this Declaration is a further important step forward
for the recognition, promotion and protection of the rights and
freedoms of indigenous peoples and in the development of relevant
activities of the United Nations system in this field,
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Believing that this Declaration is a further important step forward
for the recognition, promotion and protection of the rights and
freedoms of indigenous peoples and in the development of relevant
activities of the United Nations system in this field,

Recognizing and reaffirming that indigenous individuals are enti¬
tled without discrimination to all human rights recognized in inter¬
national laW, and that indigenous peoples possess collective rights
which are indispensable for their existence, well-being and integral
development as peoples,

Recognizing that the situation of indigenous peoples varies from
region to region and from country to country and that the signifi¬
cance of national and regional particularities and various historical
and cultural backgrounds should be taken into consideration,

Solemnly proclaims the following United Nations Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples as a standard of achievement to be
pursued in a spirit of partnership and mutual respect:

Article 1

Indigenous peoples have the right to the hill enjoyment, as a collec-
tive or as individuals, of all human rights and fundamental freedoms
as recognized in the Charter of the United Nations, the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights4 and international human rights law.

Article 2

Indigenous peoples and individuals are free and equal to all other
peoples and individuals and have the right to be free from any kind
of discrimination, in the exercise of their rights, in particular that
based on their indigenous origin or identity.

Article 3

Indigenous peoples have the right to self-determination. By virtue
of that right they freely determine their political status and freely
pursue their economic, social and cultural development.

4-

Article 4

Indigenous peoples, in exercising their right to self-determination,
have the right to autonomy or self-government in matters relating to

%

217 A (III).

4



their internal and local affairs, as well as ways and means for financ¬
ing their autonomous functions.

Article 5

their internal and local affairs, as well as ways and means for financ¬
ing their autonomous functions.

Article 5

their internal and local affairs, as well as ways and means for financ¬
ing their autonomous functions.

Article 5

their internal and local affairs, as well as ways and means for financ¬
ing their autonomous functions.

Article 5
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their internal and local affairs, as well as ways and means for financ¬
ing their autonomous functions.

Article 5

Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain and strengthen their jfe,

distinct political, legal, economic, social and cultural institutions,
while retaining their right to participate fully, if they so choose, in
the political, economic, social and cultural life of the State.

Article 6

Every indigenous individual has the right to a nationality.

Article 7

1. Indigenous individuals have the rights to life, physical and men¬
tal integrity, liberty and security of person.

2. Indigenous peoples have the collective right to live in freedom,
peace and security as distinct peoples and shall not be subjected to

any act of genocide or any other act of violence, including forcibly
removing children of the group to another group.

Article 8

1. Indigenous peoples and individuals have the right not to be
subjected to forced assimilation or destruction of their culture.

2. States shall provide effective mechanisms for prevention of, and
redress for:

(a) Any action which has the aim or effect of depriving them
of their integrity as distinct peoples, or of their cultural values
or ethnic identities;

(b) Any action which has the aim or effect of dispossessing
them of their lands, territories or resources;

(c) Any form of forced population transfer which has the aim
or effect of violating or undermining any of their rights;

(d) Any form of forced assimilation or integration;

(e) Any form of propaganda designed to promote or incite
racial or ethnic discrimination directed against then!.

5



Article 9

Indigenous peoples and individuals have the right to belong to an
indigenous community or nation, in accordance with the traditions
and customs of the community or nation concerned. No discrimina¬

Article 9

Indigenous peoples and individuals have the right to belong to an
indigenous community or nation, in accordance with the traditions
and customs of the community or nation concerned. No discrimina¬

Article 9
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Article 9

Indigenous peoples and individuals have the right to belong to an
indigenous community or nation, in accordance with the traditions
and customs of the community or nation concerned. No discrimina¬
tion of any kind may arise from the exercise of such a right.

Article 10

Indigenous peoples shall not be forcibly removed from their lands Or

territories. No relocation shall take place without the free, prior and
informed consent of the indigenous peoples concerned and after
agreement on just and fair compensation and, where possible, with
die option of return.

Article 11

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to practise and revitalize their
cultural traditions and customs. This includes the right to maintain,
protect and develop the past, present and future manifestations of
their cultures, such as archaeological and historical sites, artefacts,
designs, ceremonies, technologies and visual and. performing arts

and literature.

2. States shall provide redress through effective mechanisms, which
may include restitution, developed in conjunction with indigenous
peoples, with respect to their cultural, intellectual, religious and spir¬
itual property1 taken without their free, prior and informed consent

or in violation of their laws, traditions and customs.

i

Article 12

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to manifest, practise, develop
and teach their spiritual and religious traditions, customs and cer¬
emonies; the right to maintain, protect, and have access in privacy'
to their religious and cultural sites; the right to die use and control
of their ceremonial objects; and the right to the repatriation of their
human remains.

2. States shall seek to enable the access and/or repatriation of cer¬
emonial objects and human remains in their possession through fair,
transparent and effective mechanisms developed in conjunction with
indigenous peoples concerned.

4
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Article 13

1. Indigenous peoples have the. right to revitalize, use, develop and
transmit to future generations their histories, languages, oral tradi¬
tions, philosophies, writing systems and literatures, and to designate
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Article 13

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to revitalize, use, develop and
transmit to future generations their histories, languages, oral tradi¬
tions, philosophies, writing systems and literatures, and to designate
and retain their own names for communities, places and persons.

2. States shall take effective measures to ensure that this right is
protected and also to ensure that, indigenous peoples can understand
and be understood in political, legal and administrative proceedings,
where necessary through the provision of interpretation or by other
appropriate means.

Article 14

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to establish and control their
educational systems and institutions providing education in their
own languages, in a manner appropriate to their cultural methods of
teaching and learning,

2, Indigenous individuals, particularly children, have the right to

all levels and forms of education of the State without discrimina¬
tion.

3. States shall, in conjunction with indigenous peoples, take effec¬
tive measures, in order for indigenous individuals, particularly chil¬

dren, including those living outside their communities, to have
access, when possible, to an education in their own culture and pro¬
vided, in their own language.

A

Article 15

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to the dignity and diversity
of their cultures, traditions, histories and aspirations which shall be
appropriately reflected in education and public information.

2. States shall take effective measures, in consultation and coopera¬
tion with the indigenous peoples concerned, to combat prejudice
and eliminate discrimination and to promote tolerance, understand¬
ing and good relations among indigenous peoples and all other seg¬
ments of society.

*

Article 16

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to establish their own media in

their own languages and to have access to all forms of non-indigenous
media without discrimination.

¥
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2. States shall take effective measures to ensure that State-owned
media duly reflect indigenous cultural diversity. States, without
prejudice to ensuring foil freedom of expression, should encour¬
age privately owned media to adequately reflect indigenous cultural
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2. States shall take effective measures to ensure that State-owned
media duly reflect indigenous cultural diversity. States, without
prejudice to ensuring full freedom of expression, should encour¬
age privately owned media to adequately reflect indigenous cultural
diversity.

Article 17

1. Indigenous individuals and peoples have the right to enjoy fully
all rights established under applicable international and domestic
labour law,

2. States shall in consultation and cooperation with indigenous
peoples take specific measures to protect indigenous children from
economic exploitation and from performing airy work that is likely
to be hazardous or to interfere with the child’s education, or to be
harmful to the child’s health or physical, mental, spiritual, moral or
social development, taking into account their special vulnerability
and the importance of education for their empowerment.

3. Indigenous individuals have the right not to be subjected to any
discriminatory conditions of labour and, inter alia, employment or
salary.

Article18

Indigenous peoples have the right to participate in decision-making
in matters which would affect their rights, through representatives
chosen by themselves in accordance with their own procedures,
as well as to maintain and develop their own indigenous decision¬
making institutions.

Article 19

States shall consult and cooperate in good faith with the indigenous
peoples concerned through their own representative institutions in
order to obtain their free, prior and informed consent before adopt¬
ing and implementing legislative or administrative measures that
may affect them.

Article 20

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain and develop their
political, economic and social systems or institutions, to be secure
in the enjoyment of their own means of subsistence and develop¬
ment, and to engage freely in all their traditional and other eco¬
nomic activities.

sir

4
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2. Indigenous peoples deprived of their means of subsistence and
development are entitled to just and fair redress.

Article 21
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2. Indigenous peoples deprived of their means of subsistence and
development are entitled to just and fair redress.

Article 21

1. Indigenous peoples have the right, without discrimination, to

the improvement of their economic and social conditions, including,
inter alia, in the areas of education, employment, vocational training
and retraining, housing, sanitation, health and social security.

2. States shall take effective measures and, where appropriate, spe¬
cial measures to ensure continuing improvement of their economic

and social, conditions. Particular attention shall be paid to the rights
and special needs of indigenous elders, women, youth, children and
persons with disabilities.

Article 22

1. Particular attention shall be paid to the rights and special needs
of indigenous elders, women, youth, children and persons with dis¬
abilities in the implementation of this Declaration.

2. States shall take measures, in conjunction with indigenous peoples,
to ensure that indigenous women and children enjoy the full protection
and guarantees against all forms of violence and discrimination.

Article 23

Indigenous peoples have the right to determine and develop pri¬
orities and strategies for exercising their right to development. In
particular, indigenous peoples have the right to be actively involved
in developing and determining health, housing and other economic
and social programmes affecting them and, as fat as possible, to

administer such programmes through their own institutions.

Article 24

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to their traditional medicines
and to maintain their health practices, including the conservation of
their vital medicinal plants, animals and minerals. Indigenous indi¬
viduals also have the right to access, without any discrimination, to

all social and health services.

2. Indigenous individuals have an equal right to the enjoyment of
the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health. States
shall take the necessary steps with a view to achieving progressively
the full realization of this right.

9



Article 25

Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain and strengthen their
distinctive spiritual relationship with their traditionally owned or
otherwise occupied and used lands, territories, waters and coastal
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Article 25

Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain and strengthen their
distinctive spiritual relationship with their traditionally owned or
otherwise occupied and used lands, territories, waters and coastal
seas and other resources and to uphold their responsibilities to

future generations in this regard.

Article 26

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to the lands, territories and
resources which they have traditionally owned, occupied or other¬
wise used or acquired.

2. Indigenous peoples have the right to own, use, develop and
control the lands, territories and resources that they possess by rea¬
son of traditional ownership or other traditional occupation or Use,
as well as those which they have otherwise acquired.

3. States shall give legal recognition and protection to these lands,
territories and resources. Such recognition shall be conducted with
due respect to the customs, traditions and land tenure systems of the
indigenous peoples concerned.

Article 27

States shall establish and implement, in conjunction with indige¬
nous peoples concerned, a fair, independent, impartial, open and
transparent process, giving due recognition to indigenous peoples’
laws, traditions, customs and land tenure systems, to recognize and
ad judicate the rights of indigenous peoples pertaining to their lands,
territories and resources, including those which were traditionally
owned or otherwise occupied or used. Indigenous peoples shall have
the right to participate in this process.

Article 28

1 . Indigenous peoples have the right to redress, by means that can

include restitution or, when this is not possible, just, fair and equita¬
ble compensation, for the lands, territories and resources which they
have traditionally owned or otherwise occupied or used, and which
have been confiscated, taken, occupied, used or damaged without
their free, prior and informed consent.

2. Unless otherwise freely agreed upon by the peoples concerned,
compensation shall take die form of lands, territories and resources

(A
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equal in quality, size and legal status or of monetary compensation
or other appropriate redress.

Article 29
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or other appropriate redress.

Article 29
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equal in quality, size and legal status or of monetary compensation
or other appropriate redress.

Article 29

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to the conservation and pro¬
tection of the environment and the productive capacity of their lands
or territories and resources. States shall establish and implement
assistance programmes for indigenous peoples for such conservation
and protection, without discrimination.

2. States shall take effective measures to ensure that no storage or
disposal of hazardous materials shall take place in the lands or ter¬

ritories of indigenous peoples without their free, prior and informed
consent.

3. States shall also take effective measures to ensure, as needed,
that programmes for monitoring, maintaining and restoring the
health of indigenous peoples, as developed and implemented by the
peoples affected by such materials, are duly implemented.

Article 30

1. Military activities shall not take place in the lands or territories
of indigenous peoples, unless justified by a relevant public interest or
otherwise freely agreed with or requested by the indigenous peoples
concerned.

2. States shall undertake effective consultations with the indig¬
enous peoples concerned, through appropriate procedures and in
particular through their representative institutions, prior to using
their lands or territories for military activities.

*

Article 31

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain, control, protect
and develop their cultural heritage, traditional knowledge and tra¬

ditional cultural expressions, as well as die manifestations of their
sciences, technologies and cultures, including human and genetic
resources, seeds, medicines, knowledge of the properties of fauna
and flora, oral traditions, literatures, designs, sports and traditional
games and visual and performing arts. They also have the right to

maintain, control, protect and develop their intellectual property

over such cultural heritage, traditional knowledge, and traditional
cultural expressions.

11



2. In conjunction with indigenous peoples, States shall take effec¬
tive measures to recognize and protect the exercise of these rights.
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2. In conjunction with indigenous peoples, States shall take effec¬
tive measures to recognize and protect the exercise of these rights.

Article 32

1. indigenous peoples have the right to determine and develop
priorities and strategies for die development or use of their lands or
territories and odier resources.

2. States shall consult and cooperate in good faith with the indig¬
enous peoples concerned through their own representative institu¬
tions in order to obtain their free and informed consent prior to the
approval of any project affecting their lands or territories and other
resources, particularly in connection with the development, utiliza¬
tion or exploitation of mineral, water or other resources.

3. States shall provide effective mechanisms for just and fair redress
for any such activities, and appropriate measures shall be taken to
mitigate adverse environmental, economic, social, cultural or spiri¬
tual impact.

Article 33

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to determine their Own iden¬
tity' or membership in accordance with their customs and traditions.
This does not impair the right of indigenous individuals to obtain
citizenship of the States in which they live,

2. Indigenous peoples have the right to determine the structures
and to select the membership of their institutions in accordance with
their own procedures.

dr

Article 34

Indigenous peoples have the right to promote, develop and main¬
tain their institutional structures and their distinctive customs, spiri¬
tuality, traditions, procedures, practices and, in the cases where they
exist, juridical systems or customs, in accordance with international
human rights standards.

Article 35

Indigenous peoples have the right to determine the responsibilities
of individuals to their communities. *

12



Article 36

1. Indigenous peoples, in particular those divided by international
borders, have the right to maintain and develop contacts, relations
and cooperation, including activities for spiritual, cultural, political,

4
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and cooperation, including activities for spiritual, cultural, political,

i
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i
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Article 36

1. Indigenous peoples, in particular those divided by international
borders, have the right to maintain and develop contacts, relations
and cooperation, including activities for spiritual, cultural, political,
economic and social purposes, with their own members as well as
Other peoples across borders.

2. States, in consultation and cooperation with indigenous peo¬
ples, shall take effective measures to facilitate the exercise and ensure
the implementation of this right.

Article 37

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to the recognition, observ¬
ance and enforcement of treaties, agreements and other constructive
arrangements concluded with States or their successors and to have
States honour and respect such treaties, agreements and other con¬
structive arrangements.

2. Nothing in this Declaration may be interpreted as diminishing
or eUminating die rights of indigenous peoples contained in treaties,
agreements and other constructive arrangements,

i

1

Article 38

States, in consultation and cooperation with indigenous peoples,
shall take the appropriate measures, including legislative measures,
to achieve the ends of this Declaration.

>

Article 39

Indigenous peoples have the right to have access to financial and
technical assistance from States and through international coopera¬
tion, tor the enjoyment of the rights contained in this Declaration.

Article 40

Indigenous peoples have die right to access to and prompt decision
through just and fair procedures for the resolution of conflicts and
disputes with States or other parties, as well as to effective remedies
for all infringements of their individual and collective rights. Such
a decision shall give due consideration to the customs, traditions,
rules and legal systems of the indigenous peoples concerned and
international human rights.

13



Article 41

The organs and specialized agencies of die United Nadons system
and other intergovernmental organizations shall contribute to the hill
realization of the provisions of this Declaration through the mobiliza¬
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Article 41

The organs and specialized agencies of the United Nations system

and other intergovernmental organizations shall contribute to the full
realization of the provisions of this Declaration through the mobiliza¬
tion, inter alia, of financial cooperation and technical assistance. Ways
and means of ensuring participation of indigenous peoples on issues
affecting them shall be established.

Article 42

The United Nations, its bodies, including the Permanent Forum on
Indigenous Issues, and specialized agencies, including at the coun¬
try level, and States shall promote respect for and full application of
the provisions of this Declaration and follow up the effectiveness of
this Declaration.

Article 43

The rights recognized herein constitute the minimum standards for
the survival, dignity and well-being of the indigenous peoples of the
world.

Article 44

All the rights and freedoms recognized herein are equally guaran¬
teed to male and female indigenous individuals.

Article 45

Nothing in this Declaration may be construed as diminishing
or extinguishing the rights indigenous peoples have now or may
acquire in the future. *
Article 46

1. Nothing in this Declaration may be interpreted as implying for
anyState, people, group or person any right to engage in any activity
or to perform any act contrary to the Charter of the United Nations
or construed as authorizing or encouraging any action which would
dismember or impair, totally or in part, the territorial integrity or
political unity of sovereign and independent States.

2, In the exercise of the rights enunciated in the present Dec¬
laration, human rights and fundamental freedoms of all shall be
respected. The exercise of the rights set forth in this Declaration
shall be subject only to such limitations as are determined by law

t
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and in accordance with international human rights obligations. Any
such limitations shall be non-discriminatory and strictly necessary
solely for the purpose of securing due recognition and respect for
die rights and freedoms of others and for meeting the just and most

and in accordance with international human rights obligations, Any
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solely for the purpose of securing due recognition and respect for
die rights and freedoms of others and for meeting the just and most
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die rights and freedoms of others and for meeting the just and most
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and in accordance with international human rights obligations, Any
such limitations shall be non-discriminatory and strictly necessary
solely for the purpose of securing due recognition and respect for
die rights and freedoms of others and for meeting the just and most
compelling requirements of a democratic society.

3. The provisions set forth in .this Declaration shall be interpreted
in accordance with the principles of justice, democracy, respect for
human rights, equality, non-discrimination, good governance and
good faith,

15
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Annex 7

The International Court of Justice at The Hague and everyone in the World
may review electronically all docket entries throughout the Onondaga 15’s
unconscionable 20 year journey through the United States court system. The

following docket entries prove that there is no justice in the United States
court system, no Due Process in the United States court system, and no fair
hearing, no fair trial in the United States court system, thus, requiring
intervention by The International Court of Justice at the Hague in this case.
The sign above the front door of the Supreme Court of the United States
declaring “Equal Justice Under Law” unfortunately has no meaning when
the Supreme Court locks the door with “just” two words: “Petition denied.”
Unfortunately once you open the door, there is no “Equal Justice Under
Law” inside.

The docket entries in support of this Application can be found on the

PACER electronic retrieval system at Jones, et al. v. Parmley, et al., United
States District Court for the Northern District of New York, Court File No.

5:98-CV-0374, and the Briefs and the Joint Appendices filed by all parties in
the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit [in New York

City] can be reviewed on PACER at Jones, et al. v. Parmley, et al, Second

Circuit File No. 16-3603-cv. Access to District and Second Circuit court
docket entries on PACER can be found at the following link:

https://www.pacer.gov/

The oral arguments at the United States Court of Appeals for the Second

Circuit are found on the filed computer disc and at the following link:

http://www.ca2.uscourts.gov/decisions/isvsauerv/6b0039be-bcc9-45e3-99fe-ea8bl496Q921/241-250/list/

The Petition for a Writ of Certiorari and Petition for Rehearing and all

docket entries in the Supreme Court of the United States can be found



electronically on the Supreme Court’s website related to Jones, et al. v.

Parmley, et al., Docket No. 17-928 [2017-18], at the following link:

https://www.supremecourt.gov/docket/docket,aspx

The pretrial and trial transcripts establishing the unfair trial can be found for

review on PACER electronic docket in the United States District Court File

electronically on the Supreme Court’s website related to Jones, et al. v.

Parmley, et al., Docket No. 17-928 [2017-18], at the following link:

https://www.supremecourt.gov/docket/docket,aspx

The pretrial and trial transcripts establishing the unfair trial can be found for

review on PACER electronic docket in the United States District Court File

electronically on the Supreme Court’s website related to Jones, et al. v.

Parmley, et al., Docket No. 17-928 [2017-18], at the following link:

https://www.supremecourt.gov/docket/docket,aspx

The pretrial and trial transcripts establishing the unfair trial can be found for

review on PACER electronic docket in the United States District Court File

electronically on the Supreme Court’s website related to Jones, et al. v.

Parmley, et al., Docket No. 17-928 [2017-18], at the following link:

https://www.supremecourt.gov/docket/docket,aspx

The pretrial and trial transcripts establishing the unfair trial can be found for

review on PACER electronic docket in the United States District Court File
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electronically on the Supreme Court’s website related to Jones, et al. v.

Parmley, et al., Docket No. 17-928 [2017-18], at the following link:

https://www.supremecourt.gov/docket/docket,aspx

The pretrial and trial transcripts establishing the unfair trial can be found for

review on PACER electronic docket in the United States District Court File

No. 5:98-CV-0374, at docket entries numbered 799 through 810, and docket
number 743.

This Application may be supplemented and supported by other written

documentation.

Each of the Onondaga 15 will provide oral presentations and other witnesses

to The International Court of Justice at The Hague and to the United Nations
in New York City in support of this Application.
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Annex 8

Annex 8

a. Copy of kaianerekowa, the great law of peace. Presented in two
versions, in Mohawk and also translated into English;

b. 6 hours of video commentary from kahentinetha and others about the
kaianerekowa, the great peace;

c. The two-row wampum is not written, tekarontakeh’s words in Annex
2 and Annex 5 discusses the two-row wampum in support of this
Application to The Hague.

Annex 8 is a copy of kaianerekowa (the great law of peace) to be followed in
this case. It is presented in two versions, in Mohawk and also translated into
English. It can be found at the following link set forth below at Mohawk
Nation News, with 6 hours of video commentary from kahentinetha and
others about the great peace. The two-row wampum also applies and is not
in written form, tekarontakeh’s words in Annex 2 and Annex 5 at transcript
pages 9 thru 21, supra, discusses the two-row wampum in support of this
Application to The Hague. [Found also in the filed USB at Annex 1, for
electronic review].

"The root of the word ’society’ is ’friendship’ and
’companionship'. This concept is the basis of the
Kaienerekowa, the Great Law of Peace, the Constitution of
the Five Nations Iroquois Confederacy. The Great Law is a
way of life that was given to us as we saw it. It’s how we are
to relate to the universe, which is the way that I have tried to
live."Kahn-Tineta
Kaia'nereh:kowa, is the law of Great Turtle Island. The basis is
the medicine, Kanon'kwa:tsera. The goal is to spread peace and
stop war throughout the world.Now, it’s our pleasure to bring to
you both the PDF narrative and the original archived video
footage, converted to digital format for your enjoyment and

HornThe Great Law of Peace,



understanding. This 4 part series is proudly narrated by
kahentinetha, karonhiaktajeh, ganyetahawi, as well as children
wendahawi and kaniehtiio.So please, take some time, read and
listen to our original constitution, that has delivered us to peace
for centuries past, and shall for centuries to come.

http://www.mohawknationnews.com/thegreatlaw.htm
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understanding. This 4 part series is proudly narrated by
kahentinetha, karonhiaktajeh, ganyetahawi, as well as children
wendahawi and kaniehtiio.So please, take some time, read and
listen to our original constitution, that has delivered us to peace
for centuries past, and shall for centuries to come.

http://www.mohawknationnews.com/thegreatlaw.htm

http://www.mohawknationnews.com/index htm files/Gayanerekowa The Gr
eat Law of Peace OPT.pdf
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GAYANEREKOWA

The Great Law of Peace

As Brought to the Confederacy of the Iroquois By

DEGANAWIDA THE PEACEMAKER

Produced
By Ohontsa Films

©1993

\



Niarwen kowa to the following people who made this video series and book
possible:

iKanietahawi Dione MohawkReading ofthe Gayanerekowa
Karonhiahente Video Production
Louis Karonhiaktajeh Hall MohawkTranslation, Video Commentary and
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Niarwen kowa to the following people who made this video series and book
possible:

Kanietahawi Dione MohawkReading ofthe Gayanerekowa
Karonhiahente Video Production
Louis Karonhiaktajeh Hall MohawkTranslation, Video Commentary and
BookIllustrations
Aroniakons VideoProduction
KahentinethaEnglish Readingofthe GayanerekowaandBookDesign
Kario BookLayoutandDesign t

Thanks to the National Film Board for encouraging this product; and the two
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FORWARD

Many years ago before the coming of the European to Turtle Island, as the Iroquois call
North America, the Aboriginal nations of the eastern woodlands were in constant warfare.
Nation against nation and village against village were engaged in endless blood feuds. The
people knew not peace.

A Peacemaker from another land, the land of the Hurons, arrived in the territory of the
feuding nations to bring his message of peace, righteousness and power. His name,
Deganawida.

Deganawida explained to the people that if they are to find peace they must follow the laws
of nature because all of life is derived from these laws. He said they must respect each
other, other nations and all creation in order to bring about peace and harmony among
themselves and throughout the world.

Five Iroquois nations-Mohawk, Oneida, Cayuga, Seneca and Onondaga-heard the
words of Deganawida and accepted the Gayanerekowa, the Great Law of Peace. As a
result they formed the Five Nations Confederacy. They buried their weapons of war so as
not to fight amongst each other again, vowing to uncover them only for defence against
invaders. Peace had reigned between these nations for centuries by the time the Europeans
came to Turtle Island.

I

When the Europeans came to the eastern woodlands they met the representatives of the

Confederacy and learned how to institute a republic based on some of the principles of the
Gayanerekowa. In recent years, people concerned with living in a true democracy have

expressed an interest in the Gayanerekowa and its guidelines as a way of life.

In response to this interest, we have produced these four videos and companion book,

featuring the 117 wampums (articles) of the Gayanerekowa, read in Mohawk and English,
followed by commentaries in both languages.

You may follow the reading in Mohawk and English using the companion book which also

contains an explanation of the law.

This work is dedicated to all people wishing to spread the word of peace, righteousness and

power using the Gayanerekowa.

Ohontsa Films 1993
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GAYANEREKOWA

SAHONNJTIOKONNI NE WISK N5HOMOMWEMTSAKEH

KAYON1 #1

DEGANAWIDA TAHNON NE WISK NIHONONWETSAKEH ROTIYANER
WAHATIKWIRAYENTO NE SKENNENKOWA

i

Ihih ne Deganawida, watiakwayena Rotiyaner ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh wahakwakwirayento
ne Skennenkowa. Wahkwirayento sonwentsake Atotarho, Tanon ne Ohondagehaga Kanakerasera:
tsonwentsake ne Sehwatsenhanonneh. Ne wakehnatonkwe kiken yokwirote Tsoneratasekowa,
Yokwiratshani Ohnentakenra.

To waahkwayen tsiyokwiroteh kiken Skennenkowa, yohnetska, karaken yetskaronkwa tsinon
nensowahtien Atotarho tahnon ne sarasetsen Rotiyanerson.

Tohnon wakwentskohtonnion tsinon yonitskwaratseranetska tsi yorakwawerhon ahnatohkonson
tsiyokwiroteh ne Skennenkowa. To ensowanitskohtonnion tahnon ensowatennikorahren tsi
rohnatehke ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh. Ahkwekon tsi nahoten ahotihriwayen takeh. Tohnon
newateriwahseronnikeh sehwahenton. Atotarho tahnon ne Sarasetsen. Rotiyanerson
Onondagehaga tahnon ne ohya Rotiyanerson ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh.

KAYONI #2

YOTEHRARAKEN NE YOKWIROTEH SKENNENKOWA

Yohtehronton tsi yokwiroteh ne Skennenkowa. Enska ohtorehkeh niyawehnon, enska nakon
nonkwati, enska entieh nohkwati tanon enska ehnehken nokwati. Tahnon tsinikonnonhoten
nehneh Skennen tahnon Kahsatstensera. Tohka onka ronkwe tohkahni kanakerasera ahtstehokwati
ne Wisk Nihononwentsateh enhatihsereh ne Gayanerekowa ahoyanehrensera tanon
ensakotironkahten ne Rotiyanerson, enwahtonentatitehrosehreh tsiniyohreh tsitiokwiroteh. Tohlca
rohnatehnikonrohareh tahnon tohka enhontehwennatakwe tahnon ehhatiharatsteh tsi
ensahkotiwennarakwe ne Ratitsenhakwehniyo enhonwatihonkaron kati toh enhontekwasen tsi
ohnatokonson ne Tsioneratasekowa.

Ohkwirakenyateh ne Skennenkowa, toh yasakwatoharen Ahkweks ne rahkwenies ihnon
yahatkahtos. Tohka tehnen enhatkato tahwe ne yohtehron, ohksak ensakorori ne Rotinonsonni.

OHONTSA FILMS 2
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THE ORGANIZATION OF THE CONFEDERACY
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WAMPUM #1

DEGANAWIDA AND THE CHIEFS PLANT THE TREE OF PEACE

I Deganawida. With the statesmen of the League of Five Nations, I plant the Tree of Great !
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

THE ORGANIZATION OF THE CONFEDERACY

WAMPUM #1

DEGANAWIDA AND THE CHIEFS PLANT THE TREE OF PEACE

I am Deganawida. With the statesmen of the League of Five Nations, I plant theTree of Great
Peace. I plant it in your territory. Atotarho and the Onondaga Nation: in the territory of you who
are the Firekeepers. I name the tree Tsioneratasekowa, the Great "White Pine.

Under the shade of this Tree of Great Peace, we spread the soft, white feathery down of the Globe
Thistle as seats for you, Atotarho and your cousin statesmen.

We place you upon those seats, spread soft with the feathery down of the Globe Thistle, there
beneath the shade of the spreading branches of the Tree of Great Peace. There shall you sit and
watch the Fire of the League of Five Nations. All the affairs of the League shall be transacted at
this place before you, Atotarho and your cousin statesmen, by the statesmen of the League of Five
Nations.

Note:The term Five Nations makes it evident thatall the laws were made before1714at which
time the Tuscarora Nation was admitted into the Confederacy, but without an equal voice, contrary
to the Plan ofDeganawida. Apparently, thefirst Grand Councils of the Iroquois Confederacy
were held under the evergreen whitepine, the largest tree in Eastern North America, more than 250
feet high. All cut down 200years ago by the white men who afterwards never let the great tree
grow tofull size again in their haste and eagerness to exploit it.

WAMPUM #2

THE GREAT WHITE ROOTS OF THE TREE OF PEACE

Roots have spread out from the Tree of Great Peace: one to the north, one to the east, one to the
south and one to the west. These are the Great White Roots and their nature is Peace and Strength.

If any man or any nation outside of the Five Nations shall obey the laws of the Great Peace
(Gayanerekowa) and shall make this known to the statesmen of the League, they may trace back
the roots to the Tree. If their minds are clean and if they are obedient and promise to obey the
wishes of the Council of the League, they shall be welcomed to take shelter beneath the Tree of the
Long Leaves.

We place at the top of the Tree of Great Peace an eagle who is able to see afar. If he sees in the
distance any danger threatening, he will at once warn the people of the League.

Note:The translatorfrom the Indian to English got his tree mixed up. Tioneratasekowa does not
mean a Tree of Long Leaves, but a Great Tree with ever fresh leaves meaning evergreen or the
Great White Pine. The Tree of Long Leaves could not be the White Pine. Unless they had
domesticated the eagles, it is an allegory meaning that thepeople must be very watchful.

3
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GAYANEREKOWA

KAYONI #3

ATOTARHO TAHNON NE ONONDAGEHAGA ROTIYANER ENHONTSEN HAN0NNA NE
KATSENHOWANEN

fi tahnon ae Ratinousoinni Rotiyaner wahkwarihonten ihseh Atotarho tahnon ne Onondagehaga
Rotiyaner ensowatsenhanonna tahnon ensowatennikonraren ne Wisk Nihononwantsake tsi
ronahtekha. *

Katkeh tehnen enkayentahnehne kenniakayehren tahnon ya tehotitsenhayen, rahnatsera
yenhonwatori ensakoyatihsakah lcatioknihkayen tohka Atotarho, Honowihreton tohkani
Skanawati, rahtsenhanonneh tohkani Ahsarehkowa tahnon enkarihwayerihkeh tsi henhonwatihrori
nahoten rahtikaenyonneh. Tohne onen Atotarho ensakoyatahrorohkeh ronrasehokon Rotiyanerson
tahnon enhatikohenyon tohka ken yehkayerih tsinihyoriwa neh katsenhowanen ahatihketsko.
Tohka ken, tohneh Atotarho yensahkotohri rahtiriwenhas ahsakottihnonksa ahkwekon tsihnihati ne
Rotiyanerson ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh toh ahontiatarohrohke tsi yokwiroteh Skennenkowa.

Nennen enhatiyatayehrihne ne Rotiyanerson, tohneh enwahtekahton ne Katsenhowanen, nektsi
yakih ne wahtsirahtonkwas ohyenteh tahonston tahnon Atotarho enhawennohetsteh ne ohenton
kahriwatehkwen. Tohneh onen ne Atotarho tahnon ne ronrahsehokon Rontsenhanonneh
enhatihrihowanateh nahoten kahriwahereh.

r

Tsi yohyenkwaroteh ne Katsenhowanen enkarahten tanon yahtenkaronyawesteh, ne kahti
enhottroritihatinakeraseratehnion, tohka tehwatenrosonha, tsi onen areh katsenhowanen
yotariwahtention.

KAYONI #4

RONTSENHANONNE ENHATIKWENIENSTE TSI RATITSENHAYENTAKWA

Ihseh Atotarho tahnon ne ahsenyawenreh sarasetsen ensowakwehnienstakeh tsi non nikatsenhaien,
tohsa tehyotson, tohsa wahkenrayentahn. Ken watien Tsiowatstakaweh Onerahontsa
ahkonhonwatha ahyesehwatatonniaten.

Kahnakareh ken wathien ne ahyesehwatsteh ehren ahyehtsiyatenhawiteh ne ohtsinonwahsonha ne
kontehseres tsinon niyotekha Katsenhowanen. Tohka ya tayehsewakwehni ehren
ahyehsiyatentawitheh yontsiriwanontons ne tehsehwayehnawakon Rotiyanerson
ahyehtsiyehnawaseh.

OHONTSA FILMS 4
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WAMPUM #3

ATOTARHO AND THE ONONDAGA CHIEFS
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #3

ATOTARHO AND THE ONONDAGA CHIEFS
CARETAKERS OF THE COUNCIL FIRE

To you, Atotarho, and the Onondaga statesmen, I and the other statesmen of the League have
entrusted the caretaking and watching of the Five Nations Council Fir§. When there is any
business to be transacted and the Council is not in session, a messenger shall be sent to either
Atotarho, Honowirehton or Skanawati, firekeepers or their War Chief, with a full statement of the
business to be considered. Then Atotarho shall call his cousin chiefs together and consider
whether the business is of sufficient importance to call the attention of the Council of the League.
If so, Atotarho shall send messengers to summon all the chiefs of the League and to assemble
beneath the Tree of Great Peace. When the statesmen are assembled, the Council fire shall be
kindled but not with chestnut wood and Atotarho shall formally open the Council. Then shall
Atotarho and his cousin statesmen, the Firekeepers, announce the subject for discussion. The
smoke of the Council Fire of the League shall ever ascend and pierce the sky so that the other
nations who may be allies may see the council fire of the Great Peace.

Note:Chestnut wood throws out angry sparks. The inference here is not to inspire angry moods.
Seeing "The smoke of the CouncilFire ascend the sky" is to inducefriendly neighbors to drop in
andsit a spell.

\

WAMPUM #4

THE FIREKEEPERS TO KEEP THE COUNCIL FIRE CLEAN

You, Atotarho, and your thirteen cousin statesmen shall faithfully keep the space about the Council
Fire clean and you shall allow neither dust, nor dirt to accumulate. I lay a long seagull wing
(Tiowatatekowa Onerahontsa) before you as a broom.

As a weapon against a crawling creature, I lay a stick with you so that you may thrust it away from
the Council Fire. If you fail to cast it out, then call the rest of the united statesmen to your aid.

Note:Keeping the space around the councilfire clean may also mean that a well conducted council
is being recommendedand the crawling creature may be a disrespectfulperson orpersons seeking
to disrupt the council.
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GAYANEREKOWA

!

KAYONS #5

!
AHSEN NAHTENHATITSENHOTEN NE GANIENKEHAGA

Ahsen nahtenhatitsenhoten ne Ganienkehaga Kanakerasera: Tiotierentakwen ne Tehanakarine,
Ostawenserentah tahnon Soskoharowane. Tekehnihaton ne Tekarihoken, Ayonwatha tanon
Satekariwate. Ahsenhaton ne Sarenhowaneh, Teyonhekwen tahnon Orenrekowa.

Ne tohnatierenton nekohkne enhontahonsatateh ne tenhatitsenhoten ne tehkehnihaton tahnon ne
ahsenhaton tahnon tohka tenhontehrientawenrieh, tohkani yatekayeri tsinitsi onteriwatenti,
ensakotironkaten kahti ki tehkentarakeh, tahnon nennen entkayerihne tsinitsi enhonnohetsteh ne
tehkentarakeh, tohneh onen entehsakoteriwaniratseh ne tohnatierenton, tonne onen entehsakotiyon
neTsonontowanehaga ne nonwa ensatikehenion. Nennen Tsonontowanehaga Rotiyanerson
yatenhotiriwayentaseh ne Ganienkehaga Rotiyaner, tohne onen yatenhatitsenhiyakteh tsi nokwati
ne Kweyonkonhaga tahnon ne Onenyotehaga tahtitskoton ne nonwa ensatikahenyon.

I

KAYONI #6

!
DEGANAWIDA WASAKORIHONTEN NE GANIENKEHAGA ROTIYANER NE

ENSAKOTIKOWANEN NE WISK NIHONONWENTSAKEH
!

Ihih ne Deganawida, wahkerihonten ne Ganienkehaga Rotiyaner ne ahonontsi tahnon ne ratihenteh
ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh. Ganienkehaga tehkentstorotakwen ne Skennenkowa tahnon kahti
tehkayaks ne Gayanerekowa nahonnohetsteh tsi Kahtsenhowane nahoten Ganienkehaga Rotiyaner
rotiriwayen.

Yahten gayanerensera tahonton ne Katsenhowanen tohka yahakwekon tahonatatiatinonton ne
Ganienkehaga Rotiyaner.
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Final Decision iA

The council of the Mohawks shall be divided into three parties: The Bear Clan Chiefs, Tehanakarine,
Ostawenserentha and Soskoharowane are the first. The Turtle Clan Chiefs Tekarihoken, Ayonwatha and
Satekariwate are the second. The Wolf Clan Chiefs Sarenhowane, Teyonhekwen and Orenrekowa are the
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MOHAWK COUNCIL

Fire Keepers

BEAR CLAN ROTIYANER

Final Decision iA

The council of the Mohawks shall be divided into three parties: The Bear Clan Chiefs, Tehanakarine,
Ostawenserentha and Soskoharowane are the first. The Turtle Clan Chiefs Tekarihoken, Ayonwatha and
Satekariwate are the second. The Wolf Clan Chiefs Sarenhowane, Teyonhekwen and Orenrekowa are the
third. The first part is to listen only to the discussion of the second and third parties and if an error is made,
or the proceedings irregular, they are to call attention to it and when the case is right and properly decided by
the two parties, they shall confirm the decision of the two parties (and refer the case to the Seneca Chiefs if
it’s a Grand Council). The Well Keeper of the Turtle Clan, Chief Tekarihoken announces the subject to be
discussed and passes the issue over the Council Fire to the Wolf Clan Chiefs for their decision. No one
else but the Chiefs may speak when the Chiefs Council is in session. The Wolf Clan Chiefs deliberate in
low tones and wheD arrived at a decision, their Speaker stands up and passes their decision over the Fire to
the Turtle Clan Chiefs. In turn the Turtle Clan Chiefs deliberate and come to a decision which in this
instance is the same as that of the Wolf Clan Chiefs. The Turtle Clan Speaker announces the decision of
the Turtle Clan Chiefs to the Wolf Clan Chiefs and passes on their joint decision to the Bear Clan Chiefs
who shall then confirm the decision of the two parties and declare the issue passed and does the Well Keeper
have other issues?

For 1st Decision

For 2nd Decision -*

Well Keeper Decides First

TURTLE CLAN WOLF CLAN

ROTIYANER ROTIYANER

In the event that the Turtle Clan Chiefs disagree with the decision of the Wolf Clan Chiefs, the Fire
Keepers (Bear Clan Chiefs) shall invoke the rule that the two sides must deliberate again and because of the
new information revealed by the disagreement, the two sides are now likely to agree and in coming to an
agreement the issue is confirmed and passed by the Fire Keepers, the Bear Clan Chiefs. Should the Turtle
Clan Chiefs and Wolf Clan Chiefs come up with the same disagreement in their second deliberation, the
Firekeepers shall then render a decision they see fit in case of a disagreement by the two bodies. (Wampum
10).
Should the Fire keepers, the Bear Clan Chiefs, disagree with the decisions of the Wolf Clan Chiefs and the
Turtle Clan Chiefs whose decisions are the same, the same rule must again be applied and the Turtle Clan
Chiefs must once again deliberate on the issue and the Wolf Clan Chiefs must do the same. If their
decisions are the same as before, the Firekeepers, Bear Clan Chiefs have to go along with their decisions
and are compelled to confirm their joint decision.

From the GAYANEREKOWA, GREAT LAW, WAMPUMS NOS. 5-11. The Iroquois people
are urged to read the Great Law often so as to know the Law and to call attention to it whenever
its being violated. One is a Mohawk by birth and an Iroquois by Law; that is, one who follows
the Great Law.
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

I
WAMPUM #5

THE COUNCIL OF THE MOHAWKS DIVIDED INTO THREE PARTIES
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

!

i
WAMPUM #5

THE COUNCIL OF THE MOHAWKS DIVIDED INTO THREE PARTIES

The Council of the Mohawks shall be divided into three parts: Tehanakarine, Ostawenserentah and
Soskoharowane are the first. Tekarihoken, Ayonwatha and Satekariwate are the second.
Sarenkowane, Teyonhekwen and Orenrekowa are the third.

The first party is to listen only to the discussion of the second and third parties and if an error is
made or the proceeding irregular, they are to call attention to it and when the case is right and
properly decided by the two parties, they shall confirm the decision of the two parlies and refer the
case to the Seneca statesmen for their decision. When the Seneca statesmen have decided, in
accord with the Mohawk statesmen, the case or question shall be referred to the Cayuga and
Oneida statesmen on the opposite side of the house.

Note:The above is theprocedure when the Grand Council of the Iroquois Confederacy is in
session.

WAMPUM #6

DEGANAWIDA APPOINTS THE MOHAWK CHIEFS
LEADERS OF THE CONFEDERACY

I, Deganawida, appoint the Mohawk statesmen the head and the leaders of the Five Nations
League. The Mohawk statesmen are the foundation of the Great Peace and it shall therefore be
against the Great Binding Law to pass measures in the Council of the League after the Mohawk
statesmen have protested against them.

No Council of the League shall be legal unless all of the statesmen of the Mohawks are present

NotesThe Mohawks were thefirst to accept the Great Law. They helped the Founder,
Deganawida, to gather the other nations together. Missionaries admit they went all over America
andspreadpropaganda among the Indians against the Iroquois Confederacy, especially against the
Mohawks because they were the "most militant and great organizers." The missionariesfelt certain
they checked the spread of the Great Law which "would have made it impossiblefor the white men
to conquer America."

7



GAYANEREKOWA
KAYONI #7

ONONDAKEHAGA ROTIYANER ENHATINOTONKO NE KATSENHOWANEN

ICatkeh enhontiatarrokeh ne Katsenhowanen, Onondagehaga Rotiyaner enhatinokonko
tensakotihnonweraton ne ronrasehokon Rotiyanerson tahnon enskonatatiaseh, tenhatinonweraton
tsi yonwentsateh, tohnon ne rononkwe rohnataskwaronnion, tsi kanientarehnion, tsi
watnehicokwanionkwa, ne onensteh tahnon kahihsonha, ohnonkwasonha tahnon tsi yokwiroton,
tahnon ne yokwirowanens yehtiniaheshas, tahnon ne karyo onkwatennatsera ihken tahnon

GAYANEREKOWA
KAYONI #7
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KAYONI #7

ONONDAKEHAGA ROT1YANER ENHATINOTONKQ NE KATSENHOWANEN

Katkeh enhontiatarrokeh ne Katsenhowanen, Onondagehaga Rotiyaner enhatinokonko
tensakotihnonweraton ne ronrasehokon Rotiyanerson tahnon enskonatatiaseh, tenhatinonweraton
tsi yonwentsateh, tohnon ne rononkwe rohnataskwaronnion, tsi kanientarehnion, tsi
watnehicokwanionkwa, ne onensteh tahnon kahihsonha, ohnonkwasonha tahnon tsi yokwiroton,
tahnon ne yokwirowanens yehtiniaheshas, tahnon ne karyo onlcwatennatsera ihken tahnon
yonkiyawis ahtakwehnia, ne kawerowanens tahnon ne kennikawehrasas, ratiwehras, tsitehwatsiha
tiokehneka Orakwa, yehtisota ennitha ahsontenneh Yorahkoteh, tahnon ne Sonkwaiatison
rahonahtserahokon, tahnon ohni ne rahonha Sonkwaiatihson, ne tehsonkwawis nahoten
tehwaniaheshas, tahnon tohnon nihtehwehta nahoten yontionniosta tahnon tsi tsionneh.

Tohne onen ne Onondagehaga Rotiyaner enhatirihowanateh tsi onen ontehnotonka ne
Kahtsenhowanen.

Yahtahonsahatihtsenhayen nennen tayokaraweh.

KAYONI #8

AKWEKON TSINIHATIH NE ONONDAGEHAGA ROTIYANER ONENKSTI
ENHATIHTERONTAKEH

Nehne Rontsenhanonneh he enhatihnotonkwasehkeh tahnon ne ensatinotonsehkeh ne
Katsenhowane, rohnonha enhonnohetseh ahkwekon nahoten yatehoterihwayentaseh ne
tehotinenrakeh tahnon ensakoteriwanihratseh.

Akwekon tsinihatih ne Onondagehaga Rotiyaner (tohkani rahotinaktakeh tehatihtas) onenktsi
enhatihterontakeh tsinikon enhatitsenhayen Katsenhowanen tahnon enhatiriwayehna tsihnahoten
enhatirihwanonwehneh ne kahnenrowanen tohsa tehaterihwakehna sowahtierenkowa, onen
kihneeh ahkwekon sahtenhatiriwanonwehneh.

Tohka Atotarho tohkani katioknikayen ronrahsehokon Rotiyaner yahtehonatawehyaton ne
Katsenhowanen, tihkawenniyo kahnikayen ne Rontsenhanonnah enhanotonko tahnon ensahnoton
ne Katsenhowanen, ne tsinihatih ronatawiyaton ne Rontsenhanonneh yatehonawis ne tehnen
ahonnohetseh tsik tohka kenniyoriwaha.

j-
KAYONI #9 I

GANIENKEHAGA TAHNON TSONONTOWANEHAGA ENTONTIERENTEH
ENHONNOHETSTEH

Ahkwekon tsinahoten ahotirihwayentahneh ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh ne tenhatiyatoreteh ne
tehotitsenhoteh. Ganienkehaga tahnon Tsonontowanehaga entontierenteh enhonnohetsteh, tohneh
onen Onenyotehaga talmon Kweyonkonhaga kennensatiyereh tahnon enhonnohetsteh. Tohneh non
tonienhenweh ne orihwa tsinokwati ne Onondagehaga Rontsenhanonneh, ne ennakenka
ensonnohetseh.

Enknehsaka tsi enwateriwatenti tohka yatekariwayentakwen enhariwinionteh tohkani Ahsarekowa.
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #7

ONONDAGA CHIEFS OPEN THE COUNCIL FIRE OF THE IROQUOIS

Whenever the statesmen of the League shall assemble for the purpose of holding a council, the
Onondaga Rotiyaner shall open it by expressing their gratitude to their cousin statesmen and
greeting them and they shall make and address and offer thanks to the Earth where men dwell, to
the streams of water, the pools and the lakes, to the maize and the fruits, to the medicinal herbs and
trees, to the forest trees for their usefulness, and to the animals that serve as food and give their
pelts for clothing, to the great winds and the lesser winds, to the thunderers; to the Sun, the mighty
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THE GREAT LAWOF PEACE
WAMPUM #7

ONONDAGA CHIEFS OPEN THE COUNCIL FIRE OF THE IROQUOIS

Whenever the statesmen of the League shall assemble for the purpose of holding a council, the
Onondaga Rotiyaner shall open it by expressing their gratitude to their cousin statesmen and
greeting them and they shall make and address and offer thanks to the Earth where men dwell, to
the streams of water, die pools and the lakes, to the maize and the fruits, to the medicinal herbs and
trees, to the forest trees for their usefulness, and to the animals that serve as food and give their
pelts for clothing, to the great winds and the lesser winds, to the thunderers; to the Sun, the mighty
warrior, to the moon; to the messengers of the Creator who reveals his wishes and to the Great
Creator who dwells in the heavens above who gives all the things useful to men, and who is the
source and the ruler of health and life. *

Then shall the Onondaga Rotiyaner declare the council open. The Council shall not sit after
darkness has set in.

Note:The above opening thanksgiving ritual is done at every gathering of thepeople. The orator
gives thanks to all that help human life. Giving thanks to the trees, water, winds, etc., does not
mean that thepeople worship all these useful gifts, but thank thepower thatproduces them. The
word Royaner means "he makes a goodpathfor the people tofollow." Rotiyaner is in the plural.

WAMPUM #8

EVERY ONONDAGA CHIEF MUST BE PRESENT

The Firekeepers shall formally open and close all councils of the statesmen of the League, they
shall pass upon all matters deliberated upon by the two sides and render their decision.

Every Onondaga statesman (or his deputy) must be present at every Council of the League and
must agree with the majority without unwarrantable dissent, so that a unanimous decision may be
rendered.

If Atotarho or any of his cousin statesmen are absent from a Council of the League, any other
Firekeeper may open and close the Council, but the Firekeepers present may not give any
decisions, unless the matter is of small importance.

Note:No chief may start any unnecessary arguments or unjustifiably delay theprogress of the
Council.

WAMPUM #9

ALL ISSUES PASSED FIRST BY THE MOHAWKS AND THE SENECAS

All the business of the Five Nations League Council shall be conducted by the two combined
bodies of Confederate statesmen. First, the question shall be passed upon by the Mohawk and
Seneca statesmen, then it shall be discussed and passed by the Oneida and Cayuga statesmen.
Their decision shall then be referred to the Onondaga statesmen, the Firekeepers, for final
judgment.

The same process shall be followed when a question is brought before the Council by an individual •

ora War Chief.
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GAYANEREKOWA

KAYON! #10

KWEYONKONHAGA TAHNON NE ONENYOTEHAGA NE ENSATIKAENYON

Orihwakwen tsi tohnenkayehren, nennen Ganienkehaga tahnon ne Tsionontowanehagas
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KAYONI #10

KWEYONKONHAGA TAHNON NE ONENYOTEHAGA NE ENSATIKAENYON

Orihwakwen tsi tohnenkayehren, mermen Ganienkehaga tahnon ne Tsionontowanehagas
ahtenhatiriwanonwehne ne nahoten wahatikahenyon, ihsi nakatsenhati yatenhonwenrateh
tsinokwatih ne Kweyonkonhaga tahnon ne Onenyotehaga tatitskohton,nehentatikahenyon tahnon
nennen enhonnehetsteh Ganienkehaga tentehsatotihyon. Tohneh onen ne Ganienkehaga Rotiyaner
tohnokwatih nienshatihaweh tsi nokwatih ne Rontsenhanonna Onondagehaga tsinitsi ronnehre
tkayehri tohkani ken yatatehotiriwanonwehon ne tehkehni tekatsenhote, tohkani
ensakotiriwahniratseh ne sihken sahtenhatiriwanonwehne. Tohne onen ne Rontsenhanonne
Onondagehaga yensakotihrori ne Ganienkehaga Rotiyaner ne enhatirihowanateh tsinitsi ontohetsteh
ne Kahtsenhakon.

KAYONI #11

ONENK TSI ENSATIKAENYON TOKA YA TIATAHOTINIKONRAYENTANEH

!Tohka sihken yatehotinikonrayentahon tohkani wahontehnentsistanihrateh ne Rontsenhanonneh
Rotiyaner, ohyanitsi wahonnohetsteh, ohnenkne tekatsenhote sehkon ensatikahenyon. Tohka
sehkon sahtenyawen tsi enJiotimkonrayentahne, tohnitsi ensakotirori ne Rontsenhanonneh
Onondagehaga, onen kihneh yatehnen tiahatihyereh onenktsi enhatiriwanonwehneh tahnon
ensakotiriwaniratseh ne tehotitsenhoteh.

KAYONI #12

ONONDAGEHAGA ROTIYANER ENNAKENKA TENHATIYATORETEH

Nennen ne Onondagehaga enhotiriwarane ne ronnonha rahotitsenkakon ahatikahenyon tahnon
ahonnohetsteh, Atotarho ensakoriwaheraseh ne Rotiyanerson, tohatitsenhoten ne tehkentiokwakeh.
Akwekon tsinihati ne Onondagehaga Rotiyaner rotiwennayen, nekokne Honowireton yatahonton
toh ahatehwenharho. Kwahekne enhatahonsatateh. Nenne ne tahtehtsaron ne tehotitsennoteh
sahtenhotinikonrayentahneh, Atotarho enhorori ne Honowirehton, tohneh onen
ensakoriwaniratseh. Yatahatontateh toka yasahtehhotiriwanonwehon ne tehkehni tehotitsenhoteh.
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #10

THE CAYUGA AND ONEIDA CHIEFS ARE NEXT TO DECIDE

In all cases, the procedure must be as follows: when the Mohawk and Seneca statesmen have
unanimously agreed upon a question, they shall report their decision to the Cayuga and Oneida
statesmen, who shall deliberate upon the question and report a unanimous decision to the Mohawk

The Mohawk Rotiyaner will then report the standing of the the Firekeepers,
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #10

THE CAYUGA AND ONEIDA CHIEFS ARE NEXT TO DECIDE

In all cases, the procedure must be as follows: when the Mohawk and Seneca statesmen have
unanimously agreed upon a question, they shall report their decision to the Cayuga and Oneida
statesmen, who shall deliberate upon the question and report a unanimous decision to the Mohawk
statesmen. The Mohawk Rotiyaner will then report the standing of the case to the Firekeepers,
who shall render a decision as they see fit in case of a disagreement by the two bodies or confirm
the decisions of the two bodies, if they are identical. The Firekeepers shall then report their
decision to the Mohawk statesmen who shall announce it to the open Council.

Note:This means that in case ofa disagreement between the twoparties, Mohawk-Seneca and
Oneida-Cayuga, the Onondaga statesmen shall cast their "vote" on one or the other, makingÿ it a
two thirds majority, making it necessaryfor the one third minority to go along with the decision of
the majority and it becomes a unanimous decision.

WAMPUM #11

CASE MUST BE RECONSIDERED IF THERE IS A DISAGREEMENT

If, through any misunderstanding or obstinacy on the part of the Firekeepers, they reach a decision
at variance with that of the two sides, the Two Sides shall reconsider the matter and if their
decisions are jointly the same as before, they shall report to the Firekeepers, who are then
compelled to confirm their joint decision.

WAMPUM #12

iTHE ONONDAGA FIREKEEPERS ARE THE LAST TO DECIDE

When a case comes before the Onondaga, the Firekeepers, for discussion and decision, Atotarho
shall introduce the matter to his comrade statesmen, who shall then discuss it in their two bodies.
Every Onondaga statesmep except Hononwireton shall deliberate and he shall listen only. When a
unanimous decision shall have been reached by the two bodies of Firekeepers, Atotarho shall
notify Hononwireton of the fact, then he shall confirm it. He shall refuse to confirm a decision if it
is not unanimously agreed upon by both sides of the Firekeepers.

Note:In the Onondaga national council, thepartyfor thefinal decision is comprised of only one
individual, Hononwireton, who however has tofollow the rule which is simply to confirm a
unanimous decision or to refuse to confirm a decision which was not agreed upon by the two
sides. He does not have to takepart in the deliberation. It's already taken care of.

V
!
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GAYANEREKOWA

KAYONS #13

ROTIYANER EHHONTEWENNASTOTEH NENNEN ROTITSEN HAYEN

Yatahonton ne tikawenniyo onka ne Royaner ahsakotahraseh ne kanenrakwekon Rotiyanerson
nennen Katsenhowanen yoteriwatention. Nekok enwaton yensakotaraseh ne
tehotiriwayehnawakon tsi rotitsenhayen tahnon enhatehwennastoteh.
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KAYONI #13

ROTIYANER EHH0NTEWENNASTOTEH NENNEN ROTITSEN HAYEN

Yatahonton ne tikawenniyo onka ne Royaner ahsakotahraseh ne kanenrakwekon Rotiyanerson
nennen Katsenhowanen yoteriwatention. Nekok enwaton yensakotaraseh ne
tehotiriwayehnawakon tsi rotitsenhayen tahnon enhatehwennastoteh.

KAYONI #14

ROTIYANER ENHONWAYATARAKO NE SAKGTATIS NE TOHNON NIWENNISERATEH

Nennen ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh wahatsitsenhayen, enhonwayatarako ne Sakotatis ne tohnon
niwenniserateh. Katioknikayen ne Rotiyanerson ne Ganienkehaga, Onondagehaga tokani
Tionontowanehaga.

Tsi entsorenneh, ohya ensonwayatarako, nektsi enwaton ne enkneh sahayata ne tentenrehne, toka
yahonka tahatiriwayakeh.

KAYONI #15

ROTIYANER KOHK ROTIWENNAYEN NE KATSENHOWANEN

Yatahonton ahotiwennayentaheh ne tsi Katsenhowanen ne yatekariwayentakwen tohkani
tihononwentsateh, tsik toka tioknahoten ensakoriwahnontonseh ne Sakotatis.

KAYONI #16

TOKA TIHKATEH OYA ENTSITEWANASTAHREN

Toka sihken katkehtiok onenktsi tenskatehnion kih kayanehrensera, entehwatehwayentonkeh
tsihenkakahenyonhon tahnon toka sih tehyoton hontsohon toka onih senha yoyanereh ne aseh
ahsakarontayenton, enkakahenyonkeh tahnon toka enyohetston, ne entowanatonkwe, "tikateh
sontehwanastaren."

i
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #13

CHIEFS TO DELIBERATE IN LOW TONES

!No chief shall ask a question of the body of chiefs of the League when they are discussing a case,
question or proposition. He may only deliberate in a low tone with the separate body of which he
is a member.
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WAMPUM #13

CHIEFS TO DELIBERATE IN LOW TONES

No chief shall ask a question of the body of chiefs of the League when they are discussing a case,
question or proposition. He may only deliberate in a low tone with the separate body of which he
is a member.

Note:Such an action by a chief may result in disorder and delay the progress of the council.

WAMPUM #14

THE COUNCIL SHALL APPOINT A SPEAKER FOR THE DAY

When the Council of the Five Nations chiefs shall convene, they shall appoint a speaker for the
day. He shall be a chief of either the Mohawk, Onondaga or Seneca nations.

The next day, the Council shall appoint another, but the first speaker may be reappointed if there is
no objection, but a speaker's term shall not be regarded more than a day.

WAMPUM #15

ONLY CHIEFS HAVE A VOICE IN THE GRAND COUNCIL

No individual or foreign nation interested in a case, question, or proposition shall have any voice
in the Council of the League except to answer a question put to hun by the Speaker of the chiefs.

Note:This ruleprecludes hecklers and rowdy disruptions.

:
WAMPUM #16

IN CASE A NEW LAW IS MADE

If the conditions which shall arise at any future time call for an addition or change of this law, the
case shall be carefully considered and if a new beam seems necessary or beneficial, the proposed
change shall be decided upon and if adopted, shall be called, "Added to the Rafters."

Note.'This points out the law-making privileges of the Rotiyaner.

13
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KAYON1 #17

KAHNISTENSERASONHA ENKONTEHWEYENTON NE ROTIYANER
RAOTSSENNASONHA NE ONEKORHA OHROKWASASONHA

Kastarokonnianion onehkora satehkon niyoweryonkarakeh nihyensons entkonwanawihon ne
kahnistenserasonha ne enkontefaweyenton ne Rotiyaner rahotisennasonha. Nehne kotihaweh ne
onekorha, ne yotiyanehrenserayen ne ahyakotiyon ne Rotiyaner raohtisennasonha, tahnon tsi
nenwe enwatatie enyotiyanerenserayentakeh tsinikariwes enkotihawakeh ne onekorha
ohrokwasasonha ohnonha ahonawen ne Rotiyaner kahsennasonha tsinenwe, onenktsi tohka
nikayanehrenserake enkotisereh.

KAYONI #18

TOKA NE ROYANER YATAHATONTATEH AHATKENNISAHANA KWAHOKSAK OHYA
ENSONWARIH HONTEN NE ROYANER

Tohka onka ne Royaner yatatehsariwasnieh tohkani yatahatontateh yahreh nennen rotitsenhayen,
ne Rotiyaner, ne kahti ne rohnentiakeh Rotiyanerson ne kanakerasera tsinon nihayatareh
enhonwahehraseh ne Ahsarekowa ne ahsakoriwanontonseh ne rahonistensera kihken ennahken
rehta Royaner ahonwarori ahatkennisahana tsi totitsenhayen ne Rotiyaner. Toka yatahatontateh,
kwahoksak ohya ensonwayatarako ne Royaner ensahton.

Yahonka ne Royaner ihsinon ne enska yehkayenteh henhonwariwanontonseh ne ahhatkennisahana
nennen rotitsenhayen ne Rotiyaner.

t
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RIGHTS, DUTIES, AND QUALIFICATIONS OF THE STATESMEN

WAMPUM #17

CLAN MOTHERS TO HOLD CHIEFTAINSHIP TITLES
VIA WAMPUM STRINGS

A bunch of certain shell (wampum) strings, each two spans in length, shall be given to each of the
female families in which the chieftainship titles are vested. The right of bestowing the titles shall
be hereditary in the family of females legally possessing the bunch of shell strings and the strings
shall be the token that the females of the family have the ownership to the chieftainship title for all
time to come, subject to certain restrictions mentioned here.

Note:Thefamilies mentioned arepoliticalfamilies called the "Clan." The women in possession of
the Chieftainship title wampum strings are Clan Mothers. Like the Rotiyaner (Chiefs), the Clan
Mother can be deposed ifshe does a serious wrong at which timeanother woman will be installed
in herplace as the Clan Mother.

WAMPUM #18

CHIEF DEPOSED IF HE REFUSES TO ATTEND A COUNCIL FIRE

If any chief of the League neglects or refuses to attend the Council of the League, the other Chiefs
of the nation of which he is a member shall require their War Chief to request the female sponsors
of the Chief so guilty of neglecting his duties to demand his attendance at the Council. If he
refuses, the women holding the title shall immediately select another candidate for the title. No
chief shall be asked more than once to attend the Council of the League.

Note:Ihe Clan Mother deposes the errant chief. The War Chiefdelivers the order by reciting the
words ofdeposition to the errant chief. The three ClanMothers of the Clan of the deposedchief
immediately choose another Royaner.

15 I
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KAYONI #19

NE TENSONWANAKARARAKO NE ROYANER, AHSAREKOWA ENSAKOTATIAS NE
KANISTENSERA

Tohka katkeh enweneneh tsi sayatah ne Rotiyaner yahtotehsahnikonrayen ne ahkotsennonnia
nonkwesonha tohkani wahawennonti ne Gayanerekowa, tohneh ne ronnonkwe tohkani
konnonkwe, toMcani skatneh, tohnienhonneh tsi totitsenhayen ne Rotiyaner tahnon enhonwattehten
ne kihken Royaner tehonioskenhen, Ahsarekowa tensakotehwennakwe. Toka yatahatahonsatateh
nentohwatiehrenteh, sehkon kahti ensonwatehton. Tohka ne ahsenhaton nenhonwarori sehkon
yatahatahonsatateh, tohneh ki onen tonienhatihaweh tsi tatitsenhayentakwa ne Ahsarekowatson ne
tensonwanakararako, ahotisennakon ne Kahnistensera. Ne enskotiyehna ne Raohsanna. Nohnen
tonsahonwanakarako ne Royaner, tohneh onen ne Kahnistensera enhonwatirori ne Rotiyaner,
Ahsarekowa ensakotatiaseh tahnon tohnitsi enhonnohetsteh rahotitsenhakon ne Rotiyaner. Tohneh
onen ne Kahnistensera ohya ensonwayatarako ne Royaner tahnon ne Rotiyaner enhonwarihonten.
Onen enwateriwatentiaton ne Tenhonwanakararen.

Nennen ne Royaner tonsahonwanakararako, kennitsi enhotarhaseh ne Ahsarekowa:

"Onen kahti nihseh, ..., yatehnen karihwa tehsonni tahnon kennokwati tahsawihteh
tsiwahonsattehten ne Kahnistensera. Tsonnen yatehsoyakeh. Skahenyon tsi natehyoswateh ne
Orokontsera tahnon tsinatehyoswahteh ne Orakontsera ahoswatehtsera tonsakonakararako tahnon
sahkonkwa ne Sahsenna. Ehren sakhawihteh ne skehnonton rahonakara, ne
ratiyentehrestakwakwe tsi nahoten saterihontakwe tanon ne sayatanehrakwatsera. Onen kahti,
tonsakonnakararako tahnon tontakehyon ne Konnonkwe ne ahonawen."

Ne nonwa ne Ahsarekowa ensakotati ne Rahonistensera ne tehsonwanakararakwen tohnon
enhenron:

|

"Kahnistensera, nen ki tonsahinakararako ne sohwawen Royaner, onen kahti tontahkwayon ne
atehniententsera tahnon ne kahsenna, onen kahti, sahsowayehna."

Sehkon yensotarhaseh ne tehsonwankararakwen, enhenron ne Ahsarakowa:

"Tsi teskonnakararakwen tahnon skonnahsion, yakati onen tehtsisayaner. Sonhatsiwa tsi
nienseseh. Yatahonsehsehwene onkwesonha, yatehyonkwateryentareh ennisanikonroten. Netsi
ne Sonkwayatisson, yatatehotonwentsohni ne yahtetkayeri, yakahti tahonsayaniakenteh ne
tsinonitstenrateh yasatattiatenteh. Yanenwenton tahrahonsastahne tsinon saterihontakwe."

Tohneh onen ne Ahsarekowa yensakotarhaseh ne Rotiyaner ne raohnakerasera ne tsinikayen ne
tehsahonwanakararako, enhenron:

"Sehwaterientarak, Tahwakowanens, tsi sakrako ne skehnonton rahonakara tsi tehokenkeronteh
ne, ..., ne atehniententsera tsinon nihoterihontakwe tahnon ne rahokowanatsera."

Ne Wisk Nihononwentsake Rotiyaner yatehnen tahonton ohya nahatihyereh ohnenktsi
enhonnohetsteh tsi tonsahonwanakararako ne tehonioskenhen Royaner.

!
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE
i

WAMPUM #19

AN ERRANT CHIEF DEPOSED BY CLAN MOTHER
THROUGH THE WAR CHIEF

If at any time it shall be apparent that a chief of the League has not in mind the welfare of the
people or disobeys the rules of the Great Law, the men or women of the League, or both jointly,
shall come to the Council and scold the erring chief through his War Chief. If the complaint of the
people through the War Chief is not heeded on the first occasion, it shall be uttered again and then
if no attention is given, a third complaint and a warning shall be given.'If the chief is still
disobedient, the matter shall go to the Council of War Chiefs. The War Chiefs shall then take
away the title of the erring chief by order of the women in whom the title is vested. When the chief
is deposed, the women shall notify the chiefs of the League through their War Chief and the Chiefs
of the League shall sanction the act. The women will then select another of their sons as a
candidate and the chiefs shall elect him. Then the chosen one shall be installed by the Installation
Ceremony.

When a chief is deposed, his War Chief shall address him as follows:

"So you, ..., disregard and set at naught the warnings of your women relatives. You fling the
warnings over your shoulder to cast them behind. Behold the brightness of the Sun, and in the
brightness of the Sun's light, I depose you of your title and remove the emblem of your
chieftainship title. I removefrom your brow the deer's antlers which was the emblem of your
position and token of your nobility. I now depose you and return the antlers to the women whose
heritage they are."

The War Chief shall now address the women of the deposed Chief and say:

"Mothers as I have deposed your chief, I now return to you the emblem and the title of
chieftainship; therefore, repossess them."

Again addressing the deposed chief, he shall say:

"As I have deposed and discharged you, so you are no longer chief. The rest of the people of the
League shall not go with you, for we know not the kind of mind you possess. As the Creator has
nothing to do with wrong, so he will not come to rescue you from the precipice of destruction in
which you have cast yourself. You shall never be restored to the position you once occupied."

Then shall the War Chief address himself to the Chiefs of the nation to which the deposed chief
belongs and say:

"Know you, my chiefs, that I have taken the deer's antlers from the brow of ..., the emblem of his
position and token of Ms greatness."

The chiefs of the League shall have no other alternative than to sanction the discharge of the
offending cMef.

!
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KAYONI #20

NE ROYANER ONKATIOK ENSAKAHONN9ASEH (ENSAKOSEHTEH)

Tohka sihken ne Royaner onkatiok ensakahonniakseh (ensakosehteh), ne rohnentiakeh
Rotiyanerson ne rahonakerasera tohyenhontiatarorokeh tsinon tkahyen ne ohyehronta. Toka
yatahonton toh ahontiatarorokeh tsihnon tohnontayawen, nehki nonen ohya ensatitsenhayen ne
rahotinakersera tohneh enhonwariwanontonseh ne Ahsarekowa tahonsahonakararalco ne lcihken
Royaner toniyoriwatsani watanioskenneh, "wasakoyatata ne Rohonistensera ahkowatsireh tahnon
akorasetsera nohkwati niahaheh ne Royaner Kahsenna.

Ahsarekowa enhotati ne Royaner tehonioskenhen sakosehton tahnon enhenron:

"Ihseh, yateskonten ne, ihseh sahnentsa wasatseh! Yoriwatsani sahsateriwatewahteh ne
rahoenton ne Sonkwayatihson. Skahenyon tsinatehyoswateh ne tsiyorakoteh tahnon tsi
ahoswatehsera tsiyorakoteh tonsalconakararako, Sakrako tsi tehsakenkeronteh ne Skehnonion
rahonakara, ne watehnientenstakwen tsinon nisehteh, tahnon ne sahsennowanatsera. Onen kati
sakonrihontako tahnon enkoyatwateh tahnon kwahonenk ehrenhenseteh ne kih kennonwe
niyonwentsateh ne Wisk Nikanakeraserakeh tahnon tosanowenton tentehse. Wisk
Niyotionwentsakeh wahakiyatata ne sahnistensera akowatsiereh netsi Oriwakayon Rotiyaner
Kahsenna yatatetiatenro ne ahehnenkwensarihron. Ken henskahawihteh ya ohnonha tehtsonawen.
Kihken nihyoriwatsani watehsenioskenneh waohnati tsinenweh."

Tohneh onen ne Ahsarekowa entehsakoyon ne Kahsenna ne Kontatehkenha ahotiwatsireh tahnon
enhenron:

"Takwanistenserahokon, sehwatahonsiyost tsinikarihwes enkwatatih'. Yohrihowanen nahoten
wahkeriwayentatieh. Onen ihseh takwayon ne oriwakayon Royaner Kahsenna. Yohriwatsani tsi
naohyatawen tsinikariwes rahaweh ne satsihtewarontiakeh. Onen kati, ihseh Onkwanistensera
enkwaniaheseh tiotkon ahyesehwatonnikonraren tahnon entsisehwarorishekeh ne Royaner
ahoriwakwarisionhakeh tahnon ahsakoretsaronhekeh ne rahonkwetasonha tiotkon
kahnoronkwatserakon tahnon skennen tsi ahonnonekeh, tohsa tohnayonsayawen kihkon
niyoriwatsanih."

KAYONI #21

TOHKARA NIYORIWAKEH ENYOYATONTAKO NE ROYANER

Tohkara niyoriwakeh tsinahoyatawensekeh ne Royaner enhoyatontako ne Rotiyaner
tsihrotitsenhayen. Yatehsowen tohka tehoteksatonteh, tohtonnokteh, yatehaken,
tehahontakwekon, yahtehatatih tahnon yatahonsahakwenih. Ne Royaner tonihoyatawens,
Ratehnaktanonnah rahonaktakeh tenhatahneh. Toka ehso tsi tehyotonwentsohon tohki
yatenhatahne ne yatiehayatayeri rohtonhon.
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #20

FOR THE CHIEF GUILTY OF MURDER

If a chief of the League of Five Nations should commit murder, the other chiefs of the nation shall
assemble at the place where the corpse lies and prepare to depose the criminal chief. If it is
impossible to meet at the scene of the crime, the chiefs shall discuss the matter at the next Council
of their nation and request their War Chief to depose the chief guilty of the crime, to "bury his
women relatives" and to transfer the chieftainship title to a sister family.

The War Chief shall address the chief guilty of murder and say:

"So you, ..., did kill ... with your own hands! You have committed a grave crime in the eyes of
the Creator. Behold the bright light of the Sun and in the brightness of the Sun's light, I depose
you of your title and remove the horns, the sacred emblems of your chieftainship title. I remove
from your brow the deer's antlers which was the emblem of your position and token of your
nobility. I now depose you and expel you and you shall depart at once from the territory of the
League of the Five Nations and never more return again. We, the League of FiveNations,
moreover, bury your women relatives because the ancient chieftainship title was never intended to
have any union with bloodshed. Henceforth, it shall not be their heritage. By the evil deed that
you have done they have forfeited it forever."
The War Chief shall then hand the title to a sister family and he shall address it and say:
"Our Mothers, .... Listen attentively while I address you on a solemn and important subject. I
hereby transfer to you an ancient chieftainship titlefor a great calamity has befallen it in the hands
of the family of a former chief. We trust that you, our Mothers, will always guard it and that you
will warn your chief always to be dutiful and to advise his people to ever live in love, peace and
harmony that a great calamity may never happen again."

Note:"Bury his women relatives" meanspolitical relatives. "Sister Family" is apart ofa clan
which is composed of threeparts with a Chiefanda Clan Mother in eachpart. The Chieftainship
Title is lost by the involvedpart and transferred to anotherpart of the clan. "His women relatives"
is that one thirdpart of the clan associated with tfie deposed latter chief. "Family ofaformer
chief;politicalfamily of the deposed chief, a thirdpart of the clan.

I

WAMPUM #21

CERTAIN DEFECTS RESTRICT A CHIEF

L

Certain physical defects in a statesman of the League makes him ineligible to sit in the League
Council. Such defects as infancy, idiocy, blindness, deafness, dumbness and impotency. When a
statesman of the League is restricted by any of these conditions, a deputy shall be appointed by his
sponsors to act for him, but in cases of extreme necessity, the restricted statesman may exercise his
rights.

!
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KAYONI #22

ROYANER ENSATATSENNARAKO TOKA ENONWARIHON NE ROTIYANER

Tohka ne Royaner ihrereh ahonsahatatsennarako tsi Royaner, ensakororih ne Rotiyaner ne
Kahnakerasera tsihnon nihayatahre, Toka ne Rotiyaner yatahontontahteh ne
ahonsahatatsennarako,- yahki tahonton ahonsahatatsennarako.

Ne Royaner ihrereh ahonsahatatsennarako enhoyatarako onkatiok nene enhonwanonwehneh ne
Rotiyaner, onenktsi entkotiriwanirateh tahnon enhonwasennihnionteh ne Kahnistensera tohnek
onwaton enhonwarihonten.

KAYONI #23

NE ROTIYANER ENHONNONNI ONEKORHA ASERIYE TOKANI ATIATANA

Tihkawenniyo kanikayen ne Rotiyaner enhatahniharon ne onekorha tohkani antiatahna kayonni,
tihkawenniyo tohnahonskeh tohkani nahyenson, nehahonsteh ne ahatiriwanihrateh tohkani
ahontehweyenton oriwasonha ne kanakerasera tohkani tihkanakeraseratehnion rahotiriwasonha.

Nennen tenwatonwentsoweh yahonteniehton ne onekorha katioknonwe tohka Ahsarekowa tohkani
rariwakareniehs yenhahawe, yenharihowanateh nennen yenraweh tsi nahoten kahwennaten ne
ohnekorha ahonatontehneh ne onka rahotiriwakeh tahnon ne ronnonha tentontnanehta
tsinikawennoten tahnon tentontkaweh ne onekorha. Tohka onkatiok yahonwennonkeh, oksak kati
enhatatehwehyenentaneh ne tohnahontareh.

Tihkawenniyo onka ne Wisk Nihononwentsakah ahontsteh ne onekorha tohkani ahtiatana ne
ahontehweyenton nahoten wahatiriwisah tohkani wahatiriwahnirahteh tahnon kwahoksak
enyoriwanihra tsiniyosnoreh yatenhotiriwayentaseh tenhontaton ne onekorha.

KAYONI #24

ROTIYANER TSATA NIYOWIRIONKARAKEH NENHATIHNATENSON

Ne Rotiyaner ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh ensakotirihonniennihekeh ne rahononkwetasonha
tsinenweh. Tsata niyowihrionkarakeh nenhatihnatenson. Ne kenton yatahotisenni ne
kanakwensera, kaweyennaksentsera tahnon ne kariwayehsatera. Tentkarakeh ne rahoneryaneh
skennen tahnon ne rahotinikonra ne tentkarakeh ne askanektsera ne ahkoyatakehnhatsera
nonkwesonha ne Kanonsonnionwe. Yahtiehyotokteh tsinihotinikonriyo rohnahteriwatentiaton
nahoten ronateriwayenni. Ne rahotihsatstensera tekayeston ne ahnitenrasera tsihnokwati ne
rahononkwetasonha. Yahneh kanakwensera tohkani ahteryatikonsera tatiatenaktonni ne
rahotihnikonrakon tahnon akwekon ne rahotiwennasonha tahnon tsinitsi enhonteryaneron akwekon
skennen tsi tekayatorehton.
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #22

CHIEF MAY OR MAY NOT RESIGN IF ACTIVE CHIEFS
REFUSE TO ACCEPT HIS RESIGNATION !

If a statesman of the League desires to resign his title, he shall notify the statesmen of the nation of
which he is a member of his intentions. If his co-active statesmen refuse to accept his resignation,
he may not resign his title.

A statesman, in proposing to resign, may recommend any proper candidate which recommendation
shall be received by the statesman but unless confirmed and nominated by the women who hold the
title, the candidate shall not be considered.

j

I
WAMPUM #23

ON CHIEFS MAKING WAMPUM STRINGS OR BELTS

Any chief of the League of Five Nations may construct shell strings or wampum belts of any size
of length as pledges or records of matters of national and international importance.

When it is necessary to dispatch a shell string by a War Chief or other messenger as a token of
summons, the messenger shall recite the contents of the string to whom it is sent. That party shall
repeat the message and if there has been a summons, he shall make ready for his journey.
Any of the people of the Five Nations may use shells or wampum as the record of a pledge,
contract or an agreement entered into and the same shall be binding as soon as shell strings have
been exchanged by both parties.

WAMPUM #24

THE SKINS OF CHIEFS SHALL BE SEVEN SPANS THICK

The chiefs of the League of Five Nations shall be mentors of the people for all time. The thickness
of their skin shall be seven spans nine (tsatahniioronkarakeh), which is to say that they shall be
proof against anger, offensive action and criticism. Their hearts shall be full of peace and good
will, and their minds filled with a yearning for the people of the League. With endless patience,
they shall carry out their duty. Their firmness shall be tempered with a tenderness for (heir people.
Neither anger nor fury shall find lodging in their minds and all their words and actions shall be
marked by calm deliberation.
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tahnon ehren enhahawihteh ne Gayanerekowa, ahsen nenhonwatehten tsirotitsenhayen,
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GAYANEREKOWA

!

KAYONI #25

NE ROYANER ENREHSAKE OYA TAHONTAHONTON ENSONWARONTIAKEH

Tohka onka ne Royaner enrehsakeh ne ahaketskone ohya nikayanerenseroten ne tentewanonton
tahnon ehren enhahawihteh ne Gayanerekowa, ahsen nenhonwatehten tsirotitsenhayen,
entowatierenteh nehne Konnonkwe tsinihotaraten tohneh nehnonwa ne Ronnonkwe ne
tsinihotaroten tahnon ne ennakenka ne nonwa ne Rotiayer tsinon Kanakerasera nihayatareh neh
onen ensotehten. 4

Tohka ne tehariwaronwe Royaner senhak entariwarekeh, Ahsarekowa ensorontiakeh nehtsi
yatahatontateh ahasere tsinikayanerenseroten ne Gayanerekowa. Tohneh onen Rahonakerasera
ohya tensonwanakararen nenneh enhonwayatarako ne Kahsenna kotihaweh ne rahowatsirakon.

1

KAYONI #26

ROTIYANERSON SAKOTIRIHONNIENNI ENHONTON

Ronateriwayenni ne Rotiyanerson nennen wahtehwatonwentsoweh sakotirihonnienni enhonton
tahnon ensakotihaharaten ne onkwesonha tahnon ensakoneyarakwen tsinihonikonroten ne
Sonkwayatihson. Ehhonniron ne Rotiyaner:

"Sehwatahonsihyost, ne skennen yahontasonteron ne ohenton wenniseratehnion!

"Tiotkon sehwatahonsatat ne rahowenna ne Sonkwayatihson, ahsehken rowennihnekenhen.

"Ne sehwanitiokwakwehnonni, tohsa sowahrihon ne wahetken watehnaktonni ne
sehwahnikonrakon. !

"Rowennihnekenhen ne Sonkwayatihson tahnon tohsa ne skennen ahonkahyonneh.

"Yahnowenton tahkenhehyeh ne skennen tohka entsehyarakeh ne Sonkwayatihson."

KAYONI #27

ROTIYANER AKWEKON ENHOTIRIWAKWARISION

Ahkwekon tsinihatih ne Rotiyaner ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh tehyotonwentsohon ahlcwekon tsi
ahotiriwakwarisionhakeh. Tohso rontehrakahren tohkani tehatiriwenhawitanion, ne ratihawak ne
nahoten enkakwehni ne enkakowanatiosehkeh. Yahtetkayeri ne Royaner kahnonwe yatehnon
tahyorihonteh ehto niahonwayatenhahweh. Tehyotonhontsohon ahonwatihsennakaratateh ne
Rotiyaner netsi enso yowis kariwakwehnienstera tsinon nihonaterihonteh.
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #25

CHIEF SEEKING INDEPENDENT AUTHORITY WILL BE DEPOSED

If a chief of the League should seek to establish any authority independent of the jurisdiction of the
League of the Great Peace, which is the Five Nations, he shall be warned three times in open
Council: first by the women relatives, second by the men relatives, and finally by the chiefs of the
Nation to which he belongs.
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #25

CHIEF SEEKING INDEPENDENT AUTHORITY WILL BE DEPOSED

If a chief of the League should seek to establish any authority independent of the jurisdiction of the
League of the Great Peace, which is the Five Nations, he shall be warned three times in open
Council: first by the women relatives, second by the men relatives, and finally by the chiefs of the
Nation to which he belongs.

If the offending chief is still persistent, he shall be dismissed by the War Chief of his Nation for
refusing to conform to the laws of the Great Peace. His Nation shall then install the candidate
nominated by the female name holders of his family.

Note:Again, the "relatives" are the people of the Clan. Political relatives. The "female name
holders of hisfamily" are the Clan Mothers of the Clan. The "name” is the title given to each
Royaner while he is going through the ceremony of becoming a Royaner. The title he gets is the
name of the original Chief whose place he assumes when installed as a Royaner.

\
!

WAMPUM #26

THE CHIEFS AS TEACHERS AND SPIRITUAL GUIDES

It shall be the duly of all the chiefs of the League of Five Nations from time to time as occasion
demands to act as teachers and spiritual guides of their people and remind them of their Creator's
will and words. They shall say:

"Listen, that peace may continue unto future days!

"Always listen to the words of the Great Creator, for he has spoken.

"United People, let no evil find lodging in your minds.

"For the Great Creator has spoken and the Cause of Peace shall not become old.

"The cause of Peace shall not die if you remember the Great Creator."

Note:Greatfaith shown here.

r

WAMPUM #27

ALL CHIEFS MUST BE HONEST

All chiefs of the League of Five Nations must be honest in all things. They must not idle and
gossip, but be men possessing those honorable qualities that make true leaders. It shall be a
serious wrong for anyone to lead a chief into trivial affairs for the people must ever hold their
chiefs high in estimation out of respect to their honorable positions.
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TEKANAKARAHERE ROTSYANER

KAYONI #28

ROYANER RATONSEREH KAHTERI NIKASEHRIYETAKEH ONEKORHA ENTATKAWEH

Nennen ne ronwayatarakwen Royaner rahtonsereh tenhonwanakararangh, kahyeri
nikasehriyetakeh onekorha entatkaweh sewahsha tsiniyensons tehkotihnehren skati nokwati
tsiyahyohtonnion. Ne rahoriwanihratsera tsi neh enhahsereh ne Gayanerekowa tahnon
kariwakwarihshontsera enratseh ne nahoten ahotirihwayentanen ne Rotiyaner.

Nennen ne ohnekorha entatkaweh, enhayehna ne Sokotatis ne nennen rohtitsenhayen tahnon
yensahkohtahraseh ne akteh nakanonsatih tahnon ehhenron:

"Onen tsihsewakahenyon, Onen Royaner wahaton. Sehwatkato
nihoyatanehrakwa."

Tohne onen ensakotati. Nennen enhasah, tohnokwati yenhateniehteh ne onekorha tsinokwati ne
skanonsakarati tahnon entatiyehna tsi wahariwanihrateh. Tohneh onen ne skanonsakaratih
enhonnihron:

i

"Onen katih watkwanakararen ne skehnonton rahonakara, ne
wahtehnientenstakwen tsi Sayaner. Onen sakorihonnienni wahsaton ne Wisk
Nihononwentsakeh. Tsatah nihwahshaken nensinahtenson, ne kenton
yahtahisahsenni ne kanakwensera, kahwehyennaksentsera tahnon
kariwayehsatsera. Tentkarakeh ne seiyahneh ne skennen tahnon kahnikonriyo.
Tentkarakeh ne sahnikonrakon ne ahskanektsera ne rahotiyatakehnatsera ne
Rotinonsonni. Yahtiehyotokteh tsinensahnikonriyohakeh nennen
ensateriwatentiateh nahoten ensahteriwayenhaseh tahnon ne sahsatstensera
tehkayeston ne ahnitenrasera tsinokwatih ne sonkwehtasonha. Yahnen
kanakwensera tohkani ahteryatihkonsera tatiatenaktonni ne sahnikonrakon.
Akwekon ne sahwennasonha tahnon tsinitsi ensateryanehron skennen tsi
tenkayatorehton. Akwekon tsinitsi tenshatoretanion nennen ensohwatsenhayen,
ensowayanenseronnianion, akwekon tsinitsi ensayoten ken ensahwihteh ne
sahriwasonha. Tohsa tsonneh yahsahti nahoten ahyonsahrehtsaron ne
sehyonwahtehokonha tohka sihken tehnen nahoten ahyonsahtehten, tohka tehnen
nahoten tahsehnioskenneh nekneh tohnionsahseh tsinokwatih ne Gayanerekowa,
tonokwatih tkayehri tahnon yohteriwakwarihshon. Skahenyon tahnon
sahtahonsatat tsinokwati ne ahkotsennonnia ne kahnenrakwekon, tohsa ne kok
enskahenion ne onwa wenniseratehnion, ne ohni ne tahatihkonsohtontieh, ne ohni
ne ahrenko tehotihkonsakehtoton-nehneh ahrohken tohotihnakeraton ne tahweh
ICanakerasera."

!
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

CONDOLED CHIEFS

WAMPUM #28
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

CONDOLED CHIEFS

WAMPUM #28

A NEW CHIEF MUST MAKE PLEDGE VIA FOUR STRINGS OF WAMPUM

When a candidate Chief is to be installed, he shall furnish four strings of shells or wampum one
span in length bound together at one end. Such will constitute the evidence of his pledge to the
chiefs of the League that he will live according to the Constitution of the Great Peace and exercise
justice in all affairs,

When the pledge is furnished, the Speaker of the Council must hold the shell stringsin his hand
and address the opposite side of the Council Fire and he shall begin his address saying:

"Now behold him. He has now become a chief of the League. See how splendid
he looks."

An address may then follow, At the end of it, he shall send the bunch of shell strings to the
opposite side and they shall be received as evidence of the pledge. Then shall the opposite side
say:

"We now do crown you with the sacred emblem of the deer's antlers, the emblem
of your chieftainship. You shall now become a mentor of the people of the Five
Nations. The thickness of your skin shall be seven spans, which is to say that you
shall be proof against anger, offensive actions and criticism. Your heart shall be
filled with peace and good will. Your mind shall be filled with a yearning for the
welfare of the people of the League. With endless patience you shall carry out your
duty and your firmness shall be tempered with tenderness for your people. Neither
anger nor fury shall find lodging in your mind. All your words and actions shall be
marked with calm deliberation. In all your deliberations in the Council of the
League, in your efforts at law-making, in all your official acts, self-interest shall
be cast away. Do dot cast over your shoulder behind you the warnings of your
nephews and nieces should they chide you for any error or wrong you may do, but
return to the Great Law which is right and just. Look and listen for the welfare of
the whole people, arid have always in view riot only the present, but also the
coming generations, even those whose faces are yet beneath the surface of the
ground- the unborn of the future Nation."

Note:A condolence ceremony is performed when a chiefdies and a new one is installed.The
candidate Chiefshall make or buy the requiredstring wampum,four strings of one span (four
inches) in length tied together at one end. The Clan Mother keeps thestring wampum after the
Installation Ceremony. In the address, the Royarier holds the string pledge wampum in his hand.
The Rotiyaner of the opposite side of the Council Firefrom the Candidate Chiefshall do the
Installation Ceremony. That is, the Mohawk, Seneca and Onondaga Rotiyaner shall be installed by
the Oneida and Cayuga Rotiyaner and vice versa.
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GAYANEREKOWA

KAYONI #29

NE AHSEH ROYANER ENTATKAWE ATENNATSERA

Nennen onka tehonwahnakararaneh, rahonha entatkawe ne skennondon ohwahron onen yohri,
kanatarokonwe tahnon ne kahnenstoh onontara, enkoni ne ohya nahotenson tehyotonwentsohon
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GAYANEREKOWA

KAYONI #29

NE AHSEH ROYANER ENTATKAWE ATENNATSERA

Nennen onka tehonwahnakararaneh, rahonha entatkawe ne skennondon ohwahron onen yohri,
kanatarokonwe tahnon ne kahnenstoh onontara, enkoni ne ohya nahotenson tehyotonwentsohon
tahnon ne kahyotensera nennen enwateriwatentih ne tenhonwanakararen.

KAYONI #30

ENWATON SKATNE TENHONWANAKARAREN TAHNON ENKAWEHNANOTONKEH
GAYANEREKOWA

Enwahton tohnikahawi ne Rotiyaner tenhonwanakararen ne wahonwayatarako nennen katkeh
enwatehwehnanoton ne Gayanerekowa tohka sihken wahotiyentaneh honka wahonwayatarako
ahseken Gayanerekowa watroris akwekon ne gayanerensera.

KAYONI #31

NE EHSO TSI RONONWAKTAHNI ROYANER TENSONWAHNAKARARAKO TSIHNIYORE
ENSAYEHWENTAHNE

Tohka ehso tsi enhonowakten ne Royaner tahnon ahyenrek tohka enrenheyeh, ne Kahnistensera
nehneh kotihaweh ne Rahosenna, tohnienkonneh tsi tohnonsoteh tahnon tensonwanakararako, ne
rahotehniententsera tsi Royaner tahnon kennokwatih enkotiyen. Tohka ne Sonkwayatihson
ensotereh tahnon tentatketsko ne kahnaktakeh kanonwaktensera, tsi tehokenkeronteh enskaratieh
ne rahonakara.

Kennikawennoten enwatston ne yatieyotkontakwan tsi ensonwanakararako:

"Onen kahti, tehwatenro Sayaner, yakaheweh ne akta nayontayakweteh tsi
sahnonwaktanih. Ehren ehyakwahawihteh ne kayeronniston tsi Sayaner.
Gayanerekowa yoriwenton tsi yahonka ne Royaner tahatonhokten enkanakararatieh
tsi tehokenkehronteh. Kennohkwati wahakwayen sahnonskon. Tohka enyentereh
ne Sonkwayatison tahnon enseshehwentaneh tsi sahnonwaktani, ensehsatketsko toh
enskanakararatieh tsi tehsakenkehronteh tahnon yensehsatasontehren
tsinihsayotenseroten tsi Sayner tahnon ensehseyotenseh ne Rotinonsonni."
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #29

THE NEW CHIEF SHALL FURNISH THE FOOD FOR THE CELEBRATIONS

When a chieftainship title is to be conferred, the candidate chief shall furnish the cooked venison,
the com bread and the com soup, together with other necessary things and the labor for the
Conferring of Titles Festival.
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #29

THE NEW CHIEF SHALL FURNISH THE FOOD FOR THE CELEBRATIONS

When a chieftainship title is to be conferred, the candidate chief shall furnish the cooked venison,
the com bread and the com soup, together with other necessary things and the labor for the
Conferring of Titles Festival.

I

WAMPUM #30

CHIEFTAINSHIP TITLE CAN BE CONFERRED
WHEN THE GREAT LAW IS RECITED

The chiefs of the League may confer the Chieftainship title whenever the Great Law is recited, if
there is a candidate, for the Great Law speaks all the rules.

I

WAMPUM #31

A SERIOUSLY ILL CHIEF TEMPORARILY DEPOSED

If a chief of the League should become seriously ill and be thought near death, the women who are
the heirs of his title shall go to his house and lift Ms crown of deer antlers, the emblem of his
cMeftainship, and place them at one side. If the Creator spares him and he rises from Ms bed of
sickness, he may rise with the antlers on Ms brow.

The following words shall be used to temporarily remove the antlers:

"Now our comrade cMef, the time has come when we must approach you in your
illness. We remove for a time the deer's antlers from your brow. We remove the
emblem of your cMeftainsMp title. The Great Law has decreed that no cMef should
end Ms life with the antlers on Ms brow. We, therefore, lay them aside in the room.
If the Creator spares you and you recover from your illness, you shall resume your
duties as cMef of the League and you may again labor for the people of the League."

Note:The Clan Mothers depose a chief before he dies. He must not take the title with him to the
grave. The title will be inherited by his successor.
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GAYANEREKOWA

KAYONI #32

OHYERI NIHWENNISERAKEH ENHONTERISEN NE KATSENHOWANEN TOKA
ROYANER ENRENHEYEH

Tohka ne Royaner enrenheyeh tsinikariwes Katsenhowanen yoteriwatention, enhonterihsen ohyeri
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KAYONl #32

OHYERI NIHWENNISERAKEH ENHONTERISEN NE KATSENHOWANEN TOKA
ROYANER ENRENHEYEH

Tohka ne Royaner enrenheyeh tsinikariwes ICatsenhowanen yoteriwatention, enhonterihsen ohyeri
nihwenniserakeh. Yahtahatihsenhayen ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh ohenton ne ohyeri
nihwenniserakeh tsinahe tahonheyon ne Royaner.

Tohka ne ahsen nihontatekenha (nehneh Ganienkehhaga, Onondagehaga tahnon-ne
Tsionontowanehaga) enhotiyanetonti, kenhehion yenhoyatenhaweh, nehneh kennitotiyenha
yatatekenha (Kweyonkonhaga tahnon Onenyotehaga) tohnentonneh ohyerihaton nihwennihserateh
tahnon ensehsakotinikonketsko ne ahsennihontatehkenha. Tohka nehneh kahron nitotiyen
yatatekenha ohhononkwetontih ne Royaner, nehki ne ahsennihontatekenha tohnienhonneh tahnon
ensakotinikonraseroni. Enhotehwehnanohtaseh ne ahsenyawenreh kihkasehriyetakeh ne
Ayonwatha rohson. Nennen enhatihsa, onen enhonwayatarako ne rahonaktakeh tensataneh ne
rahonheyon Royaner, Kahnistensera enhonwarihonten. Tohka ahreko tehyonatatehwehnientahon
ne Kahnistensera ne rahotihenton ne Rotiyaner yatahonwatasteh ne wahonwayatarako, enhenron
ne Sakotatis: "Ha yehtehwayaken." Ahkwekon yenhatiyalcenne tsi katsenhayen (tohkani tsinon
nihonatiatarohron). Sakotatis enhanenrineh tsi yenhatiyakenneh tahnon enhenron: "Ah tsi
tioterhateh nieheteweh tahnon yatentewatrakwentarho."

Nenne ne Kahnistensera enhonwayatarakwen kahtioknihkayen ne ronwatiyokonha, ne
Rotiyanerson tehkehni ne tsinon enhontatiatarorokeh enska tsinon kennitotiyenha yatatehkenha
tahnon ne ohya totihyens ahsen nihontatehkenha. Ne Rotiyaner ensehsakotini Konraseroni ne
ronatsonnionkwen Rotiyaner, enhonwayatarako onka enhaterennoten ne Skennen Karenna tahnon
enhanenrihneh nenen toh nienhonneh tsinokwati ne Rotinikonrenienhen Rotiyaner. Nennen
yenhonneweh tsinon totirhareh ne rotinihkonraksens Rotiyaner, enhonwasennowanteh ne
ronwayatarakwen Royaner ratonsereh tahnonenhonterihwatentiateh ne tenhonwanakararen.

KAYONl #33

NENNEN ROYANER ENRENHEYE AHWEKON ENHONWATI NE ROTIYANEREON

Nennen ne Royaner enrenheye, rahowatsireh oksak yenhonwateniehteh rariwayennes, nehneh
tihotahrateh, ensakororyahna ne Rotiyaner aktehnon tatinakerehnion. Nennen akta yenrahweh,
yenhatewennoten "Kwa-ah! Kwa-ah!" Ahsen nienkayenteh tentatnanehta, toka nienkayenteh
tsiniyoreh yenraweh. Nennen ne teharahtats yenraweh tsi tahtihnakehrenion, ne onlcwehsonha
enyontkennihsa tahnon sahyata enhoriwanontonseh nahoten kih yohnikonraksa roriwayentahtie.
Tohne enhenron "Ah tewatehnikonrihsak." Tohneh ensakohrori tsi warenheyeh ne Royaner.
Tohne entehsakoyon skahserihyeta onekorha tahnon enhenron: "Nekihken ne kariwanirahts.
Onsehwahtontehneh nahoten kehriwenhawih." Tohneh ensatenti.

\
j

Onen wahotiriwahyentahneh ne tohnon Rotiyaner yasakonatehniehtahnion ne tehonrahtats tsinon
tatihtehronton ne ohya Rotiyanerson tsiniyoreh akwekon enhotitohkenseh. Ne tehonrahtats
tiokehneh tahnon ahsontenneh enhatiriwakahrehni.
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #32

NO COUNCIL FOR TEN DAYS WHEN A CHIEF DIES

If a chief of the League should die while the Council of the Five Nations is in session, the Council
shall adjourn for ten days. No Council of the League shall sit within ten days of the death of a
Chief of the League.

If the Three Brothers (ahsennihontatehkenah) (the Mohawks, the Onondaga and the Seneca)
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #32

NO COUNCIL FOR TEN DAYS WHEN A CHIEF DIES

If a chief of the League should die while the Council of the Five Nations is in session, the Council
shall adjourn for ten days. No Council of the League shall sit within ten days of the death of a
Chief of the League.

!

If the Three Brothers (ahsennihontatehkenah) (the Mohawks, the Onondaga and the Seneca)
should lose one of their chiefs by death, the Younger Brother (iatatehkenah) (the Cayuga and the
Oneida) shall come to the surviving chiefs of the Three Brothers on the tenth day and console
them. If the Younger Brothers lose one of their chiefs, then the Three Brothers shall come to them
and console them. And the consolation shall be the reading of the contents of the thirteenth shell
wampum of Ayonwatha. At the termination of this rite, a successor shall be appointed by the
women heirs of the chieftainship title. If the women are not ready to place their nominee before the
chiefs, the Speaker shall say: "Come let us go out." All shall then leave the Council or place of
gathering. The Speaker shall lead the way from the house by saying: "Let us depart to the edge of
the woods and lie in wait on our bellies." (Tenshakonatioswentarese).

When the women title holders shall have chosen one of their sons, the chiefs of the League will
assemble in two places, the Younger Brothers in one place and the three Older Brothers in another.
The chiefs who are to console the mourning chiefs shall choose one of their number to sing the
Song of Peace as they journey to the sorrowing chiefs. The singer shall lead the way and the
chiefs and the people shall follow. When they reach the sorrowing chiefs, they shall hail the
candidate chief and perform the rite of Conferring the Chieftainship title. (Ohkeiontentshera)

Note:"Women heirs of the Chieftainship Title" means that the Clan Mothers are keepers of the
Chiefs string wampum which he turns over to his Clan Mother before he is given the title at the
Conferring of Chieftainship rite. The title is the name of the original Chief in whose position the
Candidate Royaner is inheriting. "When the women title holders shall have chosen one of the
sons," meanspolitical sons or men of theparticular Clan concerned, not necessarily any of their
natural sons.

WAMPUM #33

WHEN A CHIEF DIES ALL IROQUOIS CHIEFS ARE NOTIFIED

When a chief of the League dies, the surviving relatives shall immediately dispatch a messenger, a
mentor of another clan, to the chiefs in another locality. When the runner comes within hailing
distance of the locality, he shall utter a sad wail, thusly: "Kwa-ah! Kwa-ah!" The sound shall be
repeated three times, and then again and again at intervals as many times as the distance may
require. When the runner arrives at the settlement, the people shall assemble and one must ask the
nature of his sad message. He shall then say: "Let us consider." (rakwennikon riak). Then he
shall tell them of the death of the chief. He shall deliver to them a string of shells or wampum and
say: "Here is the testimony, you have heard the message." He then may return home.

It now becomes the duty of the chiefs of the locality to send runners to other localities and each
locality shall send messengers until all chiefs are notified. Runners shall travel day and night.

Note.’The mourning relatives (members of the same clan) are consoled by the members of the clan
that sits opposite to them at the Council Fire. They also do the running to distant chief. When
their own chief dies, then thefavor is returned.
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GAYANEREKOWA

KAYO NS #34

YAHONKA NE ROYANER YAHAHAWEH NE RAHOSENNA TSI YEYATATARION

Tohka ne Royaner enrenheyeh tahnon yahtekayen ne onka rahonaktakeh ahnonsahonwarihonten,
onen kaliti ne Rotiyaner ne Kanakerasera yenhatihaweh ne Kahsenna tahnon ne entehsakotiyon ne
kontatekenha kawatsireh ne rahotihtarakon tsiniyohreh ne Royanerkenha rahowatsireh
ensotiyentahneh ne onka tahonsahonwanakararen, tohne onen tentonwatihyon ne Kahsenna,
rohnonha rahonawen.

Yahne Rotiyaner Kahnsenna onka tiahahawe tsiyehyatataryon. Enwahton ne Rotiyanerson
tensonwanakararako ne rahonheyon Royaner, ensontawa ne Kahsenna enkhoni tsitiokenrakaronteh
tsi yontatiatatahasta.

YOHNETOTAHON

KAYONI #35

IYOHNETOTAHON

Ne onka rahyatareh ne Kanakerasera nektsi yahtekariwayentakwen, tohka ehso tsi rayatakehnen
tahnon ihsinon nihawehyenteh tahnon ehso tsi teharihwasnieh ne ahoriwasonha ne Kanakerasera
toka enrehnesteh tsi rahtohka, yohtonkwehtakwarihshon, enwahton ne Rotiyaner enhonwarihonten
toh enhatien tsi rahtitskoton ne Katsenhowanen, "Yohnetotahon" enhonwanatonkwe. Tohnitsi
enhonwahsenneon nennen ohya yenskaheweh ne tensehsakotihnakararonion. Tohka katkeh
enhakarenrako tsiniyorihoten ne Gayanerekowa, yatahonsahonwarontiakeh nektsi kenhaskaweh ne
tensehsakotihnakararonnion. Tohka katkeh enhakarenrako tsiniyorihoten ne Gayanerekowa,
yatahonsahonwarontiakeh nektsi kenhenskahawihteh yahonka tahonsahatahonsatateh nahoten
ahonsahenron. Tohka ensatatsennarako yahonka tahonwayateneh. Ne "Yohnetotahon" yahneh
tohoyen ne onka rahonaktekeh ahonsahatien.

I
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #34

NO CHIEF MAY CARRY HIS TITLE TO THE GRAVE

If a chief dies and there is no candidate qualified for the office in the family of the women title
holders, the chief of the Nation shall give the title into the hands of a sister family’
(Kentennonteron) in the clan until such time as the original family produces a candidate, when the
title shall be restored to the rightful owners.

No chieftainship title may be carried into the grave. The chiefs of the League may dispossess a
dead chief of his title even at the grave.

Note:"Sisterfamily in the clan." There are three chiefs and three Clan Mothers in each Clan.
Each chiefand each clan mother representa "family" or apoliticalfamily in the Clan. Makes it
easy to reach decisions in Clan Councils. The Chieftainship Titles have been in existence since the
Confederacy wasfounded and must not be buried.

PINE TREE CHIEF

WAMPUM #35

THE PINE TREE CHIEF

Should any man of the Nation assist with special ability or show great interest in the affairs of the
Nation, if he proves himself wise and honest and worthy of confidence, the Chiefs of the League
may elect him to a seat among them and he may sit in the Council of the League. He shall be
proclaimed a Pine Tree, sprung up for the Nation, and be installed as such at the next assembly for
the installation of chiefs. Should he ever do anything contrary to the rules of the Great Peace, he
may not be deposed from office-no one shall cut hum down-but thereafter every one shall be
deaf to his voice and his advice. Should he resign from his seat and title, no one shall prevent it.
A Pine Tree Chief has no authority to name a successor, nor is his title hereditary.

!
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AHSAREKOWA

KAYONI #36

ROYANER ENTATKAWEH KAYERI NIHKASERIYETAKEH ONEKORHA
TSIHNIHOTIHSENNOTENS NE AHSAREKOWATSON

Ne rahotisennasonha ne Ahsarekowason:

Ayonwehs: Ahsarekowa ihrateh raohnaktake ne Tehkarihoken (Mohawk).
. Kahonwaitiron: Ahsarekowa ihrateh raohnaktake ne Otatsheteh (Oneida).

Ayentes: Ahsarekowa ihrateh raohnaktake ne Atotarho (Onondaga).
Wenens: Ahsarekowa ihrateh raohnaktake ne Dekaenyon (Cayuga).
Shoneratowaneh: Ahsarekowa ihrateh raohnaktake ne Skanyatariio (Seneca).

Kahnistensers enkontahwa ne Ahsarekowa rahotisennasonha. Tohnon yahtenkahyehstahshonkeh
ne Ahsarekowa enhonten tsinon ne kawatsirakon ne KaJhnistensera kotihaweh ne Rotiyaner
Kahsennasonha.

KAYONI #37

SAYAHTA AHSAREKOWA NE SKAHNAKERASERA
RAHOTIYOTENSERA

Sayahta ne Ahsarekowa enhotihyentaneh ne Skanakerasera, tahnon ne enhonateriwayenhaseh ne
enhateriwakarenih nahoten enhonnohetsteh ne Rotiyaner tahnon ronnonha enhonteriyo nennen
tenwahtonwentsoweh. Yahtahontiatahren ne Ahsarekowa tsirotitsenhayen ne Rotiyaner, nekneh
enhontennikonrahren tohka tehnen onka ne Royaner tenhahnioskenneh, Ahsarekowa enhayehna ne
nahoten yatahohnehrientiyo ne onkwesonha. Ahsarekowa tensakotehwennakwe ne Kanistensera
tsi enhonwatehten ne Royaner watanioskenneh. Tohka nonkwesonha tehyakotonwentsohni
tioknahoten ahonwatirorih ne Rotiyaner, Ahsarekowa yensakoriwenhawenseh. Rohonha
rotehriwayenni ne yahsakoriwaherahseh ne nahoten tehyakotonwentsonni nonkwehsonha
hohenton tsiniyohreh enhatitsenhayen ne Katsenhowanen.
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

THE WAR CHIEFS

WAMPUM #36

THE TITLE NAMES OF THE FIVE WAR CHIEFS

The title names of the War Chiefs of the League shall be:

Ayonwehs: war chief under Chief Tekarihoken(Mohawk). 1

Kahonwaitiron: war chief under Chief Otatsheteh(Oneida).
Ayentes: war chief under Chief Atotarho(Onondaga).
Wenens: war chief under Chief Dekaenyon(Cayuga).
Shoneratowaneh: war chief under Chief Skanyatariio(Seneca).

The women heirs of each head chiefs title shall be the heirs of war chiefs title of their respective
chief.

I

The war chiefs shall be selected from the eligible sons of the female families holding the
chieftainship title.

Note.'War Chiefs ruled absolutely over the nations when the Iroquois Confederacy wasformed.
The ruling war chiefs were Tekarihokenfor the MohawJcs, Atatehetehfor the Oneidas, Atotarho
for the Onondagas, Dekaenyonfor the Cayugas andSkanyatariiofor the Senecas. They all became
part of the 49 Chiefs in the new order devised by Deganawida, Founder of the Iroquois
Confederacy. They became Peace Chiefs anda new orderforprotection and defense was devised
and the new category of War Chiefs established and they includedAyonwehsfor the Mohawlcs,
Kahonwaitironfor the Oneidas, Ayentesfor the Onondagas, Wenensfor. the Cayugas and
Shoreratowanehfor the Senecas and these new War Chiefs took instructions and directionsfrom
theformer rulers of the Nations.

The Gayanerekowa has definitefunctionsfor the War Chief and his men (Warrior Society). They
are charged with the protection, defense and welfare of the people. These duties may take many
forms, such as keeping the peace, teaching, speaking to the people, repossessing lost lands,
maintaining human rights, diplomatic relations with other nations, and any other work that
promotes the welfare of thepeople.

WAMPUM #37

ONE WAR CHIEF FOR EACH NATION AND THEIR FUNCTIONS

There shall be one War Chief for each Nation and their duties shall be to cany messages for their
chiefs and to take up arms in case of emergency. They shall not participate in the proceedings of
the Council, but shall watch its progress and in case of an erroneous action by a chief, the War
Chiefs shall receive the complaints of the people and convey the warnings of the women to him.
The people who wish to convey messages to die Chiefs of the League shall do so through the War
Chief of their Nation. It shall always be his duty to lay the cases, questions and propositions of
the people before the Council of the League.
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KAYONJ #38

!NENNEN ENRENRENHEYE NE AHSAREKOWA OYA ENSONWARIHONTEN

Nennen ne Afasarakowa enrehheyeh, ohya rahonaktakeh ensonwarihonton,
tonitsienwateriwatentiaton tsiniyot nohnen Royaner wahonwarihonten.
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KAYONI #38

NENNEN ENRENRENHEYE NE AHSAREKOWA OYA ENSONWARIHONTEN

Nennen ne Ahsarakowa enrehheyeh, ohya rahonaktakeh ensonwarihonton,
tonitsienwateriwatentiaton tsiniyot nohnen Royaner wahonwarihonten.

KAYONI #39

NENNEN AHSAREKOWA ENHAWEHNONTIH NE GAYANEREKOWA

Tohka ne Ahsarekowa ohya nenhayehre tsinitsi enhonwarori tohkani enhawennontih ne
Gayanerekowa, ne enratsteh tsi rohterihonteh, nehneh konnonkwe rahowatsireh tahnonne
ronnonkwe rahowatsireh ensonwarontiakeh. Enwahton ne konnonkwe yahtenyotiyatisteh tohkani
ne ronnonkwe yahtenhotihyatisteh tohkani yahtenhontiesteh tsi enhonteriwatentiateh. Tohneh ne
Kanistensera ohya ensonwayatarako.

KAYONI #40

NENNEN ROTIYANER YENHONWATEHNIEHTEH NE TEHAHRATATS

Nenne ye Rotiyaner kahnon onka yenhonwatehnichteh ne Katsenhowanen ahoriwakeh,
tenhatiwawenhehkeh nahoten yenhontehniehteh tahnon enhonwanikonrayentasten ne taharatats
yenhatakwarihshaten tsinOn wahre tahnon yenhafiwayen tsinitsi wahonwarori.

KAYONI #41

TSI NENHAYEREH NE TEHARATATS

Tohka ne taharatats ne rariwenhawih tsi tahonneh ne rahtihnatakaryas tahontehriyosereh, ne
teharatats tehohenrehtanionne tsinienhenre "Kwa-ah! Kwa-ah!" tehkehni yatenkayenteh tahnon
tentatnahnehta, kennikariwehsonsah tohneh onen enkariwehsonsehkeh.

Tohka ronkwe enhonwahyatatshenrih rawenhehyon, yahtiahayehna ne ohyehronta ne
wahoyatatshenrih, oksak ensahtentih tohohenrehtaneh, "Koo-weh! Koo-weh!"
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!WAMPUM #38

WHEN A WAR CHIEF DIES ANOTHER IS INSTALLED

When a War Chief dies, another shall be installed by the same rite as that by which a Chief (of the
Council) is installed.
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE
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WAMPUM #38

WHEN A WAR CHIEF DIES ANOTHER IS INSTALLED

When a War Chief dies, another shall be installed by the same rite as that by which a Chief (of the
Council) is installed,

WAMPUM #39

WHEN A WAR CHIEF ACTS AGAINST THE GREAT LAW

If a War Chief acts contrary to instructions or against the provisions of the Laws of the Great
Peace, doing so in the capacity of his office, he shall be deposed by his women relatives and by his
men relatives. Either the women alone or the men alone or jointly may act in such a case. The
women title holders shall then choose another candidate.

Note:The people of the Clans here show their power. The women title holders are, of course, the
Clan Mothers.

WAMPUM #40

WHEN THE CHIEFS SEND A MESSENGER FOR THE COUNCIL

When the chiefs of the League take occasion to dispatch a messenger on behalf of the Council of
the League, they shall wrap up any matter they may send and instruct the messenger to remember
his errand to turn not aside, but to proceed faithfully to his destination and deliver his message
according to every instruction.

I

WAMPUM #41

HOW THE MESSENGER SHALL PROCEED

If a message borne by a runner is the warning of an invasion, he shall whoop: "Kwa-ah,
Kwa-ah!" twice and repeat at short intervals, then again at a longer interval.

If a human is found dead, the finder shall not touch the body, but return home immediately
shouting at short intervals "Koo-weh!"

!
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KAYONI #42

TSIHNIYOTIHSONNOTENS NE KENTARASONHA

Tsinikanakeraser ne Wisk Nihononwentsake tahnon ne sakonatehrehokonha ehkayentakeh ne
kentarasonha tsinihyot pe Rotisennaketeh, Rotisennakehtekowa, Ohkwarikowa, Ohkwaritakayoa,
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Tsinikanakeraser ne Wisk Nihononwentsake tahnon ne sakonatehrehokonha ehkayentakeh ne
kentarasonha tsinihyot pe Rotisennaketeh, Rotisennakefatekowa, Ohkwarikowa, Ohkwaritakayon,
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kentarasonha tsinihyot jie Rotisennaketeh, Rotisennakehtekowa, Ohkwarikowa, Ohkwaritakayon,
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KEMTARASOMHA

KAYONI #42

TSIHNIYOTIHSONNOTENS NE KENTARASONHA

Tsinikanakeraser ne Wisk Nihononwentsake tahnon ne sakonatehrehokonha ehkayentakeh ne
kentarasonha tsinihyot jie Rotisennaketeh, Rotisennakehtekowa, Ohkwarikowa, Ohkwaritakayon,
Ahnowara, Ronatkontseraron Ahnonwara, Tawistawis, Tawistawiskowa, Skehnondon,
Tkanenyoteh, Yahsakonha, Tiawehronko, Ahtenno, Skahsonsahti tahnon Onehnata
Watatewennio.

Ne kih kentarasonha tewarehniaton tsi rahtinakerehnion ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh, ne
enhatiyatakwehniyokeh ne ohwentsa, ronnonha rahonawen yotonhon.

KAYONI #43

RONTATEHKENHOKONHA NE SAHOTIHTARA

Ne onkwesonha ne Wisk Nih ononwentsakeh ratiyataronnion ne kentarasonha ahkwekon
ensakotiyenterehne ne onka enkne sahotitara tsi rontatehkenhokonha, yahtehwatsterista
nahotinakeraseroten. Yatahonton ahotihniakeh ne satehotihtaroten.

KAYONI #44

NE ENTEHWANONTON TSINIHYAKOTAROTEN NE RONWATIHNISTENHA

Ne onkwesonha ne Wisk Nihononwentsake, ne enhatisereh tsiniyakotaroten ne ronwatinistenha.
Konnonkwe ne kontwatsirineh ne Kanakerasera. Ne enkotiyatakwehniyokeh ne onwentsa.
Ronnonkwe tahnon ne konnonkwe ne enhatihsereh tsinihyakotaroten ne ronwatihnistenha.

j

KAYONI #45

KANISTENSERA KOTIHAWEH NE ROTIYNANER KAHSENNASONHA

Kanistensera, kotihaweh ne Rotiyaner kahsennasonha, ne enkonwatinatonkwake Oyaner
tsinenweh tohkani Otiyaner.
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THE CLANS

WAMPUM #42

TITLES OF CLANS

Among the Five Nations and their descendants there shall be the following Clans:

Bear, Eel, Snipe, Beaver, Hawk, Turtle, Deer, Heron, Wolf
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THE GREAT IAWOF PEACE

THE CLANS

WAMPUM #42

TITLES OF CLANS

Among the Five Nations and their descendants there shall be the following Clans:

Bear, Eel, Snipe, Beaver, Hawk, Turtle, Deer, Heron, Wolf

These Clans distributed through their respected nations shall be the sole owners and
holders of the soil of the country and in them is vested, as a birthright. - _
Note:There are clans other than these among the 5Nations.TheEuropeans, not being members of
any of these Clans, have no right to own any land in thispart of the world.

|

!
WAMPUM #43

MEMBERS OF THE SAME CLAN IN OTHER NATIONS

People of the Five Nations who are members of a certain clan shall recognize every member of the
Clan no matter what Nation, as relatives. Men and women, therefore, who are members of the
same Clan are forbidden to marry.

WAMPUM #44

LINEAL DESCENT OF THE PEOPLE RUNS IN THE FEMALE LINE

The lineal descent of the people of the Five Nations shall run in the female line. Women shall be
considered the Progenitors of the Nation. They shall qwn the land and the soil. Men and women
shall follow the status of their mothers.

WAMPUM #45

THE CLAN MOTHERS, WOMEN TITLE HOLDERS

The women heirs of the chieftainship titles of the League shall be called Oyaner or Otiyaner for all
time to come.

Note:The Clan Mothers shall be called Oyaner. Oyaner is derivedfrom the word Oycma meaning
11'path". Oyaner is thefemale "goodpath maker." Otiyaner is in theplural. Royaner means, "He
makes a goodpathforpeople tofollow." Rotiyaner is in theplural.
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GAYANEREKOWA

KAYONI #46

KANISTENSERA ENKONTAWA NE KASENNAONWE TSINENWE

Ne konnonkwe ne kahyerihniwahsen-satehkon (onen nonwa wisknihwahsen) nikawatsirakeh ne
enkontahwe kahsennahonweson tsinenweh. 1
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KAYONI #46

KANISTENSERA ENKONTAWA NE KASENNAONWE TSINENWE

Ne konnonkwe ne kahyerihniwahsen-satehkon (onen nonwa wisknihwahsen) nikawatsirakeh ne
enkontahwe ne kahsennahonweson tsinenweh.

Nennen ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh ensakotihsennon ne rahtiksakonha tsinihkarihwes
tahontehnonwehratons ne Ohsehron, tohkani Ohkaserota, Kenniyohontesha tohkani
Kayentohkwen, sahyata ne ronkwe tsinihotaroten ne raksaha tohkani yeksaha enhonwarihonten ne
enharihowanateh, ensakorori ne tihohtitaratehnion ennih. Tihsonnoten ne rohniha tahnon ne
rohnistenha enkohni ne akotara. Tohneh onen enharihowanateh ne raohsenna ne raksaah tohkani
yeksaha tehkehni yahtenkayenteh. Tohneh onen ne raksaha ronenhaha tenhoyatakwe ne raksaha
tahnon enhoyatenhawihson tsinikanonses enharennotatieh "Kehnihkonranihron!
Wahkehnonsonni!" Tsirarennohtatie ne skentarakaratih enhonterennayesteh, "Hyen, Hyen, Hyen,
Hyen..." tsiniyoreh enharennentahneh.

KAYONI #47

TOKA NE KANISTENSERA AHKONTWATSIRATON

Tohka ne Kanistensera kotinikonrareh ne Royaner Kahsenna ahkontwatsirahton, Rotiyanerson
ahkora entehsakotihyon ne Royaner Kahsenna ohya ensatihwatsiraketsko ne ensontawa ne
Royaner Kahsenna tahnon ne Kahnistensera enwatawa ne Kahsenna nektsi yatayakorihonten ne
Rotiyaner tsiniyore akwekon ne kawatsirakayon enhonenhehyon tohkani yatehsonawen ne
ahonsahontehrihonten.

KAYONI #48

TOKA AKWEKON NE KANISTENSERA ENKONTWATSIRATON

Tohka akwekon ne Rotiyaner tahnon Otiyaner tahnon ne tsinikentara enhontwatsiraton, nehneh
Rotiyaner tsi Katsenhowanen tohnokwati nienhatihaweh ne Kahsenna tsinokwatih ne tiatatehkenha
Kentara ne ohya ensatiketsko.
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #46

CLAN MOTHERS ARE KEEPERS OF THE AUTHORIZED NAMES

|The women of the 48 (now 50) noble families shall be the heirs of the authorized names for all time
to come.

When an infant of the Five Nations is given an Authorized Name at the Midwinter Festival or at the
Green Com and Strawberry and Harvest Festival, one in the cousinhood of which the infant is a
member shall be appointed a speaker. He shall announce to the opposite cousinhood the names of
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #46

CLAN MOTHERS ARE KEEPERS OF THE AUTHORIZED NAMES

The women of the 48 (now 50) noble families shall be the heirs of the authorized names for all time
to come.

When an infant of the Five Nations is given an Authorized Name at the Midwinter Festival or at the
Green Com and Strawberry and Harvest Festival, one in the cousinhood of which the infant is a
member shall be appointed a speaker. He shall announce to the opposite cousinhood the names of
the father and mother of the child together with the clan of the mother. Then the speaker shall
announce the child's name twice. The uncle of the child shall then talÿe the child in his arms and
walking up and down the room shall sing, "My head is firm; I am of the League.’." As he sings, the
opposite cousinhood shall respond by chanting: "Hyen, Hyen, Hyen, Hyen...", until the song is
ended.

Note:The "cousinhood" is the other Clan. Thepurpose of announcing the Clan of the mother is to
point out the Clan of the child. A child is bom a Mohawk, Oneida, Onondaga, etc., but when he is
named in the Great Law ceremony, the child becomes an Iroquois or Rotinonsonni. He is a
Mohawk by blood and an Iroquois by law,for Gayanerekowa is also known as the Great Law, is
the Constitution of the Kanonsonnionwe or the Iroquois Confederacy. By the same token, if an
individual or a whole Nation leaves the Iroquois Confederacy and in time realizes their great error
and decide to be reinstated, they would be required to go through the Naming Ceremony or in their
case, a re-naming ceremony and hold the Pledge Wampum and re-accept the Great Law and this
act could be called the Iroquois Pledge ofAllegiance.

WAMPUM #47

IN CASE CLAN MOTHERS BECOME EXTINCT

If the female heirs of a title of a chief of the League becomes extinct, the title shall be given by the
chiefs of the League to a sister family whom they shall elect, and that family shall hold the name
and transmit it to their female heirs, but they shall not appoint any of their sons as a candidate for a
title until all the eligible men of the former family shall have died, or otherwise have become
ineligible,

Note.’Ifthe Clan Mothers who holda Royaner Title become extinct, the Chiefs of the Confederacy
shall give the Royaner title to another of the threeparties malcing up the clan, but they will not
appoint a Royaner until all the eligible men in theformer clan (family) have died. Which means
that the Chiefs of the Confederacy can institute a new clan if necessary.

WAMPUM #48

IN CASE ALL THE CLAN MOTHERS BECOME EXTINCT

If all the heirs of a chieftainship become extinct, and so all the families in the Clan, then the title
shall be given by the chiefs of the League to a family of a sister Clan whom they shall elect.

Note:The chiefs shall takefrom a large clan and make a new clan or keep up the extinct clan so
that the title shall not be lost.
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GAYANEREKOWA

KAYONI #49

TOKA NE KANISTENSERA YATAHONTONTATEH AHOSENNON NE ROYANER

Tohka onka ne Kanistensera yatahontontateh ahontontkaweh ne Kahsenna tohkani ahyakosennon,
tohkani ne Kanistensera kehtenwatkahweii tohkani enkakenron nahoten yotehrihonteh, tohneh kati
kenhenskahawihteh akwekon nonkwe enyakehrekeh yontatiataten tahnon akowatsireh
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GAYANEREKOWA

KAYQNI #49

TOKA NE KANISTENSERA YATAHONTONTATEH AHOSENNQN NE ROYANER

Tohka onka ne Kanistensera yatahontontateh ahontontkaweh ne Kahsenna tohkani ahyakosennon,
tohkani ne Kanistensera kehtenwatkahweh tohkani enkakenron nahoten yotehrihonteh, tohneh kati
kenhenskahawihteh akwekon nonkwe enyakehrekeh yontatiataten tahnon ne akowatsireh
yotwatsiratonhon. Tiatatehkenha kawatsireh nohkwatih nienhenweh ne Kahsenna, tohkani
enktikentarateh enhatiyehna tsiniyosnohreh ensakotiriwaheraseh. Ne kati ne Rotiyaner ne
Katsenhowanen enhatirako kahnikayen ne kawatsireh tohkani kentara enhatiyehna ne Kahsenna
kenhenskahawihteh.

KAYONI #50

TSINIYOTIYOTENSEROTON NE KANISTENSERASONA

Nehneh Otiyaner kotihnikonrahre ne Rotiyaner Kahsenna enyakotirihonten tehkehniyaseh
tehkenonkwe ne enhonwakhonnien ne Royaner nennen onkwesonha toh wahontkennihsa
rahonoskon.

Yahtetkayehri tshnon yahtehyoyanehrehne ahyontonkaiyakeh ne onka sakohonkarawih.

KAYONI #51

NE ROYANER ENHAHNENRONNI RAHONONSKON NE ROTIYANERSON

Nennen ne Royaner enhahnenronni rahononskon, ne rohneh tohka enyonskanehkeh ahkahonha
enyekwatako ne ahtennatsera, enhonwatihnonteh ne Rotiyanerson rohnatatiataroron.
Yahkoyanersenserayen ne tonayehyereh tahnon enyakehnesteh ne akohnoroakwatsera.

KAYONI #52

NE KANISTENSERA KATKE ENSONWATIHAHARATEH NE ROTIYANER

Ne Otiyaner, katkeh tehyotonwentsohon, enhonwanatehten tahnon ensonwatiharateh ne Rotiyaner.
Nehkokne yehkonnehta tsikatsenhayen enwaton tohnenkotihyereh, tahnon ne yatiekonnehta,
yahnetahonton ne ahkotiriwayakeh tohkani ahhonsakotirihsih nahoten wahonnohetsteh.
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #49

IF A CLAN MOTHER REFUSES TO BESTOW A CHIEFTAINSHIP TITLE

iIf any of the Otiyaner women, heirs of a titleship, shall willfully withhold a chieftainship or other
title and refuse to bestow it, or if such heirs abandon, forsake or despise their heritage, then shall
such women be deeme'd buried, and their family extinct. The titleship shall then revert to a sister
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #49

IF A CLAN MOTHER REFUSES TO BESTOW A CHIEFTAINSHIP TITLE

If any of the Otiyaner women, heirs of a titleship, shall willfully withhold a chieftainship or other
title and refuse to bestow it, or if such heirs abandon, forsake or despise their heritage, then shall
such women be deemed buried, and their family extinct. The titleship shall then revert to a sister
family or Clan, upon application and complaint. The chiefs of the League shall elect the family or
Clan which shall in future hold the title. *

Note:How political rights are lost by one of the threeparties ofa Clan when it's Clan Mother
refuses tofollow the rules of herposition.

WAMPUM #50

CLAN MOTHER'S DUTY IF A CHIEF HOLDS A CONFERENCE AT HIS HOME

The Otiyaner women of the League, heirs of the chieftainship titles, shall elect two women of their
family as cooks for the chief when the people shall assemble at his house for business or other
puiposes.

WAMPUM #51

FOR A CHIEF HOLDING A CONFERENCE WITH OTHER CHIEFS AT HIS HOME

When a chief holds a conference in his home, his wife, if she wishes, may prepare the food for the
union chiefs who assemble with him. This is an honorable right which she may exercise and an
expression of her esteem.

WAMPUM #52

HOW CLAN MOTHERS CORRECT ERRING CHIEFS

!The Otiyaner women, heirs of the chieftainship titles, shall, should it be necessary, correct and
admonish the holders of the titles. Those only who attend the Council may do this and those who
do not shall not object to what has been said nor strive to undo the action.

Note:The Clan Mothers (Otiyaner) may correct andgivefriendly advice to the Rotiyaner (Chiefs).
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GAYANEREKOWA

KAYONS #53

TSIHNENKOTIHYERE KANISTENSERA NE OYA ENSONWAYATARAKO NE ROYANER

Nennen ne Kahnistensera enhonwayatarako ne Royaner enhaton, tenkotiyestasih nehneh enwahton
enhonwaniahehse, tohriwayehri tahnon yohtonkwetakwarishon, rahonha ratatehriwaseronnienni
tahnon tehsakosnieh ne rahowatsireh tohka tehnen rawatsirayen, tahnon ne tahnes ne
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GAYANEREKOWA

KAYONI #53

TSIHNENKOTIHYERE KANISTENSERA NE OYA ENSONWAYATARAKO NE ROYANER

Nennen ne Kahnistensera enhonwayatarako ne Royaner enhaton, tenkotiyestasih nehneh enwahton
enhonwaniahehse, tohriwayehri tahnon yohtonkwetakwarishon, rahonha ratatehriwaseronnienni
tahnon tehsakosnieh ne rahowatsireh tohka tehnen rawatsirayen, tahnon ne tahnes ne
rahonakerasera.

KAYONI #54

KANISTENSERA OHKOTITSENHAYEN NE OYA ENSONWAYATARAKO ROYANER

Nennen ne Royaner enrenheyeh tohkani ensonwahrontiakeh, ne rahatara Otiyaner
enkontitsenhayen tahnon ensonwayatarako ne Royaner ensahton. Yatahonton ne rahniha ne ohya
Royaner ne ahonwarihonten. Tohka sahtenkotiriwanonweneh tohnienkotihaweh ne rahosenna
tsinokwati ne ronnonkwe ne enkneh sahkentara. Tohka yahtahatihriwanonwehneh ne ronnonkwe,
enhohnateriwayenhaseh ne rohnonha ahanwayatarako katiok nikayen tsinikon ronnonkwetayen.
Tohlco ne ronnonkwe tahnon ne konnonkwe yatahatikwenih tahatiyestahsih kahnikayen ne
tehniyaseh ronwatiyatarakwen, tohneki onen ne Rotiyaner ne sahotitara ne enhonwayatarako.
Tohka ne ronnonkwe tahnon ne konnonkwe sahtenhatiriwanonwehne onka wahonwayatarako,
entonwatiyon ne tihkentaratehnion ne rahosenna, toh entatiriwanirateh, tohne onen entonwatihyon
ne Rotiyanerson ne Katsenhowanen entatiriwanirateh tohne onen enhonteriwatentiateh ne
tenhonwanakararen.

AHTEHNIENTENTSERASONHA

I
KAYONI #55

AKWEKON NE ROTIYANER TENHATIENNA TSI ONYONNIHAKEH NE ONEKORHA
ASERIYESONHA

Ehso kayseriyehtakeh onekorha wahtaniharon akwekon Rotiyanerson ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh
wahtatiyena tsi wahoimonni, ne wahtehnientenstakwen tsi yatehonatieston ne Wisk
Nihononwentsakeh tahnon ne kariwanihrats ne Rotiyanerson ne Ganienkehaga, Onenyotehaga,
Onondagehaga, Kweyonkonhaga tahnon ne Tsonontowanehaga tsi yatehonatieston tahnon enska
rohnatonhon, ne wahatihnatonkwe Gayanerekowaronnonha rotiriwanihraton.

Ne kahti kih onekorha wahtaniharon wahtenientenstakwen nennen Rotsitsenhayen ne Wisk
Nihononwentsakeh. Ne Royaner enhonwarihonten ne enhanotonko, enhatawah ne onekorha
tsinikariwes enhatatih. Nennen enhahsa ne yehnotonkwata, toh enhahren ne onekorha tsinon
nihkaharataton, onen kihnenneneh akwekon ne Rotiyaner tahnon nonkwesonha enyontokeh tsi
rotitsenhayen.
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #53

RULES FOR CLAN MOTHERS TO FOLLOW IN SELECTING A NEW CHIEF

When the Otiyaner women, holders of a chieftainship title, select one of their sons as a candidate,
they shall select one who is trustworthy, of good character, of honest disposition, one who
manages his own affairs, and supports his own family, if any, and who has proven a faithful man
to his nation.

Note:When the Clan Mothers "select one of their sons" it means one of the men in the Clan who
has the qualifications. It does necessarily of their natural the Clan
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #53

RULES FOR CLAN MOTHERS TO FOLLOW IN SELECTING A NEW CHIEF

When the Otiyaner women, holders of a chieftainship title, select one of their sons as a candidate,
they shall select one who is trustworthy, of good character, of honest disposition, one who
manages his own affairs, and supports his own family, if any, and who has proven a faithful man
to his nation.

Note:When the Clan Mothers "select one of their sons" it means one of the men in the Clan who
has theproper qualifications. It does not necessarily mean one of their own natural sons, the Clan
beingapoliticalfamily.

WAMPUM #54

CLAN MOTHERS HOLD A COUNCIL TO SELECT A NEW CHIEF

When a chieftainship title becomes vacant through death or other cause, the Otiyaner women of the
Clan in which the title is hereditary shall hold a council and shall choose one of their sons to fill the
office made vacant. Such a candidate shall not be the father of any chief of the League. If the
choice is unanimous, the name is referred to the men relatives of the Clan. If they should
disapprove, it shall be their duty to select a candidate from among their own number. If then the
men and women are unable to decide which of the two candidates shall be named, then the matter
shall be referred to the chiefs of the League in the Clan. They shall decide which candidate shall be
named. If the men and women agree to a candidate, then his name shall be referred to the sister
clan for confirmation. If the sister clans confirm the choice, they shall refer their action to the
chiefs of the League who shall ratify the choice and present it to their cousin chiefs, and if the
cousin chiefs confirm the name, then the candidate shall be installed by the proper ceremony for the
conferring of chieftainship titles.

Note:Again, "one of their sons" means the eligible men of the Clan. The new chiefshall have to
meet with the approval ofall the men, women, Clan Mothers and other Chiefs,

THE SYMBOLS

WAMPUM #55

ALL CHIEFS CONTRIBUTE TO THE MAKING OF
GRAND COUNCIL WAMPUM STRINGS

A large bunch of shell strings, in the making of which the Five Nations League Chiefs have
equally contributed, shall symbolize the completeness of the unions, and certify the pledge of the
Nations, represented by the chiefs of the League of the Mohawk, the Oneida, The Onondaga, the
Cayuga, and the Seneca, that all are united and formed into one body, or union, called the Union
of the Great Law which they have established.

A bunch of shell strings is to be the symbol of the Council Fire of the League of Five Nations.
And the chief whom the Council of Firekeepers shall appoint to speak for them in opening the
Council shall hold the strands of shell in his hands when speaking. When he finishes speaking, he
shall place the strings on an elevated place or pole so that all the assembled chiefs and the people
may see it and know that the Council is open and in progress.
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GAYANEREKOWA

KAYONI #56 !

SKASEfilYETA ONEKORHA NE KENTOON SKANAKERASA

Wlsk nihkaseriyetakeh onekorha wahtaniharon skatneh tehkaneren ne watehnientenstakwen ne
Wisk Nikanakereserakeh. Skahseriyehta ne kenton skanakerasera tahnon ne oriwakwekon wisk
natekaneren ne kenton yatehonatieston ne ohwentsasonha, ne rahtinatonkwen Wisk
Nikanakeraserakeh Rahononwentsa.
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KAYONI #56

SKASEflIYETA ONEKORHA NE KENTOON SKANAKERASA

Wisk nihkaseriyetakeh onekorha wahtaniharon skatneh tehkaneren ne watehnientenstakwen ne
Wisk Nikanakereserakeh. Skahseriyehta ne kenton skanakerasera tahnon ne oriwakwekon wisk
natekaneren ne kenton yatehonatieston ne ohwentsasonha, ne rahtinatonkwen Wisk
Nikanakeraserakeh Rahononwentsa.

KAYONI #57

WISK NIKON KAHYENKWIREH SKATNEH TEKANEHREN NE KENTON SKAYERONDA
TAHNON SKAHNIRONIKONRA

Wisk nihkon kahyenkwireh yohnihron tsih skatneh tehkanehren ne kenton tsi rahtihsatsteh ne
Wisk Nihononwentsakeh tsi yatehonatieston, enska wahonton, skanentsista, skayehronta tahnon
skahnikonra. Skatne tsi enhotihyoten, enhatihyanehrensehronni tahnon skatneh
enhatihtsenhayenstakeh ne ahkotsennonnia ne tahatikons-tontie.

Rotiyanerson skatneh tenhontonteh enkneh sakaksa ne yohri tsanihton ohtahson. Tsinikariwes
tehonatskahon yatahonsteh nahoten yoyotihye, onen kihneheh yatatahontatreneh tahnon
ahontenehkwensahriron. Ahwekon tsinahoton enhontehnienten ne tohsa ahontehnekwensahrihron.

KAYONI #58

ROYANER TOKANI TIHKAWENNIO ONKA ENHASERE TIHONONWENTSATEH
ROTIYANERENSERISGN ENHOYATONTAKONE KANONSONNIKEH

Onen kahti Wisk Nihononwentsake Rotiyanerson tohronnehteh tehonatatehnentsawakon
tehotihnenrahnen. Ne kenton tohka onka ne Rotiyaner enhariwarako ne tsi katsenhayen tohkani
ehren enrehteh ne Kanakerasera, rahonakara watehnientenstakwen tsi Royaner tehkahnehrenhatieh
ne rahoyatakehnatserasonha enkehniyatotarheneh tsi tehhonatatehnentsawakon ne Rotiyanerson.
Enhoti ne Rahosenna tahnon ne rahonakara entehwasenneh tsi tehokenkeroteh nektsi
Kanonsonnikeh enkayentakeh.

Tohka sihken ohni tihkawenniyo kahnikayen ne Rotiyaner neh enharako ahasereh ne
rahotiyanerensera ne tihononwentsateh, enhoyatontako ne Kanonsonnikeh tahnon ne onkahrehson
ehnenhatiyereh ne enhontehnatonkwe "tehonatonkoton." Tohnehotiyatawen ne tikawenniyo onka
tohka enhatihsereh tihononwentsateh rahotiyanerensera, akwekon enhoti nahoten
ahayakwehniyokeh tahnon ahoyentakeh ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh tahnon tsinon nihatihnakereh.

Ihseh, Wisk Nihonowentsakeh Sehwayanerson, sehwasatstek, enkonih ne okwireh
tohakaiyehnenneh tsi tehsowatatehnentsawakon, yahki takakwenih tayesehwakasih tohkani
tahyehsowashotarisih. Tohnitsi enkahsatstehkeh tsi enska sehwatonhon.
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #56

EACH WAMPUM STRING REPRESENTS ONE TERRITORY OF THE NATIONS

Five strings of shell tied together as one shall represent the Five Nations. Each string shall
represent one territory and the whole a completely united territory known as the Five Nations
Territory.
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE
WAMPUM #56

EACH WAMPUM STRING REPRESENTS ONE TERRITORY OF THE NATIONS

Five strings of shell tied together as one shall represent the Five Nations. Each string shall
represent one territory and the whole a completely united territory known as the Five Nations
Territory.

WAMPUM #57

FIVE ARROWS BOUND TOGETHER "UNITED IN ONE BODY AND ONE MIND"

Five arrows shall be bound together very strong and shall represent on Nation each. As the five
arrows are strong bound, this shall symbolize the complete union of the nations. Thus are the
FiveNations completely united and enfolded together, united into one head, one body and one
mind. They, therefore, shall labor, legislate and council together for the interest of future
generations.

Note:When the Confederacy wasformed, Deganawida actually demonstrated by taking one arrow
and breaking it in half. Then he tookfive arrows and tried to break it to show how strong the Five
Nations can become.

WAMPUM #58

ANY CHIEF OR OTHER PERSONS WHO SUBMIT TO LAWS OF
A FOREIGN PEOPLE ARE ALIENATED AND FORFEIT

ALL CLAIMS IN THE IROQUOIS NATIONS

There are now the Five Nations League Chiefs standing with joined hands in a circle. This
signifies and provides that should any of the chiefs of the League leave the Council and the
League, his crown of deer's antlers, die emblem of his chieftainship title, together with his
birthright, shall lodge on the arms of the union chiefs whose hands are so joined. He forfeits his
title and the crown falls from his brow, but it shall remain in the League.

A further meaning of this is that if, at any time, anyone of the chiefs of the League choose to
submit to the law of a foreign people, he is no longer in but out of the League and persons of this
class shall be called, "They have alienated themselves" (Tehonatonkoton). Likewise, such persons
who submit to laws of foreign nations shall forfeit all birthrights and claims of the League of Five
Nations and territory.

You, the League of Five Nations Chiefs, be firm so that if a tree should fall upon your joined
hands, it shall not separate you or weaken your hold. So shall the strength of union be preserved.

Note:This means that the Indians whofollow the laws made byforeigners and it includes
Canada's IndianAct and the UnitedStates Federal Indian Law have alienated themselvesfrom their
own nations. That is why an Indian such asa Mohawk who voted in the elections devised by the
Canadian or UnitedStatesgovernments have to be reinstated in a special ceremony to regain their
lost Iroquois citizenship which they lost by the simple act of voting in the Canadian Band Council
or UnitedStates Tribal Council elections, as wellas voting in Canada'snational or the United
States national elections. "Code" means a body of laws or a nation. Accepting the Handsome
Lake Code which isa Quaker Code is a violation of this Wampum #58of the Great Law.
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GAYANEREKOWA
KAYONI #59

TOKA SAYATA TOKANI AKWEKON NE ROTIYANER ENKOWAWENNONTI NE
GAYANEREKOWA TOKA ENHONWATIHRONTIAKE TOKANI

TENSAKOTINONWARETSINIYOREH ENHONNIHEYEH

Tohka nikaseriyetakeh onekorha, ahsen nih-ashakeh nihyens, nehne ehnehken ne ahsennen
karaken nihyoenkneh ehtakeh nokwatih ahsennen, kahontsi nenneheh tahnon akwekon
sahtethonatkawen ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh ronnonkwe tsi rohtihson. Ne kenton yatontiesteh
skahnentsista, skahyehronta tahnon sehwaniontonniontsera tahnon Skennen kariwanihrahts
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Tohka nikaseriyetakeh onekorha, ahsen nih-ashakeh rahyens, nehne ehnehken ne ahsennen
karaken nihyoenkneh ehtakeh nokwatih ahseanen, kahontsi nenneheh tahnon akwekon
sahtethonatkawen ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh ronnonkwe tsi rohtihson. Ne kenton yatontiesteh
skahnentsista, skahyehronta tahnon sehwaniontonniontsera tahnon ne Skennen kariwanihrahts
rotison ne Rotiyanerson ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh. Ne tsihnon karaken nihyot ne onekorha
nehne kenton ne Konnonkwe tahnon ne tsinon ne kahontsi nehne kenton Ronnonkwe. Ne ohni
kenton ne kahontsi onekorha kasatstensera tahnon rohnawis ne kariwatoken nahoten
ahontahonnonton ne ronnonkwe.

Ne kihken ahseriyeh onekorha, ne rohnawis ne onkwesonha ahonsahsakotihaharateh ne
wahontaharako Rotiyaner. Toka sihken tohka nihatih ne Rotiyaner, tohkani akwekon tsinihati
ahontahihta tsinon yahtehonwatihriwahwi ne onkwesonha tahnon yatahontahonsatateh ne
Kahnistensera ahotiwenna (wasenensawenrate), tohneh kahti tonienkaha tsinon
kotitsenhayentakwe ne kahnenrakwekon ne konnonkwe ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh. Tohka ne
Rotiyaner wahonwanatehton ahsen niakayenteh tahnon sehkon yatahontahonsatateh, tohneh kih
onen tonienhenweh ratihsonsakeh yenkaraneh ne ronnonkwe ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh. Onen
kahti ne Ahsarekowatson entonwennon ne kasatstensera tahnon ne ahontahonnonton,
wahtiyanerenserayentaneh ne yahontawehyateh ahonwarehtsaron ne Royaner tohkani Rotiyaner na
ahatiriwakwarisih, tahontahonkehteh tsi yohahaksen tsi niahenneh. Tohka ne Rotiyaner
enhontahonsatateh, enhonnihron: "Royorenneh tenyakwariwaserako." Tohka tkayerih tsinitsi
tenhatihriwaserako tahnon tehtiatenro ne Gayanerekowa, tehneh kahti ne Rotiyanerson satiyatatson
ahseh tsi ensahtiriwanirateh tahnon tentontkaweh he "Kahriwanihrats Onekorha." Tohneh onen ne
Ahsarekowatson ensakonatatih ne Rotiyaner, ensakotihretsahron ahotiriwakwarihshonhakeh.

Tohka sihken ne Rotiyaner yatahontontateh ne ahontahonsatateh ne ahsenhaton nenhonwahtihrori,
tehyoriwakeh enwahton enwatahsawen: tohka ne ronnonkwe tsi rohtitsenhayen enhonnohetsteh ne
tahonsahonwahnakararako ne Royaner tohkani Rotiyaner; tohkani tensakotihnonwarehekon
tsiniyoreh enhohniheyeh. Tohka ne rahotihtsenhakon ne ahatihrako ne ahonsasakotihrontiakeh,
Ahsarekowa yenhotahraseh ne Royaner tohkani Rotiyaner, tohnon enhenron:

"Sehwayanerson! Ne wehsowarako ne tohsa ahyehsewasereh tsiniyorihotenne
Gayanerekowa, onen kahti wahakwahrihowahateh tsi yahonka tehsenskoteh tsinon
nihsehwatiens, tahnon tonsakwanakararoko ne kayehronistakwen ne Royaner
tahnon ahkora ensonwatiyatarako ne toh ensontien. Onen kahti,
sahsowahnitskotako!"

Tohka sihken ne ronnonkwe, tsi rotitsenhayen, neh enhatihrako ne tehkehnihaton yohateh,
Ahsarekowa yensakotohri ne ronnonkwe toh yenhontawehyateh tsi totitsenhayen tohyenhontien tsi
ratihtskoten ne Rotiyaner ronwahtiriwenton. Nennen enhontatehwehyehnentaneh, ne
Ahsarekowa, yatehonentsetston tsi royehnawakon ne kahontsi ohnekorha ahseriyehsonha,
ensakorori ne ratiriwaksen Rotiyaner

"Onen Kahti, Sehwayanerson ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh, sehwathonteh ne
ennakenka entsontsiwennaronke ne sohkwetasonha. Yatehsehwatahonsataton ne
konnonkwe wakotitsenhayen yontsiriwanontonni tahontonsehwakehteh,
yahtehyetsiyatahonsataton ne ronnonkwe kanakeraserakwekon yontsiriwanekenni
ne tkayeri tsinitsi ahyehsewatahsawen. Sehwatehnentsistanihrahton tsi
yatahyontayonnonton ne onkwesonha tahnon yatahontayontsiyon ne
kariwakwarihshontsera, enskak tsonkwayen ne ahyakwatasahwen."

Tohne onen ne AJhsarakowa enhatkaweh ne kahontsi onekorha ehtakeh yenkayentahneh, tahnon ne
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #59

IN CASE ANY OR ALL CHIEFS GO AGAINST THE GREAT LAW,
THEY MAY EITHER BE DEPOSED OR EXECUTED

BY THE WAR CHIEF AND HIS MEN

A bunch of wampum strings, three spans of the hand in length, the upper half of the bunch being
white and the lower half black, and formed from equal contributions of the men of the Five
Nations, shall be the token that the men have combined themselves into one head, one body and
one thought, and it shall symbolize their ratification of the peace pact of the League, whereby the
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE
WAMPUM #59

IN CASE ANY OR ALL CHIEFS GO AGAINST THE GREAT LAW,
THEY MAY EITHER BE DEPOSED OR EXECUTED

BY THE WAR CHIEF AND HIS MEN

A bunch of wampum strings, three spans of the hand in length, the upper half of the bunch being
white and the lower half black, and formed from equal contributions of the men of the Five
Nations, shall be the token that the men have combined themselves into one head, one body and
one thought, and it shall symbolize their ratification of the peace pact of the League, whereby the
Chiefs of the Five Nations have established the Great Peace. The white portion of the shell strings
represent the women and the black portion of men. The black portion,,furthermore, is a token of
power and authority vested in the men of the Five Nations.

This string of wampum vests the people with the right to correct their erring chiefs. In case a part
of the chiefs or all of them pursue a course not vouched for by the people and heed not the third
warning of their women relatives (Wasenensawenrate). Then the matter shall be taken to the
general council of the Women of the Five Nations. If the chiefs notified and warned three times
fhil to heed, then the case falls into the hands of the men of the Five Nations. The War Chiefs shall
then by right of such power and authority, enter the open Council to warn the chief or chiefs to
return from their wrong course. If the chiefs heed the warning, they shall say: "We shall reply
tomorrow." If then an answer is returned in favor of justice and in accord with the Great Law,
then the Chiefs shall individually pledge themselves again, by again furnishing the necessary shells
for the pledge. Then shall the War Chief or Chiefs exhort the chiefs, urging them to be just and
true.

Should it happen that the chiefs refuse to heed the third warning, then two courses are open: either
the men may decide in their council to depose the chief or chiefs, or to club them to death with war
clubs. Should they in their council decide to take the first course, the War Chief shall address the
chief or chiefs saying:

"Since you, the chiefs of the Five Nations, have refused to return to the procedure
of the Constitution, we now declare your seats vacant and we take off your horns,
the token of your chieftainship, and others shall be chosen and installed in your
seats. Therefore, vacate your seats."

Should the men in their council adopt the second course, the War Chief shall order his men to enter
the Council, to take positions beside the errant chiefs sitting between them wherever possible.
When this is accomplished, the War Chief holding in his outstretched hand a bunch of black
wampum strings shall say to the erring chiefs:

"So now, Chiefs of the Five Nations, harken to these last words from your men.
You have not heeded the warnings of the General Council of Women and you have
not heeded the warnings of the Men of the Nations, all during you to the right
course of action. Since you are determined to resist and to withhold justice from
you people, there is only one course for us to adopt."

At this point, the War Chiefs shall drop the bunch of black wampum and the men shall spring to
their feet and club the erring chiefs to death. Any erring chief may become submissive before the
War Chief lets fall the Black Wampum.The Black Wampum here used symbolizes that the power
to execute is buried, but it may be raised up again by the men. It is buried, but when the occasion
arises, they may pull it up and derive their power and authority to act as here described.

j

r

Note:The right to decide on execution is held by both the General Council of the Men of the Five
Nations and the General Council of the Women of the Five Nations, So is the right to decide on
war. The "War Chiefshall order his men." In thepresent century a new title has been given to the
War Chiefand his men: "The Warrior Society. 11
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GAYANEREKOWA
ronnonkwe tenhatitaneh tahnon tensakotinonwahrehekon ne Rotiyaner tehotinioskenhen tsiniyoreh
enhonniheyeh. Tohka onka ne Royaner ensatatrehwateh hohenton tsiniyorkeh entowasenneh ne
onekorha, yakih tahonwahryo.

Ne kahontsi onekorha, ne yaken kahyentehrestakwen tsi rahatien tsi kayataten ne ronstakwa ne
ahsakotiryoh, nektsi enwahton ki ensatihketsko ne ronnonkwe katke tehontenwentsoweh,
ensonnehtahko tahnon ensontsteh ne rahotisatstensera tehnon ne ahontahonnonton tsiniyot tsi kih
wahtrorih.
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Ne kahontsi onekorha, ne yaken kahyentehrestakwen tsi rahatien tsi kayataten ne ronstakwa ne
ahsakotiryoh, nektsi enwahton ki ensatihketsko ne ronnonkwe katke tehontenwentsoweh,
ensonnehtahko tahnon ensontsteh ne rahotisatstensera tehnon ne ahontahonnonton tsiniyot tsi kih
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GAYANEREKOWA
ronnonkwe tenhatitaneh tahnon tensakotinonwahrehekon ne Rotiyaner tehotinioskenhen tsiniyoreh
enhonniheyeh. Tohka onka ne Royaner ensatatrehwateh hohenton tsiniyorkeh entowasenneh ne
onekorha, yakih tahonwahryo.

Ne kahontsi onekorha, ne yaken kahyentehrestakwen tsi rahatien tsi kayataten ne ronstakwa ne
ahsakotiryoh, nektsi enwahton ki ensatihketsko ne ronnonkwe katke tehontenwentsoweh,
ensonnehtahko tahnon ensontsteh ne rahotisatstensera tehnon ne ahontahonnonton tsiniyot tsi kih
wahtrorih.

KAYONI #60

KAYONNI AHTIATANHA NE YAYAK NIHONONWENTIAKE KANONSONNIONWE

Onekorha atiatanah ahsenniwahsen-sahtehkon nihkanehkorhakeh natewatahkahron, ahsennennon
wehriasareh, tsi yohtonnion tehkehnisson tehyotehkehronteh tsitekatsinehtahraron tahnon akwekon
toh yatehwasonterohnion ne ahwerianeh, newahtehnientenstakwen tsi enska rohnatonion ne Wisk
Nihononwentsakeh.

Ne tiotierentakwen tehyotekeronteh skahnokwati nonkwa nehneh Ganienkebaga Raohtinakerasera
tahnon ne rahononwentsa, ne tahnon tehkehnihaton tehyotehkeronteh tahnon akta tsi wehriasareh
nihatihyatoron ne Onenyotehaga tahnon ne rahononwentsa tahnon ne Karaken niwehriasohten
ahsennen non, nekinehne Onondagehaga tahnon ne rahononwentsa. Nehoni kenton ne ahweryane
ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh enska ihken tsi tkahnes ne Skennenkowa tahon tohnon ne
Skennenkowa nihyotenaktonni ahweryasakon (Onondagehaga Rotiyanerson) tahnon tohnon
nentatitsenhayensehkeh ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh. Neh ohni kenton nen tonwahnawi ne
yahatirekeh ne skennen ahonton ne akehnon ratinakeraserakeron, ahontehrishen tsi
tehontatawentos. Ne teyonehkehronteh tsi kawehyentehtakwen nohkwati ne wehyahsareh
Kwehonkonhaga ratiyatoron tahnon ne rahononwentsa tohnon ne kahyerihaton tehyotekehronteh
ne rahonawen ne Tsonontohwanehaga tahnon rahononwentsa.
Ne arihonnih karaken watston nehtsi ne enhakyenberestakwe tsi yatahonton ne kahnikonrakson
tohkani kahnohsatstera ahtiatehnaktonni ne rahotihnikonrakon ne Rotiyaner tsi rotitsenhayen
ahosennakon ne Skennenkowa. Karaken ne ahtehniententsera ne skennen, kahnoronkwatsera
ahtatihtenhron, tahnon ne sahtayoton, tehohnakwatasehton tahnon rohtinihkonrareh ne Wisk
Nihononwentsakeh.

KAYONI #61

TOHKA TEHNEN TAHWEH NE TEHYOTEHNONYANITON YOHTERON

Tohka tennen tahweh ne tehyotehnonyahniton tahon anihkonraren ne ronhonheh tahnon ne
tahatikonsotontie ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh, ne onka enhakweni enharaten nahonhaha ehnenken
tiotkwirateh. Nennen yenrahweh okwirakenyateh, yahtenhatkatonnionweh tahnon tohka tehnen
enhatkatoh ne yohteron tahweh ensakorori ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh ronatkennibson okwirokon
ne Skennenkowa tahnon enhenron "Yohriwatshanih tehwahnikonharaneh ne sehwatsennonnia."

Tohne onen ne Rotiyaner enhatitsenhayen tahnon ne enhontroyateh kihken tahweh wahetken
tahnon yohteron. Nennen oriwakwekon tsi enhonateryentarahneh kihken nahoten tahweh, tohneh
kih enhatikwirihsakeh ne akaratsikowa tahnon nennen enhatihtsenrih toh tenhontahrarikeh tahnon
toh enhontehrahkaren tsi yohtehronton. Nennen enhatiyotenserentahneh onen kih enhotirharekeh
enhontsennonni ehso wenniserakeh ennahken.
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #60

WAMPUM BELT OF THE IROQUOIS CONFEDERACY

A broad belt of wampum of thirty-eight rows, having a white heart in the center, on either side of
which are two white squares all connected with the heart by white rows of beads shall be the
emblem of the Five Nations.

The first of the squares on the left represents the Mohawk Nation and its territory, the second
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #60

WAMPUM BELT OF THE IROQUOIS CONFEDERACY

A broad belt of wampum of thirty-eight rows, having a white heart in the center, on either side of
which are two white squares all connected with the heart by white rows of beads shall be the
emblem of the Five Nations.

The first of the squares on the left represents the Mohawk Nation and its territory, the second
square on the left and near the heart represents the Oneida Nation and its territory, and the white
heart in the middle represents the Onondaga Nation and its territory. It also means that the heart of
the Five Nations is single in its loyalty to die Great Peace, and that the Great Peaceis lodged in the
hear (meaning with Onondaga League Chiefs) and that the Council Fire is to bum there for the Five
Nations. Further it means that the authority is given to advance the cause of peace whereby hostile
nations out of the League shall cease warfare. The white square to the right of the heart represents
the Cayuga Nation and its territory and the fourth and last square represents the Seneca Nation and
its territory.White here symbolizes that no evil nor jealous thoughts shali creep into the minds of
the chiefs while in Council under the Great Peace, White the emblem of peace, love, charity, and
equity surrounds and guards the Five Nations.

!

Issi:

Note.'The above Wampum Belt was made by Ayonwatha (Hiawatha to the white man) to
commemorate the making of the Great Law.

WAMPUM #61

IN CASE A GREAT CALAMITY THREATENS

Should a great calamity threaten the generations rising and living of the Five Nations, then he who
is able to climb to the top of the Tree of the Great Long Leaves (White Pine) may do so. When he
reaches the top of the Tree, he shall look about in all directions and should he see evil things indeed
approaching, then he shall call to the people of the Five United Nations assembled beneath the Tree
of the Great Peace and say: "A calamity threatens your happiness."

Then shall the Chiefs convene in Council and discuss the impending evil. When all the truths
relating to the trouble shall be fully known and found to be truths, then shall the people seek a tree
of Kahnonkaahkona, the great swamp elm tree and when they shall find it they shall assemble their
heads together and lodge for a time between its roots. Then, their labors being finished, they may
hope for happiness for many more days after.

Note:This is ancient man's way ofwarning thepeople to be ever on the alert to danger, discuss it
anddo something about it.
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GAYANEREKOWA

KAYONI #62

GAYANEREKOWA ENWATEHWENANOTON I

Nennen Rotitsenhayen jie Wisk Nihononwentsakeh tohka enhormohetsteh ne ahontehwehnanoton
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GAYANEREKOWA

KAYONI #62

GAYANEREKOWA ENWATEHWENANOTON

Nennen Rotitsenhayenne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh tohka enhonnohetsteh ne ahontehwehnanoton
ne ahiahanha onekorha ahonsahonneyaraneh ne gayanerenserasonha, enhonwakwatakwaseh ne
rahwehnanotaneh yohnetska tsinon nenhatien. Yahtahonsahontsteh nennahken kih tsinon
nahatien, "henhatihkwehniensteh ne tsiniyorihowaneh ne Gayanerensera".

KAYONI #63

ENNITSI ENWATEHWENANOTON NE GAYANEREKOWA

Katke ne tehniyaseh ronwatiliyenha ne tehotitarakeh tsi katsenhoteh satenniriwanonwehneh tsi
yaskaneks nahonatonteneh ahontewehnanoton ne Gayanerekowa, tahnon ahonsaneyahrane tsinitsi
rohriwataton ne rohson ne Kanonsonnionwe, enhonwarorih ne Atotarho. Ensakohnikonrisakeh
wisk nihatih ne rorasetshen Rotiyaner tahnon rohnonha ensesakotinikonrisakeh ne sahtekon
nihontatehkenha Rotiyanerson. Tohka enhonniehre ahsakotinikonrayerihten ne tehniyaseh
ronwatihyenha tehotihtarakeh, Atotarho yensakotorih ratiriwakarehnies ensakotirori tsinihati ne
Rotiyanerson ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh. Tohnek.onen yenhonwatori ne Ahsarekowa
ahsakororyana ne rontatehkenha tahnon ronrashokton rotiyanerson tsi rontkennihsahaneh tahnon
katkeh tahnon kahnonweh.

Nennen akwekon wahontatiatarorokeh, Atotarho tenhatihyenna ne ronrasehokon Rotiyaner,
enhonwarihonten sahyata ne Royaner enhawehnanoton Gayanerekowa ahtiatanha ahonatontehneh
ne tehnihyaseh ronwatihyenha. Tohneh onen ne ronwayatarakwen tentananehta ne
Gayanerekowa.

KAYONI #64

GAYANERENSERA RATEHRENNOTAKOWA TEHSAKONAKARAHERHA

Nennen yoteriwatention ne Tehonwatinakarahehra ne Rotiyaner, tohka sahyatak rentehron ne
rawehyendeh ne ahatadih tahnon enhatehrennoden ne Gayanerekowa tahnon ne Skennen
Kahrenna, toh yatenhatahne tsi kahtsenhoteh tahnon nenen enhasah sok ihsih nakatsenhati
nienhenreh tahnon rahonha tensatateriwahserakwaseh. Tahrehtsaronkwen tsi ensakoyotenseh
tsiniyoreh akwekon enhasah. Ne enhonwanatonkwe "Tehkehni Tehakonsonteh": nehtsi
tahtetsaronkwen tsi katsenhayen wahatatih tahnon wahatehrennoten.
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #62

READING THE GREAT LAW

When the League of the Five Nations Council declares for a reading of the belts of shell to mind
these laws, they shall provide for the reader a specially made mat woven of the fibers of wild
hemp. The mat shall not be used again, for such formality is called "honoring the importance of
the law."
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THE GREAT LAWOF PEACE

WAMPUM #62

READING THE GREAT LAW

When the League of the Five Nations Council declares for a reading of the belts of shell to mind
these laws, they shall provide for the reader a specially made mat woven of the fibers of wild
hemp. The mat shall not be used again, for such formality is called "honoring the importance of
the law."

Note:The reading of the Great Lawfrom the Wampum is very important and honorable. Some
Indians won't read the Great Law in its writtenform because it says it should be recited everyfive
yearsfrom the Wampum records. That's the way it had to be done originally because there was no
written language. Now that there is a written language, Deganawida would have certainly
recommended and urged that thepeople read the Great Law often. There are chiefs who don't
even know when they are violating the law because they refuse to read it in its writtenform.

WAMPUM #63

HOW THE GREAT LAW IS RECITED

Should two sons of opposite sides of the Council Fire agree (istawa) in a desire to hear the reciting
of the laws of the Great Peace and so refresh their memories in a way specified by the Founder of
the League, they shall notify Atotarho. He shall consult with five of his cousin chiefs and they in
turn shall consult with their eight brethren. Then should they decide to accede to the request of the
two sons from the opposite sides of the Council Fire, Atotarho shall send messengers to notify the
chiefs of each of the Five Nations. Then they shall dispatch their War Chief to notify their brother
and cousin chiefs of the meeting and its time and place.

When all have come and have assembled, Atotarho, in conjunction with his cousin chiefs, shall
appoint one chief who shall repeat the laws of the Great Peace to the two sons. Then the chosen
one shall repeat the laws of the Great Peace.

Note:"Two sons of opposite sides of the Council Fire" means two ordinary men, non-chiefs who
are members ofdifferent clans who sit opposite each other across the Council Fire. Atotarho's
"five cousin chiefs" means those who sit opposite him in the Onondaga Council. "Their eight
brethren" means brother Chiefs who sit on the same side of the Council Fire. It would seem that
the Wampum reader repeats, that is, reads the Great Law twice, once to the two sons and then to
everybody.

WAMPUM #64

THE EXPERT SPEAKER/SINGER OF THE LAW AT THE INSTALLATION RITES

At the ceremony of the installation of chiefs, if there is only one expert speaker and singer of the
Law and the Song of Peace to stand at the Council Fire, then when this speaker and singer has
finished addressing one side of the Fire, he shall go to the opposite side and reply to his own
speech and song. He shall act for both sides of the Fire until the entire ceremony has been
completed. Such a speaker and singer shall be termed "Two-faced" because he speaks and sings
for both sides of the Fire.

Note:People can become lax and negligent and suddenlyfind themselves without the right kind of
speakers and singers.
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GAYANEREKOWA

KAYONI #65

WAHAHDIYATATA NE NE YONTEHRIYOSTAKWASONHA

Ihill, Deganawida, tahnon ne Rotiyaner, onen wahakwakwihrotsi nahonhaha tiokwihres
(skarenhesokowa) tahnon ne tsi wahosonwakarontahne tohyahonkwati akwekon ne
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GAYANEREKOWA

KAYONI #65

WAHAHDIYATATA NE NE YONTEHRIYOSTAKWASONHA

Ihih, Deganawida, tahnon ne Rotiyaner, oneii wahakwakwihrotsi nahonhaha tiokwihres
(skarenhesokowa) tahnon ne tsi wahosonwakarontahne tohyahonkwati akwekon ne
yontehriyostakwa. Ihnon ohontsokon tkanieatarehnion (Tionawatetion) yateyonkwateryentareh
kahniyotenientarinon toyahonkwatih akwekon ne yonteriyostakwa. Sayakwakenrenten tahnon toh
sayakwakwirohten. Tohnitsi ne Skennenkowa wahkayentaneh tahnonÿenwahteriwahton ne
tayeniotatienhson tsi natehontereh ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh, nek enskayentakeh ne skennen tsi
natehontereh ne yahtehonatieston Wisk Nihononwentsakeh.

EfISATERIWARAKO

KAYONI #66

ROHSENN \NIEN TOHKANI YOHSENNANIEN

Sakoyenha ne ronkwe toka yakayataskats, yontenwehyensta, tohkani ehso tsiyehwihyentehtehnion
tohkani ehso tsi yontatehnohronkwa, toka enhontpntateh ne yeksaha akotara, enharako ne
kahsenna ne rohniha tsinihotaroteh Icahsennasohha tahnon ensakosennon tsinihatiyehjra ne
sakotihsennawis. Yatieyotkontakwen tahnon ne enhatinatonkwe "Rohsennanien tohkani
Yohsennanien."

KAYONI #67

NE ENSAKOTISENNON NE TIHOTIHTARATEAH TOHKANI TIHOTINAKERASERATEH

Tohka onka ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh enhaskanekeh ne onka ahosennon tohkani ahsakosennon
ne tihotihtarateh tohkani tihotinakeraserateh, enwahton ne enharako ne kahsenna tahnon
ensakosennon. Tohnitsi enwateriwatentiaton tsinitsi sahkotihsennawis. Yahtieyotkontakwen
tahnon ne enhatihnatonkwe "Rohsennanien tohkani Yohsennanien." Kennihkaseriyetesha
onekorha entewatkawen tahnon ne kahsenna, enwatehwehyentonkeh tahnon enkariwanihrahton.
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #65

BURYING THE WEAPONS CEREMONY

I, Deganawida, and the United Chiefs, now uproot the tallest tree (skarenhesekowa) and into the
hole thereby made, we case all weapons of war. Into the depths of the earth, down into the deep
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WAMPUM #65

BURYING THE WEAPONS CEREMONY

I, Deganawida, and the United Chiefs, now uproot the tallest tree (skarenhesekowa) and into the
hole thereby made, we case all weapons of war. Into the depths of the earth, down into the deep
underneath currents of water (Tionswatetsien) flowing to unknown regions we cast all the
weapons of strife. We bury them from sight and we plant again the tree. Thus, shall the Great
Peace be established and hostilities shall no longer be known between the Five Nations, but peace
to the United People.

NotesThe Five Nations buried their weapons of war so they'll neverfight and kill each other again
and they haven't. They only unbury the war club to execute a traitor. However, they did not bury
the hatchet to all their enemiesfor theyfought numerous wars and battles after the Iroquois
Confederacy wasfounded and the Great Law was established.

ADOPTIONS

WAMPUM #66

"A NAME HUNG ABOUT THE NECK"

The father of a child of great comeliness, learning, ability or specially loved because of some
circumstance may, at the will of the child's Clan, select a namefrom his own (the father's) Clan
and bestow it by ceremony, such as is provided. The naming is only temporary and shall be
called, "A name hung about the neck."

Note;A given name can be only temporary.

WAMPUM #67

GIVING A NAME TO A PERSON OF ANOTHER CLAN OR A FOREIGN NATION

Should any person, a member of the League of the Five Nations, especially esteem a man or a
woman of another Clan or of a foreign nation, he may choose a name, bestovv it upon that person
so esteemed. The naming shall be in accord with the ceremony of bestowing names. Such a name
is only temporaiy and shall be called, "A name hung about the neck". A short string of shells shall
be delivered with the name asa record and a pledge.

Note:This type ofname giving is more serious asastring wampum and apledge are involved.
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GAYANEREKOWA

KAYONI #68

WE ENHATIRIWANONTON AHONTIATAREN TSI KENTARAKERHON

Tohka onka ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh, skawahtsiratson, tohkani tsonkwehtatson
tihononwentsateh enhatihriwanonton ne ahortiatahren katioknikayen tsini kentarakeh ne Wisk
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KAYONI #68

WE ENHATIRIWANONTON AHONTIATAREN TSI KENTARAKERHON

Tohka onka ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh, skawahtsiratson, tohkani tsonkwehtatson
tihononwentsateh enhatihriwanonton ne ahortiatahren katioknikayen tsini kentarakeh ne Wisk
Nihononwentsakeh, entatkaweh tokanih entontkaweh ne onekorha sehwasha nihyens, ne
rahotihriwanihrahtsera ne rahotihtarakon tsinon ronnehre ahontiataren. ,/Tohneh onen ne Rotiyaner
ne Kanakerasera tenhatihyatohreteh tahnon enhatihrihwenteh.

KAYONI #69

NO TOKA ONKA TEHOTONWENTSONI AHSAKOYATIHNIONTE NE TSONKWETA,
SKAWATSIRA TOHKANIT TOHKA NIHKAWATSIRAKEH

Tihkawenniyo onka ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh, tohka tehotonwentsonih ahsakoyatihnionteh ne
tsonkweta, skawatsihra tohkani tohka nihkawatsihrakeh, enwahton ne enhoriwanontonseh tohkani

korihwanontonseh tahnon tohka enhatiriwanonwehne tohnienhatihriwenhaweh tsinon
entatihkanenyon ne Rotiyaner tahnon ohnenktsi entatiriwanihrateh tahnon enhonnohetsteh ne
Rotiyaner.

ensa

KAYONI #70

TSINENHATIYEREH NENNEN WAHONTEHKWETARAKO

Nennen ne Rotiyaner wahatihriwahnirahteh tsi onkatiok wahontehkwetaroko, tohne kahti ne
Rotiyaner ne Kanakerasera ensakotirehtsaron ne onkwesonha, enhonnihron:

"Onen kahti, tsonkwehonwheson ne onkwenakerasera, sehwateryentarak ne ...
(rahosenna, rahotiwatsireh tohkani ratiwatsirehsonha wahonterishen ne
ahonsahontatehnatonkwe ne ahosenna ne tsinon tohtinakeraton tahnon
wahatiyatetah nahkon ohwentsokon. Ken enskahawihteh, tohsa onka ne
onkwanakerasera enkatroyat nahosenna tsinon tatinakeraton. Ne
Tohnayetowayehreh ne tenkasterihateh ne enwatokten ne skennen."
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WAMPUM #68

ASKING TO BE ADOPTED INTO A CLAN

Should any member of the Five Nations, a family or a person belonging to a foreign nation submit
a proposal for adoption into a clan or one of the Five Nations, he or she shall furnish a string of
shells, a span in length, as a pledge to the Clan into which he or they wish to be adopted. The
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THE GREAT LAWOF PEACE !

WAMPUM #68

ASKING TO BE ADOPTED INTO A CLAN

Should any member of the Five Nations, a family or a person belonging to a foreign nation submit
a proposal for adoption into a clan or one of the Five Nations, he or she shall furnish a string of
shells, a span in length, as a pledge to the Clan into which he or they wish to be adopted. The
Chiefs of the Nation shall then consider the proposal and submit a decision.

Note:Adoption is how the Clans are kept atfull strength.

:

WAMPUM #69

FOR ONE TO ADOPT A PERSON, A FAMILY OR A NUMBER OF FAMILIES

Any member of the Five Nations, who through esteem or other feelings, wishes to adopt an
individual, a family, or a number of families, may offer adoption to him or them, and if accepted,
the matter shall be brought to the attention of the Chiefs for confirmation and the Chiefs must
confirm the adoption.

Note:Anyone may adopt a person or many persons but must get offidial sanction by the Rotiyaner
in Council.

WAMPUM #70

WHAT TO DO AFTER ADOPTION

When the adoption of anyone shall have been confirmed by the Chiefs of the Nation, the chiefs
shall address the people of the Nation and say:

"Now you of our Nation, be informed that, ... (such a person, such a family, or
such families), have ceased forever to bear their birth nation's name and have
buried it in the depth of the earth. Henceforth let no one of our Nation ever mention
the original name or nation of their birth. To do so will hasten the end of our
peace."

Note:The name of the adoptedperson's nation or birthplace must never be mentioned as it causes
trouble or end of the peace.
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GAYANEREKOWA

AHONTEHWENTEHTEH

KAYONI #71

TOHKA EHREN ENHONNETEH TSI NENHATIYEREH

Tohka onka tahkahni kawatsirakwekon ne rahononkweta ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh
enhonskanekeh ne ehren ahonneteh tsinon nifaatihnakereh ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh. Onentsi
ensakotirori ne Rotiyaner ne rahotihnakerasera tahnon ne Katsenhowarfen ne Wisk
Nihononwentsakeh enho okenseh.

Nennen tohka tsonkweta tohkahni kenniyakon enhatiriwahrako tahnon ehren enhonneteh ne Wisk
Nihononwentsakeh tahnon ihnon yensontien, onen ne Rotiyaner ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh
tohka enhonnereh, enwahton ne yenhonwahtehniehteh rarewakarehnies yenhahaweh tehwatakaron
atiatahna kahontsi niyot ne onekorha tahnon nennen yenraweh ensakotkennisateh ne onkwesonha
tahnon ensakotatih, ensakonatonhaseh ne atiatahna kahontsi niyot ne onekorha tahnon
enhotitokenseh tsi ne rotiroris ahonsahontentih tsinon nihtonehnon tahnon tsinon
rahtitsenhayentakwa.

HOWENTSAH RAOHNAWEN

KAYONI #72

TS1NI KAYANERENSEROTEN NE HOWENTSAH RAOHNAWEN

Ne ohkenra tsi yohwentsateh, tsi tiotasaweh tsiniyoreh yehyotokten ne rahonawen ne toh
rahtinakereh. Netsi tohnon nihotinakeraton ne Onkwehonwe, rohnonha tohnatierenton onkwe
rohnatonh$
rohnonha kahti rahonawen tsinon nihatihaweh tahnon yahonka nakorenson tehotiriwayen ne
hahontawa. Enkneh sakayanerensera tiotken ne sihontsta tsinahe ne ahonhaha tioriwakayon.

KAYONI #73

OYA NA TEHATIYATOSTENS NE ONKWESONHA , AKTEHNON NIHATINAKAREH
TAHNON OYA NATEHATIWENNOTENS

Ne Sonkwayatihson enknehsakenehkwensa tahnon enkneh sonkenra tsi wahsonkwayatonnih
nektsi tihkawennatehnion yohson ne kanakeraserasonha, akwekon tehsonkwawi kahnon
entowatohrahtshekeh tahon kehnon neyontionwentsayentakeh tahnon waheyeronnisteh tsino
natekontakhanion.
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EMIGRATION

WAMPUM #71

ABOUT EMIGRATING TO A DISTANT REGION

When a person or family belonging to the Five Nations desires to abandon their Nation and the
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

EMIGRATION

WAMPUM #71

ABOUT EMIGRATING TO A DISTANT REGION

When a person or family belonging to the Five Nations desires to abandon their Nation and the
territory of the Five Nations they shall inform the chiefs of their Nation and the Council of the
League of Five Nations shall take notice of it.

When a person or any of the people of the Five Nations emigrate and reside in a distant region
away from the territory of the League of Five Nations, the chiefs of the Five Nations at will may
send a messenger carrying a broad belt of black shells and when the messenger arrives, he shall
call the people together or address them personally, displaying the belt of black shells and they
shall know that this is an order for them to return to their original homes and to their Council Fires.

Note:The Rotiyaner may or may not recall an emigrant depending on the circumstances.

LAND TITLE

WAMPUM #72

LAW OF OWNERSHIP

The soil of the earth from one end to the other is the property of people who inhabit it. By
birthright, the Qnkwehonwe, the original beings, are the owners of the soil which they own and
occupy and non other may hold it. The same law has been held from the oldest times.

Note:The Onkwehonwe legal opinion is that the natives ofAmerica were thefirst humans on this
land. The originated in the land they live on and occupy and noforeigners have the right to take
over the land. The so-called "conquest ofAmerica" is simply a bare-faced robbery ofIndian land.

\

WAMPUM #73

PEOPLE MADE DIFFERENT,
PUT IN DIFFERENT LANDS AND SPEAK DIFFERENT LANGUAGES

The Great Creator has made us of one blood and of the same soil he made us, and as only different
tongues constitute different nations, he established different hunting grounds and territories and
made boundary lines between them.

Note:Each nation has a boundary line to stay within. Also no race ofpeople hasa "God given"
right to invade other races.
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KAYONI #74

NE TIHATINAKERASERATEH YA TIEYOTKONTAKWEN TSI ENHONTAWEHYATEH

Nennen ne tihononwentsateh tohka skanakerasera tohkani tsonkweta, enhonwahtiyatihnionteh ne
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GAYANEREKOWA

TIHONONWENTSATEH SKANAKERASERA

KAYONI #74

NE TIHATINAKERASERATEH YA TIEYOTKONTAKWEN TSI ENHONTAWEHYATEH

Nennen ne tihononwentsateh tohka skanakerasera tohkani tsonkweta, enhonwahtiyatihnionteh ne
Wisk Nihononwentaskeh, yatieyotkontakwen. Tohka kihken skanakerasera tohkani ken
tenhadioiskenneh tohkani ensakotironyakenteh, tahnon tohka tenhonnikonrarah ne skennen, tohne
ne Rotiyaner enhonwarihonten ne Ahsarekowa ne ahsakotehten. Tohka sehkon tohnensatihyereh,
kihken sonteriwahtehwata akwekon ensonwahnatehkwateh tsinon nihatinakereh he Wisk
Nihononwantsakeh.

KAYONI #75

NE TIHATINAKERASERATEH RONATEHKWENHATIE TEHONATONWENTSO
YAHONTKONTAKWE TSI HAHONTAWEHYATEH

Nennen ne tikanakeraserateh rayatareh tohnentreh rahononwentsakeh ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh
ne rawehsakonhatie ne yahakontakwe tsi toh enhatien, ne tohnon Rotiyaner tsinon Kanakerasera
yahariwanonton, tentonwaroton tahnon enhonwakweniensteh tahnon enhonwayadinionteh ne
rohotinakeraserakon. Tohnitsi enhoyanerenserayentaneh tsikiniyon ne ronatiakeh toknikon
yatahotiwenneyentahneh katsenhakon ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh.

KAYONI #76

TIHONONWENTSATEH RONWATIYATINIONTON YA TEHOTIWENNAYEN

Yohonkane tihononwentasteh tsinihatih ronwatiyatihnionton tehotiwennayentaneh ne Katsenhakon
ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh, nehkok ne ronwatihyatarakwen ronaterihonteh Rotiyaner nehkok
rotiwennayen ne Katsenhakon. Ne tihononwentsateh tihatinekwensateh, yatahotiyen nohoten
ahontahontorokteh ne ahotiwennayentaneh. Tohka sihken wahotiwanneyentaneh,
yatehonateryentareh ne tsinihotiiihoten ne Kanonsonnikeh, yohka enkonwawennontih ne
Skennenkowa. Tohnenteweh ne Skennenkowa tenwanikonharen tahnon tohka tenkarineh.
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

FOREIGNERS

WAMPUM #74

ALIEN NATIONS ADMITTED ON A TEMPORARY BASIS

When any alien nation of individual is admitted into the League, the admission shall be understood
only to be a temporary one. Should the person or nation create loss opdo wrong, causesuffering
of any kind to endanger the peace of the League, the League statesmen shall orde'rtrae of their War
Chiefs to reprimand him or them. If a similar offense is committee, the offending party shall be
expelled from the League.

WAMPUM #75

ALIEN REFUGES SEEKING PERMANENT RESIDENCE

When a member of an alien nation comes to the territory of the League and seeks refuge and
permanent residence, the Statesman of the Nation to which he comes shall extend hospitality and
make him a member of the Nation. Then he shall be accorded equal rights and privileges in all
matters except as mentioned here.

WAMPUM #76

TEMPORARY ADOPTIONS

No body of alien people who have been adopted temporarily shall have a vote in the Council of the
Chiefs of the League, for only they who have been invested with chieftainship titles may vote in
the Council. Aliens have nothing by blood to make claim to a vote and should they have it, not
knowing all the traditions of the League, might go against the Great Peace. In this manner, the
Great Peace would be endangered and perhaps be destroyed.

Note:The word "vote" is used here to mean "voice" as there is no voting or balloting in the
National or Grand Councils of the Five Nations. Only the Rotiyaner have a voice in the Councils
unless an individual is asked to speak by the Rotiyaner.
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GAYANEREKOWA

KAYONI #77

KENNIHKARIWESSA TSI RONWATIYATiNONTON QNWATON

ENSONWANATEHKWATEH
<

Nennen ne Rotiyanerson enhonnereh ahsakotiyatihnionteh tihononwentsateh tahnon
wahontonkwetarako, Rotiyaner ensakotirori tsi yahtiehyotkontakwen. Ensakotirori ohnih tohsa
katke ahontehnienten ronnonha ahontahonnonton tahnon tehnen ahatihyotateh tokani
ahsakotikarewateh ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh, tobkani ahatiriwakenron ne Skennenkowa tahoni
konharen tohkani ahsakotikarewateh, tohka katkeh ne watenakeraserarakwen enhatikenron
ronwatirori tsi wahtenes, enskarihshon tsi watonkwetarakwen tahnon ensonwanatehkwateh.

Kennitsi ensonwahnatehkwateh: Tsi rotitsenhayen toh enhonwarihonten sahyateh ne
Ahsaxakowatson ne yenhariwenhaweh tahnon enhenron:

"Iseh, .... (ensakonaton), takwatahonsatat tsinikari wes enkatatih. Ken hihkes
nakwarorih tsinitotinikonronten ne Rotiyaner totitsenhayen. Ohenton
yontsinikonrayentastennih. Onen kahti ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh Rotiyaner
wahonnereh ahonsayontsiyatekwateh tahnon atsteh yayontsiyadontih. Qnen kahti
sakwatkaweh tahnon sayakwarisih tsi yonkwatehkwetarakwen. Onen kahti
sehwatahisak kahniahonseseweh. Tahnon yahetsiyatenha akwekon ne
tsonkwetasonha. Ihseh, ya ihih, tateyokwanoiskenhen tahnon ihseh
tohnonsehwasa tsi wahontsiriwenteh. Onen kahti sahsewatenti tahnon ehren
ihsehwet tsinon nihatinakereh ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh."

KAYONI #78

TIHATINAKERASERATEH RONWATIRETSARONS NE AHATIYENA NE SKENNENKOWA

Katkeh ne tihononwentsateh enhontiatatahren ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh tohkahni
enhatiriwayehna ne Skennenkowa, enhonteriwahseronni ne tihonnonwentsakeh tsi
enhontahnienten ne tensakotinikonrakenni tihononwentsateh ne ahatiriwayehna ne Skennenkowa.
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #77

THE TEMPORARY ADOPTED MAY ALSO BE EXPELLED

When the chiefs of the League decide to admit a foreign nation andan adoption is made, the chiefs
shall inform the adopted nation that its admission is only temporary. They shall also say to the
nation that it must try to control; interfere with, injure the Five Nations, disregard the
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

!
WAMPUM #77

lTHE TEMPORARY ADOPTED MAY ALSO BE EXPELLED

When the chiefs of the League decide to admit a foreign nation andan adoption is made, the chiefs
shall inform the adopted nation that its admission is only temporary. They shall also say to the
nation that it must never try to control; interfere with, or injure the Five Nations, nor disregard the
Great Peace or any of its rules or customs. In no way should they cause disturbance or injury.
Then shall the adopted nation disregard these injunctions, their adoption will be annulled and they
will be expelled.

The expulsion shall be in the following manner: The Council shall appoint one of their War Chiefs
to convey the message of annulment and he shall say:

"You, ... (naming the nation), Listen to me while I speak. I am here to inform you
again of the will of the Five Nations Council. It was clearly made known to you at
a former time. Now the chiefs of the Five Nations have decided to expel you and
cast you out. We disown you now and annul your adoption. Therefore you must
look for a path in which to go and lead away all your people. It was you, not we,
who committed wrong and caused this sentence of annulment. So then go your
way and depart from the territory of the Five Nations and away from the League."

Note:The Tuscaroras were admitted into the Iroquois Confederacy in1714 and givenapiece of
Oneida territory. It was too close to white settlements and they askedfor l<mdfurther away and
were given land inSeneca territory. They are notaforeign Indian nation. They hadfound their
way back to their own people. A different situation would exist if an.alien Indian nation living in
their own territory asked to join the Iroquois Confederacy which was the originalplan of
Deganawida, to have all Indian nations unite in one big alliance. They nevergot beyond Five
Nations. The Tuscaroras were not given a voice in the Grand Council and all other Indian nations
seeking admission were given protectorate Indian nation status with no voice norpower in the
Confederacy. This is not what Deganawida had in mind. Hadhisplan beenfollowed, there
would now be a mighty Iroquois Confederacy of more than 200 nations with a country of its own.
The missionaries take the creditfor thisfailure to create a pan-American Confederacy. They say
they went alloverAmerica to all Indian nationsandspreadpropaganda against the Iroquois
Confederacy, especially against the Mohawks whom they consider the most militant and most able
organizers. Actually, it was the elitist Five Nations Chiefs who are responsiblefor the weakness
of the Confederacy today.

WAMPUM #78

FOREIGN NATIONS URGED TO ACCEPT THE GREAT PEACE

Whenever a foreign nation enters the League or accepts the Great Peace, the Five Nations and the
foreign nation shall enter into an agreement and compact by which the foreign nation shall
endeavor to persuade the other nations to accept the Great Peace.

Note:They asked other nations to help spreadpeace among mankind.
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AHTERIYOSERA
i

KAYONI #79

AHTERIYOSERA TAHNON AHONATATEWEYEHNENTAHON

Skanawadi tehkehni tenhoterihontakeh tahnon enhateriwatentiatakeh. Enska nehne Royaner ihken,
tahnon ne enska nehne Ahsarakowa. Tohka enyontehriyo, akwekon erisakorori ne wisk nihatih
Ahsarekowatson ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh nahontatehweyenentaneh ne ahontehriyo tahnon ne
ronnonkwe ahonatatehwehyenentahon tsinikahawih tahnon kahnon tenhatiniotatiehson ne
rahtihsons ne Skennenkowa.

KAYONI #80

NE TENTEHTONWANANONTONSE NE AHOTIYENTANEH SKENNENKOWA

Nennen ne Katsenhowanen ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh enhonnereh ahkayentahneh ne
Skennenkowa tsinon nihatinakereh ne tihononwentsateh tahnon yatahontontateh ne ahatiriwayehna
ne Skennenkowa, ne kahti enkarihonni entonnohetsteh tsi totisenhayen ne Wisk
Nihononwentaskeh ne enyontehriyo. Tohkahti nihtsi enhonnesakeh ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh
nakayentahneh ne Skennenkowa, enktotehsakonanontonseh tahnon ensakotihsenni ne
tahotirihoron ne hahotiyentaneh ne Skennenkowa.
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAR

WAMPUM #79

ABOUT WAR AND HAVING THE MEN READY (WARRIOR SOCIETY)

Skanawati shall be vested with a double office, duty and double authority. One half of his being
shall hold the statesman title and the other half shall hold the title of Wan- Chief. In.the event of
war, he shall notify the five War Chiefs of the League and command them to prepare for war and
have the men ready at the appointed time and place for engagement with the enemy of the Great
Peace.

Note:At the time the Confederacy wasformed, all chiefs were war chiefs and this included
Skanawati, Tekarihoken, etc. After the new order of things, the War Chiefs became a part of the
National and Grand Council until they died and afterwards, the War Chiejs became a separate
entity.

WAMPUM #80

ESTABLISHING THE GREAT PEACE ON AN OUTSIDE NATION BY FORCE

When the Council of the League has for its object the establishment of the Great Peace among the
people of an outside nation and that nation refuses to accept the Great Peace, then by such refusal
they bring a declaration of war upon themselves from the Five Nations. Then shall the Five
Nations seek to establish the Great Peace by a conquest of the rebellious nation.

NoteCThere have been times when people were made good byforce. No doubt the rebellious
nation was acting aggressively.
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KAYONI #81
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Nennen ronnonkwe tahonwatihnonkeh ahonteriyohsera, enhontatehweyehnentaneh
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GAYANEREKOWA

KAYONI #81

RONNONKWE ENTQNNONTQN KANIKAYEN NE AHSAREKOWA ENHANENRINEH NE
ENHONTERIYOSERA

Nennen ne ronnonkwe tahonwatihnonkeh ne ahonteriyohsera, enhontatehweyehnentaneh ne
tahatihniotatiehson ne rotinentsistanihron yatahontontateh Ahatiriwayehna ne Skennenkowa,
sahyatah ne wisk nihatih Ahsarekowa ronnonkwe rontehxiyos enhonwayatarako ne enhanenrihneh
ateriyoserakon. Rohteriwayenni ne Ahsarekowa ne ronwayatarakwen toh nahontareh rahotihenton
ne rontehriyos tahnon ahsakotati. Ensakorehtsahron tsinateyotonhontsohon ne tkayehri tsinitsi
tahontawenrye tahon ahsakotiwennarakwe ne Ahsarekowatson,

Ensakorehtsaron ne ahotinikonrahtsanihton tahnon tohsa nehwenton ennaken ahonneteh.
Tsiyeyotokteh tsi ensakotatih, ohenton yatenhatehkahAkwe tahnon entatasawen tsiwatehrio
karenna enhatehrenhoten;

Onenhonkenenronne
Nekati enkatieratakwe
Tsiniwakerennotenne
Wiskniwakonwentsiake
Ehtokatiienker ihwaneke
Raonhane Rohshatenserewane
Nerakwawi, nekati neakitiokwa
Rotiskenrakete nekati ese
Sashatenserowane
Tiokenshen, nishonne
ne kati ne Takwawi
ne karenna enkaterennoten

Onenk onkehnenrenneh
Ne kahti enkatieratakwe
Tsiniwakwerennotenneh
Wisk Niwakonwentsakeh
Ehto kahti yenkeh enhiriwanehken
Rahonha ne Rohsatstenserowanen
Ne rakwawi ne kahti ne akitiokwa
Rotiskenraketeh ne kahti ihse
Sahsatstenserowanen
Tiokenshen, nih sonneh
Ne Icati ne takwawi
Ne karenna enkaterennoten

KAYONI #82

AHSAREKOWA ENHATERENNOTEN NE RONTERIOS RAHOTIRENNA TSINIYOREH
TSINON RONTERIYOSEREH

,

Nennen ne rontehriyos ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh wahontehriyonsereh, Ahsarekowa
enhaterennoten ne rontehriyos rahotirenna tsiniyoreh yenhonneweh tsitononwentsahyan ne
tenhatihniotatiehson, tohnek enharenniakeh nennen enhonwarori ne ratihents tsionen akta ronneh
tohneh onen ne Ahsarekowa enhatennikonraren tsinitsi akta enhonneteh tahnon
enhontatehwehyenentaneh ne tenhontatienteh.
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CHOOSE WHICH OF THE WAR CHIEFS TO LEAD THEM IN BATTLE I

When the men of the League, now called forth to become warriors, are ready for battle with an
obstinate opposing nation that has refused to accept the Great Peace, then one of the five War
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #81

THE MEN OF THE LEAGUE (WARRIOR SOCIETY)
CHOOSE WHICH OF THE WAR CHIEFS TO LEAD THEM IN BATTLE

When the men of the League, now called forth to become warriors, are ready for battle with an
obstinate opposing nation that has refused to accept the Great Peace, then one of the five War
Chiefs shall be chosen by the warriors of the League to lead the army into battle. It shall be the
duty of the War Chief so chosen to come before his warriors and address them. His aim shall be
to impress upon them the necessity of good behavior and strict obedience to the commands of the
War Chiefs.

He shall deliver an oration exhorting them with great zeal to be brave and courageous and never to
be guilty of cowardice. At the conclusion of his oration, he shall march forward and commence a
War Song and he shall sing:

Now I am greatly surprised
And therefore I shall use it
The power of my War Song
I am of the Five Nations,
And I shall make an appeal
To the Mighty Creator
He has furnished this army
My warriors shall be mighty
In the strength of the Creator
Between him and my song they are
For it was he who gave the song
This war song that I sing.

Note:The warriors choose the War Chiefand they also choose which of the War Chiefs to lead
them in the war.

WAMPUM #82

HOW THE WAR PARTY APPROACHES THE ENEMY

When the warriors of the Five Nations are on an expedition against the enemy, the War Chief shall
sing the War Song as he approaches the country of the enemy and not cease until his scouts have
reported that the army is'near the enemy lines when the War Chief shall approach with great
caution and prepare for theattack.

Note:An Indian war is not all work and noplay. There is entertainment before the action and
after.
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KAYONI #83

TSINENWATERIOSERENTANE

Nennen skennen sahkayentaneh, onen ontehriyosehrentaneh, tohneh kih ne Ahsarakowa
ensakohkwa akwekon ne yontehriyostakwa ne wahonwatihsenni. Tohneh kahti onen ne
Skennenkowa enhatiyatanirateh tahnon ne wahonwatihsenni kanakerasera enhatihsehreh ne
tsiniyorihoten ne Skennenkowa ken enskahawihteh tsinenweh.

KAYONI #84

NE WAHONWATISENNI YENWATASONTEREN TSINIHOTIYANERESEROTEN

Nenne katke ne tihononwentsateh enhonwatihsenni tohkanit ronnonha rahonatehnikonra
enhatiriwayehna ne Skennenkowa, yenwatasontehren ne tsinihotihyanerenseroten, nektsi
ohnenktsi enhontehrihson tsi rontehriyos ne tihatinakeraseratehnion.

KAYONI #85

NENNE NE TIHONONWENTSATEH WAHONWATIYO TSINIYOREH YATONWATIHSATEH

Nenne katke ne tihononwentsateh tsiniyoreh tsi wahonwatihsenni kwatoha yahonwatihsateh, sotsi
yatehontontats ne ahatiriwayenah ne Skennenkowa, tohka tihken kanakerasera enhontehriyo
tsiniyoreh akwekon enhonniheyeh, tsinahoten rotiyentakwe tahnon ne rahononwentsa, akwekon
Wisk Nihononwentsakeh rahonawen enwaton.

KAYONI #86

ENYAKEYARAKWAKE ENKAKWETSKWEN ENKAYEHRONNISTON

Nenne ne tihononwentsateh kanakerasera wahonwatihehsenni, ne wahonatatebreh
entonwatihyatenhawa tsinon nihatihnakereh ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh tahnon tohnon
nenhonwatihteron nakon ne Skennenkowa, ne enhonwatihnatonkwe "Sakotisennies" tahnon
"Ronwatihsennion". Enkayehronniston enyakeyarakwakeh enkakwatskwen tsinon nihyoken. Ne
rokwatihsennion Kanakerasera yatahotiwennayentakeh ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh
enhatitsenhayen.
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WAMPUM #83

AFTER THE WAR

When peace shall have been established by the termination of the war against a foreign nation, then
the War Chief shall cause all the weapons of war to be taken from the nation. Then shall the Great
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #83

AFTER THE WAR

When peace shall have been established by the termination of the war against a foreign nation, then
the War Chief shall cause all the weapons of war to be taken from the nation. Then shall the Great
Peace be established and that nation shall observe all the rules of the Great Peace for all time to
come.

WAMPUM #84

THE CONQUERED NATIONS MAY CONTINUE THEIR FORMS OF GOVERNMENT

Whenever a foreign nation has been conquered or has by their own will accepted the Great Peace,
their own system of internal government may continue, but they must cease all warfare against
other nations.

Note:All wars must cease! If necessary byforce.
\

WAMPUM #85

WHEN AN OBSTINATE ENEMY IS EXTERMINATED

Whenever a war against a foreign nation is pushed until the nation is about exterminated because of
its refusal to accept the Great Peace and if that nation shall by its obstinacy become exterminated,
all their rights, property and territory shall become the property of the Five Nations.

Note:This is what happens when a nationfights to the death ofall.

WAMPUM #86

A SYMBOLIC RELATIONSHIP ESTABLISHED

Whenever a foreign nation is conquered and the survivors are brought into the territory of the
League of Five Nations and placed under the Great Peace, the two shall be known as the
Conqueror and the Conquered. A symbolic relationship shall be devised and be placed in some
symbolic position. The conquered nation shall have no voice in the councils of the League in the
body of chiefs.
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KAYONI #87

ENHONTEHRIWASERONNI TSI SKENNEN ENSEHWATON

Nennen ne ontehriyoserentaneh tahnon wahontkwenih ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh,
tentonwatihyon ne skennen ne wahonwatifasenni nennen Ahsarekowa akwekon ensakokwa ne
rahonawen yontahriyostakwasonha. Nennen enhatihsa enhontehriwaseronni tsi skennen
ensehwaton, tohneh onen enskayentaneh ne ahterosera.

KAYONI #88
i

ENHATERIWAYENA NE SKENNENKOWA NE TIHONONWENTSATEH TOKANI
TENTONWANANONTONSEH

Nennen enhonwatiriwaheraseh ne Skennenkowa, ahatiriwayehna ne tihononwentsateh, skatneh tsi
enhatsitsenhayen. Kariwakwarishontsera enwatston tsi tenhonwatinikonrakenni ne
tihononwentsateh tahnon enhonwatirehtsaron ne ahatiyehna ne Skennenkowa. Tohka ne Wisk
Nihononwentsakeh yatahatikweni ne entowatiehrentakwe, sehkon ensontehnienton, tahon tohka
sehkon yatatasakotinikonrakenni, ensontehnienton ahsenhaton, tonihyoreh yatenkariwatane ne
skehnasonha tsi ahonwatiriwanontonseh. Ne ahsenhaton ensatitsenhayen, Ahsarekowa ne Wisk
Nihononwentsakeh enhoriwanontonseh ne ronwakowanen ne tihonnenwentsateh ahsen
nienkayenthe ne ahariwayehna ne Skennenkowa. Tohka tohnienkayenteh enhariwason ne
tihononwentsateh ronwakowanen, onen kati ne Ahsarekowa enhatkaweh ne karaken
nikarokwasoten onekorha, ohwentsakeh yenkayentaneh tahnon yohsnoreh ohenton
yatentanitsonkwakwe tahnon tenhononwarekeh tsi enrenheyeh ne tihononwentsateh
ronwakowanen. Oksak enhonnenhatsteh ne enyontehiiyo tahnon ne Ahsarekowa tahnon ne
rahotiokwa enhontatehweyenentaneh. Yenhontahsontehren tsi enhontehriyo tsiniyoreh
enhontkwenih ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh.

KAYONI #89

TEHNIYASEH NE RONTEHRIYOS ENHONNE NE ROYANER NE RARIWENHAWI NE
SKENNEN

Nennen ne Rotiyanerson ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh enhatiriwaren ne tahontatken ne
tihononwentsateh, ne ahotiriwayentatieh ne ahontahatiriwayehna ne Skennenkowa,
kahnenrowanen ne rontehriyos enhontasehteh tsinon yatatahonwatikaranensko ne
tihononwentsateh. Tehniyahseh ne rontehriyos enhonnen ne Royaner ne rariwenhawi ne Skennen,
tahnon kih yatehriyos ehso tsi tehotinikonraka. Tohka sihken ne Royaner entonwatiatonti, oksak
ensniriwayenna etinon tonnes kanenrowanen rontehriyos yensniriwaweron tsi
watonatiehrohnionseh yorihowanen ne tohnahatiyereh ne tihononwentsatsh.
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TERMS OF PEACE

When the war of the Five Nations on a foreign rebellious nation is ended, peace shall be restored to
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #87

TERMS OF PEACE

When the war of the Five Nations on a foreign rebellious nation is ended, peace shall be restored to
that nation by a withdrawal of all their weapons of war by the War Chief of the Five Nations.
When all the terms of peace shall have been agreed upon, a state of friendship shall be established.

Note:After the war, the enemies shall becomefriends.

WAMPUM #88

THE GREAT PEACE URGED ON FOREIGN NATIONS
BY PERSUASION OR BY FORCE

When the proposition to establish the Great Peace is made to a foreign nation, it shall be done in
mutual council. The foreign nation is to be persuaded by reason and urged to come into the Great
Peace. If the Five Nations fail to get the consent of the nation at the first council, a second council
shall be held and upon a second failure, a third council shall be held and this third council shall end
the peaceful methods.of persuasion. At the third council, the War Chief of the Five Nations shall
address the chief of the foreign nation and request him three times to accept the Great Peace. If
refusal steadfastly follows, the War Chief shall let the bunch of white lake shells drop from his
outstretched hand to the ground and shall bound quickly forward and club the offending chief to
death. War shall thereby be declared and the War Chief shall have his warriors to back any
emergency. War must continue until the contest is won by the Five Nations.

WAMPUM #89

A PEACE CHIEF ON DIPLOMATIC MISSION ACCOMPANIED BY WARRIORS

When the chiefs of the Five Nations propose to meet in conference with a foreign nation with
proposals for an acceptance of the Great Peace, a large band of Warriors shall conceal themselves

place safe from the espionage of the foreign nation, but as near at hand as possible.
Two warriors shall accompany the Union Chief who carries the proposals, and these warriors shall
be especially cunning. Should the chief be attacked, these warriors shall hasten back to the army
of warriors with the news of the calamity which fell through the treachery of the foreign nation.

m a secure

;
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EN SATATEHRIHONTAKO NE ROYANER TOKA ENHATERIYOSERA

Nennen ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh tsi rotitsenhayen enhonnohetsteh ne enyontehxiyo,
tihkawenMyo onka ne Royaner enhatonkaryake he ahatehriyosera, enhatkaweh ne Rahsenna tsi
Royaner, ronwahtrihonteh konnonkwe. Enskotiyehna Kahsenna, tahnon enwahton onkatiok
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GAYANEREKOWA

KAYONI #90

EN SATATEHRIHONTAKO NE ROYANER TOKA ENHATERIYOSERA

Nennen ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh tsi rotitsenhayen enhonnohetsteh ne enyontehriyo,
tihkawenhiyo onka ne Royaner enhatonkaryake ne ahatehriyosera, enhatkaweh ne Rahsenna tsi
Royaner, ronwahtrihonteh ne konnonkwe. Enskotiyehna ne Kahsenna, tahnon enwahton onkatiok
ahkora entonwayon tsiniyoreh enwateriyosehrentaneh, nennen ne Royaner rotehriyoseron tohka
sehronneh, enwahton yensatasonteren tsi Royaner tahnon ensatien tsi kÿatsenhayen.

KAYONI #91

KAYONNI AHTIATAHNA NE KAHONTS1 NIKATSINETAROTEN NE
ENKAYENTERESTAKWEN NE WfSK NIHATI AHSAREKOWATSON

Ahtiatahna kahontsi niyot ne onekorha ne enwatenientenstakwen ne rahotisatstensera ne wisk nihati
Ahsarekowatson ne yatahonnekwe ne yontehriyostakwa tahnon skatneh ne ronnonkwe
enhonskehna tsi ratinakereh. Ne enhatinatonkwe Wahontehriyo tsi Entatineh ne rahononwentsa.

KAYONI #92

TOKA SATEKANAKARASERIHEN TOKANI AKWEKON ENHATIRYO NE
SKENNENKOWA TAHNON TENHATIRITEH NE KAYANERENSERASONA ,

AHSAREKOWA TAHNON NE RAHOTIOKWA ENSAKONATEKWATE NE
ONKWEHONWEKE

Tohka skanakerasera, kahron ne skanakerasera, tohkani ihsihnon ne skanakerasera ne Wisk
Nihononwentsakeh enhontehnienten ne tahatihriteh ne Skennenkowa, yatatehsatiriwasnieh tohkani
tahatiyokons ne ahoyanerenserashonha tahnon wahontehnikonrihsa ne ahonsahatirihsi ne Wisk
Nihononwentsakeh, ne kati kihken kanakerasera tokahni toka nihkanakeraserakeh
netonihotinikonroten, sakonatennihnons enhontehnatonkwe tahnon sakotihsons ne Wisk
Nihononwentsakeh tahnon ne Skennenkowa.

Tohneh kati enhonatehriwayenhaseh ne Rotiyaner ne wahonatatehreh, tatihnes ne Wisk
Nihononwentsakeh, ensakotihretsaron ne wahontonkwetaksateh. Enska yenkayenteh
enhonwatihrori, tahnon toka tehyotonwentsohon ne tahkehnihaton ahonsahonwatirori toneh onen
ne Ahsarekowa tahnon ne rahotiokwa ensakonatori ne wahonnonkwetaksenneh, ehren
enhonnehteh tsinon nihatinakereh ne Wisk Nihohonwentsakeh.
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #90

A PEACE CHIEF MUST RENOUNCE HIS TITLE TO GO TO WAR

When the Five Nations Council declares war, any chief of the League may enlist with the warriors
by temporarily renouncing his sacred chieftainship title which he holds through the nomination of
his women relatives. The title then reverts to them and they may bestow it upon another
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #90

A PEACE CHIEF MUST RENOUNCE HIS TITLE TO GO TO WAR

When the Five Nations Council declares war, any chief of the League may enlist with the warriors
by temporarily renouncing his sacred chieftainship title which he holds through the nomination of
his women relatives. The title then reverts to them and they may bestow it upon another
temporarily until the war is over, when the chief, if living, may resume his title and seat in the
council. 4

Note:The Royaner turned warrior cannot exert any authority in thefieldof action and must talce
ordersfrom the War Chief like any other warrior.

WAMPUM #91

A WAMPUM BELT OF BLACK BEADS IS THE EMBLEM
OF THE FIVE WAR CHIEFS

A certain wampum belt of black beads shall be the emblem of the authority of the five War Chiefs
to take up the weapons of war and with their men to resist invasion. This shall be called a War in
the Defense of the Territory.

WAMPUM #92

IF A PART OF A NATION, A WHOLE NATION OR MORE
THAN A NATION ENDEAVOR TO DESTROY THE GREAT PEACE

BY VIOLATING THE LAWS, THEY SHALL BE DRIVEN FROM
THE TERRITORY BY THE WAR CHIEF AND HIS MEN

(WARRIOR SOCIETY)

If a nation, part of a nation, or more than one nation within the Five Nations should in any way
endeavor to destroy the Great Peace by neglect or violating its laws and resolve to dissolve the
League, such a nation or nations shall be deemed guilty of treason and called enemies of the
League and the Great Peace.

It shall then be the duty of the chiefs of the League who remain faithful to resolve to warn the
offending people. They shall be warned once and if a second warning is necessary, they shall be
driven from the territory of the League by the War Chief and his men.
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ONKWESONHA AKOSATSTENSERA

KAYONI #93

, NENNEN NE ONKWE ENTSIONNONTON

Kateh ne ehso tsi yorihowanen tahnon ehso tsi tehyonikojtrralirat nahoten wahotiriwahraneh ne
katsenhowanen tahnon akwekon tenhotiyatonko ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh, yohtehron ne
tahonaskwasehronkwateh akwekon, tohneh ne Rotiyaner ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh, tonokwatih
nienhatihaweh tsinokwati onlcwesonha tenyeyatorehteh tahnon tsinitsi enyakohetsteh ne
Onkwesonha tokinitsi entonnohetsteh ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh Katsenhowanen. Ne
enkariwanihrateh ne akowenna ne Onkwesonha. I

KAYONI #94

NENNEN NE RONNONKWE TSINIKONKENTARAYEN ENHATSITSENHAYEN TEHNEN
NAHOTEN ENHONNOHETSTEH, ONENTSI ENHATIKAHENYON NE KATSENHOWANEN

Tsinikon Kentarayen ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh akwekon nihotiyen ne ahatitsenhayen tiotkon
ahyotekakeh, yotatehweyenentahon ne ahatitsenhayen ne Kentara. Nennen watawatonwentsoweh
ne onkwesonha ahkotsennionnia ne akatsenhayentakeh, ne enwahtroyaton nahoten
ahyakoyatakehna ne Kentara, tohne kati ne ronnonkwe enhatitsienhayen. Toh nihyorihowanen ne
ronhonkwe enhatsitsenhayen tsiniyot ne konnonkwe enkotitsenhayen.

i

i

KAYONI #95

NE KONNONKWE ENKOTITSENHAYEN NE AKWEKON TSINIHKON KENTARAYEN
TONIHYOSATSTENSERA TSINIYOT NE RONNONKWE EHATITSENHAYEN

Ne konnonkwe tsinihkon Kentarayen ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh enyotitarayentakeh tiotkon
yotehka, yotatehwehyehnentahon ne akotitsenhayen ne kentara. Nennen enkonnehre
tehyotenwentsohon ne akotsennonnia ne onkwesonha enkotitsenhayen tahnon nahoten
yahtenyhotiriwayentahseh tohnon nahoten enkontretsaron Ahsarekowa ehnienhahawe tsi
totitsenhayen ne Rotiyaner ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh tahnon entatikahenyon.
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

!
RIGHTS OF THE PEOPLE

WAMPUM #93

THE REFERENDUM
THE PEOPLE DECIDE ON THE MOST IMPORTANT MATTERS

Whenever an especially important matter or a great emergency is presented before League Council
and the nature of the matter effects the entire body of Five Nations, threatening their utter ruin, then
the chiefs of the League must submit the matter to the decision of their people and the decision of
the people shall affect the decision of the League Council. This decision shall be a confirmation of
the voice of the people.

Note:When the referendum (decision by thepeople) wasfirstpracticed.

WAMPUM #94

THE MEN OF EVERY CLAN SHALL HOLD A COUNCIL OF THE CLAN
AND THEIR DECISION SHALL BE CONSIDERED BY THE COUNCIL OF CHIEFS

The men of every Clan of the Five Nations shall have a Council Fire ever burning in readiness for
a Council of the clan. When it seems necessary for the interest of the people, for a council to be
held to discuss the welfare of the Clan, then the men may gather about the fire. This Council shall
have the same rights as the Council of Women.

WAMPUM #95 :

THE COUNCIL FIRES OF THE WOMEN OF EVERY CLAN HAVE THE SAME
RIGHTS AS THE COUNCILS OF THE MEN

The women of every Clan of the Five Nations shall have a Council Fire ever burning in readiness
for a council of the Clan. When in their opinion it seems necessary for the interest of the people,
they shall hold a council, and their decision and recommendation shall be introduced before the
Council of Chiefs by the War Chief for its consideration.
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GAYANEREKOWA

KAYONI #96

TSINIKON KENTARAYEN NE WISK NIHONWENTSAKE ENWATON
YATENHONTSESTEH SKATNEH ENHATITSENHAYEN

Akwekon tsinikentarakeh ne skanakerasera tokahni akwekon ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh
enwahton ne yatenhontiesteh katsenhowanen enwahton, tokahni yensakonatori ne ensakonatatiaseh
ne skatsenhatshon ne enhontkennisa tsinon enska henhonnonni katsehnowanen, ne enhontroyateh
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KAYON! #96

TSINIKON KENTARAYEN NE WISK NIHONWENTSAKE ENWATON
YATENHONTSESTEH SKATNEH ENHATITSENHAYEN

Akwekon tsinikentarakeh ne skanakerasera tokahni akwekon ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh
enwahton ne yatenhontiesteh katsenhowanen enwahton, tokahni yensakonatori ne ensakonatatiaseh
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TSINIKON KENTARAYEN NE WISK NIHONWENTSAKE ENWATON
YATENHONTSESTEH SKATNEH ENHATITSENHAYEN

Akwekon tsinikentarakeh ne skanakerasera tokahni akwekon ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh
enwahton ne yatenhontiesteh katsenhowanen enwahton, tokahni yensakonatori ne ensakonatatiaseh
ne skatsenhatshon ne enhontkennisa tsinon enska henhonnonni katsehnowanen, ne enhontroyateh
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GAYANEREKOWA

KAYON! #96

TSINIKON KENTARAYEN NE WISK NIHONWENTSAKE ENWATON
YATENHONTSESTEH SKATNEH ENHATITSENHAYEN

Akwekon tsinikentarakeh ne skanakerasera tokahni akwekon ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh
enwahton ne yatenhontiesteh katsenhowanen enwahton, tokahni yensakonatori ne ensakonatatiaseh
ne skatsenhatshon ne enhontkennisa tsinon enska henhonnonni katsehnowanen, ne enhontroyateh
akotsennonnia ne onkwesonha. Rotiyanerenserayen ne onkwesoha ne ahsakoterihontonnion
tahnon ahontasakotihyon akora rahotinaktakeh tahatitaneh tsi katsenhayen. Nennen tioknakoten
enhonnonhetsteh Aksarekowa yenhahaweh tsi totisenhayen ne rahotinakerasera, tokahni akwekon
ne Ahsarekowatshon tonienhatihaweh akwekon nahoten ronohetstsanion ne tsinikon kentarayen ne
Wisk Nihononwentsakeh tsinon Katsenhowanen tonatkennihson ne Rotiyanerson.

KAYON! #97

NE ORIWAKAYON SKANAKERASERATSON TSI RATITSENHAYENSKWE
YENWATASONTEHREN

Ohenton tsiniyoreh yatatiyesteh ne kanakeraserasonha, akwekon rotiyentakwe ne ahatitsenhayen.
Ratitsenhayenskwe ohenton tsiniyoreh sakayentaneh ne Skennenkowa. Kihken Wisk
Nikatsenhakeh yenkontasontehren tsi yoteka tahnon yatahonswa. Tiotkon ne Rotiyaner tohnon
enhonnohetstakeh ne rahotiriwasonha ne kanakerasera tahnon ne enhatisereh ne
ahoyanersenserasonha ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh tahnon ne Skennenkowa.

KAYONI #98

TSINIHOTIYANERENSEHROTEN NE TIHONONKWE TAHNON NE KONNONKWE

Toka ne ronyonwatenha tokahni konyonwatenha enyatkota tioknahoten yatetkayehri tsinitsi
yotehriwatention ne Skennenkowa tahnon ne gayanerenserasonha tokahni tsinitsi yoteriwatention
ne Katsenhowenen, tokahni tsinitsi wahonwasennowahnateh ne Royaner wahaton, Ahsarekowa
entonwayon ensakotatiaseh ne akakwatakwen kahnon watatihnioskenneh tahnon ahonsahatihsereh
tsiniyorihoten ne Skennenkowa ahoyanerensera.

I
KAYONI #99

NE YONTERIWATENTIATAKWA TAHNON NE TEHONTEHNONWEHRATONS
YENWATASONTERREN

Ne yontehriwatentiatakwa tahnon ne tehontehnonwehratons yenwatasonterakeh tahnon
yatatakonwananikonharen, yontihsotokonkenha tonwanawih nehtsi yoyanereh tahnon
tehyotonwentsohon ne akotsennonnia nonkwesonha.
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WAMPUM #96

ALL THE CLAN COUNCIL FIRES OF A NATION OR OF THE FIVE NATIONS
MAY UNITE INTO ONE GENERAL COUNCIL FIRE

All the Clan Council Fires of a Nation or of the Five Nations may unite into one general Council
Fire, or delegates from all the Council Fires may be appointed to unite in a general Council for
discussing the interest of the people. The people shall have the right to make appointments and to
delegate their to others of their number, When their council shall have to conclusion
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #96

ALL THE CLAN COUNCIL FIRES OF A NATION OR OF THE FIVE NATIONS
MAY UNITE INTO ONE GENERAL COUNCIL FIRE

All the Clan Council Fires of a Nation or of the Five Nations may unite into one general Council
Fire, or delegates from all the Council Fires may be appointed to unite in a general Council for
discussing the interest of the people. The people shall have the right to make appointments and to
delegate their power to others of their number, When their council shall have come to a conclusion
on any matter, their decision shall be reported to the Council of the Nation of the League Council
(as the case may require) by the War Chief or the War Chiefs. *

Note.'The League Council is also known as the Grand Council, When the people in general of the
Iroquois Confederacy hold a general council, the Grand Council has to go along with their decision
as the Confederacy is apeople's government.

WAMPUM #97

ORIGINAL NATIONAL COUNCIL FIRES SHALL CONTINUE

Before the real people united their nations, each nation had its own Council Fires. Before the
Great Peace, their councils were held. The Five Council Fires shall continue to bum as before and
they are not quenched. The chiefs of each Nation in the future shall settle their national affairs at
the Council governed always by the laws and rules of the Council of the League and the Great
Peace.

WAMPUM #98

RIGHTS OF THE ORDINARY MAN AND WOMAN

If either a nephew or a niece see an irregularity in the performance of the functions of the Great
Peace and its laws, in the League Council or in the Conferring of Chief titles in an improper way,
through their War Chief, they may demand that such actions become subject to correction, and that
the matter conform to the ways of presented by the law of the Great Peace.

Note.'The "nephew" and "niece" means ordinary men and women who are not Rotiyaner or Clan
Mothers, showing that every one has the right to correct any wrong being done. The Great Peace
and the Great Law seem to be interchangeable. Each is aproduct of the other.

WAMPUM #99

THE CEREMONIES TO CONTINUE

The rites and festivals of each nation shall remain undisturbed and continue as before, because they
were given by the people of old times as useful and necessary for the good of men.

Note:This law says not to disturb the rites andfestivals, that is, not to change it or add to it, such
as a new religion, etc.
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GAYANEREKOWA

!
KAYONI #100

SATEHYOSERIHEN TEHONTEHNWERRATON

Akwekon ne Rotiyaner ronateriwayenni ne ahontkennihsa nennen akta ihwe ne Satehyoserihen
Tehontehnonwerratonstahnon ahsakotirori ne onkwesonha tsi onen ahre yotatieh ne
tayontehnonweraton. Enhatitsenhayen tahnon enhatikwatakwenhaton tahnon entontasawen wisk
nihwenniserakeh enyotohetston ne ahseh tsi wennitareh ne ahsontenka. Toh
yenyontonkwetarorokeh tsinon nikariwataton tahnon ne ronyonwahtenha ensakorori ne
onkwesonha kahnikahawih tahnon kahnon. Tsinentowatasawen tahnon tsiniyoreh
yenwatehweyenentahneh, Rotiyaner enhontehriwatentiateh tahnon kennatehkaron ensakonatatih ne
onkwesonha.

KAYONI #101

KAHNIKAYEN NE TEHONTEHONWEHRATONS

Ronateriwayenni ne ronwatirihonteh ne ronteriwatsterista nennen tehyontehnonweratons, ne
akwekon akariwayerihneh nahoten teyohtonwentsohon.

Ne ratiyenteres kanikayen tenhontehonwehratons nekati ne Satehyoserihen Eehontenonwehratons,
Karontakonneha, Kenniyohentesha, Skanenkwentaranon, Enhatihnenstayento, Onensteh
Ensakotiyonhareh, Okaserota, Yotehnenstison tahnon Kayentokwen. Akwekon
tsinikanakeraserakeh tenhontehnonwehraton tsinon nihotinonsoteh Kanonsesne.

KAYONI #102

NENNEN NE OKASEROTA TENHONTEHNONWERATON

Nennen ne Okaserota tenhontehnonweraton, ne ronwatirihonteh, tahtetsaron ronnonkwe tahnon
konnonkwe, enhontennikonraren tahnon entkayerikeh tsinitsi enhonteriwatentiateh.
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #100

THE MID-WINTER THANKSGIVING FESTIVAL

It shall be the duty of the chiefs of each brotherhood to confer at the approach of the time of the
Midwinter Thanksgiving and to notify the people of the approaching festival. They shall hold a
council over the matter, arrange its details and begin the Thanksgiving five days after the moon of
Tiskonah is new. The people shall assemble at the appointed place and the nephews shall notify
the people of the time and place. From the beginning to the end, the chiefs shall preside over the
Thanksgiving and address the people from time to time.

Note:The Midwinter Festival beginsfive days after the new moonfollowing the Winter Solstice.
The "Nephews" are runners who go to inform the people of the time of the Festival.

WAMPUM #101

LIST OF THANKSGIVING FESTIVALS

It shall be the duty of the appointed managers of the Thanksgiving Festivals to do all that is needful
for carrying out the duties ofthe occasions.

The recognized festivals of Thanksgiving shall be the Midwinter Thanksgiving, the Maple or
Sugarmaking Thanksgiving, the Raspberry Thanksgiving, the Strawberry Thanksgiving, the Little
Festival of Green Com, the Great Festival of Ripe Com and the Complete Thanksgiving for the
Harvest. Each nation's festivals shall be held in their Longhouses.

WAMPUM #102

FESTIVAL OF THE GREEN CORN

When the Thanksgiving for the Green Com comes, the special managers, both men and women,
shall give it special attention and do their duties properly.
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GAYANEREKOWA

KAYONI #103

KAYENTOKWEN TENHONTEHNONWERATON

Nennen ne Kayentokwen tenhontenonweraton, sahtenhatiyereh ne Rotiyaner tsi
enhonteriwatentiateh tsiniyot Satehyoserihen tenliontehnonwehraton.
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GAYANEREKOWA

KAYONI #103

KAYENTOKWEN TENHONTEHNONWERATON

Nennen ne Kayentokwen tenhontenonweraton, sahtenhatiyereh ne Rotiyaner tsi
enhonteriwatentiateh tsiniyot ne Satehyoserihen tenliontehnonwehraton.

KAYONI #104

NE TORIWAYER!

Nennen katke onka enweneneh tsi toriwayeri tahnon ehso roteryentareh ne tkariwayerih,
enhonwayenterehne ne Rotiyaner tsi Sakorihonnienni ne Skennen tahnon Kariwiyo tahnon ne
onkwesonha enhonwatahonsatateh.

KARENNA NE TENHONWANAKARAREN

KAYONI #105

ATOTARHO ENHATEHRENNOTON NE TENHONWANNAKARAREN

Ne Karenna enhontsteh nennen wahtonwanakararen ne Royaner wahaton, Atotarho
enhatehrennoten:

Haii, haii Akwa wiio
Haii, haii Akonhewatha
Haii, haii Skaweiesekowa
Haii, haii Yonkwawi
Haii, haii Iakonhewatha

Yoyanereh niha
Tsi akonhonwahta
Tehkaweyeskowa
Yonkwawi
Yakbnhonwahta

KAYONI #106

NE AHATEWEYENSTEH NE SKENNEN KARENNA

Nennen onka tionkwetayeri raskaneks ne ahateweyensteh ne Skennen Karenna, roriwayen ne
tonayawenneh, onenktsi enhakwaren tohenhontsien ne ronwarihonniennireh, skatne tenhontonteh
tahnon enhonterennoten. Ne arihonni enhakwaren ne tose ahteraswaksentsera tahotikwateh tsi
wahonterennoten ne Skennen Karenna tahnon yahonka tatehonwanakarahereh.
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GAYANEREKOWA

KANONSA ENTSONEH

KAYONI #107

KANONSA ENTIONEH

Enwatehnientenstakwen akwekon tsiniyakon ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh enhatiyenterestakwe ne
ranonsakweniyo tsi yatehentehron. Kanakareh wakarenreh tsi enkahniotaken, ne enyakorori ne
onkwesonha. Akwekon nonkwe yatehyakoriwayen ne yayontaweyatefi ne kanonskon,
yatotehatiteron, nennen enhontkato ne watehniententserotah, yatiahontaweyateh ne tiokehneh
tokahni ahsontenneh, tosa akta niahonne tsiniyoreh ahontonsekeh.

SAKOTIYATATAHANEH

KAYONI #108

NENNEN RONWAYATATAHNE NE ROYANER

Nennen ronwayatatahaneh ne Royaner, ne kati enkawennohetston;

"Onen, wahakwatehnikonrihsa yatehsatahakwe, Sayanerkenha ne Wisk
Nihononwentsakeh tahnon ne yatehonatieston onkwesonha
yonsariwakwenienstakwe. Onen wakwatkmve, toskeh yatahonsonton skatneh
ahonsontehwehson tsi yonwentsateh. Onen kati ken wahakwayen sahyeronta. Ken
wahakwatehweyenton. Onen enyakwenron yasatasontehren tsinon skennen
tsitentehron ne Sonkwayatihson. Tosa nahotenson ne tsiyonwentsateh sahyotats,
Tosa serihon tehnen nayawenhen tsinaheh sonneh sahyotats. Sonheskwanihakwe
ne ayontorahta, sonhestkwanihakwe tewaharaton tsastsikwahekeh, onsanikonrori
nene kakwahereh tahnon kanenriyo, tosa onen serihon ne
tohniwanontonniontserotens tahisanikonharen.

"Tosa serihon ne sarasehtsen ayonsayotatseh tahnon ohni ne sewatenrosonha
tahnon ne tehsewariwayenawakonneh teyonsanikonharen. Tosa kariwa sonniat kih
nahotenson.

"Onen kati, ne nonwa kih ken ihsehwes, tsisehwanonkwe kihken ronkwekenha
tahnon ne rontenrosonha tahnon ne tehathiwayehnaskwe, sehwatkato ihse ohni
tohnisewahahoten. Tahonnenneh, ih ohni toh enyonkihterhon. Ne kahti ahohriwa,
sewatatiehnawakonhak tsi nienhensehweh. Tsinitsi tehsewatawenrieh tahnon
tehsewataronnions tosa wateriwatentih ne yatehnen tehyorihonteh. Tosa
sewatierenkowa sehwatatih tokahni tahisehwariwenhawihtanion.
Sewahtennikonraren tosa kahriwaksen sowatroyat tahnon tsinitsi
ahyesewatoryanehron. Tsohsera nikariwes tosa sewahtierenkowa sewatswatanion,
toka yatayehsewakwenih ne tonikariwes, ohyeri kih nihwenniserakeh nikariwes
ahyesewakahenyon tahnon ahyesewakwehniensteh."
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WAMPUM #103

RIPE CORN THANKSGIVING OR HARVEST FESTIVAL

When the Ripe Com Thanksgiving is celebrated, the chiefs of the Nation must give it the same
attention as they give to the Midwinter Thanksgiving.
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THE GREAT LAWOF PEACE

WAMPUM #103

RIPE CORN THANKSGIVING OR HARVEST FESTIVAL

When the Ripe Com Thanksgiving is celebrated, the chiefs of the Nation must give it the same
attention as they give to the Midwinter Thanksgiving.

WAMPUM #104

ABOUT A GOOD MAN

Whenever any man proves himself by his good life and his knowledge of good things, he shall be
recognized by the chiefs as a Teacher of Peace and Kariwiyo and the people shall hear him.

INSTALLATION SONG

WAMPUM #105

INSTALLATION SONG BY ATOTARHO

The song used in installing a new chief of the League shall be sung by Atotarho and it shall be:

It is good indeed
That a broom,
A great wing
Is given me
For a sweeping instrument

WAMPUM #106

TO LEARN THE SONG OF PEACE

Whenever a person entitled properly desires to learn the Song of Peace, he is privileged to do so,
but he must prepare a feast at which his teachers may sit with him and sing. The feast is provided
that no misfortune may befall them for singing the song when no Chief is installed.
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

I
PROTECTION OF THE HOUSE

WAMPUM #107
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

PROTECTION OF THE HOUSE

WAMPUM #107

PROTECTION OF THE HOUSE

A certain sign shall be known to all the people of the Five Nations which shall denote that the
owner or occupant of a house is absent. A stick or pole in a slanting or leaning position shall
indicate this and be the sign. Every person not entitled to enter the house by right of living within,
upon seeing such a sign shall not enter the house by day or night, but shall keep as far away as his
business will permit.

FUNERALS

WAMPUM #108

OF A CHIEF

At the funeral of a chief of the League, these words are said:

"Now we become reconciled as you start away. You were once a Chief of the
League of Five Nations, and the united people trusted you. Now we release you,
for it is true that it is no longer possible for us to walk about together on the earth.
Now, therefore, we lay it (the body) here. Here we lay it away. Now then we say
to you, persevere onward to the place where the Creator dwells in peace. Let not
the things of the earth hinder you. Let nothing that transpired while you lived
hinder you. In hunting, you once delighted; in the game of lacrosse, you once took
delight, and in the feast and pleasant occasions, your mind was amused, but now do
not allow thoughts of these things to give you trouble.

"Let not your relatives hinder you and also let not your friends and associates
trouble your mind. Regard none of these things.

"Now then, in turn, you here present who are related to the man, and you who were
his friends and associates, behold the path that is yours also! Soon we ourselves
will be left in that place. For this reason, hold yourselves in restraint as you go
from place to place. In your actions and in your conversation do no idle thing.
Speak no idle talk, neither gossip. Be careful of this and speak not and do not give
away to evil behavior. One year is the time that you must abstain from unseeming
levity, but if you cannot do this for ceremony, ten days is the time to regard these
things for respect."

Note:The Handsome Lake religion wanted to impose the one year period of mourning but
according to the Great Law, a new Chiefmust be raised ten days after the death ofa Royaner when
the Condolence Ceremony isperformed and a new Royaner is raised and the ten days of mourning
is lifted according to the Great Law.

There is a small condolence within three days of the death ofa chief, which is temporary until afull
condolence is held with a candidate selected by the clan.

I
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GAYANEREKOWA

KAYONI #109

NENNEN RONWAYATATAHANE ME AHSAREKOWA

Nennen ronwayatatahstneh ne Ahsarekowa, ensihron:

"Onen wahakwatehnikonrihsa tsi yatesatehkahakwe. Ahsarekowa kenneh ne Wisk
Nihononwentsakeh tahnon ne yatehonatieston onkwesonha *

yonsariwakwenienstakwe tsi sehnikonrarakwe tosa tahonwanaskwaronkwateh."
(Nahoten yotatenron ne sakawenna tsiniyot nennen Royaner wahonwayatata.)

KAYONI #110

NENNEN ENHONWAYATATA NE RATEHRIYOS

Nenneh enhonwayatata ne ratehriyos, ensihron:

"Onen wahakwatehnikonrihsa tsi yatesatekahakwe. Tehsesniehakwe ne
sawatsihreh tahnon entehsehneh tahnon satateweyenentahonneh ne ahsatehriyosera
ahontasehneh ne Wisk Nihononwentsakeh. Ne yatehonatieston onkwesonha
yonsariwakwenienstakwe ..." (Tsinikon yotatenron ne sakawenna tsiniyot nennen
Royaner enhonwayatata.)

KAYONI #111

NENNEN ENHONWAYATATA NE KENNITOYENHA

Nennen enhonwayatata ne kennitoyenha, ensihron:

"Onen wahakwatehnikonrihsa tsi yatasatakahakwe. Onwak tasatasawen
tsinisatahihnehseres soknaha tontayonsenn'onkeh tahnon ontakenheyeh ne otsitsa."
(Tsinikon yotatenron ne sakawenna tsiniyot nennen Royaner enhonwayatata.)

OHONTSA FILMS
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #109

OF A WAR CHIEF

At the funeral of a War-Chief, say:

"Now we become reconciled as you start away. Once you were a War Chief of the
Five Nations League and the United People trusted you as their guard from the
enemy." (The remainder is the same as the address at the funeral of a chief.)

:

WAMPUM #110

OF A WARRIOR

At the funeral of a warrior, say:

"Now we become reconciled as you start away. Once you were a devoted provider
and protector of your family and you were ready to take part in battles for the Five
Nations. The United People trusted you, ..." (The remainder is the same as the
address at the funeral of a chief.)

WAMPUM #111

OF A YOUNG MAN

At the funeral of a young man, say:

"Now we become reconciled as you start away. In the beginning of your career
you are taken away and the flower of your life is withered away..." (The remainder
is the same as the address at the funeral of a chief.)
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IGAYANEREKOWA

KAYONI #112

NENNEN ENYONTATIATATA NE AHKOYANER

Nennen enyontatiatata ne Ahkoyaner, ensihron:

"Onen wahakwatehnikonrihsa tsi yatesatekahakwe. Saterihontakwe ne Otiyaner ne
Wisk Nihononwentsakeh. Kahnistensera kenneh ne Kanakeraserasonha. Onen
sakwatkaweh, tsi tokenskeh yatahonsonton skatne ahonsontehwehson tsi
yonwentsateh. Onen kati ken wahakwayen sayeronta. Kento ,

wahakwatehweyenton. Onen katih enyakwenron: "Yasatasontehren tsinon
skenneh tsi tentehron ne Sonkwayatihson. Tosa nahotenson ne tsiyonwentsateh
sahnyotats. Tosa serihon tehnen nayawennen tsinaheh sonheh sahyotats. Ihseh
ohni enskakenneh ne sehwayatakwehniyokwe ne Rotiyaner Kahsennasonha. Ihse
sawenkenka ne ahyekwaren tahnon ne yowehsen tsinikanenroten..." (Tsinikon
yotatenron ne sakawenna tsiniyot nennen Royaner enhonwayatata.)

KAYONI #113

NENNEN ENYONTATIATATA NE ENKTIYAKONKWE

Nennen enyontatiatata ne enktiyakonkwe, ensihron:

"Onen wahakwatenikonrihsa tsi yatehsatekahakwe. Tonih satakaritekwe tsiniyot ne
ahseh tehyotsihtsanekaron onen nonwa ontakenheyeh. Kahnaktanoron sahwakwe
tsinaheh kanistensera ihken (tahnon ohyason). Wasatwatsiranoronkwe tahnon
sariwahtokenneh. Ihseh sawenkenha ne ahyekwaren..." (Tsinikon yotatenron ne
sakawenna tsiniyot nennen Royaner enhonwayatata.)

KAYONI #114

NENNEN RAKSAHA TOHKANI YEKSAHA ENSAKOTIYATATA

Nennen raksaha tohkani yeksaha ensakotihyatata, ensihron:

"Onen wahakwatehnikonrihsa tsi yatehsatekahakwe. Satehyot ne onwak
wakatsihtsonten tahnon ne onkwehriahnehson tohkarah nihwenniserakeh
wakontsennonni. Onen ne otsihtsa ontakenheyeh... (tahnon ohyason). Tosa
sehrihon tehnen nihyawahen tsiyonwentsateh sayotats..." (Tsinikon yotatenron ne
sakawenna tsiniyot nennen Royaner enhonwayatata.)
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #112

OF A CLAN MOTHER

At the funeral of a Chief Woman, say:
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #112

OF A CLAN MOTHER

At the funeral of a Chief Woman, say:

"Now we become reconciled as you start away. You were once a Chief Woman in
the League of Five Nations. You once were a Mother of the Nations. Now we
release you for it is true that it is no longer possible for us to wajk about together on
the earth. Now, therefore, we lay it (the body) here. Here we lay it away? Now
we say to you, persevere onward to the place where the Creator dwells in peace.
Let not the things of the earth hinder you. Looking after your family was a sacred
duty, and you were faithful. You were one of the joint heirs of the chieftainship
titles. Feastings were yours and you had pleasant occasions..." (The remainder is
the same as the address at the funeral of a chief.)

WAMPUM #113

OF A WOMAN

At the funeral of a woman of the people, say:

"Now we become reconciled as you start away. You were once a women in the
flower of life and the bloom is now withered away. You once held a sacred
position as mother of the Nation (etc.). Looking after your family was a sacred
duty and you were faithful. Feastings were yours and you had pleasant
occasions..." (The remainder is the same as the funeral of a chief.)

WAMPUM #114

OF AN INFANT OR A YOUNG WOMAN

At the funeral of an infant or young woman, say:

"Now we become reconciled as you start away. You were a tender bud and
gladdened our hearts for only a few days. Now the bloom has withered
away...(etc.). Let none of these things that transpired on earth hinder you. Let
nothing that happened while you lived hinder you." (The remainder is the same as
at thefuneral of a chief.)
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KAYONJ #115

NENNEN OHWIRAHA ENYAYIHEYEH OHENTON NE AHSEN NIHWENNISERKEH

Nennen ohwihraha enyayiheyeh ohenton ne ahsen nihwenniserakeh, wiskok nihwenniserakeh
enhontsonnionkwe. Tohneh onen enseksatarorokeh, rahtiksakonha tahnon kotiksakonha,
tsitkanonsoteh ne ronatsonnionkwen tahnon nennen enhatikwaren, toneh ne Sakotatis
ensakotaraseh ne ratiksakonha tahnon ensakoretsaron ne ahonsahontsennonni ahrahatien tsi
kenheyon tayakokarateh. Toneh ratiksakonha tensotiswatehten orakontsera.
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Nennen ohwihraha enyayiheyeh ohenton ne ahsen nihwenniserakeh, wiskok nihwenniserakeh
enhontsonnionkwe. Tohneh onen enseksatarorokeh, rahtiksakonha tahnon kotiksakonha,
tsitkanonsoteh ne ronatsonnionkwen tahnon nennen enhatikwaren, toneh ne Sakotatis
ensakotaraseh ne ratiksakonha tahnon ensakoretsaron ne ahonsahontsennonni ahrahatien tsi
kenheyon tayakokarateh. Toneh onen ne ratiksakonha tensotiswatehten ne orakontsera.

KAYONI #116

NENNEN NE AHWENHEYONDA YENHATIHEWEH TSI YOKENRAKARONTEH

Nennen ne ahwenheyonda yenhatiheweh tsi yokenrakaronteh, Sakotatis ne ihsih nakatsenhati,
ensakoretsaron ne kawatsireh nonatsennionkwen ahonsahontatehnikonraketsko tahnon
ahonsahontehkateh tsi rontekatakwa, ahonsahatikwatako ne rahotinonskonson tahnon onen
tentsoswatehneh tsinon tehtiokaraskwe. Enhenron, ne watsatahontsi ontkaratehniateh tahnon
katiokniahaheh, tahnon ne tehyoronyateh sayokentaneh. Toneh onen katih skennen ensonton
orakontserakeh.

KAYONI #117

TSINAHOTEN ENHENRON TSIYOKENRAKWARONTEH TAHNON NENNEN OHYERI
NIWENNIHSERAKE OHYOTOHETSTON

Ahsen nikaseriyetakeh ne onekorha sewasha niyensons ne enratsteh ne Sakotatis nennen
yontatiatatahaneh ne yakahonheyon. Enhenron:

"Sewatahonsiyost ne ken ihsewes, kihken ohyeronta enkarhoron.
Sasewatatiatarorok kennon tsiniyoreh ne ohyeri nihwenniserakeh, tohnitsi rohson
ne Sonkwayatihson tsi enwatiaken tsi yakotsennionkwen nennen ohyeri
nihwenniserakeh enwatohetsteh. Toneh onen enkahkwarakeh."

Nennen enwatohetsteh ne ohyeri niwenniserakeh, ne Sakotatis enhenron:
"Sewatasonteron tsi sewatahonsateh ne kento ihsewes. Onen ontohetsteh ne ohyeri
niwenniserakeh ahyontsonnionkwe tahnon onen onteh wah
tsisewatehnikonraketskwen tsiniyotonneh ohenton ne sontsonkwetakenheyaseh.
Ne rontatenonkwehokon wahonnereh stonha tahonateriwaserakwaseh tsinihati
wahonwatiyehnawaseh tsi wahonwayatata. Kahnonweratonsera. Ne kihken onka
wahekonni tsinikariwes wenheyontahereh, ohenton nahontayen tahnon ahyeyehna
nahoten tenyakiriwaserakwaseh tahnon ahonsayontiyatkaweh..." (Tohnitsi
enwateriwatentiaton tsiniyoreh akwekon ne wahontasniehnen
wahtonwatiriwaserkwaseh.)

Niawen kiwahi
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #115

WHEN AN INFANT DIES WITHIN THREE DAYS

When an infant dies within three days, mourning shall continue only five days. Then shall you
gather the little boys and girls at the house of mourning and at the funeral feast, a speaker shall
address the children and bid them to be happy once more, though by death, gloom has been cast
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THE GREAT LAW OF PEACE

WAMPUM #115

WHEN AN INFANT DIES WITHIN THREE DAYS

When an infant dies within three days, mourning shall continue only five days. Then shall you
gather the little boys and girls at the house of mourning and at the funeral feast, a speaker shall
address the children and bid them to be happy once more, though by death, gloom has been cast
over them, then shall the children be again in the sunshine.

WAMPUM #116

THE BURIAL RIGHTS

When a dead person is brought to the burial place, the speaker on the opposite side of the Council
Fire shall bid.the bereaved family to cheer up their minds once more and rekindle their fires in
peace, to put their house in order and once again be in brightness for darkness has covered them.
He shall say that the black clouds shall roll away and that the blue sky is visible once more.
Therefore, they shall be at peace in the sunshine again.

WAMPUM #117

SPEAKING AT THE BURIAL AND AT THE TENTH DAY OF MOURNING

Three strings of shell one span in length shall be employed in addressing the assemblage at the
burial of the dead. The speaker shall say:

"Hearken you who are here, this body is to be covered. Assemble in this place
again in ten days hence, for it is the decree of the Creator that mourning shall cease
when ten days have expired. Then a feast shall be made."

Then at the expiration of ten days, the Speaker shall say:

"Continue to listen you who are here. The ten days of mourning have expired and
your mind must now be freed of sorrow as before the loss of your relative. The
relatives have decided to make a little compensation to those who have assisted at
the funeral. It is a mere,expression of thanks. This is the one who did the cooking
while the body was lying in the house. Let her come forward and receive this gift
and be released from this task." (In substance, this will be repeated for everyone
who assisted in any way until all have been remembered.)

So ends the words of the Great Law of Peace passed down by Deganawida
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Annex 9

a. Order and instructions for total annihilation of rotinoshonni
[Iroquois Confederacy] from General [and future 1st United States
President] George Washington to his Major General John Sullivan on
May 31,1779.
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FROM GEORGE WASHINGTON TO MAJOR GENERAL

JOHN SULLIVAN, 31 MAY 1779
To Major General John Sullivan

[Middlebrook, 31 May 1779]Sir,

The expedition you are appointed to command is to be directed against the hostile tribes of the six nations of Indians,

with their associates and adherents.- The immediate objects are the total destruction and devastation of their settlements

and the capture of as many prisoners of every age and sex as possible. It will be essential to ruin their crops now in the

ground and prevent their planting more.

The troops to be employed under your commmand are—Clintons, Maxwells, Poors and Hands Brigades and ten

independent companies raised in the State of Pennsylvania—In Hands Brigade, I comprehend all the detached corps of
Continental troops now on the Susquehanna and Spencers regiment—Cortlandts I consider as belonging to Clintons

Brigade—Aldens may go to Poors & Butlers & the rifle corps to Maxwells or Hands according to their comparative strength

and circumstances.

Clintons Brigade you are informed has been ordered to rendezvous at Conojoharie, subject to your orders either to

form a junction with the main body on the Susquehannah, by way of Otsege—or to proceed up the Mohawk river and co¬

operate in the best manner circumstances will permit—as you judge most adviseable.-

So soon as your preparations are in sufficient forwardness, you will assemble your main body at Wyoming and proceed

thence to Tioga, taking from that place the most direct and practicable route into the heart of the Indian settlements—You

will establish such intermediate posts as you think necessary for the security of your communication and convoys, nor

need I caution you, while you leave a sufficiency of men for their defence to take care to diminish your operating force as

little as possible. A post at Tioga will be particularly necessary—either a stockade Fort or an intrenched camp—if the latter

a blockhouse should be erected in the interior.

I would recommend that some post in the center of the Indian Country should be occupied with all expedition, with a

sufficient quantity of provision, whence parties should be detached to lay waste all the settlements around with

instructions to do it in the most effectual manner, that the country may not be merely overrun but destroyed.

I beg leave to suggest as general rules that ought to govern your operations—to make rather than receive attacks,

attended with as much impetuosity, shouting and noise as possible, and to make the troops act in as loose and dispersed a

way as is consistent with a proper degree of government concert and mutual support—It should be previously impressed

upon the minds of the men wherever they have an opportunity, to rush on with the war hoop and fixed bayonet—Nothing

will disconcert and terrify the Indians more than this.

I need not urge the necessity of using every method in your power, to gain intelligence of the enem/s strength motions

and designs; nor need I suggest the extraordinary degree of vigilance and caution which will be necessary to guard against

surprises from an adversary so secret desultory & rapid as the Indians.

If a detachment operates on the Mohawk River the commanding Officer should be instructed to be very watchfull that

no troops come from Oswegatchie and Niagara to Oswego without his knowledge; and for this purpose he should keep

trustyspies at those three places to advertise him instantly of the movement of any party and its force. This detachment

should also endeavour to keep up a constant intercourse with the main body.

More than common care will be necessary of your arms and ammunition from the nature of theservice—They should

be particularly inspected after a rain or the passage of any deep water.

After you have very thoroughly completed the destruction of their settlements; if the Indians should show a disposition

for peace, I would have you to encourage it, on condition that they will give some decisive evidence of their sincerity by

delivering up some of the principal instigators of their past hostility into our hands—Butler, Brandt, the most mischievous

of the tories that have joined them or any other they may have in their power that we are interested to get into ours—They

may possibly be engaged, by address, secrecy and stratagem, to surprise the Garrison of Niagara and the shipping on the

lakes and put them into our possession. This may be demanded as a condition of our friendship and would be a most

important point gained—If they can render a service of this kind you may stipulate to assist them in their distress with

supplies of provisions and other articles of which they will stand in need, having regard in the expectations you give them

to our real abilities to perform. I have no power at present to authorise you to conclude a treaty of peace with them but you

may agree upon the terms of one, letting them know that it must be finally ratified by Congress and giving them every

proper assurance that it will. I shall write to Congress on the subject and endeavour to obtain more ample and definitive

authority.

But you will not by any means listen to (any) overture of peace before the total ruin of their settlements is effected—It

is likely enough their fears if they are unable to oppose us, will compel them to offers of peace, or policy may lead them, to

endeavour to amuse us in this way to gain time and succour for more effectual opposition. Our future security will be in

their inability to injure us the distance to which they are driven and in the terror with which the severity of the
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chastisement they receive will inspire (them.) Peace without this would be fallacious and temporary—New presents and an

addition of force from the enemy would engage them to break it the first fair opportunity and all the expence of our

extensive preparations would be lost.

When we have effectually chastised them we may then listen to peace and endeavour to draw further advantages from

their fears. But even in this case great caution will be necessary to guard against the snares which their treachery may hold

out—They must be explicit in their promises give substantial pledges for their performance and execute their engagements

with decision and dispatch. Hostages are the only kind of security to be depended on.

Should Niagara fall into your hands in the manner I have mentioned—you will do every thing in your power for
preserving & maintaining it, by establishing a chain of posts, in such manner as shall appear to you most safe and effectual
and tending as little to reduce our general force as possible—Th(is) however we shall be better able to decide as the future

events of the campaign unfold themselves—I shall be more explicit on the subject hereafter.

When you have completed the objects of your expedition, unless otherwise directed in the mean time, you will return
to form a junction with the main army by the most convenient expeditious and secure route according to circumstances—
The Mohawk river, if it can be done without too great risk, will perhaps be most elegible on several accounts. Much should
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chastisement they receive will inspire (them.) Peace without this would be fallacious and temporary—New presents and an

addition of force from the enemy would engage them to break it the first fair opportunity and all the expence of our

extensive preparations would be lost.

When we have effectually chastised them we may then listen to peace and endeavour to draw further advantages from

their fears. But even in this case great caution will be necessary to guard against the snares which their treachery may hold

out—They must be explicit in their promises give substantial pledges for their performance and execute their engagements

with decision and dispatch. Hostages are the only kind of security to be depended on.

Should Niagara fall into your hands in the manner I have mentioned—you will do every thing in your power for
preserving & maintaining it, by establishing a chain of posts, in such manner as shall appear to you most safe and effectual
and tending as little to reduce our general force as possible—Th(is) however we shall be better able to decide as the future

events of the campaign unfold themselves—I shall be more explicit on the subject hereafter.

When you have completed the objects of your expedition, unless otherwise directed in the mean time, you will return
to form a junction with the main army by the most convenient expeditious and secure route according to circumstances—
The Mohawk river, if it can be done without too great risk, will perhaps be most elegible on several accounts. Much should

depend on the relative position of the main army at the time.

As it is impossible to foresee what may be the exigences of the service in this quarter, this united with other important

reasons make(s) it essential that your operations should be as rapid and that the expedition should be perform(ed in as

little t)ime as will be consistent with (its success and e)fficacy.

And here I cannot forbear repeating my former caution, that your troops may move as light and as little encumbered as
possible even from their first outset—The state of our Magazines demands it as well as other considerations—if much time

should be lost in transporting the troops and stores up the river—the provisions for the expedition will be consumed and

the general scantiness of our supplies will not permit their being replaced—conse(quently) the whole enterprise may be

defeated—I would recommend it to you for this purpose that the General Officers should make an actual inspection of the

baggage of their several Brigades and absolutely reject to be left behind, at proper places every articles that can be
dispensed with on the expedition—This is an extraordinary case and requires extraordinary attention.

Relying perfectly upon your judgment prudence and activity—I have the highest expectation of success equal to our
wishes; and I beg leave to assure you, that I anticipate with great pleasure, the honor which will redound to yourself and
the advantage to the common cause, from a happy termination of this important enterprise.3 Given at Head Quarters

Middle Brook 31st May 1779.

(Go: Washington)ÿ-

L[SJ, in Richard Kidder Meade's writing, MHi; Df, DLCiGW; copy, CSmH; copy, DNAiPCC, item 166;
copy, DNAdPCC, item 169; yanÿkjranjcrigt, DLCGW. The text in angle brackets is missing from the
mutilated L[S} and has been taken from the draft.

1. For the background to this expedition, see Sullivan to GW. 16 April, n.l.

2. See GW to James Clinton. 19 April.

3. These instructions to Sullivan formalized the plans for his campaign against the Six Nations, which

had been under debate for the past few months. Sullivan left Easton, Pa., on 18 June and arrived at
Wyoming, Pa., five days later (see Sullivan to GW, 25 June, DNA: RG 360). Plagued by supply problems,

he would not leave that place and embark on his expedition until 31 July.

4. The signature has been clipped from the L[S].
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